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PREFACE.

To open tlic path to the myriad wonders of creation,

wliicbi altogether nnsoen hy the unaseisted eye, are

made cognisable to eight bj the aid of the Microscope,

is the aim and scope of this volume. Great and

goigeons as is the display of Divine power and wisdom

in the tilings that are seen of all, it may safely be

affirmed that a far more extensive prospect oi these

glories lay unheeded and unknown till the optician's

art revealed it. Like the work of some mighty genie

of Oriental fable, the brazen tube is the key that un-

locks a world of wonder and beauty before invisible,

which one who has once gazed upon it can never for-

get, and never cease to admire.

This Yolume contains bat a gleaning: the author

has swept rapidly across the vast field of marvels,

snatching up a gem here and there, and cnlling one

and another of the brilliant blossoms of this flowery
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vi PREFACE.

region, to weave a specimen chaplet, a sample coroual,

which may tell of the good things behind. Yet the se-

lection has been bo made as to leave nntouched no con-

siderable area of the great field of Zoology which is

under the control of the Microscope ; so that the stu-

dent who shall have verified for himself the observa-

tions here detailed, will bo no longer a tyro in micro-

scopic science, and will bo well prepared to extend his

independent researches, without any other Ihnit than

that which the Unite, though vast, sphere of study itself

presents to him.

The staple of the work now offered to the public

consists of original observation. The author is far

from thinking lightly of the labours of others in this

ample field
;
but, still, it is true that, respecting very

many of the subjects that came under his notice, ho

found, in endeavouring to reproduce and yerify pub-

lished statements, so much perplexity and difficulty,

that he was thrown back upon himself and nature,

compelled to observe de novo^ and to set down simply

what he himself could see. The ever accumulating

stock of observed and recorded facts is the common

property of science ; and the author has not scnipled

to reproduce, to amplify, or to abridge his own obser-

vations which have already appeared in his published

works and scientific memoirs, as freely as he would

have cited those of any other observer, in which he

had confidence^ and which were germane to his pur
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PBEFACE. Vll

pose Yut iii almoBt all cases the ohserv.uions so used

have been Bubjected to renewed scrutiny^ and have

been verified afrah, or corrected where found defective.

Ill order to relieve as much us possible the dryness

of technical deacriptioni a colloquial and familiar style

has been given to the work; which has been thrown

into the form of a series of iinagiuai'y couccrsaziones^ or

microscopical mnrieay in which the author is supposed

to act as the provider of scientific entertainment and

instruction to a circle of friends. It is proper to add,

however, that the precision essential to science has

never been consciously sacrificed. A master may be

easy and familiar without being ioodO or vague.

A considerable amount of information will be found

incidentally scattered throughout tlie work, on micro-

scopic manipulation—the selecting, securing, and pre-

paring objects for examination ;—^an important matter,

and one which presents a good deal of practical diffi-

culty to tlio beginner, ^ot a little help will be atforded

to lum, also, on the power to observe and to discriminate

what he has under his eye. In almost every instance,

the objects selected for illustration ai'c common things,

such as any one placed in tolerably favourable circum*

fetiuices, with access to sca-sliorc and country-side, may

reasonably expect to meet with in a twclvemontli^s

round of research*
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FREFAGE.

The pictorial illustrations are almost co-cxtensive

with the descriptions
;
they are one hundred and thir-

teen in number ;
all, with the exception of eighteen,

productions of the author's own pencil, the great ma-

joritj having been drawn on the wood direct from the

Microscope, at the same time as the respectlTe descrip*

tions were written. He ventures to hope that they

will be found accurate delineations of the objects repre-

sented.*

TosauAT, Ftlbmuofy^ 1859>

* The flubjecU on pp. 48, 64, 112, 114 (the lower figurra), and 176,

haTO been copied, under the courteous penniauon of the pnblislier, from

Dr. Cnrpcntcr*s valuable work, Ibe Microflcope, and its Revelations.^

(Churchill, London.)
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EVENINGS

AT THE MICKOSCOPE.

CHAPTER 1.

KoT many years? n^o an ciuiacnt microscopist recoivcd

a connminicutiuii inquiring whether, if a minute por-

tion of dried skin were submitted to him, lie could de-

termine it to be human skin or not. lie replied, tliat

lie thought he could. Accordingly a very minute frag*

ment was forwarded to him, somewhat resembling what

might 1)0 torn from the surface of an old trunk, with all

the hair rubbed oil'.

The professor brought his microscope to bear upon

it, and presently found some fine hairs scattered over

the surface ; after carefully examining which, he pro*

nounced with confidence that they were human hairs,

and sueb as c^rcw on the naked parts of the body ; and

still further, that the person who had owned them was

of a fair complexion.

This was a veiy interesting decision, because the

fragment of skin was taken from the door of an old

church in Yorkshire ; * in the yicinity of which a tradi-

* I un writing flrom memory, haTlng no moBiu of referring to the orig*

bnl feoord, wbkb will be foond in the first (or eeoond) volume of the
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2 EVKNUfGS AT TUK MICKOSCOPE.

tion is preserved, that about a thousand years ago a

Danish robber had violated tliis ehnroh, and liaviTii[!j

been taken, was condemned to be flayed, and his skin

nailed to the church-door, as a terror to evil-doers.

The action of the weather and other causes had long

ago remoYed all traces of the stretched and dried skin,

except that, from under the edges of the broad-headed

nails with which the door was studded, frugnieutii still

peeped out. It was one of these atoms, obtained by
drawing one of the old nails, that was subjected to mi-

croscopical scrutinj ; and it was interesting to find that

the wonder-showing tube could confirm the tradition

with the utmost certainty ; not only in the general fact,

tbat it was really tlic skin of man, but in the special

one ol ilie race to which that man belonged, viz. one

with fair complexion, and light hair, such as the Danes

are well known to possess.

It is evident from this anecdote, that the human
hair presents characters so indelible that centuries

of exjxjsnre have not availed to obliterate them, and

which readily distinguish it from the hair of «iny

other creature. Let us then begin our evening's

entertainment hj an examination of a human hair,

and a comparison of it with that which bdongs to va*

rious animals.

Here, then, is a hair from my own head. I cut off

about halt' an inch of its length, and, laying it between

two plates of glass, put it upon the stage of the micro-

scope. I now apply a power of GOO diameters ; that is,

the apparent increase of size is tlie same as if six hun-

dred of these hairs were placed side by side. Kow,

Tnmaactions of the Hicroscopiettl Sodcty" of London. Ibe genml facta,

bowerer, maj be depended on.
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QAIBS, F£ATU£BS, AND SCALEd 8

^vitli tliis eve-piece micrometer, we will lirst of all

measure its diameter.

Yon see, crossing the bright circular field of view,

a semi-pellucid cylindrical object; that is the hair.

Ton see also a number of fine lines drawn parallel to

each other, exaotlv like those uii mii ivorv

rule or scale, with e\ erv fifth lino lunger

than the rest, and every tentli hunger still.

This is the micrometer, or scale by which

we measure objects ; and the difference in

the length of the lines, you will readily

giiCFs is merely a device to facilitate the

counting ot" them. By moving the stage up

or down, or to cither side, we easily get the

hair to be exactly in the centre of the field

;

and now, by adjusting the eye-piece, we
make the scale to lie directly across the hair,

at liL'ht ai lilies with its len^cth. Tlius we
pte that its diameter covers just thirty of

the fine lines ; and as, with this magnifying

power, each line represents l-10,000th of an inch, the

hair is 30-10,000th8,=7|^rd of an inch, in diameter.

In all branches of natural history, but perhaps pre-

eminently ill niicTOSCopic natural histor}',—owinLT tu its

greater li;il)ility tu error from illusory- appearances,—wo
gain much information on any given structure by com-

paring it with parallel or analogons structures in other

forms. Thus we shall find that our understanding of

the structure of this hair will be much increased when
we have seen, under the same magnifying power,

specimens of tlic hair ot* other luiimalf?. In ortU-r,

howev^, to explain it, I must anticipate those ob-

ser^adons.
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4 EVENINGS AT THE MICROSCOPE,

"What we see, then, is a ])erfectly " translucent cyl-

inder, having a light brown tinge, and marked with a

great number of delicate lines, having a general trans-

Terse direetion, but very irregularly sinuous in their

individual courses. These lines we perceive to be on
the surface

; because, if we slowly turn the adjustment-

screw, the lines grow dim on the central part of the

cylinder, while those parts that lie near the edges (speak-

ing according to the optical appearance) come into dis-

tinctness. Presently the edges of the cylinder become

sharply defined, and are seen to be cut into exceedingly

shallow saw-like teeth, about as far apart as the lines

;

these, however, arc so slight that they can be seen only

by very delicate adjustment. We go on tnrning the

screw, and presently another series of transverse lines,

having the same characters as the former, but differing

from them individually, come into view, at the sides

first, and presently in the middle, and then, as we still

turn, become dim, and the whole is confused. In fact

our eye has travelled, in this process, from the nearer sur-

face of the hair, right through its transparent substance,

to the fartlier surface ; and we have seen that it is sur-

rounded bythese sinuous lines,which the edges—or those
]K)rtions of the hair which would be the edges, if it were

split through the middle (for, optically, this is the same

thing)—show to be successive coats of the surface, sud-

denly terminated. If we suppose a cylinder to be

formed of very thin paper, rolled up, and then, with a
turning-lathe, this cylinder to be tapered into a very

lengthened cone, the whole would be surrounded by
lines marking the cut-through edges of the successive

layers of paj>er ; and, owing to the tliickness of tlie

paper not being niathematically c(^ual in every pait,
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BAIB8} FBATHEBSy AND SCALES* 5

these edges would be smuons; exactly as we sec in

these lines upon the Lair. The cli'cct and the cause are

the same in the two eases.

A hair i& closely analogous to the stem of a phiut

;

inasmuch as it grows from a root, by continual additions

of colls to the lower parts, which, as they lengthen, pnsh

forward the ever-lengthening tip. Indeed, in some of

the hairs which we shall presently look at, there is the

most curious reseuiblanre to the htein of a palm, with

the projections })roduced by the successive growth and

sloughing of leaf-bases around the central cylinder.

Internally, too, the resemblance is remarkable ; for, if

we split a human hair, and especially if we macerate it

in weak muriatic acid, we shall find it composed of (1)

a thin hut dense kind of bark, formini; the successive

overlappini^ scales just described
; (2) a iibrous sub-

stance, extending from the bulb to the point of the hair.

By soaking the hair in hot sulphuric acid, this fibrous

substance resolves itself into an immense number of

very long cells, pointed at each end, and squeezed by
mutual pressure into variuus angular forms-, "A
human hair, of one-tonth of a line in thickness,* has

about 250 fibrils in its mere diameter, and about 50,000

in its entire calibre : so that these ultimate iibrils are

finer than those of almost any other known tissue, from

the great elongation 'and narrowing of their constituent

cells a.4 they are drawn out into the shaft of tlio hair

dnriuL,' growth ; and hence the expanded hull) <»f the

hair, where tlie cells are yet spherical and soft, f (3)

• This is nrarly thrice as fir^nt a.^ tlic dinmotcr I had given above,

wh'wh vrm ilie res^ult of .<«cvoral eureful admeasurement of diifereut haira|

token from childhood and adult nge.

\ Grant. Cud. Comp. Anat. 647.
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6 EVKMLNGS AT THE MICBOSCOFB,

Bunning through the rcty centre of the fihrons portion

may be Bometimcs discerned a dark slender line, which

is a sort of pitli {medulla)^ coinpo>(Ml of iliiiiuto roundish

cells, lillcd with air, and arranged iu two or three rows.

a ft

nOO'S SRUTLX,

The bristh\s of the Hog bear much resemblance to

the human hair. On this slide is one, which you per-

ceive is just tlirice as thick as the hair that wo have

been examining, or jiT^h of an inch in diameter. The
sinuous lines across the surface are proportionally far

finer and closer together, and no saw-teeth are visible

at the edge, the most delicate adjustment showing only

a minute undulation in the outline ; that is to say, the

overlapping scales are far thinner, and therefore their

terminations are nearer together, in the hair of the

Swine than iu that of "Nlan. I will now show you a

transverse section of a similar bristle, which I will ob-

tain thus: I take this old brush, and with a razor cut

off one of the bundles of bristles, close to the wood ;
'

then I take off as thin a shaving as I can cut, wood,

bristles, and all : I repeat the same operation two or

three times. !Now, picldng out the shavings of wood,
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HAIRS, FEA.TIIEB8, AND BCALE8,

I take Bp a few of the dnst-like atoms with the point of

my pen knife, and scatter them on this plate (or slide)

of glass, and these I cover with another ])late of thin

glass ; for this dust is composed of tUiii trausvcrse slices

of the bristles, and 83 I scatter them, some will fall

npon their cut ends^ so that we shall look through them

endwise.

Here is one, very suitaLlc for examination,—since it

is not a whole section, the razor having passed some-

what obliquely across it, coming out beyond the mid-

dle, where it thins away to an edge. The outline is not

circular, but elliptical ; that is, the hair is not round,

but flattened. There is no separable cortex^ or bark,

and the wh<»le suhstanfe ap}H'ai*s made up of exces-

sively fine libivs, of which wo see the en(U cut across.

A rough dark line occupies the middle of the slice, in

the plane of the greater diameter ; but at the edge of the

slice we are able to see that this is not a solid core, as

has been sometimes supposed, but a cavity parsing up

through tlie liair. It is surrounded by a hiyer of me-

dullary cells, which appear black, because they are

filled with air.

The finer hairs of the Horse and the Ass, such as

those selected from the cheeks, have the sinuous edges

of the plates about as close as in human hair. But they

are distinguished at once by the couspicuousness of the

medullary portion, which is tliick, and quite opaque,

and is broken up (especially towards each extremity of

the hair) into separate longitudinal irregular masses.

The fine wool of the Sheep is clothed with imbrica-

tions, ])i < portionally much fewer than those of human
Ijair, while the diameter is also much less. Thus these

examples, selected from fine fianncl and from coarse
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8 EVENINGS AT TOE MICROSCOPE.

worsted, vary in diameter from y^TTth to jtjih of an
inch ; and there are, upon an average, about two im-

brications in a space equal to tlie diameter. ISo colour

is pert r])ti!,le in these f^peciinens ; liiev are as

transj)aiL'Ut and colourless as glass. Tlio im-
liricated plates project here considerably more
than in either of the examples we before exam-
ined; the "teeth," however, form an obtuse

anixle.

AVe shall presently see the importance of this

imbricate structure ; but we will iiist look at a

few more examples, in which wo shall Hud it

still more strongly developed, in conjunction

with some other peculiarities. All tlie hairs

that we have looked at are what I have called

fibrous in their interior texture, but those of

many animals are more distinctly cellular.

Thus, in these f-iiecinK'ns, iducked from the

auzwAw tfur of tiie Cat that lies coiled up on the hearth-

rug, we see, first, that the imbrications arc short, being

about equal to the diameter in length, but are very

strongly marked; though, like those of the Sheep^a

wool, obtuse. Hence, the contour is extremely like

that of the sti]>e of an old rough palm-tree. There is

a distinct bark {cor(ex)^ which is thick, and marked with

longitudinal lines, which add totheresemblanco justal*

luded to. The interior is clear, marked off at pretty

regular intervals by the broad flattened medullary cells,

in single series, each cell occupying, for the most part,

the whole breadth i>f the interior. Tliese c( lis are trans-

parent and apparently empty ; but tiieir walls appear

opaque and almost black,—an optical illusion, depeu"

dent on the absorption of the light by their surfaces at
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HAIB8| FEATHERS, AND SCALES.

certain angles with the eye of the beholder,

fibrous portion is here almost displaced by the

great development of tlie medullary cells.

Ill the larger liaii*s of tlie !M(>lc, ^vllich wo
will now look at, tlic bark is very thin ; and

though the surface is marked with sinuous

lines, these do not project into teeth. The
pith here again forms the greater portion of

the hair, the cells of which it is composed

being i)laced in ein^i^le series, which, for the

most part, extend all across the body of the

hair, thouf^h tlicy are somewhat irrcf^ular

both iu size and shape. They arc rather flat-

tened, and appear perfectly black (that is,

opaque) by transmitted light, their surfaces

absorbing all the rays of light. Tlie small tun or oat.

hairs of tho same animal, 'however, are very different in

form : they are flattened, so as to a})pcar twice as broad

iu one aspect as iu another at

right angles to it ;
and, what is

curious, the scales of tlie bark

project into strongly-marked im-

brications on one side, and are

scarcely percei)tiblo on the

other. Here, as in tlio larger^

hail's, there is a single row of

oral transyerse cells, peifectly

opaque,

Tlie hair of many of the

smaller Mammalia shows con-

siderable divei*sity of form, ac-

cording to the part which we select for observation.

Thus, if we take a long hair out of this Sable tippet,

1*

lUIM OF MOia
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10 EVEKIKGS AT THE 1DCB06C0PE.

and examine it near tlie base, we sec that it is very

slender, transparent, and colourless, covered with

strongly-marked imbrications, which arc not obtuse

teeth, but lonpf, pointed, overlapping scales, about ten

of which coni|)letc a whorl. The fibrous portion is

moderately thick; inclosing a wide pith of roundish

cells, set in two rows, that allow the rays of light to

be transmitted through their central parts.

As we trace the hair upwards, by moving the stage

of the microscope, by and by it swells and rapidly in-

creases iu tliickncss ; tiio imbrications arc scarcely per-

ceptible ; while the pith«

cells have greatly angment-

\ cd innumberand in breadth.

, These are arranfjed in con-

fused, close-set, transverse

rows, and arc ncai'ly opaque.

BAim or BABLS.

Still tracing up the same
hair, as we approach the

ti]), the bark and fibrous

' ])art become very thin ; the

cells arc fewer and fewer

till they cease altogether,

and a long slender point,

of a clear yellow tinge,

without cells, ])resents transverse wavy lines of imbri-

cation scarcely ])rojecting.

The hair of the common Mouse is a pretty and in-

teresting object. In the larger specimens the fibrous

portion is reduced almost to nothing. Tlie imbrications

project very little, but carefnl observation reveals slant-

ing lines ]>rocceding from the "teeth;" wliidi show

that the whole surface is clothed with long pointed
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haibs, feathebs, ajstd scales. 11

mn or voim.

scales, which are excessively thin, and lie close. The
pith consists of lai^ flattened cells, arrano^cd thus :

one row passes up through ihe ceii-
[^\,f^'ypp'^^^<JT^/

trc, and oilier similar ones arc set in iVS^^VlC^^. v;;<7

a circle around it, so that a longitu*
y^y^j:^^{J\.

'

'f\^ /

dinal section would show three par- ^ ^

allel rows. These cells are transla-

cent, and some of them are either

wholly or partially lined with a clear

jcllow pigment.

- The emallcr hairs from the

same little animal are scarcely

distingnishahle from those of

the Oat, already described, ex-

cept that the imbrications arc i)roportionallj'

larijer. In all, the extremity is drawn out to

a lengthened line point, and is occupied with

clear yc How cell<, except the very tip, which
is colourless, and imbricated with sinuous

J
whorls, each consisting of a single scale.

But it 18 in the Bats that the imbricated

character attains its p^eatest development, ifc

On this slMe is a number of hairs from the

fur of one of our English Bats, in which it is

far more conspicuous than in any example wc
have yet seen. In the middle portion ofeach

hair the scales lie close, embracing their suc-

cessors to the very edges, or nearly ; but the

lower part, which is more slender, resenibles

TOOP a multitude of trumpet-shaped llowers formed
"JJJ^J*'

into a chain, each being inserted into the

tliroat of another. The lip of the "flower" is

generally oblique, and hero and there we can perceive

•»ALL
iiAin or
UOVUK.
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that each is formed of two half-encircling scales ; for

one scale occasionally springs from the level of its fel-

low, so as to make the imbrication alternate.

Even this, however, i.^ lai excelled by a f]-)Cc1c5 of

Bat from India, of whose hair I have now sjiociniens on

the stage. The trumpet-like cups are licro very thin

and transparent, but very expansive ; the diameter of

the lip being, in some parts of the hair, fully tlirice as

great as that of the stem itself. Tiie margin of each cnp

aj^pears to be undivided, but very irreguhirly nutched

and cut. In the middle i)ortion of the liair, the cups

are far more crowded than in the basal part, more brush-

like, and less elegant ; and this structure is continued

to the very extremity, which is not drawn out to so at-

tenuated a point as the hair of the Mouse, though it is

of a neodle-like sharpness. The trnmpet-sha})ed scales

are, it seems, liable to be removed by

accident ; for in these dozen hairs tliere

are several, in' which we see one or

^ more cups rubbed off, and in one the

jA/ stem is destitute of them for a consid-

erable space. The stem so deniuled

|i/ closely resembles tlie basal j^art of a

Mouse's hair in its nonnal condition.

This character of being clothed with

i Y \ i(
overlapping scales, each growing out of

It \ i I (
predecessor, is common, then, to the

hairs of the ^raniinalia, tli(>iii:]i it exists

in ditferent deirree.'i of development. It

>iA» or iKniAN BAT. ^^^7 Ye&dWy detected by the unaided

sense, even when the eye, though as-

sisted by the microscope, fails to recognise it. Al-

most every bchoulboy is familiar with the mode
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by which the tip of aoj hair may be distinguished

from its base; and even of the least fracement,

the terminal end from the basal end. The initiated

lad a?senil)les a few youns^er ones, and pays, "Now
yon may make a mark with ink on one end of a

white horse-hair, and I'll tell you, by feeling it, which

end you have marked." He does, infallibly. He rubs

it to and fro between his thumb and finger, and the

liair re«rularJv travels tlironi^li in tlie direction of its

base : one or two rubs of eourse determine this, and the

verdict is given oracularly. !N'ow you see the cause of

this property lies in the imbricate structure ; the scales

may be excessively thin and close, but still they project

efficiently in any specimen to present a barrier to mo-
tion in tlie terminal direction when pressed between two

surfaces, such as the fingers, while they very readily

move in the opposite.

But more than the success of a schoolboy's magic

depends on the imbricate snifaco of hairs. England's

time-honoured manufacture, that which affords the high-

est seal ill her most auLrust assend)ly, depends on it.

The hat on your head, the coat on your back, the flan-

nel waistcoat that shields your chest, the double hose

that comfort your ankles, the carpet under your feet,

and hundreds of other necessaries of life, are what they

are, because mammalian hairs are covered with sheath*

ing scales.

It is owing to this stnicturc that those hairs which

possess it in an appreciable degi*ee, are endowed with

the property of felting f that is, of being especially

under the combined action of heat, moisture, motion,

and pressure^ so interlaced and entangled as to become

inseparable, and of gradually forming a dense and cloth-
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like texture* The " body," or substance of the best sort

of mca's hats, is made of lamb's wool and rabbit's fur,

not interwoven, but simply beaten, pressed, and worked

together, between damp cloths. The same property en-

ables woven woollen tissues to become close and thick :

every one knows tliat worsted stockings shrink in their di-

mensions, but becomemuch thicker and firmer after they

have been worn and washed a little ; and the ^* stout

broad-cloth," which has been the characteristic covering

of Englishmen for ages, would bo l)nt a poor open

flimsv texture, b\it for the intimate union of the felted

wool-fibres, which acerues from the various processes

to which the fabric has been subjected.

lii a commercial view, the excellence of wool is

tested by the closeness of its imbrications. When first

the wool-fibre was submitted to microscopical examina*

tion, the experiment was made on a specimen of Meri-

no ; it presented 2,400 sernitiires in an inch. Then a

fibre of Saxon wool, finer than the former, and known
to possess a superior felting power, was tried: there

were 2,720 serratures in an inch. Kext a specimen of

South-Down wool, acknowledged to be inferior to

either of the former, was examined, imd gave 2,080 ser-

ratures. Finally, tiie Leicester wool, wliosc felting

property is feebler still, yielded only 1850 serratures

per inch. And this connection of good felting quality

with the number and sharpness of the aheatliing scales

is found to be invariable.

The hairs of many Insects are cnrious and interest-

ing. Here you may see the head of the hive-bee, wdiieh

is moderately clothed with hair ; each hair is slender

and pointed, and is beset with a multitude of subordi-

nate short hairs, which project from the main stem, and
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stand out at an angle : these are set on in a spiral order.

Here again, is one of the Iiinder legs of the same bcc :

the yellow iiair, v. Licli you can see with tlic naked eye,

consists of strong, liorny, curved spines, t aeli ol which

is scored obliquely, like a butcher's steel. Tlieso logs

are used, as you are well aware, to brash oS the poUen
irom the anthers of flowers, wherewith the substance

called bee-bread, the food of the grubs, is made ; and
iji xhis specimen, yon may see linndreds of tlie beautiful

oval pollen-grains entangled among these formidable

looking spines.

'Dkeso nisty hairs are from a large caterpilkr (that

of the Oak Egger Moth, I believe) ;
they appear, when

highly magnified, like stout horny rods drawn out to an

acute point, and sending forth alternate

short pointed spines, which scarcely project

from the lino of the axis.

Bat there is scarcely any hair more curi-

ous than that of a troublesome grab in mu-

seums and cabinets, the larva of Dermestes

lardariiis^ which lives upon fur-skins, and

any dried animal substance?. It has a cyl-

indrical sliaft, wliieh is covered with whorls

of large close-set spines, four or five in each

whorl, closely succeeding each other ; the

upper part of the shaft is surrounded by a

whorl of lai^r and more knotted spines, and

the extremity is furnished with six or seven

larcre filaments, whicli appear to have a*np or hair of

knob like hinge in the middle, by which

they are bent up on themselves.

The feathers of Birds are essentially hairs. That

shrivelled membrane which wo pull out of the interior
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of a quill "when vre mtika a pen, is the medullary portion,

dried. There is a beautiful contrivance in the barbs of

most feathers, which I will illustrate bj this feather

from the body-plumage of the domestic fowl. Every

one must have observed tlie rctruhir arranirement of the

vauc of a feather, and the exquisite manner in whicli

tlie beards of which it is com-

posed are connected together.

This is specially observable in

the wing-featlicrB,—a goose-quill,

for example ; where the vane,

though very light and thin, forms

an exceedingly firm resisting

medium, the individual beards

maintaining their union with

great tenacity, and resuming it

immediately, Avhen they have

been violently separated.

Kow tills property is of high

importance in the economy of

the bird. It is essential that

mkmm o» cLomnro-raATnK uritb fiTeat liffhtness and bnoy-

ancy—for the bird is a flifinff

creature—there be ]>o\ver to strike the air "witli a broad

resisting surface. The wide vanes of the quill-feathei's

afford these two requisites, strength and lightness ; the

latter depending on the material employed, which is

very cellular, and the former on the mode in which the

individual barbs, set edgewise to the direction of tlio

stroke, take a firm hohl on earli otluM*.

Xow, in the bodv-featlier wliicli is under the micro-

scope, we see that the central stem carries on each side

a row of barbs, which interlock with each other. The
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maiinifvincr power shows ns that these barl)s are not

simple Ulauieiits, but arc themselves doubly bearded in

the same fashion ; and further, tliat these barbules of

the second series arc famished with a tliird series. It

is in this third series of filaments that the tenacity in

question resides. If we isolate one of the primary

beards, by stri|)])inG: away a few on each side of it, and

again put it on the stage, we sec that tlie secondary

barbules of one side arc armed differently from those of

the other side. Those of the lower side carry short and

simple barbnlets, whereas those of the side which looks

towards the point of the feather bear much longer ones

;

and, moreover, many of them arc

abruptly hooked backwards. ]Now,

whenever the primary beards are

bronght into contact, some of these

hooks catch on the barbnlo next

above, and, BUppins^ into the an-

gles formed by the bai-bulets, hold

there, and thus the two contiguous

beards arc firndy locked together.

In the beard of tlie goose-quill,

the structure is essentially the

same, but the barbulets arc far

more numerous and more closely

set
;
they arc also proportionally

much lar::er,—both those which

are hooked and those which are simple. Indeed, tho

latter manifest a tendency to the hooked form, and by
all these peculiarities the interlocking power is aug-

mented. It is interesting to observe the great dilatation

ot' the beard in a direction towards tho inferior surface

of the feather,—towards the stroke, as I just now oh-

BABB noM oiMn-qntLL.
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18 EVEXIJfGS AT TUE MICROSCOPE.

eerved. This is to increase the resisting power, as a

thin board set edgewise will bear a great weight witli-

out bending or breaking, provided it cau be kept from

yielding lateral!}'. The barbules are arranged only on

the very edge—the npper edge—of the beard.

We will now examine some specimens of scales of

Fishes, all of which are very interesting and beautiful

objects under low powers of the microscope
;

tlioiigli

higher powers are requisite to resolve their structure.

We will use both.

The scales of almost all the Fishes with which wo
are familiar, fall under two kinds, which hare been

named ctenoid (or comb-like), and cycloid (or roundish).

The Perch alVurda us good exani})les of the former kind.

On this slide are three scales from the body of this fish :

the one on the left side is taken from the back (fig. a)

;

the middle one from the lateral line (^) ; and tho one

on tho right from tlie belly {c). In order to understand

these objects we must remember that the scales of fishes

are horny or bony |)latcs5 developed in the substance

of the proper skin, with a layer of which they are al-

ways covered. In most cases (as, for example, tho

Perch), the hinder end of each scale projects, carrying

with it the thin layer of skin with which it is inrested
;

and thus the scales overlay one another, like the tiles of

a lioiise, or like the feathers of a bird, and that for a like

purpose. For as the rain, falling on the house-top, has

a tendency to flow downwards, from gravitation ; and

as the slope of the roof is in that direction, the current

passing over each tile is deposited from its bottom edge

on the middle of the next one, whence it still flows down
to the free edge of this one, and so in succession. So

the motion of tho bird through the air, and of the fish
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through the ^vatcr, produces the very same effect as if

tlicse liuidd were m motion and the auiuiuls were still;

and therefore the bodies of the latter arc, as it were,

tUed with feathers or scales, the free edges of which,

looking in the o])po8ite direction to the coming of the

current (that is, the same direction as its flow), deposit

the successive particles of the niuving fluid in the midst

of the successive featliers or scales. Thus two results

ensno, both essential to the comfort of the animal : first,

the air or water does not mn upward between the

feathers or scales to the skin ; and secondly, the snrface

presents no impediment to free motion. This latter

advantage will ho appreciated, if you take hold of a

dead hird by the legs, and push it rapidly through the

* air tail-foremost: the feathers will instantly rise and

mffle ])resenting a powerful resistance to movement
in that direction.

Tliesc scides of tlie Percli have their hinder, or free

edge, set with fine crystalliuo points, arranged in suc-

cessive rows, and overlapping. Their £ront side is cut

lOAUs ot rxBcn.

with a scolloped pattern, the extremities of undulations

of the surface that radiate from a common point beliind

the centre. These undulations are separated by narrow
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furrows, across wliicli, contrary to tlie ordinary rule, the

close-set concentric lines tliat follow the sinuosities of

the outline are not visible. Under the microscope they

look as if thcj had been split in these radiating lines,

after the whole nnmber of layers had been completed,

and the fissnres had then been filled with new trans-

parent sul)stance.

The middle scale is, as I have said, from the lateral

line. Along each side, in most fishes, may be observed

a line, known as tlie lateral line, formed by scides of

peculiar form. They are commonly more bony than

the other scales, and are pierced by a tubular orifice for

the escape (as is generally sii])poscd, though this has

been denied) of a nnicons pcci etion, which is poured out

from glands beneath, and tlins flows over the body for

the double purpose of protecting the skin from the mas*

cerating infiuence of tiie surrounding water, and of di-

minishing friction in swimming.

Let ns now look at some scales of the cycloid kind.

The great majority of our ii&lies are clothed with such

as are of this description. This dead Gold-fish shall

give us examples. The three scales in the upper row
are from the lateral line, the leftrhand one (a) taken just

behind the head, the second (h) near the middle of the

body, and the riglu iumd one (r) near the tail. Of the

lower row, the first (d) is from the back, tlio second {e)

from the middle of the belly, and the last (/) from the

throat. Thus we see there is considerable variety in

form presented by the scales even of the same individ-

ual fish. They all, however, differ from those of the

Perch, in this respect;—tliut their free overlapping

edges are entire, or destitute of the crystalline points

which we saw in the former examples ; while they agree
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in luiviiiir the front celiacs, l)v which thcv arc durinc^ life

inibcdded in tlie skin, cut into waves or siiniosities.

Tlie lower part, as wc now look at them, is the free por-

tion of each, which alono is visible in the living fish, theAbo

SCALES or GOLOmU.

other parts being concealed by the three neighbouring

scales that overlap it,—above, in front, and beh)W. .

In those from the lateral line, the tube already re-

ferred to is seen to pervade each, running through it

longitudmally, so that it opens posteriorly on the outer

gurl'ace, and anteriorly on tlie inner or under surface of

the scale. In the scales near the front of the line, just

behind the head, the tube is large and prominent (a),

while in the scales at the opposite extremity it becomes

slender ; diminishing, in the very last scale, viz. at the

commencement of the tail-fin, to a mere groove.

The whole surface of each scale, when viewed under

a lens of low power, is seen to be covered with concen-
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trie lines, followin£r the irrei^ular sintiosities of the out

line. Tliesc lines are tlie cd«j:cs of the successive layers

of which the scale is believed to be composed, cacli

layer being added in the process of growth to the under

siurface, and each being a little larger every way than

its predecessor ; thns the scale is a very depressed cone,

of wliich the centre is tlic a|»ex. Tlicrc is a liuirked dif-

ference (indicated in the figures) between that part of

the surface which is exposed, and that which is covered

by the other scales ; the concentric marks in the former

are mncb coarser and less regular, often being inter-

rupted, and seeming to run into each other, and fre-

quently swelling into oval scars. Tliis may, perhaps,

be owing to the surface liaving been partially worn

down by rubbing against the gravel of the bottom, or

against other objects in the water. Besides the concen-

tric lines, there are seen on many of the scales, espe-

cially those of the lateral line, radiating lines varying

in liuiuber from one to twenty, or more, diverging from

the centre towards the circumference, and frequently

connected by cross lines forming a sort of net-work

around the centre (see c). Tender the microscope, these

lines appear to bo elevated ridges, dividing the concen-

tric lines ; but of their use I am ignorant.

"Wiial X liave just stated is the ordinary explanation

of these fine concentric lines ; but a careful examination

of the structure with much higher ]^owers than we have

been using, induces me to doubt its correctness. Ee*

Terting to the scales of the Perch, let us notice the clear

diverging bands, which look as if the whole scale had '

been split in several places, and the openings thus made
filled with uniform clear substance. The same bti uc-

ture is seen in many other scales, as in this cycloid one
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a, yat»rat§tM,

from the Flounder, which, being coarsely lined, shows

the structure well ; or in these from tlic Green AVi assc.

I will now apply to one of these a power of GOO dU

ameterSy concentrating the

light thrown through the

scale from the mirror by

the achromatic condenser,

and examine the scale

anew. Yon now see two

distinct layers ; the npper

one which bears the con*

centric lines* and a lower

clear one wliich not only

fills iho radiating bands,

bat underlies the whole of the lined parts. The con-

centric lines of the upper layer do not now appear to bo
edges of snccessivo plates, bnt irregular canals running

throiijjh the solid substance. This, however, is illusorv :

for, by delicate Ibcussing, we perceive that each portion

marked by these lines is really in a different plane from

the others, that the highest is at the centre of radiation

of the scale, and that each is successively lower till wo
reach the margin. Bnt now, if with very sharp scissors

"WO cut one of these scales lon^i^itudinallv thronc^h the

centre, and examine the cut edge, we find that eacli of

these lines forms a distinct ridge. On the other liaud,

the under layer of clear substance is quite smooth, and

always a little exceeds the margin of the concentrically

lined portion. Tlie clear substance that fills the radiat-

ing dits agrees both in texture and level with this lower

layer, and is manill'stly continuous with it.

Hence, I think tliat, in these slit scales, the upper

layer is formed, as commonly believed, by successive
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deposits from beneath ; but that, after a few have been

deposited, they begin to slit, probably by contract ioa

in becoming solid ; that the lower layer is formed after

each upper one is hardened, exceeding its length by a

little, and filling np the slit ; that this lower layer be-

comes the nppcr layer of the next course, slitting, and

turning n]> its terminal edge as it hardens ; that then

the lower layer is deposited on this, ^Ling up the slit

as before ; and that this process goes on as long as the

fish lives.

It is curions that, in the scales of the Pike, the por-

tions thus separated by slit ling, instead of expanding

and leaving spaces to l)e iilled up, actually close over

each other, the divided parts overlapping considerably,

as yon may sec in these specimens. The left hand scale

(a) is from the back ; the central one (5), which has only

a b 0

tCAua or TtsM,

a deep narrow incision instead of a tube, is from the

lateral line ; and the third {c) is from the belly of the

fish.

Let us return now to the scales of our G old-Fish,

and examine a highly intercstinj; structure connected

with them. The brilliant golden or silvery rellection

that constitutes the beauty of these lovely fishes, de-

pends not on the scales themselycsi but on a soft layer
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of jiigment spread over their inner surface, and seen

through tlieir translucent substance. On carefully de-

tu' liing a scale, we see ou the under side, opposite to

that portion only which was exposed (all the concealed

parts being colourless), a layer of soft gleaming sub-

stance, easily sepaiable, cither bilvury or i^oldcn, ac-

cording to the hue of the iiBli. If now m o ruiiiovc a

small portion of this substance with a fine needle, and

spread it on a plate of thin glass, we shall find, by the

aid of the microscope, that it consists of two distinct

substances ; the one giving the colour, the other the

metallic lustre. With a power of 300 diameters, the

former ii> seen to In* a laver of loose membranous cells

of an orange colour, in what are proj)erly called the

Gold-iishes, and whitish or pellucid in the Silver-fishes.

If we now add a minute drop of water to the mass, and
gently agitate it with the x>oint of a needle, and a«rain

submit it to the microscope, we sliall have a hcaiititul

and interesting hpectacle. Tlie water around the mass

is seen to be full of an infinite number of fiat spicula or

crystals, varying much in size, but of

very constant form, a flat oblong prism

witli angular ends (as represented in

the accompany in£^ engraving). Ey
transmitted li<i;]it they are so transpa-

rent and lilmy as to bo only just dis-

cernible*; but by reflected light, and
especially under the snn's rays, they

flash like plates of polished steel. But •ncwk ok um*
wliat appears moat singular, is that

each spicnlnm is perpetually vibrating and quivering

with a motion apparently quite spontaneous, but prob-

ably to be referred to slight vibrations of the water in

2
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which they float; and each independently of the rest,

60 as to convey the impression to the observer that each

is animated with life, thoDgh the scale be taken from a

fish some days dead. Owing to this irrci^ular motion,
.

and consequent change of position, each spiculum, as it

assumes or leaves the refioeting angle, is momentarily

brightening or waning, flashing out or retiring into

darkness, producing a magic effect on the admiring ob-

server. To this property, I suppose, is to be attributed

the beautiful pearly play of light that marks tliese lovely

fishes, as distinguished from the light reflected by an

uniformly polished surface. I have found the pearly

pigment of the scales to be provided with similar spic-

ula in fishes widely differing in size, strocture, and
habits ; as the Ondgeon and Minnow, the Pike and the

Harine Brciim. Tlie spicula of these fi&liec agree in

general form witli those of the Gold-fish ; and also in

size, with the exception of trifling variations in the

comparative length and breadth. The colouring mat*

ter is lodged in lengthened cylindrical cells, arranged

side by side, and running across the scale ; that is, in a

direction at right angles to the lateral line.
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CHAPTER n.

BLOOD.

The microscope is daily becoming a more and more
important aid to legal invcstiflration. An illustration

of this occurred not long ago, in wliicli a murder was

brought home to the criminal l)y means of this instni-

ment. Much cirenmstantial evidence had been adduced

against bim, among which was the fact, that a knife in

his possession was smeared with blood, which had dried

both on the blade and on the handle. Tlie prisoner

strove to turn aside the force of this circnmstanec by
assertini]^ that he had cut some raw beef with the kiiifei

and had omitted to wipe it.

The knife was submitted to an eminent professor of

. microscopy, who immediately discovered the following

facta:—^1. The stain was certainly blood. 2. It was
not the blood of a piece of dead flesh, but tliat of a

living' bodr : for it had coai^ilated where it was found,

3. It was not the blood of an ox, sheep, or hog. 4. It

was human blood. Besides these facts, however, other

important ones were revealed by the same mode of in*

vestigation. 5. Among the blood were found some
vegetable fibres. 6. These were proved to be cotton

fibres,—agreeing with thoso of the murdered man's

shirt and ncck-kercliief. 7. Tliero were present also

numerous tessellated epithelial cells. In order to under*

stand the meaning and the bearing of this Is^t fact, I
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must explain that th'e wliolo of the internal fiuiface of

the bodj is lined with a delicate membrane (a continn*

ation of the external Bkin), which dischargee mucus,

and is hence termed mncons membrane. Kow this is

composed of loose cells, which very easily btpaiate,

called epithelial cells
;
they are in fact constantly in

process of being detached (in which state they consti-

tute the mncns), and of being replaced from the tissues

beneath. ISovr mieroscopial anatomists have learned

that ^ese epithelial scales or cells, which are so minute

as to be nndiscemihle hy iLc uiuiided eye, differ in ap-

pearance aird arrangement in different parts of the

body. Thus, those which line the gullet and the lower

part of the throat are tesselated^ or resemble the stones

of a payment ; those that cover the root of the tongue

are arranged in cylindei% or tall cones, and are known
as columnar / v^lnla those that line some of the viscera

of the abdomen carry little waving hairs {cilia) at their

tips, and are known as ciliated epithelium.

The result of the investigation left no doubt remain*

ing that with that knife the throat of a Uving htman
being, which throat had been protected by some cotton

fabric, had been cut. ilic accumulation of evidence

was fatal to tiiu ]>rinuuer, who without the microscopic

testimony might have escaped.

But what was there in the dried brown stain that

determined it to be blood? And, particularly, how
was it proved not to be the blood of an ox, as the pris*

oner averred ? To these points we will now give a

moment's attention.

With this fine needle I make a minute prick through

the skin of mj hand. A drop of blood oozes out, with

which I smear this slip of glass. The slip is now on
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the stage of the mstrament^ with a power of 600 diam-

eters. You see an infinite number of small roundisli

bodies, of a clear yellowish colour, floating in a colour-

less fluid, but 60 numerous, that it is only here and

tliere, as near the edges of the smeari that you can

detect any interval in their continuity.

These bodies are what we frequently call the blood-

globules, or, more correctly, hlood-diska ; since theur

form is not globular, but thin and flat, like a piece of

money. The slightucss of their colour is dependent on

their extreme tenuity : when a larger number lie over

each other the a^regated colour is very manifest, as it

then becomes either a fall dark red, or bright rich scar-

let ; for to these disks blood is entirely indebted for its

well-known hue. All vertebrate blood is composed

principally of these bodies, which, when uuee &een, are

easily recognised again ; the microscope then readily

determines whether any given red fluid or dried stain

is composed of blood.

The disks in the blood of Hammalia are circular, or

nearly so, and slightly concave on both of the surfaces.

On the other hand, in Birds, Fishes, and Reptiles their

form is elliptical, and the surfaces are flat, or slightly

convex. This distinction^ then, will at once enable us

to determine Mammalian blood.* But to determine

the yarious tribes of this great class among themselves,

we must have recourse to another criterion,—^that of

dimensions.

Tlie blood-disks of Man nearly agree in size with

those of the Monkey tribe, of the Seals and Whales, of

* The C.iracls among Mammalia, and tho Lampreys amonp; Fi.shcs, are

exceptions to the above rule ; the former having ellipiiciU and convex

blood-diakfl, and the latter circular, and aligbtly concave.
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the Elepliant, and of the Kangaroo. Host other quad-

rnpeds have them smaller than in Man ; the smallest

of all being found in the ruminating animals. The
little Musk-deer of Java has disks not more than one*

fourtli as large as the human, but these are remarkablj*

minute ; no other known animal approaches it in tMi
respect ; those of the Ox are about three-fourths, and

tlioso of the Sheep little more than half the human
average.

Tables have been made out showing the compara-

tive size of these corpuscles in yarious animalsi and
jBUch tables are very useful ; but we must bear in mind
that the average dimensions only are to be looked for

;

since in any given (juantity of blood, under examina-

tion, we shall not fail to see that some disks exceed,

while others come short of, the dimensions of the ma-
jority.

Generally speaking, the blood-disks in Birds and in

Fishes are about equal in size : their form is, however,

that of a more elongated ellipse in Birds than in Fishes.

They may be set down as averaging in breadth the

dlamctc r of the human disks, while their length is

about half as much again, or a little more, in most

Birds.

It is in Reptiles that we meet with the largest disks,

and especially in those naked-skinned species, the Frogs

and Newts. A large species inhabiting the American

lakes

—

Siren lacertina—has disks of the extraordinary

size of l-400th of an inch long by l-800th broad, os

about eight times as large as those of Man. Our com-

mon Newts afford ns the largest examples among Brit-

ish am' Dials, but they do not reach above half the sizo

just mentioned.
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Taking this drop of blood from my linger aa a

standard of comparison, we find, on applying the mi-

crometer, that the disks ran from l'250<)th to l-5000th

of an inch; but that the great majority are abont

l-3300th in diameter. On these slides are samples of

other kinds. This is tlie blood of a Fish,—the common
Blenny or Shaniiy {Blennixis pholis). Here wo sco

at once the oval form of the disks; their ;n'orago is

l-2800th by l-d300th of an inch. Ilerc is the blood of a

Jrog {Rana temporarta) ; these are more than twice

the size of the fish's ; for they average l-1250th by
l-18U0tli of an incli. And, finally, I can show you a

drop of blood from this Smooth-newt {ZissoiritoJi punc^

iatm), Tlie large size of the disks is now conspicuous,

and so indeed is the elegance of their form : in this

case, as in the last, we see in each disk a distinct roond-

ish nucleus. These nm from 1-YOOth to l-050th in

length, by l-l iontli to 1-1 000th in breadtli ; but tlio

ayerago arc about 1-SUOtli by l-1300th of au inch.

Bi.ooi>*i>niak

It may interest you to see these blood-disks in their

proper situation, and to observe the motion wliich
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they possess during the life of their owners. It is,

indeed, one of the most instnietive luudes of using this

wonder-working instrument to hiok through it at liv-

ing stractnrefiy and watch the different procesees of life

as they are carried on under onr eyeR. Nor is this at

all difficult to accomplish; for a large number of

animals are so small that we can easily put them upon

the stage of the microscope, and wilhui so traii.s[)arcnt

that their integuments and Tanous tissues oiler little

or no impediment to onr discerning the forms and

moyements of the contained viscera. And in cases

where the entire animal is too large to be viewed mi-

croscopically as a whole, it sometimes happens that, by
a little contrivance, we can so secure the creature as

to look, without interruption, on certain parts of the

body which afford the requisite minuteness and trans-

parency.

I have here a living Frog. Ton perceive that the

web which connects the toes is exceedinfflv thin and

translucent, yet arteries and veins meander through its

delicate tissues, which arc then clothed on both surlaces

with the common skin. But you ask how we can in-

duce the "Frog to be so polite as to hold his paw up and

keep it steady for our scientific investigation. We will

manage that without difficulty.

Most microscopes arc furnished (among their acces-

sory apparatus) with what is called a frog-plate, pro-

vided for this very demonstration. Here is mine. It

is a thin plate of brass, two inches and a half broad and

seven long, with a number of small boles pierced

through it along the margins, and a large orifice near

one end, which is covered with a plate of glass. This

is to be Troggy's bed during the operation, for wo
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must mako him as comfortable as circumstances will

admit.

Well, then, we take this strip of linen, damp it,

and proceed to wrap up onr nnconBcions sobject.

When we haye passed two or three folds round him, we
pass a tape round tlic whole, with just sufficient tight-

ness to keep liiin froiu otruggling. One hind-leg must

project from tlie linen, aud we now pass a needle of

thread twice or thrice through the drapery and round

the small of this free leg, so as to prevent hun from re-

tracing it.

Here then he lies, swathed like a mummy, with one

little cold foot protruded. Lay him carefully on tho

brass plate, so that the webbed toes shall stretch across

the glass. Kow, then, we pass another tape through

the marginal holes, and over the body, to bind it to ti^e

brass ; of course taking care not to cut the animal^ but
only using just as much force as is needful to prevent

his wriggliugs. !Now a hit of thread round each toe,

with which we tie it to as many of the holes, so as

to expand the web across the glass. A drop of cold

water now upon the swathes to keep him cool, and

a touch of the same with a feather upon the toes

to prevent them from drying (which must be re-

peated at intervals during the examination),—and he is

ready.

What a striking spectacle is now presented to us,

as with a power of 300 diameters we gaze on the web
of the foot ! There is an area of clear colourless tissue

filling the field, marked all over with delicate angular

lines, somethinor like scales ; this is the tessellated epi-

thelium of the surface. Our attention is caught by a

number of black spots, often taking fantastic forme, but
2*
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generally somewhat star-like : these are pigment cells, on

which the color of the aiiimars skin is dependent. But
the most prominent feature is the blood. Wide rirerBy

with tortaons course, roll across the area, with many
smaller streams meandering among them ; some pnrsn-

ing an independent conrse below the larger, and others

branching ont of them, or joiiiiiiix them at different

angles. Tlie larger rivers are oi a deep orange-red hue, the

smaller faintly tinged with reddish-jellow. In some of

these channels the stream rolls with a majestic evenness

;

in others it shoots along with headlong impetuosity ; and

in some it is almost, or even quite, stagnant By look-

ing -witli a steady gaze, we see that in all cases the

stream is made np of a inultitiule of thin reddi>h disks,

of exactly the same dimensions and appearance as those

we saw just now in the Frog's blood
;
only that hero,

being in motion, we see very distinctly, as tliey are

rolled over each other, that they cm disks, and not

spherules ; for they forcibly remind us of counters,

such as are used for play, supposing they were made
out of pale red glass.

It is charming to watch one of these streams, select-

ing one of medium size, where the density is not too

great to see the individual disks, and fixing our eye on

the point where a branch issues from one side of the

channel, mark the disks plioot hy one after another,

some pursuing their main course, and others turning

aside into the branch, perhaps so small as to allow of

only a single disk to pass at once.

The streams do not pursue the same uniform direc-

tion. The larger ones do indeed ; and their course is

from the extremity of the toes towards the body : these

are the veins ; but the smaller streamlets £ow in any
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direction, and frequently send ont eide-branches, which

presently retnm into the -stream from which thej is^

siictl, or unite with others in a very irregular network.

Tlicso are the capillaries, wliicli feed the veins, and

wliich are themselves

fed by the arteries,

whose conrse is in the

opposite direction, viz.,

from the body. These,

liowever, are with diffi-

culty seen : they are

more deeply seated in

the tissnes, and are less

spread over the webs,

being generally placed

alons: the borders of the

toes; tliey are, more-

over, fewer and STnaller

than the veins ; but tlie

blood in them nsunlly

flows with more impetuous rapidity.

The variations in the impetus of the current which

we obser\'e in the same vessel arc probably owing to

the mental emotions of the animal ; alarm at its un-

usual position, and at the confinement which it feels

when it endeavours to move, may suspend the action of

the heart, and thus cause an interniption in the flow
;

or analogous emotions may quicken the puhse. "Wo

will, liowever, now release our little prisoner, who,

though glad to be at liberty, is, as you see, none the

worse for his temporary imprisonment

Let us now look at the circulation of the blood in

one of the Invertebrate Animals. In this thin glass cell

ciacL LATiox vt rsoGS rooT.
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of 6ca-water is a small fragment of sea-weed, and at-

tached to one of its slender filaments you may see three

or fonr tiny knobs of jelly, clustered togedier like a

bunch of grapes. These are animals; each endowed

'vvith a distinct life, l)nt associated together hj a com-

mon stalk, which maintains the mutual vital connexion

of the whole. It is one of the Social Tanieata, and is

named JPerophara JAsUri*

Though each globose knob is no larger than a small

pin's head, it is full of organs which carry on the

various functions of life
;
and, because the whole tis-

sues arc as transparent as crystal, they allow us to

watch the processes witli perfect ease. Take a peep at it.

It is a gelatinous sac, of a form intermediate be-

tween globular and

cubical, flattened on

two opposite sides,

with a sort of wart

at the summit and

another at the side,

each of which is

pierced with a purs-

ed orifice. The up-

per of these orifices

admits water for re-

spiration and food

;

the latter passes

through a digestive

system, and is dis-

char2:ed throne:]! the

side orifice. The digestive organs lie on that fiattened

side, which is farthest from your eye, and are therefore

dimly seen.
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The globose body is inclosed iii a coating of loose

sbapeless jelly, that passes off from one of tlie lower

comers, and fomu a short foot*stalk, which unites with

similar foot-stalka from the slster-globnlesy and all to*

gether are attached to the sea-weed. Each foot-stalk

Las an organic pore, into whicli a vessel passes upon
the bodv.

Tour attention is first arrested by the breathing sac,

with its rows of oblong cells all in wheel-like motion.

It is indeed a wonderful object ; but for the present

ne<;lect this, as we will return to it presently, and direct

your consideiiiiion to tlic course of tlie blood.

It is true tlie fluid wliich I so name is not red, like

that of the Frog which you have just been gazing at,

nor does it carry disks of the same elegantly regular

form. But you have the adyantage here of tracing, at

one yiew, the whole course of the circulation, from its

first rush out of the heart to its return into that organ

again.

At the bottom of the interior, below the breathing

sac, there is an oblong cavity, through whose centre

there runs a long transparent Tessel, formed of a deli-

cate membrane, the appearance of which resembles that

of a long bag, pointed (but not closed) at either end,

and then twisted in some unintelligible manner so as t^

make three turns. This is the heart; and within it

are seen many minute colourless globules, floating

freely in a subtile fluid : this is the nutrient juice of

the body, which we may, without much Tiolence, de»;

ignate ^e blood. Now see the circulation of this

fluid. The meiiibraiious bag gives a spasmodic «oii-

traetion at one end, and drives forward the e^lobules

contained there ; the contraction in an instant passes ou<
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ward along the three twists of the heart (the part be-

hind expanding immediately as the action passes on),

and the globules are forcibly expelled throngh the nar-

row bnt open extremities. Meanwhile, globules from

around the other end hare mshed in as soon as that

part restimed its nsnal width, which in turn are driven

forward by a periodic repetition of the f^ysioU and

The globules, thus periodically driven forth from the

heart, now let ns watch and see what becomes of them.

They do not appear to pass into any defined system of

Tessels that we may call arteries, but to find their way
throngh the interstices of the various organs in the gen-

eral cavity of the buflv.

The greater number of globules pass immediately

from the heart through a vessel into the short foot-

stalk, where they accumulate in a large resei'voir ; but

the rest pass up along the side of the body, which

(in the aspect in which we are looking at it) is the

right. As they ])roceefl (J
ty jerks, of course, impelled

by the contractions of the lieart\ some find their

way into the 6i)ace between the breathing surfaces,

through narrow slits along the edges of the sac, and

wind along between the oval ciliary wheels, which

we will presently consider. Besides these, however,

other globules wind along between the outer sur-

faces of the sac and the inner sm'facc of the body-

walls.

But to return to the current which passes up the

right side : arriving at the upper angle ot the body, the

stream turns off to the left abruptly, principally passing

along a fold or groove iu the exterior of the breatliing-

sac until it reaches the left side, down which it passes,
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and along the bottom, nntil it arrives nt the entranfe

of the lieart, and rushes in to £11 the racuum produced

bj the eicpansioiL of its walls after the periodic con-

traction. This 18 the perfect circle; bat the minor

streamB, that had forked off sideways in the course, as

those within tlio sac for exaniph\ find their v:aj to the

entrance of the heart by shorter and more irregular

courses.

One or two things connected with this circnlatoiy

system are worthy of special notice. The first is^ that

its direction is not constant but reversible. After we
have watched this course foUowcd with recruLaritv for

perhaps a hnndred pulsations or so, all of a sudden the

heart ceases to beat, and all the globules rest in their

circling course, that wehad supposed incessant. Strange

to behold, after a pause of two or three seconds, the

pulsation begins again, but at the opposite end of the

heart, and proceeds with perfect rcguhirity, just as be-

fore, but in the opposite direction. Tlic globnhs. of

course, obey the new impulse, enter at their former

exit, and pass ont at their form^ entrance, and per-

form their circulation in eyeiy respect the same as be-

fore, but in the reverse direction.

Those globules that pass throuixli the vessel into the

foot-stalk appear to aceunndate tlicre as in a reservoir,

until the course is changed, when they crowd into the

heart again and perform their grand tour. Yet there

is a measure of circulation here ; for even in the con-

necting vessel one stream ascends from the reservoir

into the body as the other (and principal one) descends

into it from the heart ; and so, rice vers^.

I hare spoken of these motions as being performed

with tegolarity
;
but, if yon look closely, yon will see
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*

tbat this must be understood v>'h]i some (fualification.

The pulsations are not quite unifonu, beiug faomctimca

more languid, Bonactimcs more vigorous
;
perhaps forty

beats in a minute maj be the average; but I have

counted sixly, and presently after thirty; I have

counted twenty beats in one-half minute, and only

tceu in the next. The period during •which one course

continues is ecpially uncertain ; hut about two niinutcs

may be the usual time. Sometimes the pulsation in-

temiits for a second or so, and then goes on in the same

direction ; and sometimes there is a curious variation

in the heart's action—a faint and then a strong beat, a

faint and a strong one, and so alternately for some
time.

Tlie phenomena of respiration are so closely con-

nected with those of circulation that it is not at all mal-

apropos to turn from the latter to the former ; not to

say that it would be high treason against scientific cu-

riosity if I were to remove thfc object without explain-

ing to you that niai vellous play of wheels that occupies

the largest part of the area that you behold. As you
look on the globe, you observe, hanging down from the

upper extremity, and reaching nearly to the bottom in

one direction and almost from side to side in another,,

a transparent square veil, whidi is indeed a flat mem-
branous bag, having its sides pretty close together, with

small opriiings alonff its edges, and an oiMco at the

bottom leading into the stomach.

The mouth of this sac is in close connection with

the upper or principal orifice, and therefore receives the

water, which is constantly flowing in, while that aper>

turc is expanded. This fluid then bathes the whole in-

terior of the sac, but a portion of it escapes by the
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lateral openings into the cavity of tlie body, between

tlie sac and the iiuuitlo, aud is discharged through the

fiecondary, or side oriliee.

The inner surface of this transparent sac is studded

with rings of a long oval figure, set aide by side in four

rows. These rings appear to consist of a slight eleva-

tion of the general membranons surface so as to make
little shallow cells, the: whole edges of which arc fringed

with cilia, whu^e niuveiiients make waves, that follow

each other round the course in regular succession. In

truth it is a beautiful sight to see forty or more of these

oblong rings, all set round their interior with what look

like the cogs on a watch-wheel, dark and distinct, run-

ning round and round wilk uu even, moderately rapid,

cca>t less motion. Tliese black riinnini' li<'\ii\\s, so like

cogs and so well delined as they are, are merely an op-

tical delusion; they do not represent tlie cilia, but

merely the waves which the cilia make ; the cilia them-

selves are extremely slender dose-set hairs, as may be

seen at tbc ends of the ovals, where a slight alteration

of position prevents the waves from taking the tooth-

like appearance. Sometimes one here aud there of the

ovals cease to play, while the rest continue
;
and, now

and then, the whole are suddenly arrested simultane-

ously as if by magic, and presently all start together

again, which has a most charming effect. A still more

singular circumstance is, that while in general the cili-

ary wave runs in the same direction in the different

ovals, there will be one here and there in which the

course is reversed ; and I think that the animal has the

power of choosing the direction of the waves, of setting

them going and of stopping them, individually as well

as collectively.
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The object of these ciliaiy wLcels is to keep up a

constant current in the water. This fluid, as I have

said, enters from without, tlirongh the upper orifice of

the bodv, and is hurled over the whole surface of the

breath ing-sac by means of the ciliary waves, partinpf

with its oxjgeu, as it goes, to the blood, which streams,

as we saw, eveiywhere between the rows of wheels*

But the water has another function : it carnes particles

of organic matter with it, which are suitable for the

nourishment of the creature ; these atoms are carried

by the currents with the effete water to the bottom of

the sac, and are poured into the stomach, where tlicy

are digested ; the innutritive remains, together witii

the waste water, being discharged through the lateral

orifice.

Thus we see how closely connected are the three

eaidinal processes of circulation, respiration, and di-

gestion.
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Oke of the most interesting aspects of microscopic

stndj is that in which it reveals the intimate structure

of objects, which to the unassisted eye appear simple

or nearly so, bnt which prove, bj the aid of magnifying

power, to be complex. Thus w c arc often introdnced to

very curious cojiirivcmccs (if I may use i-uoh a ^vord ia

reibrence to the works of God), by which difficulties aro

overcome, and substances, which would seem, at first,

wholly nnfit for certain dnties, are in the most admira*

ble manner adapted to foMl them.

The combination of strength and lightness is always

a difficult prohh^m in luuiian art; its successful solution

always excites our admiration. In the Divine mechan-

ics, too, it is very often required, and the variety of

modes in which it is accomplished are, in the highest

degree, novel and snggestiye. Wo lately saw one of

these in the structure of a feather, in the contrivance

by which extreme lightness of material ivas made, by
a most remarkable arrangement, to ofler a firm resis-

tance to opposing force. I have now another example

to show you, in which a material, in itself heavy, is by
its anrangeinent made very light, while it preserves its

aggregate strength.

You have seen many times, when walking along the
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yellow sands kissed by the rippling waves, the shell, or

bone as it is sometimes called, of the Cuttle-fish. You
know that iL consists of a shallow boat-slia]>ed shell,

the hollow of which is filled with a uliltc s!il>5tance,

which can be scraped away oven with the iinger-nail,

and which is sometimes use as potuncey to rub on paper

from which writing has been erased. It is this sub-

stance of which I mean now to speak.

The possessor of this structure is a member of the

nnmerous class Moltxsca, which are geuerallj charac-

terised by being itielosed in shells. Kow shell, as we
all know, is a solid, stony substance, much heavier than

water ; take into your hand that large Came on the

mantel-piece, and obsenre its great weight and com-

pactness. It is, in fact, real limcstuiic
;
diftering from

that of the rocks only in this, that it lias l»ecn depos-

ited by the living organic cells of an animal, and ar-

ranged in a definite form; We will presently examine

other examples. The " cuttle-bone " is a shell, not in-

deed inclosing the animal, but inclosed by it ; being

contained within a cavity in the substance of ilie lle.shy

mantle ; cut open the mantle, and the shell instantly

drops out.

The Cuttle is a rapid swimmer through the open

sea. A shell so large as this^ if solid and compact like

that of the Ocueisj would condemn it to grovel on the

bottom, and frustrate all the instincts of its nature. On
the other hand, it needs the strength and f ippurt of a

solid column. AVondorful to toll, the calcareous shell

is made not only to be no hindrance to its swimming,

but to contribute greatly to its buoyancy : it is what
the string of corks is to tlie bather who cannot swim->->*

it is a Jloal. Throw this entire cutLlu-shcIl into water

;
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it floats on tlic surface as buoyantly as if it woi-e actu-

ally carved out of cork.

I cut with a keen knife a little cube out of the

" pounce," and, fixing it on the end of the revolving

stage-needle, apply a low power, say 70 diameters, using

reflected light. We are looking now at the perpendic-

iilar section; is it not

a beautiful object? you

might fancy yourself

looking at one of the

noble icebergs that ma-

jestically navigate the

polar seas, when it is

rendered porous and

laminated, by the rains

of sprintc- You see a „ „ crTTLK-BUKt t.
^

^ ^ o Porp«nuiculAr Horizontal BcctioD.

number of thin horizon-

tal tiers or stages, perfectly parallel and cqui-distant,

about one-fortieth of an inch apart, rising above each

other like the floors of an edifice. These are connected

together by an infinite multitude of thin pillai^s of crys-

tal, or rather leaves, some of which show their edges

towards us, others their broader sides, and others are

broken oflf at various distances, the fragments standing

up from the floor, or depending from the roof, like

stalactites and stalagmites in a cavern.

Tliis whole series of crystal floors and supporting

plates is formed of calcareous matter,—limestone, in

short ; but though the latter are set in such close array

that the eye cannot penetrate to any appreciable dis-

tance between them, their extreme thinness renders the

whole structure Ycry light, the interstices being oc-

cupied by air.
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But now if I give the Btage-needle balf a reyolution^

we shall have the horizontal section presented to the

eje. In this aspect we acquire much more information

as to the structure. The cut hns been made very

dose to one of the horizontal ^oors, which we see

marked all- over with a great number of lines, each of

whicli nmfi hither and thither, in a very sinuous pat*

tern. The lines are made up of a brilliant spark-

ling substance
;
they are in fact the basal portions of

what we saw in the other section as thin perpendic-

ular plates ; I have cut off the plates close to the

bottom, and what we see is their insertion into the

floor.

Thns we perceive that what we took for a mnlti-

tude of pk^tes, were but the various doublings and in-

foldings of a single ])hite of great length, running quite

across the floor; an arrangement by which the strength

of the material is greatly augmented. You have often

seen the mode in, which light walls are made of cor-

nigated iron, especially at railway stations, and are

doubtless aware that the corrugation, or bending in

and out, imparts a btrcngtli to it which the mere slieet-

iron, if set up as a smooth, plane surface, would in no

wise possess. The principle is exactly the same in the

two cases ; but the cormgation of the limestone plates

in the cuttle-shell is far more perfect than that of

the iron ; added to which there is the other advantage,

that the aggregate mass of material is made highly

buoyant by the large bulk of empty space that in-

tervenes between the sinuous folds of the crystal

plates.

It may be interesting to compare with this the

structure of the more solid shells of bivalves, which
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Iiaye been bo elaborately studied by Dr. Oarpentei; la

general, tliesc consist of two very distinct layers, well

seeu ill tlie valve of the Pearl Oyster, and its uilies.

The Pinna, or Wing-shell, the laigcst of our native

bivalves, ait'ords us a good example, especially of the

oxtemai layer, since here this layer projects beyond the

inner one, in thin transparent edges, which give us

an opportunity of examining]: their structure, withont

any artificial preparation. This fragment, taken from

tliu edge of one of those leafy expansions, we will

examine with a low magnifying power. Each of its

surfaces has a sort of faceted, or honeycombed ap-

pearance, and the broken edges, which even to the

naked eye aj>pcar fibrous, are seen to resemble a num-
ber of basaltic columns. " Tlie shell is tlius seen to

be composed of a vast number of prisms, having a toler-

ably uniform size, and usually presenting an ap-

proach to the hexagonal shape. These are arranged

perpendicularly, or neai'ly so, to the surface of the

lamina of the shell ; bo that its thickness is formed by
their length, and its two surfaces by their extremi-

ties."*

The inner layer of such shells is remarkable for pos-

sessing in different degrees the property of reflecting

rainbow-like colours, often with great delicacy and
splendour; and this is termed naere, or fandliarly
*' motlier-of-]:iearl." This iridescent lustre depends, as

Sir David Hi i wster lias Bhown.-j* u|m)ii a multitude of

grooves, or line lines, which run in a very waved pat-

tern, but nearly parallel to each other, across the sur-

£aco of the nacre. As these lines are not obliterated

• Carpeuter. The Microeoope, p. 09a f Phil Trang. mi.
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by any amount of polishing, it is obvious that their

presence depends uj)on something peculiar in the tex-

ture of this substance, and not upon any mere super-

ficial arrangement. "When a piece of nacre is carefully

examined, it becomes evident that the lines are pro-

duced by the cropping out of laminte of shell, situated

more or less obliquely to tlie plane of the surface. Tlie

greater the dip of these laminoe, the closer will their

SECTION or h'ACBE FCOlf PEACL OTSTEB.

edges be ; whilst the less the angle which they make
with the surface, the wider will be the interval between

the lines. When the section passes for any distance in

the plane of a lamina, no lines will present themselves

on tliat space. And thus the appearance of a section

of nacre is such as to have been aptly compared by Sir

J. Ilerschel to the surface of a smoothed deal board, in

which the woody layers are cut j)crpendicularly to their

surface in one part, and nearly in their plane in an-

other. Sir D. Brewster appears to suppose that nacre
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consists of a multitude of layers of carbonate of linie,

alternating with animal membrane^ and that the pres-

ence of the grooved lines on the mo&t highly polished

surface, is due to the wearing away of the edges of the

animal laminsB, whilst those of the hard calcareous

laminse etfind out Thtrc i.^ uiic .slicU, liuwcvcr,

the wuU-kiiuwu ILd 'foiis f<pli niltn-^^ Avliich aiiords us the

o])portuiiity of examining the plaits without any dis*

tnrbance of the arrangement, and thus presents a clear

demonstration of the real structure of nacre. This shell

is for the most part made np of a series of plates of

animal matter, resembling tortoise-shell in its aspect,

alternating with thin layers of nacre ; and if a piece of

it be submitted to the action of dilute add, tlie calcare-

ous portion of tlie nacreous layers being dissolved away,

the plates of animal matter fall apart, each one carry-

ing with it the membranous residuum of the layer of

nacre that was applied to its inner surface. It will bo

foimd that the nacre-membrane covering some of these

horny plates, will remain in an nndistui'bed condition
;

and their surfaces then exhibit their iiidescent lustre,

although all the calcareous matter has been removed

from their structure^ On looking at the surface with

reflected light under a magnifying power of seventy-

live diameters, it is seen to present a scries of folds or

plaits, more or less regular ; and the iridescent hues

which tliesc exhibit, are often of the most gorgeous de-

scription. If the mtmbranc be extended, however,

with a pair of needles, these plaits are unfolded, and it

covers a much larger surface than before ; but its irides-

cence is then completely destroyed. This experiment,

then, demonstrates that the i)eciiliar lineatiou of the

surface of nacre (on which its iridescence undoubtedly

3
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depends, as originally slio\ni by Sir D. Brewster) is

due, not to the outcropping of alternate layei-s of mem-
branous and calcareous matter, but to the disposition

of a single membranous in folds or plaits, which,

lie more or less obliquely to the general surface.''*

Tliose beautiful objects,—so much prized for peiv

sonal adurnmcnt,—^pearls, are concretions accidentally

formed within the shells of such moUusks, and are

wholly composed of the inner layer. Drs. Kelaart

and MdbioB have recently published some highly inter-

esting observations on the causes bbth of the irides-

cence and of the pearly lustre ; and these I will cite

from the abstract translation of them made by Mr.
Dallas.

The snrface of pearls is not perfectly smooth, but

covered with very fine microscopic elevations and de-

presidons. These are more or less irregular in their al-

titude, but approach most nearly to equality in pearls

of tlie finest water. In pearls which exhibit a certain

iridescence, and wliich, when turned in different direc-

tions towards the eye, present even very liiint bluish,

greenish, and reddish tints, the surface is found to

present delicate irregular curved furrows, which eith^

run tolerably parallel to each other, or form small uv

regular closed curves. This is due to the mode of

growth of the pearl, in which thin layers of nacre, of

small dimensions, have been laid over each otlier.

There is no continuous layer over the pearl, but a num«
ber of small portions which sometimes overlie the mar>

gins of the subjacent layei^, and sometimes leave them
uncovered. This structure is seen most dibtinctly in

the pearl shell, where the conditions are rendered more

• Gupentar. The Ifiaraioope, p. 594^
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simple hj the layers being deposited on n liat, or but

slightlj curved, surface. The distance of the furrows

from each other is not always the same; sometimes

they may be recoispiised with the simple lens, whilst on
otliLT jiarts thvy approach within

3 o^yth of ;ui incli of

eacli other. That the iridescence of nacre, or tlie na-

crcoiis colour, as distinguislicd from pearly lustre, is

caused by the interference of the light reflected from

these furrows and the intervening edges of the strata,

is proved by the circumstance, ascertained by Brewster,

that impressions of mother-of-pearl taken in red or

black sealing-wax exhibit the same piiciiuiiii na of col-

our distinctly. In pearls, in consequence of their spher-

ical form, the different masses of coloured light are so

diffused that they unite to form white light ; and this

takes place with the greater perfection in proportion

as the fbrrows are lost, and become eonrerted into a
surface of fine elevations and depressions.

" For their lustre, pearls are indebted to their being

composed of line layers, which allow light to pass

through them, whilst the numerous layers lying one

under the other, disperse and reflect the light in such a

manneirthat it returns and mixes with that which is

directly thrown back from the outer surface. It is the

co-r»peration of liprlit roflectt»d from tbo surface, with

light dispersed and reflected in the interior, that gives

rise to lustre ; for this reason the knots of window-glass

exhibit pearly lustre, and the membranes of pearls de-

prived of their lime are almost as lustrous as solid

pL-arls, except tliat their whiteness is destroyed. * Tlio

two masses of light entering the eye act ii])un it from

different distances. Kow, as it adapts itticlt to the

body seen through the transparent layer, it cannot dis«
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tinctly see the light reflected from the surface, and

the consciousness of tliis infinitely perceptible reflection

produces the phenomena of luBtre.'^ Tlie thinner

and the more transparent the layers of which the pearl

consists, the more beantifol is its lustre ; and in this

respect the sea-pearls excel those of our river-mol-

lubks." t
We will pass now, by an easy tt-ansition, from the

shells of the Mollasca to their tongues. Who that looks

at the weather-worn cone of the Limpet, as he adheres

sluggishly to the rock between tide-levels, wonld sns-

pect that he carries coiled np in his throat a tongue

twice as long as his shell ? And that this tongue is

armed with thousands of crvstiil teeth, all arrauixed

with the most consummate art in a pattern of perfect

regularity ? It sounds almost like a fable to be told

that the great Spotted Slug, which we sometimes find

crawling in damp cellars, carries a tongue armed with

. 26,800 teeth! Yet there is no doubt of the fact.

You see OIL tliis slip of glass a very slender band
about two incliL'b in lent'th. This is the toiiirue of the

common Periwinkle. While in the living animal, its

fore-part occupied the floor of the mouth, whence it

passed down below the throat, and turning towards

the right side, formed a close spire of many whorls,

exactly like a coil of rope, which rested on the gullet.

Here we have it extracted, uncoiled, cleansed, and

affixed to a slip of glass for microscopical examination.

Only a small portion of the ribbon is visible at a

time with such a power as is necessary to display the

structure, but by means of the stage-movement we can

bring the whole in succession xmder the eye, and dis*

• Dove, F«rbenlcl)rc, 117. f Ann. k Kag, N. H. ; feb. IS^iS.
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cover that, with some modifications of form, the Eamo

esBcntial plan of striictiire, and even the same elements,

exist throughout. Concentrating our attention on a

single transverse scries of the numerous curved lines

that at first sight bewilder the mind, we perceive by
delicate focussing, that the object before us consists of a

number of hooks projecting from the surface of the

translucent ribbon, and arching downward.. In this

case a single row consists of seven such hooked plates

or teeth ; one in the centre and three on each side.

Each hooked plate has its arching tip cut into five

toothlets, of which the central one is the largest; and
its base is united with the cartilaginous substance of the

ribbon. Only the middle plate is b\ lanietrical ; the

lateral ones bend inwards towards the central one, and

are symmetrical onljr when considered in pairs, each as-

sociated with its opposite. The plates are perfectly

transparent, but of a yellow homy colour
; they are

very hard, and as they arc not dissolved by acids, it has

been snpposed that their substance is siliceous (having

the nature of Hint) ; but they are more ]>robably chi-

tinous, or formed of the substance of which the hard

parts of insects arc composed. The tongue before us

has 600 rows such as these, each, as we see, closely fol-

lowing, and indeed overlappiiii,^ its predecessor ; so that

we can never look at a single row without at the same

time seeing others which it overlaps, or by which it is

overlapped.

The apecimen which I will now show you is broader,

but shorter. It is the tongue of Trochua ztsiphinw^

a large and handsome shell of regularly conical form,

not ujicuinmon on onr rocky shores. It is perhaps

a more interesting study than that of the Periwinkle.
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There ore here, von observe, three constituent dements

in the pattern. First, a delicate glassy central tooth,

tapering to a fine point, and cnt into minute saw-teeth

along each edge. Tlicn a series, of iive on each side, of

similar glassy pointed leaves, bending inward; and

outside these, on either hand, are a great nnmber of

stent dark-ooloured hooks, arching forward and inward,

each notched with saw-teeth, and diminishing in thick-

ness as tliev recede from the centre.

The manner of nsing this elaborate organ is no less

cnrions than is its structure. During life it is only

tJie fit>nt portion—not more than one-third—of the

TOXGCE or TBOCnCS.

ribbon that is in use ; this is spread out on the floor

of the mouth, with the teeth projecting and hooking

backwards. The remainder has its edges rolled over

towards each other, forming a tube closed at its extrem-

ity, which, as I have already observed, is coiled away
(in the long-tongued kinds) among the viscera.
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The mode in which ihe tongoe is used may be read*

ily seen hy watching tlic actions of a Periwinkle in a

marine or a roiid-suail in a fresh-water aquarium.

When the conlurva has begun to form a thin green

growth on the glass sides of the tank, the Mullusca arc

incessantly engaged in feeding on it, and rae^pingit

away with this tooihed ribbon. '^The upper lip with

its mandible is raised ; the lower lip expands ; the

tongue is protruded, and applied to tlic surface for an

instant, and then withdrawn ; its teeth glitter like

glasfi-paper, and in the Fond-snail it is so flexible that

freqnentlj it will catch against projecting points^ and

be drawn ont of shape slightly as it Tibrates over the

surface.*'*

Perha])s every variety is accompanied by some vari-

ation in luod or manner of feeding. With the IrochuSy

the proboscis, a tube with thick, fleshy walls, is rapidly

tamed inside ont to a certain extent, nntil a surface is

brought into contact with the glass, having a silky lus-

tre : this is the tongue ; it is moved with a short sweep,

and then tubular proboscis infolds its walls again ; the

tongue disapearing, and every filament of conferva be-

ing carried up into the interior from the little area

which had been swept. The next instant, the foot

meanwhile having made a small advance, the proboscis

unfolds again, the tongue makes another sweep, and

again the whole is withdrawn ; and this proceeds with

great regularity. I can conij)are the action to nothing'

so well as to the manner in which the tongue of an ox

licks up the grass of the flcld, or to the action of a

mower cutting down swathe after swathe as he marches

along. The latter comparison is more striking, for the

• Woodward'i "Hollusca," 161.
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marks of progress which each operator leaves behind

him. Though the confcrvoid plants arc swept off by
the tonirue of the Mollusk, it is not dune sf) cleanly but

that a mark is left where they grew ; and the peeuliar

form and structure of tho tongue, which I have above

noticed, leaye a series of suocessiTo cunres all along the

course which the Mollusk has followed, yeiy like those

which mark the individual swathes cut by the mower
in his course through the field.

The Periwinkle's table-manners differ slightly from

those of his relations. When he eats, he separates two

little fleshy lips, and the glistening glass-like tongue is

seen, or rather the rounded extremity of a bend of it,

rapidly running round like an endives band in some

piece of machinery
;
only that tlie tooth-points^ as they

run by, remind one rather of a watch-wheel. For an

instant this appears, then the lips close again, and pres-

entlyreopen,Sc tongue 4aia pe^Hnl its Lp-
ing. It is wonderful to see ;—perhaps not more won-

derful than any otlier of God's great works, never more

great than when minutely great ; but the action and

the instrument, the perfect way in which it works, and

the effectiveness with which the vegetation is cleared

away before it, all strike the mind with more than usual

force, as exhibitions of creative skill.

As the Peri winkle moves along, mowing his sea-

grass as he goes, he carries before him tw o soft and

flexible horns, marked with zebra-like bauds of black

and white, which he constantly waves about These

are organs of some sense, probably of touch, and are

therefore called tentacles (or tryers) ; but they bear on

their outer sides, near the base, a pair of other organs,

which are more closely analogous to what wo ourselves
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possess. You see on oacli tentacle a little wart, which

when you look at it with a lens you pcrceiTe to have

a round black glossy extremity. This is the eye. Bj
careful dissection under the microscope, we find it to

contain a beautifttl transparent crystalline lens, with a
thick and glutinous vitreous humonr adhering to it be-

hind, bounded bj a retina or curtain to receive the op-

tic image, and an optic nerve.

But much more attractive you will find the eyes in

this little Scallop. It is a half-grown indiyidual of

what is provincially known as the Sqnin {Pecten <>2>' i^

euHaris), much priz^ for its delicate sapidity. Belong-

ing to the bivalve class of tlie Molliisca, the animal is

inclosed witliin two shallow shelly plates, concave in-

ternally, and convex externally, which are united by a

hinge, just as the works of a watch are protected by
the case. When the little creature is at its ease, as

when the water is pure and clear, it lies on one side,

its valves being separated as we see them now, a quar-

ter of an inch or so apart, allowing us to discern what

is contained between them.

Well, we see first a nimiber of slender, white-pointed

threads, peeping out from each yalve and spreading on

all sides, waving hither and thither, groping, now con-

tracting, now expanding, with incessant but deliberate

motion. Tliese are tentacles. If we trace them to

their origin, we find them attached to a fiesliy sort of

yell that lines each valve to near its edge;, and then ab-

ruptly falls at an angle towards the opposite valve,

where it meets a corresponding veil. These two veils

form the mantle. It is from each of these that the ten-

tacles spring ; and we discover that there are four rows
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of these organs, one row set along the angle, and one

along tlie edpre of each veil.

But as peer among these slender tlireads, our at-

tention is riveted by some tiny points that are seated

near their bases, which glitter like brilliant gems.

Tlicy are seen only in those rows of tentacles which

spring from the aii^^lcs of the veils, and not in those

which frinire their edi^^es. Even the unasBisted sle:ht can

detect the gleam and glitter of these little specks ; but

it is only wJien we bring the lens to bear upon them

that we see all their beanty. They then look like dia-

monds or emeralds, each set in a broad ring of dark

red snbetance, which greatly enhances their beanty.

Tliey are inserted into tlic mantle in the line of tlic ten-

tacles, alternating witli Uain, yet not ^vith ahsohito

regularity, for there are more tentacles than gem-

points ;
they are about half as nmnerons again as the

radiating ridges of the shell. Some are much larger

and more prominent than others, but they have all the

same structure and ai)pearauce.

These little orirans are eves. As its movements are

far more extensive, and more fitful and rapid than is

common in this class of animals, the little Fectan prob-

ably needs these brilliant organs of vision to guide its

wayward rovings, as well as to guard it from hostile

assaults. The animal is very sensitive, withdrawing its

tentacles and mantle, and bringing the valves of its

shell together, on any shock being given to the vessel

in which it resides. It manifests, however, a wisely

measured degree of caution, for it does not actually

eUm the valves, unless it be repeatedly disturbed, or

unless the shock be violent, contenting itself with nar-

rowing the opening to the smallest space appreciable
j
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yet even tlicn the two rows of gem-like eyes arc dis-

tinctly visible, peepini]: out from the almost closed shell,

the two appearing like one undulating row from the

closenees of their proximity.

Jf yoQ are familiar with the pin-cnehionB which

children often make with a narrow ribbon round the

edges of these yery Scallop-shells, you can hardly fail

to be struck with the resemblance borne by the living

animal to its homely bat useful substitute ; and the

beautiful eyes themselyea might be readily mistaken

for the two rows of diamond-headed pins, earefnlly and

reo^larly stuck along the two edges of the pin-cushion

ribbon,—the ribbon itself representing the satiny and

painted mantle. A friend of mine, to whom I was
once showing this object, compared it, not inaptly, to a

lady's ring set with diamonds.

You will not fail to remark, how the position of

these beauteous organs is suited for their most extensive

usefulness consistent with their safety. In the ordinary

condition of the animal's ex])ansion, and especially when
it is about to make its sadden and vigorous leaps, the

gemmeouB points are so situated as just to project be*

yond the margin of the shell. So that wh^ we view

the creature perpendicularly as it lies, our eyes looking

down on the convexity of the upper valve, the minute

eyes are Been, all round its circumference, just, and but

just, peeping from under its edge. It is dear that this

arrangement secures to them the widest range of vision

with the least possible exposure. As Divine contriv-

ance has been often most deservedly recognised in the

projection of the bony ridge over the human eye, which

we call the brow, we surely cannot fail to recognise, and

admire it also in the position of these delicate organs,
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either beneath the margin of the solid shell, or, if pro-

jected, projected only in the FTnallest degree, and en-

dowed with the power of retreating beneath its barrier

with the rapidity of thought on tho least alarm.

There can be no donbt that these points, numerous

as they are, are true eyes, endowed with the faculty of

vision in a well-developed degree. For when their

btrnctnrc is carcfidly examined by the skilfnl anatomist,

cacli is found to be covered with the proper sclerotic

tunic which becomes a perfectly transparent cornea in

front, and to possess a coloured iris,—^perforated with

a well-defined pnpil, and connected with a layer of pig-

ment which lines the sclerotic tunic,—a crystalline lens,

and a vitreous humour for the due refraction of tho

rajs of light, and a retina in their focus, formed by an

expansion of the optic nerve, and fitted to receive the

picture ; the sensation of which is then conveyed by an

optic nerve from each eye to the common nerve-tmnk,

• which runs along the border of the mantle. Thus there

exists in each of these lustrous points every element

needful for the due performance of vision, though, prob-

ably, the impressions thus conveyed may be neither so

powerful, nor so distinct as those which are' conveyed

by the eyes of vertebrate animals. They are, how-

ever, we may be sure, amply sufficient for the wants of

the pretty Scallop, and are fresh proofs of the Divine

wisdom and benevolence.

We have been accustomed, from childhood, to recog*

nise as eyes the shining black extremities of the upper

pair of " horns " in the Gardeu Snail. And though

some naturalists have doubted, and oven denied that the

tentacle was anything more than a very delicate organ

of touch, yet it has been abundantly proved by dissec-
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tion, and is now incontrovertibly cstal)li9liL'd, tliat its

tip carries an eve even more completely developed than

those of tlie Pecten, which we have just been looking

at. The eye is situated, not indeed on the yeiy sum-

mit of the tentacle, bnt on one side of a moyable bulb

there placed. It is very minnte, almost spherical, but

sliirhtly flattened in frunt. It is piotceted hy a very

thin transparent layer of the common skin and is sur-

rounded at the side and behind, by a perfectly black

membrane called the ehorindf or pigment membrane.

This black globule contains a transparent and semi-fluid

substance, with which it is completely filled ; towards

the bottom it is of thinner consistence, and ap]K'ars to

contain many brilliant particles when the eye is dis-

sected under the microscope ; this may be considered

as the vitreous humour. In the front part of the eye

there is a crystalline lens, a small, circular, fiattish, or

rather lenticular body, perfectly dear and translucent,

but a little n i > solid th tu I lie vitreous humour.

!Now proteclion lor these so delicate orc^ans is pro-

vided in a way quite different from, yet equally cfiec-

tive with, that which we just now admired in the

case of the Pecten. You know that if yon touch,

though ever so tenderly, the eye of ike Snail, it is in-

stantly dj avvii into the horn by a most curious ])ro('oss

of inversion. Tlie action is })erfornied by meaiis uf a

long muscular ribbon, which originates from the great

muscle that retracts the head within the shell, and

which is inserted into the extremity of the hollow

tentacle. When this ribbon contracts at the will of the

animal, and still more forcibly, when it is aided by the

contraction of the great liead-muficle, the tip of the

tentacle with its eye is drawn within the surrounding
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parts, just like the finger of a glove. When the ani-

mal would again protrude its eye, the fibres wliic li sur-

round the teutacley like so many rings throughout its

whole lengthy succcsdyelj contract, and thus gradually

aqueese out, as it were, the inyerted Dart, until it is

tamed back to its original x^osition.

•TRCcnnui OFm ur kxaxu

But the ears of this homely " creeping thing " are,

perhaps, even more curious than its eyes
;
though far

less elaborate in theur structure. Yon will imagine

now, that I refer to the other pair of tentacles, as you
are accustomed to associate tlie idea of ears with pro-

jecting organs situated on tlie head. Xo, you must not

look there for them. Here, in this young Qarden Slug,

which is so small as to be conveniently examined on
the stage of the microscope, and so devoid of colour that

we can readily look through its tissues,—we shall easily

find its oars, though they are not quite so prominent as

those of an ass.

I subject the animal to a gentle pressure by means

of the compressorium, just auffident to flatten its soft

body a little, without injuring it And now, with this

low power, you may see that 8iebold, a learned zoolo-

gist and comparative anatomist, familiar with the curi-

ous phenomena of life, truly calls a wonderful spec-

tacle." In the neck of the little animal you discern,
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deep-seated in the soft flesh, a pair of perfectly trans-

parent firlobulcs, or bladders, without my opening, but

iilled witli a clear Huid, in which tliere aro some minute

bodies performing the most extraordinary evohitions*

They constantlj keep up a series of swinging or balanc-

ing movements, sometimes rotating, sometimes forcibly

driven in a certain direction, then in tlie opposite, yet

no single one ever by any accident touching the walls

of the capsule in which they are contained. If the cap*

snle be ruptured, the motions instantly cease. These

little bodies are of a calcareous nature ; and they are

called cUMtheSj that is, carnstones. The most that we
know of these curious capsules, which arc indubitably

ascertained to bo organs of heariiifr, we owe to the ob-

senrations of the eminent zoologist just named, and you
may perhaps like to know a little more about them.

Siebold says that a concentric depression is evident

in these otolidies, and that there may be seen in the

centre of the greater nnmber of tlicni a shaded spot,

or rather a minute aperture, wliich penetrates through

the concretion from the one iiattened surface to the

other. Subjected to a strong pressure, the otolithes

crack in radiating lines, separating often into four pyra*

midal pieces. This separation also ensues, aftera longer

time, when the otolithes are immersed in diluted nitric

acid
;

and, if wo touch them with the concentrated

acid, they suddenly dissolve with the disengagement of

a gas, whence Siebold concludes them to be composed

of carbonate of lime. The size of the otolithes is not

equal, and in the same capsule there are always some
which are smaller than others. "Within the capsule

they have, during life, a very renuu kable, and in sonic

respects peculiar, lively, oscillatory movement, bemg
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driven about as particles of any light insoluble powder

might he in boiling water. Tlie otolithes in the centre

have the aj^pcaranee of being pressed together 80 as to

fonn a Bort of solid nucleus, and towards this centre

the otolithes towards the circumference seem even to

be Tiolently urged, tiieir centripetal msli being invari-

ably repulsed, and as often driven again into a centri-

fugal direction. Removed from the capsule, the mo-

tions of the otolithes instantly cease. The cause of

tiiese curious oscillations remain undiscovered. Siebold

could detect no Tibratile eUia on the surfaces of the

capsule, and the cessation of the motion when the oto-

lll^es are removed, proves them to be unciliated them-

selves, and, at the same time, distinguishes the motion

from that of inorganic molecules.

It has been more reecntlv ascertained that the move-

ments of the otolithes arc due to very minute cilia with

which the interior surface of the capsule is covered.

This bad been long suspected, and some eminent physi-

ologists, as Wagner and K&lliker, have distinctij seen

the cilia themselves.

If you aslv what can be the use of ears to a class of

animals wliich are invariably dumb, I answer that

though this is true with respect to the great .majority,

yet it may be only that our senses are too dull to per*

ceive the delicate sounds which they utter, and which

may be sufficiently audible to their more sensitive or-

gans ; and besides, some Mollusca can certainly emit

sounds audible to us. Two very elegant species of Sea-

slug, viz. S^olii punctata^ and Tritonia arbarescenSy^

certainly produce audible sounds. Professor Grant|

* Now called Dtndronoiiu arboreaeeiu.
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who first observed the interesting fact in some speci-

meus of tlie latter 'svlilcli Lc was keepinL:; in an a(iua-

rium, says of the Fonn(l>, that " they resemble very

much the clink of a steel wire on the side of the jar,

one stroke only being given at a time, and repeated

at intervals of a minnte or two ; when placed in a
large basin of water the sound is mnch obscured,

and is like that of a watch, one stroke being re-

peated, as befure, at intervals. The sound is longest

and oftenest repeated when tlic TritonijB are lively and
moving about, and is not heard when they are cold and
without any motion ; in the dark I have not observed

any light emitted at the time of the stroke ; no globule

of air escapes to the surface of the water, nor is any

ripple produced on the snrfaee at the instant of tlio

stroke ; the sound, when in a glass vessel, is mellow

and distinct." The Proiesfior has kept tliese Tritoniie

alive in his room for a month, and, during the whole

period of their confinement, they have continued to

produce the sounds, with very little diminution of their

original intensity. In a sniall a[)ai1ment they arc audi-

ble at the distance of twelve feet. "The sonnds obvi-

ously proceed from the mouth of the animal ; and, at

the instant of the stroke, we observe the lips suddenly

s^arate, as if to allow the water to rush into a small

vacuum formed within. As these animals are her>

maphrodites, requiring mutual impregnation, the .suunds

may possibly be a means of comnninieation between

them, or, it they be of an electric nature, they may be

the moans of defending fram foreign enemies one of

the most delicate, defenceless, and beautiful Gastero-

pods that inhabit tho deep.'' *

9 Edinb. PhU. Joum. xit. 186.
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CHAPTER lY.

flEA-lCMB AKD 6HELLT OOBAIUGKSS.

When we were at the sea-Bide last satnmer we bought,

you may rcnicuibcr, of a poor widow wlioui we met on

the beach, a little basket ctt' dried sea-wceds. Fetch it:

it is on the chimney-piece upstairs.

Kow all of these objects are not sea-weeds. I mean
they are not all plants; some of them are animals, and

these I want to briDg nnder jonr notice this evening for

our microscopical entertainment Here are exquisite-

ly delicate crimson leaves, as thin or thinner than tlie

thinnest ti^^ftVie-papor, with solid ribs and sinuous edges.

Here is a tuU and elegant dark red featlier, quite regu-

larly pinnated. Here is a tuft of purple filaments as

fine as silkworm's thread.'' And here is a broad ir-

regular expanse of the richest emerald-green, crumpled

and folded, yet as glossy as if varnished.

Well, all of these are plants, certainly: tliey are

veritable Al/fCB^ or sea-weeds. But here are otlicr plaut-

like objects of a pale brown, drab, or snowy-white hue.

Let ns take this flattened brown leaf, divided into irreg-

ular broad lobes ; it looks almost like a thickish paper,

and is abont as flexible. But pass jonr finger over it,

and vmu Icel that its surface is evenlv ronirhencd ; and

on close and careful scrutiny you disceru, even by tlie

naked eve, that its surface is covered with a delicate

network of minnte shallow celb.
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"Broftd Hornwrack," and "Leafy Sea*inat," are the

names which the old collectors gave to this object; and

modem naturalibis iiave given it the scientific appella-

tion of Flustra foliat'ca^ and arrange it in the class

Polyzoay a group of animate beings, which have much
of the form of Polypes, and mnch of the structnre of

MoUusks.

We cnt off a little piece from the end of one of the

lobes, and put this npon the stage of the microscope.

We now sec tliat the cells are disposed in nearly par-

allel rows ; but so that those of one row alternate with

those of the next, qimicunx fashion, the middle of one

cell being opposite the end of its right and left neigh-

bours ;—or like the meshes of a net. The cells extend

over the whole leaf, and are spread over both its snr-

faccs in this case ; tlio united depth of two cells consti-

tntins: the thickness of the leaf-like structure. Thefo

are other species, more delicate, which have but a sin-

gle series of cells, all opening on the same side of the

leaf.

Each individnal cell is shaped like a child's cradle

;

and if you imagine 20,000 wicker cradles stuck

together side by side in one plane, after the quincunx

pattern I have just mentioned ; and tlien the whole

broad array turned over, and 20,000 more glued on to

these, bottom to bottom, you will have an idea of the

framework of this pale-brown leaf;—dimensions, of

course, being out of the consideration. Tlie niunber

may appear buinewhat inunense, yet it is no larger than

tlie ordinary average, as I will soon sliow you. 1 meas-

ure off a square half-inch of this leaf, which I carefully

cnt ont with scissors ; now with the micrometer count

the cells in the square piece.—Ton Und 60 longitudinal
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rows, each containing 28 celle, or thereabouts* Very
well ; a simple arithmetical process shows that there

are 1,G80 cells in this square half-inch ; or 6,720 in a

square inch. 'Now this very specimen, betbi c I nnitil-

ated it, contained an area of ahout three square inches;

which would give 20,160 cells. This is the number on

one surface ; the other contains an equal number ; and

thus you see that I hare not exaggerated the population

of this tiny marine city. This, however, is by no means

a specimen of unusual size.

These cells, which I compare to cradles, are of shal-

low depth, but the head-part rises to a much greater

height than the foot. All round this elevated portion

the margin is armed witli short blunt spines, two on

each side, which stand obliquely erect, projecting out-

wards over the middle of tlie next cell, which thus, in

concert with the spines of the cell on the opposite side,

they protect.

If you search carefully over the aggregation of cells

with this pocket-lens, you will perceive that on some of

them are seated minute white globules, which look like

tiijy ])earl8. These are not i»laced in anj regular order^

two beiiiir sumc'tinics found on conlii^uous cells, but

genenilly they are scattered at more or less remote in-

tervals. If we now apply the microscope to these ap-

pendages, each globule is seen to be flat on that per-

pendicular side which faces the foot of the cradle ; and
this flat side is a movable door, with a hinge along its

lower edge. The door is of a yellow hue
; the globule

itself being, as I said, of a pearly white hue.

This is all that wo can see in this dried specimen

;

but if we had been fortunate enough to have examined

it when first it was torn from its attachment to an old
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shell at the bottom of the sea, yon would have seea

much more. And what would then have appeared, I

> will describe to yon.

Suppose, then, tliat a coverlid of transparent skin

were fcUetclied over each cradle, i'wm a lirile within

the marp:in all rtumd, leaviii£!^ a transverse opening just

in the right place, viz. over the pillow, and you would
have exactly what exists here. There is a crescent-

form slit in the membrane of the upper part of the cell,

from which the semicircular edge, or lip, can recede,

if pushed from witliin.

Suppose, vet apiin, that in every cradle tlicrc lies a

baby, with ils little knees bent up to its chin, in that

zig-zag fashion that children, little and M^;^ often liko

to lie in. But stay, here is a cliild moving 1 SotYly 1

He slowly pushes open the semicircular slit in the cov*

orlid, and we see him gradually protruding his head

and shoulders in an erect position, straighteninu: his

knees at the same time. IXo is raised half out of bed,

when lo I Iiis head falls open, and becomes a bell of

tentacles 1 The baby is the tenant-polype I

"This is a vciy amusing romance," you say, Kaj

,

it is no romance at all. If yon will excuse the homeli-

ness of the compariooiis, I will venture to affirm that a

personal examination of the creature itself would justify

their correctness, and you would acknowledge that they

could scarcely be more apt.

Moreover, the globular chambers show signs of life

;

their front doors suddenly open, gape widely, and then

shut with a snap; and |)resently this upcniu- and .^lint-

tine: is repeated. The nieanin!/ of this action vou will

better under.st{Lnd when we see analogous organs in an-

other forni of the same class of animals. JkLeanwhile, I
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^vill just point out a beautiful though minute proof of

design in a point of the structure of the cells connected

with these pearly chambers. If you look closely, you
"will see that the spines of the margin are not found on

those cells that carry the pearls ; and moreover, that

they are also wanting on the apjiroximate edges of the

two cells that lie behind every such pearl-bearing cell.

Now the reason of this omission is obvious. The spines

LKAFY SEA-MAT.
(A portiua xnagDillcd.)

projecting obliquely would interfere with the gaping of

the door ; and hence they are invariably absent there.

I happen to have in my aquarium a living individ-

ual of another species belonging to the same class, and

agreeing with this in all essential particulars of struc-

ture, though widely different in form. The difference,

liowever, is mainly dependent on a rather nn important

point of arrangement ; for the cells, instead of being set

side by side and end to end in quincunx fashion, to an

indefinite extent, on two surfaces of a plane, are dis-

posed on one single surface, and in longitudinal rows
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of two or til rcG cells abreast; thus narrow ribbnnlike

branches are formed, which now and then diyide into

twO| then these into two ' more, and bo on. These

branches thus become fan-shaped, which, by being

slightly ennred, become segments of fnnnels ; and the

peculiar elegance of tliio cuialline consists in the mode
in which these branches are set on the stem, viz., in an

asceudiiig spiral curre, so that tho effect is that of sev-

eral imperfect funnels set one within another, but which

yet jovL perceiye, by tnming the whole gradaaily ronnd,

to compose a single corkscrew band of successive fans*

This whole structure stands upright in its natural state,

like a little compact shrub growing from a root ; and

as a good many are commonly asfiociutcd together, they

form a sort of mimic grovCi fringing the sides of dark

rocky sea-pools.

The species is called the Corkscrew Coralllney or

sometimes the Bird's-head Coralline, the latter name
being assigned to it for a reason which you will pres-

ently perceive. The appellation by which it is known
to naturalists is Bugula avicidaria.

We drop onr specimen into a Teiy narrow cell, com^

posed of parallel walls of thin glass, a very minnte flat*

tened tank, in fact, snch as can be pnt on the stage of

the microscope. Here, bathed in its native seawater,

as clear as crystal, we shall see it opening an<I expand-

ing its numerous polypides with the utmost activity and
evident enjoyment

Yon gaze ; but yon know not what yon see. The
presence of many lines representing transparent vessels

of strange and dissimilar shapes, overlying each other
;

and the swaying to and fro of curious objects, which

strike now and then forcibly across the iicld of view.
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are quite bewildering. I must act tlie showmau, and

tell yon wliat to see.

The cella ai*e oblong, sbapcd much like a sack of

corn, vith a spine ascending Irom each ot' the upper

comerB. Each stands on the finmmit of its predeceseor

in the same row, and side by side with those of its fel-

low-rows, in snch an order that the top of one cell comes

opposite the middle of the one beside it. The top of

the sack is ronndcd, and ap])cars closed, l)iit we slmll

presently iind an opening there. The broad side that

faces inwardly has a large elliptical transparent space

occupying nearly its whole surface; this is covered

with a veiy thin and elastic membrane, and answers a
peculiar end. Just below one of the spines that crowns

the 611 mm it ot the cell on one of the edges, is situated a

little luiiij), to which is attached, by a very free joint,

an object which you will perceive to bear a remarkable

resemblance to the head of a bird of prey. It has a
beak strongly hooked, with two well-formed mandibles,

of whiiph the lower is movable, shutting into the cavity

of the upper ;
yon observe it deliberately opening, like

that of a bird, only stretching to an enormous width of

gape, and then elosiii«j; with a strong and sudden snap.

Kow and then the Avliole head bwavs backward and for-

ward on its joints ; aud these movemeuts, combined
witli the fitful and apparently spiteful snappings, per-

formed by many bii'ds' heads scattered about the

branch, are highly curions and amusing.

The birds' heads, however, are not the living inhab-

itants of the cells; they are not integral parts of thorn.

The cells have their proper inhabitants, each dwelling

in its own ; and each essentially formed on the same
plan as the '^baby with the tucked-up knees," that

makes the Sea-mat for his cradle-house.
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111 order to get a good view of the termnt here, you

must move the stago about till you find that the branch

is prcBcntod to your eye sidcwisc. Directing your at*

tentioa then to the lateral edge of a single inliabited

cell, its summit is seen to protrude diagonally towards

tlio inner side (/. (\ towards the axis of the sj)ire), a tu-

bular mouth, whieh is niemhranons and contractile.

When the animal wishes to emerge, this tubular orifice .

• is pushed out by evolution of the integument, and the

tentacles are exposed to view, closely pressed into a
parallel bundle ; the evolution of the interment, that is

attached at their hase, goes on till the whule is straiglit-

ened, when the tentacles diverge and assume tlic form

of a funnel, or l ather that of a wide-mouUicd bell, the

tips being slightly everted. They are furnished with a

douhle row of short cilia in the usual order, one set

working upward, the other downward. Tlieir base sur-

rounds a muscular thick ring, the entrance to a funnel-

fihaped sac, the substance of wliicli is granular, and

evidently muscular, for its contractions and expansions

are very vigorous, and yet delicate. Into this first

stomach passes, with a sort of gulp, any animalcule

whirled to the bottom of the funn^ by the ciliary vor-

tex, and from thence it is delivered through a contract-

ed, but still rather wide gullet, into an oblong stomach,

the lower portion of which is obtuse. An extremely

attenuated duct connects this, which is probably the

true stomach, with a globular, rather small, intestine,

which is again connected by a lengthened thread with

the base of the cell. J^y an arrangement common to

the ascidian type of the digestive function, the food is

returned from the intestine into the true stomach,

whence the effete parts are discharged through a wide
4
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and thick tube that issues from it close behind the [)oint

•svlicrc the gullet enters. This rectal tube passes up-

wards parallel to tlio gullet, ami terminates by an orlfico

outfiido aud behiud the base of the tentacles. All these

viscera are beautifully distinct and easily identified,

owing to the perfect tranq>arencj of the walls of the

cell, tiie simplicity of the parts, and their density and

dark yellow colour. All of them are manifestly gran-

ular in texture, except the slender corrugated tube

-which connects the stomach witli the globose intestine:

tills is thin and membranous, and is doubtless, if I may
judge from analogy, capable of wide expansion for the

passage of the food-pellet

The sudden contraction of tlie polypide into its cell

upon disturbance or alarm, and its slow and gradual

emergence again, afford excellent opportunities for

studying the forms, proportions, and relative positions

of the internal organs. In contraction, the globular

intestine remains nearly where it was, but the stomach

slides down into the cell behind it, as far as the flexible

duct will allow, and the tliick gullet bows out in front,

showing more cleaiiy the separation between it and the

rectum, and the insertion of botli into the stomach. Tliia

retraction is, in part, effected by a pair of longitudinal

muscular bands, which are inserted at the back of the

bottom part of the cell, and into the skin of the neck

below the tentu( 1< Tlic contraction of these bands

draws in the integument, like the drawing of a stocking

within itself, and forces down the viscera into the cavity

of the cell, which is probably tilled with the vital juices.

Besides the hind bands, there is one, or a pair of

similar muscular bands attached on eaeh side of tlie

front part of the base of the cell, and inserted similarly
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into the neck. Bj watching the contraction of these,

you will be enabled to determine the use of the mcm-
branchcOTered aperture up the front of the cell. At the

moment of the retraction of the viBcera into the cell, a
large angular membrane is forced outward from the

front side, whicli is protruded more or leBS in proportion

to the degree of withdrawal of the poljpide ; and as the

latter emerges again, the membrane falls back to its

place. It is evident, then, that this is a provision for

enlarging the cavity ; the walls are hornj, and probably

almost inelastic ; but when the stomach forces the in-

testine forward, and the thick gullet is bent outwaid by

the withdrawal of the neck and tentacles, the needful

room is provided by the bulging ont of this elastic mem-
brane, which recovers its place by the pressure of the

snrrounding water, when the pressure of the fluids

within is removed.

TTow, after watching these movements of the poly-

pides, and the various structures whose forms and limits

those movements reveal, it will become manifest to you

that there is no visible organic connexion between the

animal distinctively so called and the curious bird's

head. This latter lias a muscular system of its own, by

means of wliich ii^ energetic motions are performed;

but it appears quite isolated on the outside of the cal-

careous cell, and %vholly cut off from the interior by
the knob on which it works, and by the thickness of the

cell-wall. Both knob and wall appear quite imperfo*

rate; and yet we cannot but presume that some con-

nexion exists, perhaps throngh the medium of au ex-

cessively delicate «iud subtile, but living tissue, which

may be presumed not only to Hne^ but also to cmjer the

stronjs^ cell; just as the strong envelope and spines of
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a Sea-urclliu ai*e covered with a tliia lilm of living

flcsli.

The faDctioDs and use of these eingiilar processes

are as obacnre as their eonnexions with the aDimal.

Yet that tliey play some important part we may almost

certainly infer, from the general prevalence of similar

or analogous appendages among the various forms of

this class. The globular pearls which you lately saw

on the sea-mat, is hut another form of bird's head ; and

the falling-door answers to the opening and shutting

mandible. The forms, indeed, of these organs are very

diverse, and sometimes they are greatly disguised. But
wluiL about tliL'ir function? More than one observer

has noticed the seizure of small roviiiir animals by these

pincer-like beaks ; and hence the conclusion is pretty

general, tliat they are in some way connected with the

procuring of food. But it seems to have been forgotten,

not only that these organs have no power of passing the

prey thus seized to the mouth, but also that this latter

is situated at the bottom of a funnel of ciliated tenta-

cles, and is calculated to receive only such minute prey

as is drawn within the ciliary vortex. I have ventured

to suggest a new explanation. The seizure of a passing

animal, and t]io holding of it in a tenacions grasp until

it dies, may be a means of attracting the proper prey to

the vicinity of the mouth. The presence of dccom-

jjosing aninuil substance in water invariably attracts

crowds of infusory animalcules, which then breed with

amazing rapidity, so as to form a cloud of living atoms

around the decaying body, quite visible in the aggre-

gate to the unassisted eye ; and these remain in the

vicinity, playing round and romid until the organio

matter is q^uite consumed, Now a tiny Annelid or
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other animal cnnght by the hircFs head of a Polyzoan,

and tightly held, would presently die ; and thon^li in

its own substance it would not yield any nutiiment to

the captorer, yet by becoming the centre of a crowd of

busy infusoria, multitudes of which would constantly be

drawn into the tentacular vortex, and swallowed, it

would be ancillary to its support, and the organ in

(luestiun won hi i)]ay no unimportant part in tlic ccou-

omy of the aniinaU
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CHAPTER V.

INSECTS : WINGS AUB TUCIB APFE20>AG£8.

I FKOP06K now to reveal to yon some of the microscopic

marvels of the insect world ; a race vastly more popu-

lous than all of the other animate trihes put together

;

for the most part bo minute as to be peculiarly suitable

subjects for our present investigations, and so furnished

with elaborate contrivances and exquisite pieces of

mechanism, as to elevate our thoughts at every tnm
to the majesty of the Divine wisdom displayed in the

most minute of His creatures. Let us begin with their

wings.

The most perfect fliers in existence are Lisects.

The swallow and the humming-bird are powerful on

the wing, and rapid ; but neither these nor any other

"winged fowl" can be compared with many of the

iihny-winged Insects. The eoiiiinoii House-fly, for

example, will remain for hours together floating in

the air beneath the ceilings of our dwelling-rooms, hov-

ering and dancing from side to side, without effort

and without fatigue. It has been calculated that in

its ordinary flight the IIouse*fly makes about 600

strokes witli its win<;s every second, and tliat it is carried

through the air a di.^'tance of five leut during tliat brief

period. I3ut, if alarmed, the velocity can be increased

six or seven-fold, as every one must have observed, so
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as to cam- the insect tliirtv or live and thirty feet iaV W «^

the second. In the same space of time, observes Mr.

Ivirby, a race-horse could clear only ninety feet, whicli

is at the rate of more than a mile a minute. Our little

fly, in her swiftest flighty will in the same space of time

^ more than the third of a mile. Now compare the in*

iiiilte difference of the size of the two animals (ten mil-

lions of tlie fly would hardly countei'poipe one racer),

and liow wonderful will the velocity of this minute

creature appear ! Did the fiy equal the race-horse in

size, and retain its present powers in the ratio of its

magnitude, it would trarerse the globe with the rapid-

ity of lightning.*

Bees, again, arc acconi])lislied masters of aerial mo-

tion. The Humble-becs, notwithstanding their heavy

bodies, are the most powerful fliers of this class. The
same excellent entomologist tells us that they traverse

the air in segments of a circle, the arc of which is al-

ternately to right and left. The rapidity of their flight

is 80 great that, could it be calculated, it would bo

iound, the size of the creature considered, far to exceed

that of any bird, as has been proved by the observa-

tions of a traveller in a railway carriage proceeding at

the rate of twenty miles an hour, whicli was accom-

panied, though the wind was against them, for a con-

siderable distance by a Humble-bee {Bomhus suhinteT'

ritptus), not merely with the same rapidity, but even

greater, as it not unfrequcntly flew to and fro about

the carriage, or described zig-zag lines in its flight.

The a^al movements of the Hive-bee are more distinct

and leisurely.*^ t
You have doubtless often admired the noble Dragon-

* Intr. to Entom. Lett xxii. f Ibid
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flj, with its four ample and wide-spread wings of

gauze, liawkiiig in a green lane, or over a pool in the

noon of snmmor. It sails, or ratlier bl)or)ts with arrowy

fleetness hither and thither, now forwards, now back-

wards, now to the right, now to the left, without turn-

ing its body, but simply by the action of its powerfnl

and elegant wings. Leeuwenhoek once saw an insect

of this tribe chased by a swallow in a menagerie a hun-

dred feet loiifi^. Tlie Dragon-fly shot along with such

astonishing j>uwer of wing, to the right, to the left, and

in all directions, tliat this bird of rapid flight and ready

evolution was unable to overtake and capture it, the

insect eluding every attempt, and being in general

fully six feet in advance of the bird. A Dragon-fly

luis been known to i\y on board a slii]) at sea, the

nearest laud being the coast of Africa, iive Inmdred

miles distant, a fact highly illustratiye of its power of

wing*

It is a point of interest to know the structure of the

organs by which such results are accomplished, and
therefore we will devote an hour to the microscopical

examination of tlic wings of one or two Insects. Let

us bcirin with the common Fly, one of wln'ch, a fine

blue-hottie, is somewhat noisily buzzing in the win*

dow

—

" The blne-flj simg i' the pane,**

—

as if to invite our attention to him. Well, we will bor-

row one of his wrings for the lesson : and putting it into

the stage-forceps, we shall be able to turn it in any di-

rection for observation beneath the microscope.

At fbrst it seems a very thin transparent membrane,

of a shape between triangular and oval, with a few fine
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black lines numing tbrongh it, and along one edge.

But on bxingmg a greater magnifying power to bear on
it, we see that the clear surface is covered with minnte

short stiff liairs, cacli of wliicli lias an cx|>aiidL'd base.

And still further, ])v delicate focnssinir, we find tliat

there arc two sets of these hairs, which como into view

alternatelj, those of one row projecting n]>ward to-

wards onr eje, those of the other downward. They are

placed on both the \ipper and nnder-snrface, and are in

fact appendages of two distinct membranes, applied to

each other. Tiitre is some reason to believe that these

hairs are delicate orf^ans of touch eommunicatins: im-

pressions through the skin to a sensitive layer heneath

;

at least snch seems their function' on the body, and

we may judge from analogy that it is not different

here.

The black lines are clastic, homy tubes, over which

tlie membranes are spread and stretclied, like tlie silk

of an umbrella by its ribs. Tlie upper membrane is

iirmlj attached to the tubes (which are called ncr-

Tures); the lower has bnt a slight adhesion, and is

easily stripped from them. The nervures originate in

the body, and diverge like a fan to various points of

the tij), and to the upper and lower edges ; some of

tbern, however, terminate in the substance of the wing

without reachini^ tlie edge, and some send off cross

branches by which two are connected together. Tliey

generally maintain the same thickness thronghout, bnt

there are enlargements where the branches join the

main trunks. These nervures are hollow, and are, dur-

ing life, filled with a subtile fluid, which is supplied

from the vessels of the body. Tlicy contain also rami-

fications of the exquisite spiral air-vessels, which we
4*
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flhall presently consider, so that both air and blood cir-

enlate in thorn.

In this wing of the Bee all of these strnctnres may
be seen to p^eatcr advantage. The niemLranc appears

pcii'cctly lioinoi^eaeous l)y tranpinitted light, even with

sohighamagnii'jing power as 600 diameters, at least on

a cnrsoiy examination
;
though, by careful manipula-

tion, we may discern faint traces of angular lines which

divide the whole surface into irregular areas. But
by using reflected lii^lit at an oldiqne angle, this areola-

tion, which indicates the primary cells of the structiire,

is much plainer, and each area is perceived to carry a

single hair in its centre.

The hairs themselres here take the character of

curved spines, not unlike those of a rose tree. Along
the 'front edge of the wing they are straiglit, stout,

densely crowded, and (>verhi])ping in an ineh'ned po-

sition ; hut the most interesting nioditieation of these

organs is seen at the front edge of the posterior pair.

Unlike the Fly, which has but a single pair of wings,

the Bee has two pau*s, of which the fore pair is tiie

larger and more homy, the hinder pair seeming to be,

as it were, cut ont of the hinder and inner side of the

fore ones. Tlie two edges—the hinder edge of tlie fore

pair and the front edge of the hind pair—then corres-

pond, but it is necessary that, during ^ght, when the

wings are expanded, the two wings on each side should

maifUain this relative position, neither overlapping the

other, but together presenting one broad surface, where-

with to beat tlio air. Tliere must be, therefore, some

contrivance for locking together the two edges in ques-

tion, which yet shall be capable of being unlocked at

the pleasure of the animal ; for the wings during repose

slide over one another. This contrivance is furnished
m
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by a scries of hairs or spines ninning along the front

e<lge of the liind-wing
;

they are bent up into strong

Bcniicircular liooks, arching outwards, looking, under a

high power, like the hooks on a butcher's stall. On
the other hand, the margin of the fore-wing is strength-

ened, and is turned over with a shallow doubling, so

as to make a groove into which the hooks catch ; and

thus, while the fore-wings are expanded, the hooks t»f

tlio other pair are firmly locked in their doubled edge,

while, as soon as flight ceases, and tlie wings arc re-

laxed, there is no hin-

drance to the sliding of

vthe front over the hind

pair.

The wings of many in-

sects are interesting on

account of the organs

with which thoy are

clothed. A familiar ex-

am] >le is furnished by

the common Gnat, a

"sving of which is on the slide now before me. There

is the same general structure as before,—two clear elas-

tic membranes stretched over slender horny tubular

norvuros, and studded on both surfaces with short spine-

like hail's, which in this case, however, are excessively

numerous and minute. But along the nervures, and

along other lines which run (generally) parallel witli

the front margin, and also along the whole margin,

tliere arc set long leaf-like scales of very curious ap-

pearance and structure.

Confining our attention to one of these lines, sup-

pose one of the nervurcs, we sec that its course is
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marked on the upper membrane by five rows of minute

elevated wai*t8, arranged obliquely with one another.

From each of these warts springs a slender st^m which

gradually dilates into

thin leaf-shaped

])hite of transparent

substance, having

from four to eight or

ten longitudinal ribs.

Tliey project in a radiating manner, all inclined towards

the tip of the wing. The siuiic line on the iinder-siir-

facc carries the like iiiiinl)er of leaf-Hke photos, corre-

6])onding in arrangement, &ti*uctnrc, form and direction

with those on the upper side. The margins of the wing
all round are furnished with similar organs, with this

difference, that whereas the plates along tlie lines are

as it were cut off abruptly at their greatest diameter,

the nuu'giiial ones converge again witli a gracefully

curved outline, to a fine point : a form which is seen

to the greatest advantage along the hind edge of tlio

wing, while those of the front margin are thicker, and

more densely crowded.

Tliere are, however, other Insects which display these

or similar appendages in far greater profusion, and in

much variety of form and appearance. In the fissures

of clilis that border the sea-shore may often be found

some wingless but active Insects, which are endowed

with the power of leaping in great perfection. From
their hinder extremity being ftimished with long pro-

jecting bristles, they arc sometimes called IJristle-tails,

but naturalists desijxnatc the ijrenus Machilis. If vou

can get one sulhciently still to examine it, y<»u will be

delighted with the lustre of its clothing, which appears
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dusted all over with a metallic ixjwder of rich colours,

—^red, brown, orange and yellow, foiled by dull lead-

grey in places.

If yon tonch one of these nimble leapers, thongh

erer so lightly, you will see the result on your finger-

ends ; for tliey will 1)C found covered with a thin stra-

tum of tlie finest dust, which displays the coloured me-

tallic reflection seen on the insect. 3y touching one

with a plate of glass instead of your finger, yon wfll get

BP.ISTLK TAIU
(Sli^liUy oakrgciL)

the same dust to adhere to this transparent medium, by
applying which to the microscope you may at once

discern the marvellous nature of the raiment with

which tlie little creature is bedecked.

The dust is now seen to be composed of myriads of

thin scales, mostly regular and symmetrical in their

forms, though Tarying exceedingly among themselves

in this respect. Some arc heart-shaped, some shovel-

shaped, some round, oval, elliptical, half round, half

elliptical, long and narrow, sometimes irregular and

xmeqnal, and of yarious other undescribable outlines.

Perhaps the most common forms are ovate, heart-

shaped, and that of the pan of a fire-shovel. Each thin

scale has a minute foot-stalk, which is not connected
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eCAUC OF BUXSTLE-TAIU

\vitli it at cither extremity, but at a point of one suifaco

a little way from the smaller end, whence it projects at

an oblique anglo ; so that when the stalk was inserted

in its ]>r >|>er cell in the skin of the insect, the scale lay

horizontally, covering the insertion.

This is a peculiarity not found in

sonic other scales that I shall pres-

ently introduce to yon.

The whole body of the scale is

traversed by a series of fine close-set

parallel lines, running longitudinally

from end to end. At least this is

the ordinary arrangement ; but oc-

casionally YOU sec scales, in ^vllich

there are two series of parallel lines,

arranged on either side of an imagin-

ary central line, towards which they

respectively converge, but never, I think, diverge from

it. Tliese lines appear to form thickened ribs, but seem

to be made by elevations of the membrane both above

aud below. Betweeu the ribs, ou the larger scales, we
see a number of very delicate cross lines, which are

probably regular wrinklings of the depressed surface.

There is another little Insect of the same family,

commonly found in cupboards, and in chinks of old

damp houses, and called the Sugar-louse {Lfjnsma)
;

very much like this, but of a silvery lustre, and caiTy-

ing the three bristles of the tail diverging widely. This

also is covered with scales, some of which are preserved

on this glass slide. Here, while the general appearance

and structure agree with those of the scales which we
have just been considering, there is considerable diver-

sity in details. The form is usually ovato or shovel-
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like ; the foot-stalk, projectmg at a similar angle, is not

set on the inferior suinface, bnt in the bottom of a

deep narrow incision ; and the ribs are invariably di-

vergent like those of a fan. In these, however, tliere is

a peculiarity of arrangement, wliicli T liave never seen

noticed, but which is obvious enough in the specimens

before ns. The ribs on the two surfaces diverge at a

differ^t angle^ those of the npper surface being the

more divergent, divaricating from the foot-stalk, while

those of the lower membrane are coarser, and much
more nearly parallel, their bases ranging along the

bind edge of the scale. The eftect of the intersection

of the sets of lines at so acute an angle, is to convey

the optical impression that the scale is covered wilJi

short irregular dashes.

Such is the arrangement on these scales, which I

prepared myself from the comon Lepisma ; but I have

a slide marked " Lepisma," from one of the dealers in

microscopic objects, in which the ribs on the two

sides concur; but, on one side, there are obliquely

divei^nt lines visible only near the mai^, which

appear to be produced by wrinkles of the membrane
analogous to the transverse dashes on those of Ma-
chilis.

Scales lauch more delicate than either of these sorts

ai-e found on the JPodurOy a minute insect of which
there are several species ; which leap, jerking out the

bristles of th€» tail, that are ordinarily carried under the

body, like a coiled spring. They are common in cellars,

in hot-bed frames, on dunghills, on the surface of water

iu road-ruts, &c. On the slide before you are some of

the smaller scales from one of these insects : thev arc

exceedingly delicate, and the clearness with which you
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discern tlic character of their markings, is a proof of

the good definition of my microscope ; this is what
is called a " test-object." At first slirlit they seem

coyered with ribs like those of the Machos and LepU*
ma / but, by the use of a magnifying power of 600 diam-

eters (as I have now put on), you perceive that, in

the lirst place, the lines are not straight nor parallel,

but curve irregularly, and arc often branched
;

and,

in the second place, that they are not numterrupted,

but made up of a series of successive wedge-shaped

warts, which lie nearly Bat, but project a little at the

larger end, where each overlaps the next The scale

we are looking at iiioasures '0014 inch in length, and

•0009 in uidth ; here the marks are well deiined ; liero

are smaller scales '0008 in li iiutli by -01)030 in width,

but these are more dim and diihcult to resolve.

The beautiful and extensiyo order called Lepidoptera

or Scale-winged, ^ar^iWtfZZentf^, including the gay tribes

of Butterflies and Moths, present us with many cx-

ccuduigly intcrr ! iiijj; varieties in these singular cover-

ings. The btudy of these might be aliuost as wide as

the immensity of species ; I can only show you a few

oxmples.

Here are specimens from the pretty little white

Five-phime Moth (Pleropharus)^ so common inmeadows
in suiiiiiier. The general shape of the scales from the

body and wings is that of a wiUow-leaf, some singly

pointed, but more cut at the tip into two, three, or

four notches. Tlioso from the legs are longer and slen-

derer in proportion ; and among the others from the

wings, there are some which take the form of haurs,

which send forth one or more brnnches from one side,

tliai iurm a very acute angle with the main stem. The
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scales proper are all marked with longitudinal lines,

vcrv minute and close, but thcv mostlv bear a cential

band, and sonietinies a marginal one on each side, of

spots set in sinuous lines like the hands on a macker-

el's hack ; these are prohahljr composed of pigment-

granules.

These from the pretty Six-spot Bnmot Ilawkmoth,

are nearly opaque, espceially those from the red parts

of the wings, whieli have a rieh ruddy glow by trans-

mitted light. Tliey arc naiTow in shape, tapering

gradually forward from the f iot-^^talk, and terminate

mostly in two hlnnt points. The ribs are coarse for the

size of the scales^ and the depressed spaces are marked
with irregular pigment-grains.

The hail's with which the bodies

of Moths are invested arc essentially

of the same character as the scales

which clothe tlieir wings. Here are

examples from the glowing sides of

the abdomen of that richly colonred

insect, the Cream-spot Tiger-month

{Arctia villica). You see they are

simple scales, drawn out to an inor-

dinate length and great tenuity ; each

has its quill-like footstalk, and w^
may trace on some of them the ribs

and transverse dotting, while here we
see all intermediate stages between

the slenderest hair and the broadly

ovate, bluntly-pointed scales from the BATru»H>oB80Aut or ro-

wings.

You are familiar of course with the brilliant little

Blue Butterfly {Pdyommatus AUxU\ which dances
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and glitters in the sunshine on waste places in June,

Among the scales r>f ordinary Ibriu wliicli clothe the

lovely little wings will occur one here and thero of a
different shape from the rest. Here you may see one

;

itJ8;inuch smaller than the average; the foot-stalk is

very long, and the shape of the entire scale is that of a

battledoor. Hie ribs are tather few and coarse, and

they have this peculiarity, that eacli rib swells at inter-

vals into 1*011ndcd dilatationp, each of wliich has a minute

black point iu its centre. In some of these battledoor

scales there is, near the lower part of the expansion, a

crescent of minute pigment-grains.

The silvery gi-ey snrface of the front wings of a

common moth, known as the Buff-tip {Pygcera hucc'

2^hal4i)^ is coniposeil of scales of unusual lunpiitnde,

and of a remarkable form, their shape being that of an

expanded Haxi^ and being quite distinguishable by the

unassisted eye. The ribs are very fine and numerous,

and there are diverging lines of pigment-grains run-

ning through the scale.

Those of the Emperor Moth {Saiiirnia pavonia-

minor\ are likewise triangular in outline, and are re-

markaV)le for being deeply notched at the end ; so deep-

ly as to leave projecting points (from two to five) as

long aa, or even longer than the integral portions of

the scale.

In some species we find scales the tips of which are

furnished with a curious sort of fringe. This slide pre-

sents several such iu tho midst of many of a more ordi-

nary shape and appearance. The scales in question are

straight, and parallel-sided, rather narrow, with the

basid end rounded, and the terminal extremity tapered

abruptly to a point ; it is on each slope of this point
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that the fringe is arranged. The surface does not ap-

pear to be elevated in ribs, but smooth ; while the wliole

interior, except a crescent around the

foot-stalk, is tilled with pigment-grains,

impartin!^ a mottled appearance. It is

remarkable that all the scales of this form

liave the foot-stalk tamed in under the

expanse.' Tlie example which we are

considering is iVoni the wliite portion of

the wing ot* J*!^ /'is Gl(iucij>jh\ a fine but-

terfly from China \ but a similar struc-

ture is found in our own Garden Whites,

and Meadow Browns, {Pieridw and

Scales taken from the brilliant

chanc^eable bluc-fn*een i)atc]i in the hind- nuifow> mau or... ranuB.
wing of Papillo Parts^ a fine Indian

butterfly, have an interesting appearance. Tliey arc

simply pear-shaped in outline, with few longitudinal

ribs set far apart, and numerous strongly-marked cor-

rugations running across between them. That these

are really elevations of the surface, is well seen in some

scales, even with transmitted light, and ;i liigli j>ower

;

for the slopes ot' tlie wrinkles that face the light display

the lustrous emerald reflection proper to the wing,

while the transmitted colour of the whole scale is a rich

transparent red*

The dimensions of the scales do not bear any

certain proportion to the size of the insect which is

clothed with them ; those Irom the broad wings of

the noble Saturnia A tlasy for example, eight or nine

inches in expanse, being exceeded in size by some

from those ofour little native Muslin Moth, an inch wide.
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You will Bay that wliat I am about to show you is a

lovely object ; but for its right display I must use a

low magnifying power,—not higher than a hundred

diameters,—with the Lieberkulm to reflect the light of

tlic mirrur full upon tlic surface. It is a small frag-

ment cut from the wiug of Papilla Paris, ^how'mv^

several rowB of the scales in their natural ai-rangement.

The gcmmeons radiance of the glittering green scales

on the black ones, by whicli they are environed, glares

out with a splendid effect ; and what is more interest-

ing, you can trace the manner in which they are set,

—those of each row eliji^litly overlapping the bases

of anollur row, like slates on a roof,—and also the

mode in which they are inserted. The clear liorn-col-

onred membrane of the wing is seen raised in shallow

transverse st^ (if I may nse such a term) so that if

it were divided longitudinally, the edge would ap-

pear cut into saw-like tcelli. Along the margins of

these ridges aie set minute sockets, which are very

distinctly seen, where the scales have been displaced

;

in these the tiny footstalks of the scales arc inserted.

The little Beetles which we are familiar with under

the name of Weevils, characterised by theirlong slender

snouts, at the end of which they carry curiously folding

antenniB, and which coTLstitute the family, Curndionid<ji,

arc in many cases clothed with scales, to wiiich they

owe their colours and patterns. Several of our native

species display a green or silvery lustre, which under

the microscope is seen to be produced by oval scales.

But these are eclipsed by the splendour of many trop-

ical species
;
especially that well-known one from South

America, w^hich is called the Diamond Eeetle, and

scientifically EfiUmua imperialism from its unparalleled

magnificence.
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A piece of one of tlio wing-cases of this beetle is

gnnuncd to the slide iinw upon the stage. AVe look at

it by reflected light with :i inaguhying power of 130

diameters. We see a black ground, on which are

strewn a profusion _ —

^

r ^ ^ . , pii II

MAUi or DIAHOim-BtSrLBi

of what look like

precious stones blaz-

ing in the most gor-

geous lustre. To-

pazes, sapphires,

amethysts, rabies,

emeralds seem here

sown broadcast; and

yet not wholly with-

out roirularltv, for

there are broad

bands of tlic deep bUick sui-faco, where there arc no
gems, and, though at considerable diversity of angle,

tliey do all point witli more or less precision in one

direction, viz. that of the bands.

Tliesc gems arc flat transjKirent scales, very regu-

larly oval ill form, tor one end is ratlu r more pointed

than tlic other ; tliere is no appearance of a footstalk,

and by what means they adhere, I know not
;
tliey are

evidently attached in some manner by the smaller ex-

tremity to the velvety black surface of the wing-case.

The gorgeous colours seem dependent in some measure

on the reflection of light from their polished surface,

and t(> vary according to tho angle at which itisrc-

iiectcd. Green, yellow, and orange hues predominate

;

crimson, violet, and blue are rare, except upon the long

and narrow scilos that border the suture of the wing-

cases, where these colours are the chief reflected. Yet
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there appears to be some positive colour in their sub-

Btance; for in these latter scales, whicli ])i'ojectingbe*

yond tlie edge of the wing-case can be examined as trans-

parent olijeets, and that witli a high power, the trans-

mitted light is richly coloured with the same tints as

the same scales displayed under the Lieherkuhn.

"Wemay derive pleasant instmction from continning

our observationB on a few other wings of insects. If

you have ever thought on the subject, you have pro-

bably taken fur grunted that the various sounds pro-

duced by insects are voices uttered bv their months.

But it is not so. No insect has anything approaching

to a voice. Vocal sounds are produced h v the emission

of air from the lungs variously modified by the organs

of the mouth. But no insect breathes through its

mouth ; no air is expelled thence in a siti i^le species ; it

is a bitin^i,-, or piercing, or suckinir or^j-an ; an organ for

the tnkinir of food, or an organ for oHeiice or defence

;

but never an organ of sound.

The wings are in most cases the immediate causes

of insect sounds. On this subject you wiU read with

pleasure some veiy interesting remarks by the learned

Mr. Kirby, inquii'ing, " by what means these sounds

are produced."
" Ordinarily, except perhaps in the case (»f the gnat,

they seem perfectly independent of tlie will of the ani-

mal ; and, in almost every instance, the sole instruments

that cause the noise of flying insects are their wings, or

some parts near to them, which, by their friction

against tlie trunk, occasion a vibration—as the finfirers

upon the strini^rs of a guitar—^yic-hling a sound more or

less acute in proportion to the rapidity of their Hight,

the action of the air perhaps upon these organs giving
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it some modifications. Whether, in the beetles that

fly with noise, the elytra [or wing sheaths] conti-ibute

more or less to produce it, seems not to have been

clearly ascertained
;
yet since they fly with force as

well as velocily, the action of the air may canse some

motion in them, enough to occasion friction. With re-

spect to ZHpterOj Latreille contends that the noise of

flies on the wing camiot be the result of friction, because

their wings are then expanded ; l)iit though to us ilies

seem to sail through the air without nioviiig these or-

gans, yet they are doubtless all the while in motion,

fliongh too rapid for the eye to perceive it. When the

aphidiyoTons flies are hoyering, the vertical play of

their wings, though very rapid, is easily seen ; bnt

when they fly off it is no longer visible. Ja'])cate(l ex-

periments have been tried to ascertain the cause of

sound in this tribe, but it should seem with different

resnlts. De Geer, whose observations were made npon
one of the flies just mentioned, appears to have proved

that, in the insect he ezammed, the sounds were pro*

dticed by the friction of the root or base of the wings

against tlic sides of the cavity in wliich they arc inserted.

To be convinced of this, he affirms, the o])server has

notliing to do but to hold each wing with the linger

and thumb, and, stretching them out, taking care not

to hurt the animal, in opposite directions, thus to pre-

vent their motion—and immediately all sound will

cease. For fhrther satisfaetion he made the following

.experiment. Ue lirst cut off the wings of one of these

flies very near tlie base; but linding tliat it still con-

tinued to buzz as before, he thought that the winglets

and poisers, which he remarked were in a constant

vibration, might occasion the sound. Upon this, eut«
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ting both off, he examined the mutilated 11 v with a mi-

croscope, and found that the remaining fragiuents of

the wings were in constant motion all the time that the

buzzing continned ; bnt that by pulling them np by
the roots, all sound ceased. Shelver's experiments go

. to prove, with respect to the insect that he exam*

iaed, that the wiuglets are more particularlj concerned

with the buzzing. Upon cutting off the wings of a flj

—but he does not state that he pulled them up by the

roots—he found the souud continued. lie next cut off

the poisers—the buzzing went on. Tliis experiment

was repeated eighteen times with the same result.

Lastly, when he took off the winglets, either wholly or

partially, the buzzing ceased. This, however, if cor-

rect, can only be a cause of this noise in the insects

that have winglets. Numbers have them not. He
next, therefore, cut off the poisers of a craiio-fly {Tipula

crocata)j and found that it buzzed when it moved the

wing. lie cut off lialf the latter, yet still the sound

oontuiued ; but when he had cut off the whole of these

organs the sound entirely ceased,"*

There is a pretty little beetle (Clytm), not uncom-

mon in summer in gardens, remarkable for the brilliant

g:iml)o,iz;e-yellow lines across its dark wing-cases, wliich

makes a curious squealcing sound when you take it in

your hand. You think it is crying ; but if you care-

fully examine it with a lens while the noise is uttered,

you will perceive that the cause is the grating of

the thorax against the front part of the two wing-

cases. Several other beetles produce similar sounds

when alarmed, by rubbing the other end of the wing-

sheaths with tho tip of the abdomen. Many of

* btrod. to Entom. Lett zslr.
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tliose genera wliicli feed ou ordure aud carricu do

this.

But the noisiest of all insects are those of the classcB

OHhopUra and Hamapteray the Crickets and Grasshop-

pers, and the Treehoppers. And these shall bring us

back to our microscope, to which wc shall return with

the more zest, after this little interval of repose for our

strained cvc3.

Listen ! wo hear coming up .the kitchen-stairs, the

stridnlous chirping of the Honse-cricket (Aehetado-

mesUca).

The cricket chirrupe on the hearth.**

Tlie cook sliall catch us one for investigation. " Please

sir, here's the crickets : here's half a dozen on 'em. I

don't like 'em, I don't
;
nasty noisy varmint t" Thank

yon, cook ; we'll try and turn them to some useful pur-

pose to-day, at least.

Now, you see, eaeli of tlie u[)per wings ov wing-eases

has a clear space near the centre, of a triangular form,

crossed hy one or two slender nenrures. This space

has received the name of the tympanum or drum. It

is bounded externally by a broad dark nervure, which

with a low power we see is scored with three or four

longitudinal furrows, of eoiirsc se])arated liy as many
lioriiv ridixes. In front of tlie clear drum, and form-

ing a curved base to the triangle, there passes across

a homy ridge, tapering outwards, which is roughened

throughout its length by dose-set teeth exactly like a

file. When the insect chooses to be musical it partially

opens and closes its wing-sheaths, causing the two files

to nib acr(js3 each other ; and this gives rise to the

peculiar ringing vibration the intensity of which is

5
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heightened by tlie tense drum'' acting as a eoundiug

board.

So at least some say ; but M. Goureau, who has

published some elaborate observations on the clnr]>iiig

of insects,* asserts that the sound is cliieily owing to

the action of the " file" (which he calls the " bow") on

the longitadinally-ridged nervure^ which he calls the
" treble-string."

We see in this individual, that is so obliging as to

produce what cook calls its " nasty noise" before us,

that he elevates tlie wing-sheaths so as tu form an acute

angle with tiie body, and then rubs them together with«
veiy brisk horizontal motion ; but which of the nervmes
it is that actaally produces the fiound^i it would require

a Teiy careful and elaborate series of experimental re-

searches to determine. It has been asserted that the

legs play a ])art in the music by being ruhljed against

the bows ;
tliis, however, seems improbable from their

relative position.

In the Southern United States, I have had opportu*

nities of seeing and of hearing a veiy noisy performer

of the Gryllus tribe, called the Eatedid (Pterophylla

concava), which einp,^ through the night in the foliage

of the trees. Tlie sounds, reiterated on v\cry side, re-

semble a score or two of quarrelsome people w^ith shrill

voices, divided into pairs, the individuals of each pair

squabbling with each other ; I did 1 " You didn't I

"

« I did ! '» « Ton didn't I " the objurgation maintained

witih the most amusing pertinacity, and without a
moment's intermission. Here the winir .-lieaths, which

are large and as it were inflated, are certainly the or-

gans of sound. A portion of each is turned, at right-

* .Aan. 8oc Bob do Fnaee.
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aiiirlcs to tlie reuiaiu(k'r, over the back, so tliut tlie one

partly overlaps tlie other. The musical organ consists

of a hard glassy ridge in front, beliind which is a tran&-

parent membrane^ which appears tightly stretched over

a semicircular rim, like the parchment of a dram, an-

swering in stnictnre and in function to the part so com*

pared in the cricket.

This GrylluiJ I found would cvmk freely, when held

in my fingers, provided I held it by the head or thorax,

so as not to interfere with the freedom of the wing-

cases
;
though these needed only to be partially opened,

the bases being merely slightly separated witliont af-

fecting the general contiguity. The two glassy ridges

were nibbed across each other, making the sharp crink.

Ordiuariiy this was done thrice, three distinct but

rapid crossings malong the sound represented by the

word Katedid ; " but occasionally the insect gave but

a single impulse, uttering as it were but one syllable of

the word.

Tlie Locusts and Grasshoppers, however, do, it ap-

pears, make use of their hind legs in producmg their

crink. Il' you look at this Grasshopper's leg, you will

see that the thigh is marked with a number of trans-

verse overlapping angular plates, and that the shank

carries a scries of short homy points along each side.

The insect when it crinks, l)rings tlic shank up to its

thigh, and rubs both to and iro airainst the wing-sheaths,

doing this by turns with the right and left legs, which
causes the rcrnlar breaks in the sound. The drum, on

which this rubbing vibrates, has been described by the

anatomist, De Geer :— On each side of the first seg-

ment of the abdomen," says he, " immediately above

the origin of the posterior thighs, there is a consi-
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derablc and deep aperture of ratlicr an oval IbnUi

which is partly closed by an irregular flat plate or op-

erculum of a hard substance, but covered hj a wrinkled

flexible membrane. The opening left by this opercu-

lum is semilunar, and at the bottom of the eavit}' is a

white pellicle of considerable tension, und sliiuing like

a little miiTor. On that side of the aperture which

is towards the head there is a little oval hole, into

which the point of a pin may be introduced without

redstance. When the pellicle is removed, a large cav-

ity appears. In my opinion tiiis aperture, cavity, and
above all the iiinnln aue iu tension, contribute much to

produce and augment the sound emitted by the grass-

hopper." *

In this case we may without hesitation conclude

that the friction of the thigh-plates and shank-points

on the rough edges of the wing-cases, produces the

musical vibration of the tense membrane, a.^ nibbing

a wet glass with the finger will yield a loud music^
note.

.The most elaborate contrivance for the production

of sounds among ihe Insect races, however, is found

among the Gicad», celebrated in classical poetry as the

very impersonations of song and eloquence. I regret

I cannot show you this apparatus ; for thouijli we have

a British species,—lately discovered in the !New Forest,

—it is very rare. Should you travel, however, either

in the old or new world, you will have abundant op-

portunities of using your microscope to verify the fol-

lowing description by our prince of entomologists, Mr,

Kirby,

" If you look at the under side of the body of a

• De Geer, Ui. 471.
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male, the first thmg that will strike you is a pair of

large plates of an irreirular form—in souie bemi-oval, in

others triangular, in others again a segment of a circle

of greater or less diameter—covering part of the belly,

and fixed to the tmnk between the abdomen and the

hind legs. These are the dmm-coTers or opercnla,

from beneath which the sound issues. At the base of

. the posterior legs, just u'lMive each opereiilnm, there is

a small pointed triangular process, the object of which,

as Eeaumur supposes, is to prevent them from being

too mnch elevated. When an opercnlnm is removed,

beneath it you will find on the exterior side a hollow

cavity, with a month somewhat linear, which seems to

open into the interior of the abdonu u : next to this, on

the inner side, is another larire cavity ut' an irregular

shape, the bottom of which is divided into three por-

tions ; of these the posterior is lined obliquely with a

beautiful membrane, whicb is vciy tense^in some
species scmi-opaqne, and in other transparent—and re-

flects all the colours of the rainlM iw. This iiiiiTor is not

the real organ of sound, but is supposed to modulate it.

The middle portion is occupied by a plate of a horny

substance^ placed horizontally, and forming the bottom

of the cavity. On ita inner side this plate terminates

in a ca/rina or elevated ridge, common to both dmms.

Between the plate and the after-breast {potitpectvs) an-

other membrane, folded transversely, fills the oblique,

oblong, or semilunar cavity. In some species I have

seen this membrane in tension
;
probably the insect

can stretch or relax it at its pleasure. But even all this

apparatus is insufficient to produce the sound of these

animals ; one still more important and curious yet re»

mains to be described. Tliis organ can unly be discov-
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ered by dissection. A portion of the first and second

segments being removed from that side of tbe back of

the abdomen which answers to the drums, two binidk'3

of muscles meeting eacli other in an acute angk\ at-

tached to a place opposite to the point of the mticjv of

tlic first ventral segment of the abdomen, will appear.

In B^anmnr's specimens, these bundles of muscles

seem to have been cylindrical ; but in one I dissected

{Cicada CapcmU) they were tubiform, the end to which

the true drum is attached being dilated. Tliese bun-

dles consist of a prodigious number of uiu»culur libres

applied to each other, but easily separable. Whilst

E6aumur was examining one of these, pulling it from

its place with a pin, he let it go again, and immediately,

though the animal had been long dead, the usual sound

was emitted. On eacli side of the drum-cavities, when
the opercula are removed, another cavity of a lunulate

shape, opening into the interior of the abdomen, is ob-

servable. In til id is the true drum, the principal organ

. of sound, and its aperture is to the Oieada what our

larynx is to us. If these creatures are unable them-

selves to modulate their sounds, here are parts enongli

to do it for them : for the mirrors, the membranes, and

the central ]i jrtious, with their cavities, all assist in it.

In the cavity last described, if yon remove the lateral

part of the first dorsal segment of the abdomen, you
will discover a semi-opaque and nearly semicircular

concavo-convex membrane with transverse folds; this

is the drum. Each bundle of muscles, before men-

tioned, is tenainated by a tendinous plate nearly circu-

lar, from which issues several little tendons that, forming

a thread, pass through an aperture in the homy piece

that supports the drum and are attached to its under or
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concave surface. Thus the bundle of muscles being a1-

teriiutely and briskly reliixed and coiitnictedj will by

itB play draw in ?uid let out the drum : so that its con-

vex surface bein«^ thus rendered concave when pulled

in, when let oat a sound will be produced by the efibrt

to recover its convexity ; which) striking upon the mir-

ror and other membranes before it escapes from under

the operculum, will be modulated and augmented by
tlicm. I should imagine that the muscular bundles arc

extended and contracted bv the alternate approach and

recession of tho trunk and abdomen to and from each

other.

« And noWy my friend^" adds the excellent author,

^<what adorable wisdom, what consummate art and

skill are displayed in the admirable contrivance and

complex structure of this wonderful, this unjiaralleled

apparatus 1 The gi-eat Creator lias placed in these in-

sects an organ for producing and emitting sounds,

which in the intricacy of its construction seems to

resemble that which He has given to man and tho

larger animals for receiving them. Here is a cochlea^

a meatus^ and, as it would seem, more than one tyia-

panvm !
"

In some instances the sounds of insects more nearly

approach the character of true voices ; at least so far

as they are produced by the emission of air from the

breathing organs. One of the most eminent of conti-

nental entomologists, Dr. Burmeister, tells us so.

Finding that the buzz of a large fly {Eristalia ienaoi)

still continued after the winglcts, the poiserf?, and even

the wings, had been quite cut off except their stumps

(only in the last case the sound was somewhat weaker
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and higher) he conceived that the Bpiracles ijing be-

tween the meso- and metorthorax must be the instrn*

mciits of the sound
;
which, accordingly, he fuund to

cease entirely ^\llen thej were stopj)ed witli gum,

though while the wings were in vibration. Pursuing

his reBearches, he extracted one of these spiracles, and

opening it carefully, found its posterior and inner lip,

which is directed towards the conunencement of the

tmehea, to bo expanded into a small, flat, crescent-

shaped ]ihitc, Tijjon which are nine parallel, veiy deli-

cate, litirny lamina% the central one being the largest,

while those on each side become gradually smaller and

lower ; fo it is, he is persuaded, in conseqnence of the

air being forcibly driven out of the trachea and touch-

ing these lamince that they are made to vibrate and
sound, precisely in the same way with the gtottts of the

laryn r. J)\\ Eunneister (who remarks that Chabrier,

in his Assm snr U Vol des Insccfcf^^ p. 45, c^c, lias also

explained the liuin of insects as ])ro(luccd by the air

streaming from the thorax during flight, and also speaks

of laminss which lie at the aperture of the spiracles), in

order to be certain that the laminsa in question in the

posterior spiracles of the thorax are alone concerned in

producing sound, also ins])ected the anterior ones, but

without finding in them any trace of these lamina?.

Ho explains the weaker and sharper tones produced

when the wings, all but the very roots, are cut off", as

resulting from the weaker vibrations of the contracting

muscles, and consequently less forcible expulsion of the

air when the vibratory organs are removed ; and ho

thinks with Chabrier that some air mny escu]>e through

the open inwhcm of the wings which ai'c cut ofll
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Though lie regards these latninse as the cause of hum-
ming in bees and flies, he does not decide tliat other

causes may not produce the buzz of cockchafers, &c., in

the thoracic spiracles of which he could not discern

them.*

• Man. of Eiitom. 168.

5*
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CHAPTER VL

INaBCIS : THXIB BBEAIBINO OBOAHB.

Ik order to underetand the passage last quoted from

Bnrmeister, yon ought to know someihing of the man-

ner in which breathing is performed among insects.

Essentially, breathing is the same function, ^vla•l cve^

it occurs ; and it does occur, doubtlcsi^, in all animals

imder some form or other. It is the absorption of oxy-

gen from without to the fluids within, to repair tho

waste constantlj produced by yital energy. But it

may be obtained from different soureeS) and imbibed in

yarions modes.

All insects in the perfect state are air-breathers

;

tliat is, they procure their oxygen from the air as we
do ; and most of them are so in their earlier stages.

Even in exceptional cases, yiz., such larrce or pupsB as

are provided with what represent gills, and appear tc

be d^endent on the water for their respiration, the

exception is rather apparent than real, for the function

IS perfonned in air-vessels still. Now these air-vessels

shall afford us some interesting microscopical obser

vations.

This brown fly, which is buzzing and hovering on

invisibie wings over the flowers in the garden, you

perhaps take for a bee. Ko ; it has but two wings

;
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for I have caught it^ and you may ascertain the fact

for yourself ; it belongs to the genus Syrphm. Hav-
ing caught it, I depriye it of life by mcaiis of the very

organs I am [!:oing to examine, for I turn a tnmbier

over it and iufiert under the edge a lighted hicifcr-

match. In a few seconds it is dead,—suffocated ; for

phosphoric and sulphuric acids introduced into the

breathing tubes quidkly destroy life. I presently take

it out, and puttinp: it into a dissecting-trougli under a

lens, cut up the abdomen with a pair of fine pointed

scissors. Tlicn I pin open the divided abdomen to the

bottom of the trough, which is coated with wax for the

purpose; and, looking at it with the lens—but you
shall look for yourself.

Well, you see little else but the polished brown
walls of the body and a number of fine white threads.

It is those tlircads that we want. AVith a small camcFs

hair pencil I move them to and fro in the water, and

soon perceive that they are like little trees with com-

paratively thick trunks, sending off many branches, and
gradually becoming excessiTcly slender. Here and

there short thick branches break out on two opposite

sides, and on each side arc connected with the wall of

tlie abdomeTi. Here then with the fine scissors I snip

them across, and lift up a portion w^ith the hair pencil

into a drop of water which I hare already put into

the live-box; The cover now flattens the drop, spreads

the white threads,—and the object is ready for our

eye.

"We have before us a considerable portion of the

tracheal system of the fly. And though, owing to the

involution of the parts and the injury our rude anatomy

has done, we cannot trace the beautiful regularity
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which exists in life, we may see the principle on which

they are arranged, and much of the perfection with

which they are constmcted.

Here then is a gystcin of pipes,—some larsjc, some

small ; tlie Mimller branchinir forth from the large,

and themselves sending off yet smaller branches, which

in their torn divide and sahdivide until the final rami-

fications are excessively attenuated* Besides these, we
see here and there ovate or barrel-shaped reservoirs,

having the same appearance and intimate stmcturo as

the pipes, but of much larger calibre and connected

with them by a branch.

This, 1 say, is the breathing system, or a large por-

tion of it. These pipes receive the air from without

through trap-doors, which we will examine presently,

and convey it to the most distant parts of the body.

In ourselves the air is inhaled into a great central reser-

voir, the lungs, and the blood di>p(Tsed throiii^di every

part is brought to this reservoir to be oxygenated. In

insects it is the blood that is collected into a great

central reservoir, and the air is distributed by a mi-

nutely divided system of vessels over the blood-reser-

voir.

The trachccB or air-j>ipes Imve a silvery wliitc ap-

pearance by reflected light; but if we use transmitted

light and put on a high power, we discern a wonderful

structure, whicl I I will describe in the eloquent lan-

guage of Professor Rymer Jones, and you shall estimate

its truth as you examine the object

There is one elegant arrangement connected with

the breathing-tubes of an insect specially ^\ rtliy of ad-

miration ; and perhai)s in the whole range of a^nimul

mechanics it would bo dilhcult to point out an example
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of more exquisite itieehanism, whether we consider the

object of the contrivance or tlie rcnuirkuble bcanty of

the structure cniployed. Tlic air-tubes tlieniselves are

necessarily extremely thin and delicate; so tbat on the

slightcBt pressure their sides would inevitably collapse

and thus completely put a stop to the passage of air

IB'rira OF FLT.

through them, producing, of course, the speedy suffoca-

tion of the insect, had not sonic means lu en adopted to

keep them always permeable ; and yet to do so, and at

the same time to preserve their softness and perfect

flexibility, might seem a problem not easily solved.

The plan adopted, however, fully combines both these

requisites. Between the two thin layers of mem1)ranc

which form the walls of every air-tube, a delicate elastic

thread (a wire of exquisite tenuity) has been interposed,

which, winding round and round in close spirals, forms

by its revolutions a cylindrical pipe of sufficient firm-

ness to preserve the air-vessels in a permeable condi-

tion, whilst at the same time it does not at all interfere

with its flexibility ; this line coil is continued tlirough

every division of tho trachem^ even to their most minuto
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ramifications, a cliaractcr wkerebj these vessels are

readily distinguishable when examined nnder.the mi-

croscope.*

Mau has imitated this exquisite contrivance in tho

spiral wire spring which lines flexible gas-pipes; but

his wire does not pass between two coats of membrane.

One of the most interesting points of the contriyance

is the way in which the branches are (so to speak) in-

serted in tlie trunk, tlic two wires uniting without leav-

mrr a l)laiik. It is (liOicult to describe how this is

done ; but by tracing home one of the ramifications

yon may see that it is performed most accurately,

—

the cirenmyolutions of Uie trunk-wire being crowded

and bent round above and below the insertion (like the

grain of timber around a knot), and the lowest tnms of

the branch-wire being suitably dilated to fill up the

liiatus.

You must not suppose, however, that the whole of

one tube is formed out of a single wire. Just as in a

piece of human wire-work the structure is made out of

a certain number of pieces of limited length, and join-

ings or interlacings occur where new lengths are intro-

duced, BO, strange to say, it seems to be here. It is

strange, I say, that it should be so, when there can be

no limit to the resources, either of material, or skill to

use it ; but so it is, as you may see in this specimen,

which has been dissected out of the body of a silkworm.

The spiral is much looser here than in the air-tnbe of

the fly, the turns of the wire being wider apart; and

hence its structuru is much more easily traced. Here

you sec in many places the introduction of a new wire,

always commencing with tho most fine^awn point,

« Kit Bift of Anim. L 6^
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bnt presently taking its place with tlie rest so as to he

luidistinguishable from them. In some cases certainly

(perhaps this may he the explanation of the phcnomc*

non in all) the wire so introduced may be found to ter-

minate with the like attenuation before it has made a
single Yolntion, and seems to be inserted when the per-

manent cnrvatnro of the pipe wonld leave the wires on

the outer side of the curve too far aj)ai r, hull -i turn, or

even much less, then being inserted ot supemiuncrary

wire.

I told you that the air enters these tubes through

certain ^ trap-doors." This is not the term which the

physiologist employs, certainly: he calls them spiracles*

In our own bodies the air enters only at one spiracle,

a ( iinously defended orilice opening just in front of the

gullet at the back of the month. But in the class of

animals we are now considering there are a good many
snch breathing orifices. Yon may see them to great

advantage in any large caterpillar, the silkworm for

example, where all along the sides of the pearl-grey

bodv voii T)erceive a row of dots, which with a It ns

you discover to be little oval disks sunken into little

pits, of a black hue with a white centre, through

which is a very slender slit. There are nine of these

organs on each side, a pair to each segment or divis-

ion of the body, with the exception of the first, which

is the head, and of the third and fonrth, which are

destined to bear the wings j these are destitute of spir-

acles.

Essentially, these organs, under whatever modifica-

tions of form and position they may appear, have the

same structure. They are narrow orifices, with two

lips capable of being opened at the will of the animal,
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or accurately dosed ; and in many sofb-ekinned insects,

such as tlio silkworm, and most larvai, tlicy arc set

in a liorny ring, l)y wliicli means they are prevented

from collapsing, through the unresisting character

of the general integument. The opening and shut-

ting of them is performed hj an internal apparatus of

muscles, which is sometimes strengthened by being

attached to two horny phites, whieli project inwardly.

But tlie most curious thin<;

to 1)0 noted in the structure

of these spiracles is the con-

trivance which induced me to

call them trap-doors. Small

as arc tlicir openings, they

are still ]i\v£^c ('non<»:h to ad-

mit many lloating particlea

of dustf soot, and other extra-

neous matters, which would
tend to clog up the delicate

air-passages, and to impede
the right perlbrmancc of their

important iunctions. Ilcncc

they need to bo guarded with

some sort of sieve, or filter,

which, while admitting the air, shall exclude the dust
Yarious and beautiful are the modes in which this

common purpose is effected, but I can show you only

two or tlin'c. Tliis is one of the breathing oriliees of

tlie eonnnon irouse-ily, in wliieh, as you see, minute
processes grow from the margin all round, which ex-

tend partly across the open area, branching and rami-

fying again and again, and spreading and interlacing

with those of the opposite side, so as to form a perfect

•raucu or nr.
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sieye, which the finest atoms of dust cannot peno-

trate.

Tlie same end is attained, in another M'ay, in thi

dirty cylindrical grub^ which is found bo abundantly at

the roots of grass in pasture landsy and which country

folk call, from the toughness of its skin, leather-coat."

It is the larva of the Crane- fl y (Tipula olmteed^^ so

familiar to us under the 80ubA<pu t of Dud«ly Long-legs.

I can easily |)ro('nrc one of these, for, unfortunately,

they are but too ubiquitous. Here is one, who bhall

liave the honour of being martyred for the benefit

of science. Before we assassinate him, however, just

look here, at the hinder extremity of his body, where

there is an area, surrounded and protected by several

points, and iu this area, two black fepots.

"With tiie dissectiiig-scissors I liave carefully cut out

one of these specks, and now I put it under the Lieber-

kuhn, for illumination on the stage of the microscope.

There is, first of all, a dark horay ring of an oval figure,

a little way within which there is an opaque, dark plate

of the same lii^ure, but smaller, occupying the central

portion of the area. Tlie space between tlie margin of

the plate und the bounding rhig is occupied by a series

of slender filaments, placed side by side, proceeding

from one to the other, through the interstices of which

the air is filtered. The central plate seems to be quite

imperforate.

The iat, tliick-bodicd grubs of those beetles called

chafers, exhibit, in their spiracles, a modification of this

structure, rendered still more elaborate. In the case

of the larva of the common Cockchafer {Mdolonilm

mdga/ri8\ for example, the central plate is a projection

from one side of the margin of the spiracle—to use a
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ei'IUACLE OF LCATUKB'COAT.

geographical simile, wo may say that, instead of being

an inland in the midst of a lake, it is a promontory.

^ . , Thus, the breathing &;|)ace is a

crescent-shaped baiul, wliicli is

^ crossed in every part by bars

[^'1
passing from the margin to the

projecting plate. But, as if the

interstices lefib by these bars

would be too coarse for the pnr-

^ pose, they arc further subliniat-

^ cd by a inenibrane, which is

stretched across thcra, and
which is peribrated with a num-

ber of excessively minnteronnd

holes, through which alone the air is admitted.

In many of the two-winged Hies, which inhabit tho

water in their earlier stages, tliere arc some interesting

contrivances and modifica-

tions connected with tlie or^

gans of respiration. It is ne-

cessary that the orifices of

tlie air-tubes should bo

brought at intervals to tho

surface of the water,, in or-

der to come into contact

with the external air
;
while,

at the same time, it is im-

portant that as small a jwr-

tion as possil)le of the ani-

maFs body bo exposed to

danger, by being protruded from its sheltering element.

Ah example in point you may see in this vase.

Here is a slender worm, an inch and a half in

tPIBACU or COCXCIUnBHIBVB.
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length, thickest a little behind the head, and tapering

gradually to a lengthened tail, the twelve eesTroents of

the body Ijuiiiij very C0ll^picll0ll8. It swim- up and

do^m or to and fro in the clear water, with a not

very rapid, wriggling movement, throwing its body

alternately horn side to side in the form of the let-

ter S.

This is the maggot of a handsome dipterous fly,

sometimes called the Chamdeon-fly {Stratiomya chamr

aleon). Tliere is much about it to reward observation

and careful examination with a low magniiyiug power,

especially the head, with its pointed snout, and its pair

of foot-like palpi. These are situated one on each side

of the head, are three-jointed, the last joint being

studded with short stiflf spines, and the second having a
thimib-like ])rojection. With these organs, the grub

roots and burrows among the decaying vegetable mat-

ter at tiie bottom for its food ; and wlien not so engaged,

they are often rapidly vibrated iu a singular manner,

the sight of which might induce a feeling of fear, as if

they were threatening weapons of offence,—a pair of

poisonous stings, for instance; they have, however,

no such function, the poor grub being perfectly harm-

less.

What 1 wish you chiefly to oljserve, however, is tiio

tail, with its curious organization. With the naked

eye, you can perceive that the last joint is much slend-

erer and more lengthened than the rest, and that it is

tipped with a beautiful crown of feathers, like the

diadem of some semi-savage prince. This is best seen

when the animal comes to the surface, which it always

docs tail uppermost, for as soon as the tip reaches

the air, the plumes instantly open, and form an ex-
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quisitc cone or funnel, from wliicli every drop of

moisture is excluded, though the water stands around

at the level of the brim. A few seconds it remaina

motionless thus, the whole bodj hanging downwardsy
suspended from the caudal coronet, then suddenly the

tips of the plumes curve inward tuwiu J each other,

inclubiiii;- a, i!:l(>l)nle of air, and the animal wriirirlcs

away into the dt pths, cairying its burden, like a pearly

or a glittering bubble of quicksilver, behind it.

This you may obsenre with the unassisted sight,

and you may mark, also, how, from time to time, a por-

tion more or less, of the bubble of gleaming air is in-

haled or expired by the animal, causing a dimlmaion

or increase of its volume ; and tlii^ <»f itself would con-

vince you that it is the spiracles of the animal which

are thus protected.

The application of a low magnifying power, say

from thirty-five to fifty diameters, for we can hardly

use a higher magnification than tliis to the auimal while

alive, will reveal a leu more of the details.

We see, then, that the extremity of the last segment

fonns a circular disk hollowed in the centre, where it is

perforated w ith the two orifices of the air-pipes. Tlie

margin of this disk carries about thirty stiff but slender

spines or bristles, some of which arc branched in a
forked manner. Each bristle bears, on its two opposite

sides—^viz., on those aspects which face the next bristle

on either liand.—two scries of not verv elose-set branch-

lets, set like the plumes of a feather, or the pinn^a of a
fem-leaf, which give it the elegant plumose appearance

which the unassisted eye recognises* The bristles have

a granulose surface near the extremity, and terminate in

fine points.
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The curious faculty of rcpclliiii^ water, wliicli the

interior surface of this plumjr coronal possesses, is of

the highest value in the economy of the insect
;
for, on

the one hand, it permits the breatJiing orifices to be

brought into contract with the air, oven when nearly a

(jujirtcr of an inch below the surface ; and on the other

luuul, it allows the volume of air inclosed within the

fimnci to bo perfectly isolated and carried securely

away, as a reservoir for the wants of the animal, when
engaged in its avocations

of necessity or plcasnre, in

the recesses of its sub-

aquatic groves. It is re-

niarkable that so complete

is this repellent power, that

when the tail is at the sur-

face, the animal may make
a very perceptible descent

without breaking the con-

tinuity of the air, the sur-

face presenting the curious

phenomenon of a deep fun-

nel-shaped dimple leading

down to the tail of the

animal.

The chameleon-flv is
«.'

not, liowever, so abundant

and so universally distrib-

uted as that you may al-

ways calculate upon being

able to repeat these obser-

vations when you will. I shall, therefore, show you an

analogous example, much more easily obtained. Both
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are inhabitants of our fresh waters : the chameleon-grub

lives in ponds, crawling among the stems of aquatic

plants, and occasionally visiting the surface in the man-

ner you have seen ; but it is precarious—in some sea-

sons not uncommon, in othci*s, scarcely to be met with

by the most perseyering search. For my next specimen,

I have but to go with a basin to the water>butt in the

yard, and take a dip of the surface-water at random : I

shall be pretty sure of a score at least.

Here they arc swarniincr, as I told you. "What,

those things ? why, they are gnat-grubs. Well, don't

despise them, yon will find them worth looking at. I

dare say you have neyer submitted them to half-an-

honr^s microscopical ezaminatiom I have caught one

with a spoon, and put it into this narrow glass trough

of water that it may rest conveniently on the stage.

We will take a ciir^ury glance at its entire person.

Here is a llat, roundish head, a great globose, swollen

thorax, and a long, slender, many-jointed body, ending •

in a curious fork. But all is curious :—the head, with

its homy transparency ; its paur of rod-like antennsB,

covered with minute points ; its two 1)1ack eye-patches

;

and its jaws, beset with strong, cnr\ cd hairs, set in

radiating rows, and, ever and anon, working to and fro

with the most rapid vibrations :—the thorax,—so trans-

parent, with its amber-like clearness, that yon can dis-

cern the dorsel vessel, which contains the blood ever

dilating and collapsing with the most beautiful regular-

ity
;
and, beneath this, the gullet, through which, now

and then, descends a dark pellet of food, to join the

mass already lodged in the stomach farther down,—

a

result, by the way, that explains that incessant vibra-

tion and pumping motion of the month-orgaoBi which
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thus evideutlj arc tni^a^L'd in collecting luud IVum the

Avater
;

iLinip^li, even with tliis power, we emi see no

solid matter taken in, till we discern it agglomerated in

the swallowed pellets :—the body, or abdomen^ with its

ten joints, all (with a slight exception) the conntetparts

of each other ; and each canning its own dilatation of

the dorsal Tessel, and its own portion of the long and
well-filled intestinal canal :—all these, 1 say, arc very

intereotlng and curious to ol>servc : especially when we
select, as I have done, a young individual for examina-

tion ; since the tissues then possess a translncencj

which is essential to our seeing with distinctness any-

thing of the internal organization, but which soon

giyes place to opacity, as the insect advances in age.

Very curious, too, are the hairs with which the

whole surface of the animal is furnished at certain de-

terminate points. But these are seen to more advan-

tage in an older specimen
;

for, in this one of tender

hours, they are nearly simple
;
whereas, in an opaque,

nearly full-grown indiTidua], every hidr is seen to be
studded with secondary points, that project from its

surface throughout its length. These hairs are arranged

in beautiful radiating pencils or tufts, and scattered, us

I have said, at definite points over the whole body ;

—

there is a tuft on each antenna ; one on the forehead

;

one in front of each eye-spot ; several circles of them

set round the thorax ; one circle of scanty pencils set

round each segment of the body, and a few smaller

tufts scattered about besides j all of them springing

from -minute roun'^1 warts.

The extremity of the abdomen deserves, however, a

separate investigation, and we will now direct our at-

tention to the tail-end of our tiny grub. There are ten
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segments to the abdomen ; at the eighth it seems to

divide into two branclies, one longer than the other.

This appearance, however, is diio to the cireinnstance

that the rcspiratoiy tube is sent forth from the eip^hth

segment, and that the ninth and tenth segments are

bent away at an angle from the general line of the

body.

The ninth segment is very small : the tenth is squar-

ish, with rounded corners, and is brought to a thin

edge. Around the inari^in there is the most cx(iuisite

an'ay of liairs possible ; at one comer there arc three

peneiis ; while round the opposite, and down the cor-

responding side, mn in two rows twelve pencils, set

very close to each other, and each containing a large

number of very slender hairs. The extreme end of the

segment is ornamented with four diverging organs of

taper conical fomi and erystalh'ne cleaiTics?, tlinmirli

the midst of each of which passes a very iine branch of

the air-tube system, which gives off still more at-

tenuated branchlets in its course.

We have not yet, however, examined the origin

of this air-breathing system. There is but one en-

trance to the air, or rather two placed close together,

at the end of that round cuhimn, which is sent off from

tlic eighth segment (»f the abdomen. This column,

which is roughened all over with minute points, and

fringed with rows of hairs, ends in a homy, conical

point, which seems entire whOe under water, but no
sooner does it come to the surface, than it is seen to

split intu live trianguhir jiieces, which open widely, and

expose a hollow, at the bottom of which are the two

spiracles.

From these the two main ur-pipes are seen to com
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mcnce aiid to proceed along the centre of the column,

thence into the abdomen, which they traverse one

along each side, sendin £f off slender branclilets all along,

and beciHiiing more and more attennated tliompelvo??

;

till, at length, we trace them into the thorax, and tlience

through the slender neck into the head itself, until they

terminate in fine points close to the back of the mouth.

It needs, it is true, a very transparent specimen to fol-

low the tracheal tube thus through their entire course

;

but in such it can be dune without difliculty. And it

is very iubtructive to do so, inasmuch as one such per-

sonal examination of an insect under a good microscope

will make you far more familiar with the peculiarities

of its physiology, than the clearest book-descriptions, or

even the best and most elaborate plates, alone.

Perhaps you may think I have kept you too long

over these gnat-grubs, but niy reason for being more

minute in the exaniiiuitiun of this creature is, that its

extreme abundance in every place, and through the

greatest part of the year, puts it in the power of every-

one to proeure a specimen alive and healthy, almost

whenever he chooses, and, therefore, it is peculiarly

available for microscopic study ; while the transparency

of its tissues, and its generally 8iui])lc organization,

make it a more tliau usually enitable object for investi-

gation : besides which, there are the beautiful and in-

teresting points in the details of its structure which X
have been endeavouring to bring before you.

Not less interesting and remarkable is the change
in the position of the spiracles, wL 1^1 l takes place as

soon as this grub arrives at the pii],)j' or clirysalis state.

Tlie skin of the active, fish-like larva splits down the

back, and out presses an equally active little monster;

6
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wiiidi, if you did not know it, you would never tiiink

of connecting witli tlie grab from whicli it has pro-

ceeded ; so totally different is it in form, in Btructorei

and in motions.

We shall easily find some in our basin that have

l^assed into tliis stage. Yes, here is one, whieli will

l)iease to take its place in the glass trough with its

younger brothers. How strange the transformation t

It reminds ns of a lobster, though, of course, the re-

semblance is only cursory. With the naked eye we
see that the thorax is greatly enlarged, not oidy ac-

tually. ])ut proportionally ; that it forms an oval mass,

occupying some five-sixths, at least, of tlie entire ani-

mal ; the rest apparently being taken up by a slender,

many-jointed abdomen, which curves round the great

thorax, and, bending under it, ends in an excessively

delicate, transparent, swimming-plate. It is this curving

abdomen, with its terminal swimmer, and its back-

ward strokes in swimming, that constitute the resem-

blance to a prawn or lobster.

If we now bring a low power with the reflected

light of the lidM^ikulm to b^ on it, we shall see the

progress the animal has made m this its change of rai-

ment. The thorax shows on its sides the future wings,

crumpled and folded down, the nervurCvS of whiclx we
can discern distinctly, iliu elegant little head, too, can

bo well made out ; its eyes, now pcrlectly marked with

the numerous hcxngonal facets that belong to the mar
tured oigans of vision in these creatures ; its antennas,

like slender rods, folded down side by side along the

inferior edge of the thorax ; the short palpi lying out-

side these ;• and within, both the lancets and piercers

diat are destined to subserve the blood-sucking propeu-
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Bities of our Buiiguinaiy little subject, when it attains

its winged condition ;—all encased in the transparent

pupa skin, that lies like a loose wrapper around every-

thing*

The extremity of the abdomen has now nothing to

do with respiration, and hence it is never hruu<i;ht to

the surface of the water, as it was (.-uHctantlv helbre.

The little ammal still habitually lives in contact with

the air, coming np to it with rapid, impatient jerks,

whenever it has descended; but it is invariably the

simmut of the thorax that is uppermost, and when
the creature rests, it is this purt that touches the sur-

face.

"Wliy is this ? yon nsk. Look, and you will see why.

From the summit of the thorax project two little horns,

which, under the microscope, are seen to be clear

trumpet-shaped tubes with open mouths, cut as it were

obliquely off. These enter the thorax close to the

bases of the wini;.s ; and when we confine the animal in

a glass cell, exercising a gentle pressure upon the thor-

ax, we see bubbles of air alternately projected from tlio

trumpet mouths of the tubes and sucked in again.

These, then, are the spiracles, the orifices of the air-tubes,

where the vital fluid enters the body, and whence it is

carried to every part of the system.

Tliere is something curiously beautiful about tho

stnicture of these spiracular tubes, of which I cannot

attempt to explain the object. With a high magnilyiiig

power, their whole exterior surface is seen to be covered

with regular rounded scales, overlapping each other,

and vexy closely resemblin^^ those of a flsh.
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CHAPTERm
insects: tiieib feet.

I HAVE licrc inclosed a small window-fly in the livo-

hox of the microscope, that you may examine the struc-

ture of its feet as it presses them against the glass cover

;

and thus not only get a glimpse of an exqnisitely-formed

structiire, but acquire some correct ideas on the ques-

tion of how a fly is enabled to defy all ihe laws of

physics, and to walk jauntily about on the under sur-

face of ])olished hodies, such as glass, without lulling, or

apparently the fear of falling. And a ])ersonal examin-

ation is the more desirable because of the hasty and er-

roneous notions that have been promulgated on the

matter, and that are constantly disseminated by a

herd of popular compilers, who profess to teach science

by gathering up and retailing the opinions of others,

often without the slightest knowledge whether what

they are reporting is true or false.

The customary explanation has T^een that given by
Derham in his " Physico-theology ; " that " divers flies

and otiier insects, besides their sharp-hooked nails, have

also skinny palms to their feet, to enable them to stick

to frlass, and other smooth bodies, by means of the pres-

6111 c ui' ilic atmosphere, after the manner as I liave seen

boys carry heavy stones, with only a wet piece of lea-
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tlior clapped on the toj) of a stone." Bingley, citiag

this opinion, adds that they are able easily to overcome

the pressure of the air " in warm weather, when tiiey

are brisk and alert ; bat towards the end of the year

this resistance becomes too mighty for thdr diminished

strength ; and we see flie^ labouring along, and Ingcnnc^

their feet on windows as if they stuck fast to the glass

:

and it is with the utmost diflculty they (;aii di'aw one

foot after another, and disengage their hollow cnps from

the alippeiy sorfaco.'^ *

But long ago another solution was proposed: for

Hooke, one of the earliest of microscopic observers, do-

scribed the two paluis, pattens, or soles (as he calls the

pulmilt), as " beset underneath with small bristles or

tenter^, like the wire teeth of a card for working wool,

which, having a contrary direction to the daws, and

both pulling different ways, if there be any irregularity

or yielding in the surface of a body, enable the fly to

suspend itself very firmly." lie supposed that the

most perfectly polished glass presented such iiTCgular-

ities, and that it was moreover always covered with a

smoky tarnish," into which the hairs of the foot pene-

trated.

The smoky tarnish" is altogether gratuitous ; and

Mr. Blackwall has exploded the idea of atmospheric

pressure, for he found that flies could walk up the in-

terior of the exhausted receiver of an air-pump. Ilo

had explained their ability to climb up vertical polished

bodies by the mechanical action of the minute hairs of

the inferior surface of the palms ; but further expcri-

ments having showed him that flies cannot walk up
glass which is made moist by breathing on it, or which

* Anim. Biogr.
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is tliinly coated with oil or flour, he was led to the con-

dnsion that these hairs are in fact tubular, and excrete

a Tiseid fluid, by means of which they adhere to dry

polished surfaces ; and on close inspection with an ado-

qiiate magiiityiiig power, lie was always able to dis-

cover traccci of this adliesive material on tlie track on

glass both of flies and various other insects furnished

with pulvilli, and of those spiders which possess a sim-

ilar faculty.*

In the earlier editions of Kirby and Spcncc's " In-

troduction to Entomology," Mr. Kirby had adopted the

Biicturial hypothesis. l>ut in a late one he made an al-

liibiun to Mr. BlackwaU's opinion, and added the follow-

ing interesting note :

—

" On repeating Mr. Blackwall's experiments, I

found, just as ho states, that when a pane of glass of a

window was slightly moistened by breathing on it, or

dusted with flour, bluebottle-flies, the common house-

flics, and the common bee-fly {Erhtalia ttnax) all

slipped down again the instant they attempted to walk

up these portions of tlie glass ; and 1 moreover remarked

that each time after tluis slipping down, they immedi-

ately be ganto rub first the two fore tarsi, and then the

two bind tarsi, together, as flies are so often seen to do,

and continued this operation for some moments before

they attempted again to walk. Tliis last fact struck me
^
very forcibly, as appearing to give nn importance to

these habitaal procedures of flies tliat has not hitherto,

as far as lam aware, been attached to them. These

mOYcments I had always regarded as meant to rcmovo
any particle of dust from the legs, but simply as an

affair of instmctiye cleanliness, like that of the cat when

• Linn. TraDE. xtL 490, f68.
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she licks liersclf, and not as serving any more important

object ; and such eatomological friends as I have had

an opportunity of coBBulting tell me that their view of

the matter was prcciselj the same ; nor does Mr. Black-

wall appear to have seen it m a different light, since,

though so strongly bearing on liis cxplainitiou of the

wav in which flies mount smnoth vertical surface?, ho

never at jiU rel'ers to it. Y ct, from the absolute neces-

sity which the flies on which I experimented appeared

to feel of cleaning ikevtpulviUi immediately after being

wetted or clogged with flour, however frequently this

occurred, there certainly seems ground for supposing

that their nsual and fre(|uent operation for eifecting this

by rubbing their tarbi together is l)y no means one of

mere cleanliness or amusement, but a very important

part of their economy, essentially necessary, for keeping

theirpulmUi in a flt state for dimbing up smooth ver-

tical substances by constantly removing from them all

moisture, and still more all dust, which they are per-

petually liiible to collect. In tliis operation the twu foi o

and two hind tarsi are respectively rubbed together llir

their whole length, whence it might be inferred that

the intention is to remove impurities from the entire

tarsi ; but this I am persuaded is not usually the ob-

ject, which is simply that of cleaning the under side of

the pulvilli by rubbing them backward and forward

along the whole surface of tlie hairs with which the tarsi

are clothed, and wliich seem intended to serve as a

brush for this particular purpose. Sometimes, indeed,

when the hairs of the tarsi are filled with dust throudi-D
out, the operation of rubbing them together is intended

to cleanse these liairs
j
because, without these brushes

were themselves clean, they could not act upon the
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baii-8 of tlie under side of tho pulvilli. Of tins I wit-

nessed un interesting instance in an EinstaUs tenax,

"wbicli by walking on a surface dusted w^ith flour bad

the hairs of the whole length of the tarsi, as well as the

ptdmUi^ thus clogged with it. After slippiiig down
from tlie painted surface of the window-frame, wbicb

she in vain attempted to climl), slie seemed sensible

tbat l)eforc the piariUi could be brushed it was requi-

site that the brushes themselvcB should l)e clean, and

full two minutes were eniployed to make them so by

stretching out her trunk, and passing them repeatedly

along its sides, apparently for the sake of moistening

the flour and causing its grains to adhere ; for after this

opcratiun, on rubbing bur tarsi together, wliicb she

next proceeded to do, I saw distinct little pellt ts of ilour

fall down, A process almost exactly similar I have

always seen used by bluebottle-flies and conunon house-

flies which had their tarsi clogged with flour by walk-

ing over it, or by having it dusted over them ; but

these mano3uvres are required for an especial purpose,

and on ordinary occasions, as before observed, the ob-

ject in nil Imif? the tarsi together is not to clean t/iemy

but the pulvilliy for which they serve as brushes. Be-

sides ruhhiag the tarsi together, flies are often seen,

while thus employed, to pass the two fore tarsi and

tibifB with sudden jerks over the back of the head and

eyes, and the two liind tarsi and tibiie over and mider

the wings, and especially over their outer margins, and

occasionally also over the back of the abdomen. That

one object of these operations is often to clean these

parts from dust, X have no doubt, as on powdering the

flies with flour they thus employ themselves, sometimes

for ten minutes, in detaching every part of it from
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their eyes, ^vings, and abdomen ; but I am also inclined

to believe that, in general, when this passing of tlie legs

over the back of the head aud outer margin of tlie

wings takes place in connexion with the ordinary rob-

bing of the tarsi together, as it usnallj does, that the

object is rather for the purpose of completing the entire

t-k'unsing of the tarsal bnislies (for 'svliich the row of

strong liairs visible under a lens on the exterior margin

of the wings seems well adapted), so that they may
act more perfectly on the pulvillt. Here, too, it

should be noticed, in proof of the importance of all the

pulmUi being k^t clean, that as the tarsi of the two
middle legs cannot be applied to each other, flies are

constantly in the habit of rubbing one of these tarsi aud

\U jyaic^'lll, sometimes between the two lore tarsi, and

at other times between the two hind ones

" Though the above observations, hastily made on

the spur of the occasion since b<^^boaiing this note, seem

to prove that it is necess^iry tlie ptilvUU of flies and of

some other insects should bo kept free from moisture

and dust to enable them to ascend vertical polished

surfaces, they cannot be conpiVlcrcd as wholly settling

the question as to the precise way in which these pul-

viUiy and those of insects generally, act in affectmg a

similar mode of progression ; and my main reason for

here giving these slight hints is the hope of directing

the attention of entomological and microscopical ob-

servers to a field evidently, as yet, so imperfectly ex-

plored.

" After writing the above, intended as the conclu-

sion of this note, I witnessed to-day (July 11, 1842), a

fact which I cannot forbear adding to it Observing a

house-fly on the window, whose motions seemed very
6*
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Btrange, I approached it, and found that it was making

violent contortionB, as though every leg were affected

with St. Yitns' dance, in order to pull its pidvilU from

the surface of the glass, to which they adhered so

strongly that tliougli it could drag them a little way,

or sometimes by a violent eftbrt get lirst one and then

another detached, yet the moment they were placed on

the glass again, they adhered as if their under side

were smeared with bird-lime. Once it succeeded in

dragging off its two fore legs, when it immediately

began to rub the pidcUU against the tarsal bmslies

;

but on rc]>laeing tlieiii on the glass they adliered as

closely as betV>re, and it was only by efforts ahno.st con-

vulsive, and wliich seemed to threaten to pull off its

limbs from its body, that it could succeed in moving a

quarter of an inch at a time. After watching it with

much interest for live minutes, it at last by its con-

tinued exertions got its feet released and Hew away,

and alighted on a curtain, on which it walked quite

briskly, but soon again Hew back to the window, where

it Iiad precisely the same difficulty in pulling its jpul-

mUi from the glass as before ; but after observing \%

, some time, and at last trying to catch it, that I might

examine its feet with a lens, it seemed by a vigorous

effort to rega i 1 1 its ])owers, and ran quite actively on

the gla???, and tiieu Hying away I lost sight of it. I am
unable to give any satisfactory solution of this singular

fact. Tlie season, and the fly's final activity, precludo

tlie idea of its arising from cold or debility, to which
Mr. White attributes the dragging of flies' legs at the

close of autumn. The ptdnilH certainly had much
more the appearance of adhering to the glass by a vis-

cid material than by any pressure of the atmosphere.
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and it IB BO far in favour of Mr« Blackwall^B hypothesiB,

on whicli one might conjecture that from some canse

(perhaps of disease) the hairs of the pulcilll had poured

out a £!^rcatcr quantity of thia \ iscid material than usual,

and more than the muscular strength of the fly was

able to r ope with." *

In the foot of the fly under ourown obfienration you

may see how well the joints of the tarsus are covered

with hairs, or rather stiff pointed spines, of various

dimensions aiul distances apart, and hence how suital)le

these are for acting the part of combs to cleanse ti e

palms. But these last are the organs that most claim

and deserve our examination. In the sx>ecimen of the

little Musca that I have imprisoned, the last tarsal

joint is terminated by two 'Strong divergent hooks

which are themselves well clothed with spines, and by
[\\ u jiieinl)i»iiious flaps or palms beneath them. Tliese

are ncaidy oval in outline, though in some species they

arc nearly square, or triangular, and in some of a very

irregular shape. They are thin, membranous, and

transparent, and when a strong light is reflected through

them bv ineans of the achromatic condenser, Ave sec

their structure under this power of 6U0 diameters very

distinctly.

The inferior surface of the palm, on which we are

now looking, is divided into a vast number of lozenge*

shaped areas, which appear to be scales overlapping

each other, or they may be divided merely l)y depressed

lines. From the centre of each area proceeds a very

slender, soft, and flexible pellucid filament, which

reaches downwards to the surface on which the fly is

walking, and is there slightly hooked and enlarged into

* Intr. to EntooL, 9lh Ed., p. 4S8«
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a minTite fleshy biilb. Tboso from tho areas near and

at tho margins of tho palms more and more arch out-

wards, so that tlie space covered by the bnlbs of tho

lilamciits is considerably greater than that of tho

pahu itself.

Kow it is evident tliat tlio bulbous extremities of

these soil filaments are tho oi^ans of adhesion. Wo
notice how they drag and hold, as tho fly draws its foot

from its place, and it seems almost certain that the ad-

licsion is clToeted by means of a glutinous secretion

poured out in minute quantities from these flesliy tips.

When the foot is suddenly removed, \vq may ot'ten 6ce

a number of tiny particles of fluid left on the glass where

tho fllaments had been in con-

tact with it: but I do not

build conclusively on this ap-

pearance, because the 11 y,

having been confined for

some quarter of an hour in

this nearly tight glass cell,

has doubUess exhded some
moisture, which has condens-

ed on the glass; and the specks

we see may possibly be due

to the filaments of the palms

having become wet byrepeat-
edly brushing the moist sur^

face. Mr. Hepworth, how-

ever, asserts that a fluid is

poured out from these fila-

ments, and is deposited on

the glass, when the fly is vigorous, with great regularity.

He says that "when in a partially dormant state, the

toot or n.T.
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insect does not appear to be able to give out tliis secre-

tion, thoQgh it can still attach itself : indeed, this finid

IB not eeeential for that pnrpoee.''* It is asserted that

the speckled pattern of fiaid left on the glass by the fly's

footsteps remains (if breathed on) ^vlicn the moisture is

evaporated ; and bonce it is presumed to be of an oily

nature.

In some Beetles the joints of the foot are fomished

inth simihir appendages. I shall now show you the

fore-foot of a well-known insect, called by children the

Bloody-nose Beetle (Timarcha tenebri€08a\ a heavy-

bodied fellow, of a bhic-black colour, abuuilaiit in

sprini^ and .<inimu'r on hudgc-baid^s. You have doubt-

less often observed it, and have been amused, perhaps,

at seeing the drop of clear scarlet fluid which exudes

from its mouth when touched.

The feet in this species are broad and well devel-

oped. Tou may see with the naked eye, on turning

it up, that its dihited joints are covered on the UTider

surface with a velvctv cushion of a rustv-l)ro\vn colour:

and here, under a low power of the microscope with

the Lieberknhn, you can resolve the nature of the

velvet.

The foot, or tarsus as it is technically called, is com-

posed of four very distinct pieces ; of which the first is

semicircular, the second cresceiit-slia[)ed, the third

• heart-shaped, and the fourth nearly o\ al. Tlic last is

rounded on all sides, has no cushioned sole, and carries

two stout hooks. The first three are flat or even, hol-

lowed beneath into soles, something like the hoof of a
horse, and the whole interior bristles with dose-set

minute points, the tips of which terminate at the same

* Mlcroac. Journal, for April, 1864.
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level and form a velvetj surface. Now these points arc

tlic wliitish bulbous extremities exactly aTisweral)lc to

tliosc uf the palms of tlio ilv, and doubtless tliev answer

tlie very &amc purpose. Only hero they are set in far

closer array and are a hundred times more numerous

;

urbenee we may reasonably presume a higher power of

adhesion to be j^ossessed by the beetle. The stmctnro

is best seen in the male, which may be distinguished

hy its smaller dimensions, and by its broader feet.

A still better example of a sucking foot is this of the

vooT erirATn-VRTLie. S: Oiio«f UMlutmoreenUrcwd.
a. Largo Slicker. Two Miiallcr SQCkOTS.

c baiall cruwduil buckets

Dyticus marginalia. It is the great flat oval beetle,

Avliieh is fond of eoming up to the surfaee of ponds, and

hanging there by the tail with its pair of hind legs
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stack out on each side at right angles ; the redoubt-

able monster wliich little boys who bathe bold in such

salutary awo under the name of Toe-biter. We have

turned the tables upon the warrior, and have bitten his

toe—off, and here it is. This is the tarsus of one of the

fore

Tlie pecuh'arity that firbt strikes us is that the first

three joints are as it were fuFcd into one, and dilated so

as to make a large roundish plate. The under surface

of this broad plate is covered with a remarkable array

of sucking disks, of which one is very large, occupying

about a foil it ii ]iart of the whole area. It is circular,

and its face is .-^Iruiii^lv niai'kcd with numerous fibres

radiating from the centre. Near this you perceive two

others of similar form and structure, but not more than

one tenth part of its size ; one of these, moreover, is

smaller than the other. Indeed, the size and number
of tliesc organs differ in different individuals of the

same species.

The greater number of tho suckers are comparatively

minute ; but they are proportionally multitiullnous and

crowded. Each consists of a club-shaped shaft, with a

circular disk of radiating fibres attached to its end.

The whole apparatus constitutes a very effective instru-

ment of adhesion.

There is a somewhat fcimiiar dilatation of the hrst

joints of the tarsus, but for a very different object, in

the Honey-bee ; and it is particularly worthy to be ob-

served, not only for the interesting part which it plays

in the economy of the insect, but for the example it af-

fords us of the adaptation of one and the same organ to

widely different uses, by a slight modification of its

structui'e.
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It is the hind foot of the Bee that we arc now to cx-

amine. Tlie first joint is, as you see, enlarged into a

wide, long, and Bomewliat ovate form, constituting a
flattish plate, slightly conrex on both snrfaces. The
upper face presents nothing remarkable, bnt the under

side is set with about nine stiff combs, the teeth of

which are homy straight spines, set in close array, and

arranged in transverse rows across the joint, nearly on

a level with its plane, but a little projecting, and so

ordered that the tips of one comb slightly overlap the

bases of the next. We see them in this example very

distmct, because then* colour, a clear reddish-brown,

contrasts with a multitude of tiny globules of a pale

yellow hue, like minute eggs, which are entangled iu

the eoinlfs.

i^ow these globules serve to illustrate the object of

this apparatus. They are grains of pollen ; the dust

that is discharged irom the anthers of flowers, which

being kneaded up with honey forms the food of the in-

fant bees, and is, therefore, collected with great perse-

verance by those industrious insects
; and tliu way in

\vi!i( h thcv collect it i.«, bv rakiuiz: *>i' ( 'Miibins: it from

the anthers, by means of these etl'ective instruments on

their hind feet.

Tou see that in this specimen the combs are loaded

with the grains, which lie thickly in the furrows be-

tween one comb and another. But how do they dis-

charge their gatherings ? Do they return to the hive,

as soon as they have accumulated a quantity such as

this, which one would suppose they could gather in

two or three scrapes of the foot ? Xo
;
they cany a

pair of panniers, or collecting baskets, which they grad-
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ually fill from the combs, and then return to deposit

the results of their collecting.

One of these baskets I can show jon ;
and, indeed,

we shottld be unpardonable to overlook it, for it is the

companion structure to the former. I make the stage

forceps to revolve on it axis, and thus bring into

focus tlic joint (fih'(f ) iinincdiately above that of the

combs, and so that we shall look at its opposite sur-

face ; that is, the outer. We notice at once two or

three peculiarities, which distinguish the joint in tliiB

instance from other parts of the same limb, and from

the correspondin;^^ jtart in tlic same limb of other insects.

First, the surface is decidedly concave, whereas it is

ordinarily convex. Secondly, this concave surface is

smooth and poliblied (except that it is covered with a

minute network of crossed lines), not a* single hair,

even the most minute, can be discerned in any ])art

;

whereas the corresponding surface of the next joints,

both above and below, is studded with line Lairs, as ia

the exterior of insects fjeiierallv. Thirdlv, the ediies

of this hollowed l)asin are beset with long, slender,

acute q>ines, which pursue the same curve as the

bottom and sides, expanding widely, and arching up*

ward.

Here, then, we have a capital collecting-basket.

Its concavity of course iits it to contain the pollen.

Tlien its freedom from hairs is important : hairs would

be out of place in the concavity. Tliirdly, the mar-

ginal spines greatly increase tlie capacity of tlie vessel

to receive the load, on the principle of the sloping

stakes which the farmer plants along the sides of his

wagi^m when lie is going to cany a load of hay or

com.
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But, jou ask, how can the Boc niannp^c to transfer

the pollen from the combs to the basket ? Can she bend

up the tarsng to the tibia ? or, if she can, sorely she

coold only reach the Inner, not l^ie outer surface of the

latter. How is this managed f

A very shrewd question. Truth to say, tlic basket

vou have been looking at never received a single grain

from the combs of the joint below it. But the Bee has

apair of baskets and a pair of comb-joints. It is the

right set of combs that fills the left basket, and viee

wrid. She can easily cross her Idnd-legs, and thns

bring tlie tarsus of one into contact with the tibia of the

other ; and if you will [)ay a moment's more attention

to the matter, you will discover some further points

of interest in this beautiful series of contrivances still.

If yQU look at this living bee, yon notice that, from the

position of the joints, when the insect wonld bring one

Idnd-foot across to the other, the nnder snri^e of the

tarsus would natu! silly scrape the edge of the opposite

tibia in a direct inn from the 1»ases of the combs to-

wards their tips
;
and, i'uillier, that the edge of the tibia

80 scraped would bo the hinder edge, as the leg is or-

dinarily carried in the act of walking.

Now, if yon take another glance at the basket-joint

in the forceps of the microscope, you will see—what,

perhaps, you have already noticed—that the marginal

spines have not exactly the same curvature on the two

opposite edges, but that tliose of the one edge are nearly

straight, or at most but slightly bowed, whereas those

of the opponte edge are strongly curved, the are in

many ofthem reaching even to a semicircle, so that their

points, after performing the outward arch, return to a

position perpendicularly over the medial line of the

basket
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It is iht outer or hind r edge of the joint that carries

the cojuparaiivdy straight spines. These receive the

grains from tlie combs, which, then falling into the

basket, are received into the wide concavity formed

partly by its bottom and sides, but principally hf/ ih$

arching spines of the opposite edge. Their curving form

"Would liuve been less suitable tliaii the t^tniightcr uiio

to pass tliruu«^ii the interstices of the combs, because it

would be much more dithcult to get at their points

;

wbile, on the other hand, tlie straight lines of these

would have been far less effective as a receiver for the

burden. The thickness of the spines is just that which

enables them to pass freely tlirough the interstices of

tlie comb-teeth, and no m'n'e.

On the whole, this combination ol' contrivances reads

us as instructive a lesson of the wisdom of God dis-

played in creation as any that we have had brought

under our observation.

The end to be attained by all this apparatus is

worthy of the wondrous skill displayed in its contri-

vance ; for it is connected with tlic feeding of the stock,

and whatever diminishes tlie labt>ur of the individual

bees enables a larger number to be supported. But

Valuable as is the Honey-bee to man, there are other

important purposes to be accomplished, which are more

or less dependent, collaterally, on this series of contri-

vances.

" In many instances it is only by tlie bees travelling

fioin flower to flower tliat the pollen and farina is car-

ried from the male to the female flowers, without

which they could not fructify. One species of bee

would not be snfficient to fructify all the Yarious sorts

of flowers, were the bees of that lE^pecieB ever so nnmer-
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ous ; for it requires spirits of dilTeront sizes and differ-

ent constructions. M. JSpreugel found that not only

are insects indispensable in fructifying different species

of Irisy but some of them^ as Z Xijphimii require the

agency of the larger humble-bees, which alone are

strong enougli to force their way beneath the style-flag

;

and lienec, as these insects arc not so couiinun as many
others, this Iria is often barren, or bears imperfect

seeds." *

The legs and feet of Caterpillars are constructed on
a very different plan from those of perfect insects^ as

you may see in this living Silkworm. The ffrst three

iieirnients of the body, reckoning from the heud, are

fni iiL-lied each with a pair of short curved limbs set

close together on the under side. These represent the

true legs of the future moth, and show, notwitlistanding

their shortness, four distinct joints, of which the last is

a little pointed homy claw. The whole limb resembles

a short stout hook. The two segments occur which are

quite smooth beneath, and destitute of limbs ; and tlicn

on thu bixih we begin to find another series, which goes

on regularly, a pair on each segment, to the eleventh

and final one, with the single exception of the tenth

segment, which is again deprived of limbs.

But these organs are of a very peculiar character.

Tliey have no representatives in the uiaturc insect, but

disap]>ear with the larva state, and they are not con-

sidered limbs-proper at all, but mere accessory develop-

ments of the skin to serve a special purpose. They are

sometimes called claspers, sometimes false-legs, but

more commonly pro-legs.

Each consists of a fleshy wart, which is capable to

• Penny Gjdop., mi. Bee.
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some extcut oi being turned iusido out, like the ^uger

of a glove. Partly around tlic blunt and tmncate ex-

tromify are set two rows of minute hooks, occapying the

side next the middle line of the caterpillar in a semi-

circle along the mar«^in. These hooks arch outward as

regards the axis of the pro-leg, though the majority of

them i>uiiit towsuds the medial line of the body. The
double row is somewhat iutermpted at iU middle point

;

and just there, in each pro-leg, a clear vesicle or fleshy

bladder protrudes from the sole, which may perhaps

serve as a very delicate organ of touch, or may exude a

viscid secretion helpful to progress on smooth bodies.

The hooks seem adajtted to eateh and hold the line

threads of silk, which most caterpillars spin as a carpet

for their steps.

Xn some cases the circle of hooks is complete, as in

this example, which I find in one of the slides of my
drawer, marked " Pro-leg of a Caterpillar." It is some
large species, probably a Sphinx, for the liuuks are

very large, of a clear orange-brown hue, and set in a

long oval ring—single as to their bases, but double

as to their points^—completely around the extremity

of the foot. These hooks are simply cutaneous, as

may be well seen in this prepared fipecimen,-^oubt<

less mounted in Canada balsam ;—for their origins are

mere bhmt points, set most superficially in the thin skin

without any enlargement or apparent bulb.
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CHAPTER YIU.

INBE0I8 : STIErGS AND OYIFOSTTOBB.

Peobablt at some period of vonr life yon have been

Btnng by a bee or wasp. I shall take it for granted

that yon have, and that having tested the potency of

tlicse warlike insects' -weapons with one sense, you Lave

a curiosity to examine them with anothur. The micro-

scope shall aid your vision to investigate the morbiiic

implement.

This is the sting of the Honey-bee, which I have

bnt this moment extracted. It consists of a dark brown
horn}' sheath, bnlbons at the base, bnt suddenly dimin-

ishinj^% and then tapering to a line point. This sheath

is s])lit entirely along tlie interior edge, and by pressure

with a needle I have been enabled to project the two

lancetS) which commonly lie within the sheath. These

are two slender filaments of the like brown homy sub*

stance, of which the centre is tnbular, and carries a
flnid, in which bubbles are visible. The extremity of

each disphiys a beautiful mechanism, for it is thinned

away into two thin blade-edges, of wdiicli one remains

keen and knife-like, while the opposite edge is cut into

several saw-teeth pointiDg backwards.

The lancets do not appear to be united with the

sheath in any part, bnt simply to lie in its groove ; their

basal portions pass out into the body behind the sheath,

where you see a number of muscle-bauds crowded
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around tlicm ; these, acting in vai'Ious directions, and

being inserted into the lancets at yarious points, exercise

a complete control over their moYements, projecting or

retracting them at their will. But each lancet has a

tiiii'^iilar projection from its back, which appears to act

in Borne way as a guide to its inoiion, probaLlj ])rcvent-

ing it from slipping aside wlien darted fortli, for the

bnlbons part of the sheath, in which these projections

work, seems formed expressly to receive them.

Xhns we see an apparatus beantifally contrived to

enter the flesh of an enemy : tlie two spears finely point-

ed, sharp-edged, and saw-lootlicd, adapted lor piercing,

cutting, and tearing; the reversed direction of the teeth

gives the weapon a hold in tlie iie&h, oDd prevents it

from being readily drawn out. Here Is an elaborate

store of power for the jactation of the javelins, in the

nnmerons mnBcle*bands ; hero is a provision made for

the precision of the impulse ; and finally, liere is a pol-

ished sheath for the reception of the weapons and their

preservation uhea not in actual use. AH thii> is per-

fect ; but something still was wanting to render the

weapons effective, and that something your expeidence

has proved to be supplied.

The mere intromission of these points, incomparably

finer and sharper than the finest needle that was ever

polished in a Sheffield workshop, would produce no re-

sult appreciable to our feelings ; and most surely would

not be followed by the distressing agony attendant on

the sting of a bee. We must look for something more

than we have seen.

We need not be long in finding it For here, at the

base of the sheath, into which it enters by a narrow

neck, lies a ti'ansparent pear-shaped bag, its surface
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covered all over, but especially towards the neck, with

small glAnds set transverselj. It is rounded behind,

whore it is entered by a
veiy longand slendermem*
branoiis tubc^ which, after

many turns and windings,

gradually thickening and

becoming more evidently

glandular, terminates in a

blind end.

This is the apparatus for

preparing and ojcctincf a

|>r)wcrful poison. The ghui-

dular end of the slender

tube is the secreting organ

:

here the venom is pre-

pared ; the remainder of

the tube is a duct for con-

veying it to tlic bag, a re-

servoir in which it is stored

for the moment of nse. By
means of the neck it is

thrown into tlio groove at

tlic nioHicnt the stins: is

projected, the same nms-

dcs, probably, that dart

forward the weapon com-

pressingthepoison-bag and
cansing it to ponr forth its

contents into the groove,

whence it passes on be-

tween the two spears into the wound which they have

made.

STIXO or BEE.
a. Tip uf Lancet, uiuro enlarged.
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A modification of tliis apparatus is found through-

out a very extensive order of insects,—the Hymenop'

tera
f

but in tlic majority of cases it is not coniiccled

with purposes of warfare. Wherever it occui*8 it is al*

waj8 confiDed to the female sex, or (as in the case of

fiome social insects) to the neuters^ which are nndevel-

oped females. When it is not accompanied by a poison-

reservoir it is ancillary to the deposition of the c^£^8,

and is hence called an ompositor^ though in many cases

it performs a part mucli more extensive than the mere

placing of tlie wa.

In the iarge tribe of Gackoo-flies {JchnmrMmidio^y

which ^end their egg and larva states in the living

bodies of other insects, diis ovipositor is often of great

length ; even nuiiiy times luii'jjer than the rest of their

bodies; for the larvcc Avliich Jiavc to l)o ]>ierced by it

require to be reached at the bottom of deep holes and

other recesses in which the providence of the parent

had placed them for aecurity. The stmcture of the or-

gan may be seen in this little species, not more than

one-sixth of an inch in entire length, of which the ovi-

positor ])rojoct8 about a line. Under the microscoi)o

you see tliat this pmjection consists of two black lleshy

iiiaments, rounded without and fattened on their inner

faces, which are placed together,—and of the true im-

plement for boring, in the form of a perfectly straight

awl, of a clear amber hne, very slender and brought to

an abrupt oblique point, whei'e there arc a few exceed-

ingly fine reverted teeth. It is probably double, though

it refuses to open under the pressure which I bring to

bear upon it. At the base are seen within the semi-

pellucid abdomen the slender hornsi on which the mas*

cles act in projecting the borer.

7
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You arc doubtless awaro that tlie littlo berries wliicli

look like bunches of green currants often seen growing

on the oak, are not the proper fruit of the tree, but dis-

eased developments produced by a tiny insect, for the

protection and support of her young. But perhaps you

have ucvcr paid any special attention to tiie living atom

whoso workmanship they are, and are not familiar -with

the singular mechanism by which she works. I have

not had an opportunity of seeing it myself, and there-

fore cannot show it to you ; but as Gall-flies are by no

means rare, and you may casil}^ rear a brood of flies

from the galls, you may have a chance of meeting with

it. I will therefore quote to you what Eennio says

about it

"There can be no doubt, that the mother gall-fly

makes a hole in the plant for the |)urpose of depositing

her eggs. She is furnished with an adniiraljle oviposi-

tor for that express juirposc, and Swanunerdam actually

saw a gall-dy thus depositing her eggs, and we have
recently witnessed the same in several instances. In

QjaXrThr AMU JUCIIAKUJI Or OTIP06IT0I.

gome of these insects the ovipositor is conspicuously

long, even when the insect is at rest ; but in others, not

above a line or two of it is visible, till the belly of the
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insect be £^cntly pressed. "Wiu n this is done to tlic fly

that produces the ciuTant-gall of the oak, tlie ovipositor

may be seen issuing from a slieath in form of a small

carved needle, of a cheanut-brown colour, and of a

horny substance, and three times as long as it at first

appeared.

**^\niat is most remarkable in this ovi2>ositor is,

that it is mucli ]()iiii:er than the wh<.)le bodv of the in-

seet, in whoso belly it is lodged in a sheath, and, from

its honiy nature, it cannot be eitlier shortened or length-

ened. It is on this account that it is bent into the same
curve as the body of the insect. The mechanism by
M liicli this is eflLeted is similar to that of the tongue of

tlie woodpeckers {Picidce), wliieli, tliough rather short,

can be darted out far beyond the beak by means

of a forked bone at the root of tl ie tongue, which is thin

and rolled up like the spring of a watch. The base

of the ovipositor of the gall-fly is, in a similar way,

placed near the anus, runs along the curvature of the

back, makes a turn at the breast, and tlicn, following

the curve of the belly, appears again near where it

originates.

" With this instrument the mother gall-fly pierces

the part of a plant which she selects, and, according to

our older naturalists, * ejects into the cavity a drop of

her corroding liquor, and immediately lays an Ci^i; or

more there ; the circulation of the sap lieing thus inter-

rupted, and thrown, by the poison, into a fermentation

that bums the contiguous parts and changes the na-

tural colour. The sap, turned from its proper channel,

extravasates and flows round the eggs, while its surface

is dried by the external air, and hardens into a vaulted

form.' Kirby and Spencc tell us, that the parcut-lly
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introduces lier egg ^ into a puncture made hy licr cu-

lions spiral sting, and in a few hours it becomes sur-

rounded with a fieshj chamber. M. Yirej says, the

gall-taberde ie produced by irritation^ in the same way
as an inflamed tumour in an animal body, by the swell-

ing of tlie cellular tissue, and the flow of liquid matter,

which changes the organization, and alters the natural

extenial form," *

Perhaps a still more charming example of animal

mechanics is that fumished to us by the Saw-flies {Teu-

thredmidm). These are very common four-winged

insects of rather small size, many species of which are

found in gardens and aluiig hedges, in summer, pro-

duced from gnibs whicli arc often mistaken for true

caterpillars, as they strip our guoseberry and rose

bushes of their leayes ; but may be distinguished from

them by the number of their pro-lejE^ and by their sin-

gnlar postures ; for they possess from eight to four^

teen pairs of the former organs, and have the habit

of coiling up the hinder part of their body in a spiral

ring, while they hang on to the leal' by thcii* six true

feet.

These saw-fly caterpillars are produced from eggs

which are deposited in groovesy made by the parent-fly

in the bark of the tree or shrub whose future leaves

are destined to constitute their food ; and it is for the

construction of these grooves and the deposition of the

eggs in them, that the curious mcehnnisni is contrived

which I am now bringing under your notice.

Almost all our acquaintance with this instrument

and the manner of its employment, we owe to the em*

inent French naturalist B4aumur, and to his Italian

* loa. Arch, hll.
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contemporary Valisnieri. Their details I shall first cite^

as thcj have been put into an English dress by Eennie,

and then show you a specimen dissected out by myself,

and i>oint out some agreements and some diBcrepancies

between it and them.
" In order to see the ovipositor, a female saw-fly

must be taken, and her bellj c^ently pressed, when a

narrow slit will be obseryed to open at some distance

from* the anus, and a shorty pointed, and somewhat

curbed body, of a brown colour and horny substance,

will be protrnded. The curved plates which form the

sides ot the slit, are the termination of the sheath, in

wliicli the instrument lies concealed till it is wanted by
the insect.

" The instrument thus brought into view, is a very

finely contrived saw, made of horn, and adapted for

penetrating branches and other parts of plants where
the eggs are to be deposited. The ovipositor-saw of

the insect is much more complicated than any of those

employed by our carpenters. The teeth of our saws

are formed in a line, but in such a manner as to cut in

two lines parallel to and at a small distance from each

oth^. This is effected by slightly bending the points

of the alternate teeth right and left, so that one half of

the whole teeth .stand a little to tlie right, and the other

half a little to tlie left. The distance of the two parallel

lines thus formed is called the course of the saw, and it

is only the poilion of wood which lies in the course

that is cut into sawdust by the action of the instru-

ment. It will follow, that in proportion to the thin-

ness of a saw there will be the less destruction of wood
which may be sawed. When cabinet-makers have to

divide valuable wood into very Uiin leaves, they ao-
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cordinfifly employ saws with a nan*ow course ; wliilo

sawyers who cut phinkr^, use one with a "broad course.

The ovipositor-saw being extremely hne, does not re-

quire the teeth to diverge mnch, but from the manner

from which they operate^ it is requisite that thej should

Bot stand like those of our saws in a straight line. Tlio

greater portion of the cdpje of the instrument, on the

contrar}', is towards the point somewhat coucavc, sim-

ilar to a scvthe, wliile towards the base it becouios a

little convex, the whole edge being nearly the sliape of

an italic

The ovipositor-saw of the fly is pnt in motion in

the same way as a carpenter^s hand-saw, supposing the

tendons attached to its base to form the handle, and the

muscles which put it in motion to be the hand of the

car]>oiitcr. But the caqientcr can only work one saw

at a time, whereas each of these flies is furnished with

two, equal and similar, which it -works at the same

time—one being advanced and the other retracted al-

ternately. The secret, indeed, of working more saws

than one at once is not unknown to our mechanics ; for

two or three arc sometimes fixed in the same frame.

These, however, not only all move upwards and down-

wards simultaneously, but cut the wood in different

places ; while the two saws of the ovipositor work in

the same cut, and, consequently, though the teeth are

extremely flno, the effect is similar to [that of] a saw
with a wide set.

"It is important, seeing that the ovipositor-saws

are so fine, that they be not bent or separated while

in operation—and this, also, nature has provided for

by lodging the backs of the saws in a groove, formed

by two membranous plates, similar to the structure of
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a clasp-knife. These plates are thickest at the base,,

l)cconiini^ ^'adually thinner as tlicy approach tlio

point which tlie form of the saws re(|uirus. According

to Yalisuieri, it is not the only use of this apparatus

to form a back for the saws, he having discovered be-

tween the component membranes two canals, which he

supposes are employed to conduct ihe eggs of the in-

sect into the grooves which she has hollowed out for

thcra.

"The teeth of a carpenter's saw, it may be re-

marked, are simple, whereas the teeth of the ovipositor-

saw are themselves denticulated with fine teeth. The
latter, also, combines at the same time the properties

of a saw and of a rasp or file. So far as we are aware,

these two properties have never been combined in any

of the tools of our car})eiUcrs. The rasping part of

the ovipositor, however, is not constructed like our

rasps, with sliort teeth thickly studded together, but

has teeth almost as long as those of the saw, and

placed contignons to them on the back of the instru-

ment, resembling in their form and setting the teeth of

a comb."*
Xow look at this object which I have just extracted

from the abdomen of a rather large female Snw -11 v, of

a bright green hue, spotted with black. Thu iirst por-

tion of the apparatus that protruded on pressure, was
this pair of saws of an /-like figure. These agree in

general with those described; here is, in each, the

doubly-curved blade, the strengthened back, the rasp-

llkc jagging of the lateral surfaces, the teeth along the

edge, and the secondary toothlets of tlic latter. All

these csscutial elements we see, but there i& much dis-

* Insect ArcUteetoie, 108.
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crcpancy in the detaO, and many points not noticed ;
—

-

in part, doubtless, owing to its being another species

"Nvhicli was nndcr observation, and partly to tlie info

rioritj of tlie microscopes employed a hundred and iiity

years ago, to those we are neing.

In the first place the curve of the/ is different, the

convexity of the edge being towards the point and the

concavity nearest the base. Then tho strengthening

does not appear to me a groove in which the saw plays,

but a thickening of the substance of the back. Each

main tooth of the saw in this case is the central point

in the edge of square plate, which appears to be slightly

concave on its two snrfaces, being thickened at its two

sides, at each of which, where it is united to the follow-

ing plate, it rises and forms with it a prominent ridge

runninfir transverse to the course of the saw. Each of

these ridges then loriiis a second tooth, as stout as the

main edge-tooth, which, with the rest of the same series,

forms a row of teeth on the oblique side of the saw, in

a very peculiar manner, difficult to express by words.

It is singalar that this side of the saw should be studded

with minute hairs, since these would seem to interfere

with the action of tho saw, or at least be liable to be

themselves rubbed down and destroved in its action.
ft/

But their existence is indubitable ; there they are,

pointing at a very acute angle towards the top of the

saw. The back edge of the implemait bristles with

many close-set hairs or Spines, forming a sort of brush,

but pointing in tho opposite direction.

Each main tooth of the edge-series is cut into one or

two minute tootlilets on its posterior side (next the base

of the saw) and about half-a-dozen on its opposite side

(next the tip). The texture is clear and colourless
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where thin ; but in tlie thickened parts, as tlic main

tcetli, the transverse ridges, and the back, it is a clear

amber-yellow ; the strengthening back-piece deepening

to a rich translucent brown.

There is, howeyer, in this species of mine a second

set of implements of which the French naturalist, ob-

oms BAW OF sAir-nT.
o. A portion mora enJargeU.

servant as he was, takes not the slightest notice ; and

liis Enirlisli commentator appears to have as little sus-

pected its presence. This pair of saws that we have

been looking at is but the sheath of a still liner pair of •

lancets or saws, which you may see here. These are

much slenderer than the former, and are peculiar in

their eonstmetioii. Their extreme tip only bears saw-

teeth, and these are directed backwards, but one side

of the entire length presents a succession of cutting

edges, as if a number of short pieces of knife-blades had

been cemented on a rod, in such a manner as that the

cutting edges should be directed backwards, and OTer-

lap each o^er. The other lateral surface is plain, and

both are convex in their general aspect. Tlio appear-

ance of these implements is very beautiful; for the
7*
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textuPG is of a clear pale amber, but the Btmctnre is

struiigtliened by a Land wliicli runs along each edge,

and hy transverse bands crossing at regnlur intervals,

of a denser tissue ; aud these are of a rich golden trans-

lucent brown.

From the conBtmction of this implement I should

infer that its force is exerted in pulling and not in push-

ing j llic direction of the teeth and of the cutting plates

IXNCK iJLW OF SAW-FLT,

shows this. TIic sharp homy point is probably thrust

a littlo waj into the solid wood or bark, and then a
backward pull brings the teeth and cutting plates to

act upon tlie material, and so successively. And prob-

acy these }M)ints are tlie fii-st ]>arts of the wliole ap-

paratus that come into operation ; the Muntcr saw of

the sheath serving mainly to widen and deepen the

course, after the finer points have pioneered the way.

You may like to hear what Bdaumiu* has to say

about the manner in which the fly works, ( specially as

I have nothing of iny (iw ii on the subject, which yet is

a most interesting one :

—

" Wiien a female Saw-tlv has selected the branch of
V

a rose-tree, or any other, in which to deposit her eggs,

she may be seen bending the end of her belly inwards,

in form of a crescent, and protruding her saw, at tlio
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same time, to penctj .itc the Lark or wood. She main-

tains this recurved position m long as she works in

dcepemng the groove ; but when she has attained the

depth required, she unbends her body into a straight

line, and in this position works npon the place length-

w ays, by a^
j
lying the saw more horizontally. When

she has rendered the groove as large as she wishes, the

motion of the tendon ce;ises, and an egg is placed in

the cavity. Tlic saw is then withdrawn iijto the sheatli

for about two-thirds of its length, and at the same mo-

ment, a sort of frothy liquid, similar to a lather made
with Boapy is dropped over the egg, either for the pmv
pose of gluing it in its place, or sheathing it from the

action of the juices of tlic tree. She proceeds in the

same manner in sawing out a second ;^roovc, and so on

in succession, till she has de]>osited ail hor cggd, some-

times to the number of twenty-four. The groores are

nsnally placed in a line, at a small distance from one

another, on the same branch; but sometimes the

mother-fly shifts to another, or to a different part of the

branch, when she is either scared or finds it unsuitable.

She conimonly, also, takes more than one day to the

work, notwithstanding the superiority of her tools,

li^anmnr has seen a Saw-fly make six grooves in suc-

cession, which occupied her about ten hours and a-

half.

" Tlic grooves, when finished, have externally little

elevation above the level of the bark, appearing like

the puncture of a lancet in the human skin ; but in the

course of a day or two the part becomes first brown

and then black, while it also becomes more and more

elevated. This increased elevation is not owing to the

growth of the bark, the fibres of which, indeed, have
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been destroyed by the ovipositor-saw, but to the actual

growth of the egg
;

for, when a new-laid egg of the

Saw-fly is cumpared with one which has been several

days in(rlo5ed in the c^oove, the latter will be found to

be very considerably larger. This growth of the egg is

contrary to the analogy observable in the eggs of birds,

and even of most other insects ; bat it has its advan-

tages. As it continues to increase, it raises the bark

more'and more, and consequently widens, at the same

time, the slit at the entrance ; so that, when the grub is

hatched, it linds a passage ready for its exit. Tlie

mother-fly seems to be aware of this growth of her eggs,

for she takeB care to deposit them at such distances as

may prevent llieir disturbing one another by their

development." *

The merry little jumping insects called Frog-hop-

pers {Tettigmiin)^ one of whieli in its larva state emits

the little mass of froth so common on shrubs, and called

cuckoo-spit, are fumished with a set of tools for tlieir

own private carpentry, which, though less elaborate

than those of the saw-flies, are worthy of a nxoment's

glance, li we catch one of these vaulters and gently

press the abdomen, we shall see proceeding from its

hinder and lower part, a thickisli piece, large com-

pared with the «ize of tlie insect, which it is then

easy to extract with a pair of fine pointed pliers. I

have just done this, and here is the result on a slip of

glass.

First there is a pair of brown protecting pieces, ob-

long in form, and studded with hairs like the rest of

the. exterior of the body. From between tlicm projects

>vhat resembles a lancet, of the usual translucent amber-

• Inieefc .Atciiitectiire^ 168.
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coloured horn, appropriated to these inBtmmentB (which

is to them what steel is to us) ; and wliicli wo shall

presently discover to be coinposod of two blades exactly

alike, convex without and concuvc within, applied face

to face. One edge of this pair of implements is quite

smooth, but the oth^ ie cat into the most beautiMlj

regular and most minute teeth.

This, however, is but the sheath. Within the two
spoon-shaped faces there lie two other lancets, blade to

blade, still liner and more delicate. Both edges of these

blades are of the most peifect kcennefis, without a iiaw

;

but their sides appear rou^ened with rows of very

minute homy knobs, lie a rasp.

I shall illustrate this demonstration by another ex-

tract from E^aumur, premising, however, that his ob-

servations refer to the large species of true CicadoB from

warmer latitudes, wliose niachinerv seems to differ

from that of our little iriends in some particulars.

For example, the two inner lancets seem to be united

in onC) in S^aumur's species, or else, which I think

more probable, he did not succeed in separating

them.

He describes the two curved spoon-shaped pieces,

as finely indented on both sides with teeth : which are

atroBg/niBe in number, aixangcd with great Bymmetry,

increasing in fineness towards the point. This instru-

ment he describes as compofled of three pieces, the two
exterior, whidi he calls thejf^, and another pointed,

which he compares to a lancet, which is not toothed.

" The files are capable of being moved forward and
backward, while the centre one remains stationary

;

and as this motion is effected by pressing a pin or Uie

blade of a knife over the muscles on either side at tlie
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origin of the ovipositor, it may be prosumed that tboro

muscles are destined for producing similar movements

when the insect requires tliem. 3j means of a finely-

pointed pin cardullj introduced between the pieces,

and pushed very gently downwards, they may be,

itli no great difficulty, separated in their whole ex-

tent.

" Tlic contrivances by which those three pieces are

held united) while at the same time the two files can be

easily pnt in motion, are similar to some of onr own
mechanical inventions, with this difiercnce, that no hu-

man workman could constmct an instrument of this

debcri])tion so small, fine, exquisitely i)olislied, and fit-

ting so exactly. TVe should have been apt to form tlie

grooves in the central piece, whereas they are scooped

out in the handles of the files, and play upon two pro-

jccting ridges in the central piece, by which means this

is rendered stronger. M. K^xmmr discovered that the

best manner of sliowiiii? the play of this extraordinary

instrument is to cut it oil' with a pair of scissors near its

origin, and then, taking it between the tlmmb and the

finger at the point of sectioui work it gently to put the

files in motion.

Beside the muscles necessary for the movement of

the files, the handle of each is terminated by a curve

of the same hard horny sul)stance as itself, which not

only furnishes the muscles with a sort of lever, but

serves to press, as witli a spring, the two files close to

the central piece." *

The use of these instruments is the same as I have

already alluded to in the case of the saw-flies. The
female Tree-hopper deposits her eggs in holes which she

* Insect Architecture, 119.
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bores in dead twig^^ means of these files and lancets.

The branches chosen are said to be recognisable by
being studded with little obloni^ elevations, caused by

the partial raising of a splinter of wood at the orifice

of the hole, to which it serves as a cover. These are

arranged in a single line, the holes which they protect

being only half-an-incb in length, and reaching to

the pith, whose course they then follow. "Not more
than six or eight eggs are laid in each hole, but an

idea of the labours of the industrious and provident

mother will be formed from the fact that each lays

sijL or seven hundred eggs in the course of the sum-

mer.
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CHAPTEB IX.

INSECTS : TBEIB HOFmS.

The parts of the month in different insects afford an

almost endless store of delightful observations ; and the

more as, with all their variety, they are found to be in

every case composed of the same essential elements.

Yon wonld not think so, indeed ; yon wonid naturally

suppose—looking at the biting jaws of a Beetle, the

piercing proboscis of a 13usr, the long elcsrantly-coiled

sucker of a Butterfly, tlic licking tongue of a Bee, the

cutting lancets of a llorso-£y, and the stinging tube of

a Gnat—that each of these organs was composed on a

plan of its own, and that no common stntctnre could

exist in instniments so diyerse* But it is so, as we
shall see.

We may consider the various organs of the mouth

as most harmoniously and perfectly developed in the

active carnivorous Beetles, the OaraHndoij or ground-

beetles, for instance. Let us examine die head of

this black Soariteay from the garden ; and first from
above.

In front of the polished head-shield, and jointed to it

by a broad transverse straight edge, is a four-sided

piece, forming an oblong square, nearly twice as broad

as long, a little convex, and marked with six little pits
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or sinkings of the surface, along its front edge. This is

the upper lip
;
but, instead of being fleshy, as oura is^

it is composed of a hard polished black shellj sabstance^

of a peciiliar nature, called chitiney the same substance

as the hard parts of all Ineectia and GroBtacea are

made of.

From beneath the sides of this there project on each

side two broad hooked pieces, which, as you see, I can

with a needle force out lateraDy, so as to show their

form better, for thej hinge npon the sides of the face,

beneath the heads-hidd. Each forms the half of a cres-

cent, the curved points of which are turned towards

each other, and can work upon each other, tlic points

crossing, like shears. These arc the proper bithig jaws,

or mandibles, and in many of the larger beetles they

have great power of holding and crashing. Some-
times, their inner side is cnt into strong teeth, but here

this side forms a blunt cutting edge ; the upper surface,

however, is scored with lidgcs and furrows, like a file,

and this striu'tiire is best seen in the left jaw, which,

when tilt 1 1 air close, crosses over the right. This is an

action of the jaws the reverse of ours, but it is char-

acteristic*of all the articulate classes of animals, in

which the jaws, whenever present, always work hori-

zontally, from right to left, and not vertically, up and

down.

I will now, by making the forceps revolve, bring

the under side of the head into view ; for without sep-

arating the parts by dissection (which, however, is by
no means difficult,) it is impossible to see them all from

one point of view. The part nearest our eye now is

the chin, a wide homy piece, like the upper lip, jointed

to the head by its straight hind edge, but, unlike it,
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haying its front edge hollowed out with two deep

notches, the central piece between them itself notched

at ils tip. Immediately above tliis notched central

tooth (T speak of tlie rchitive ])()sitK)ii of the parts, sup-

posing the insect to bo crawling on the ground, without

reference to the way in which we tnm it about on the

microscope)) and united with it, there is a sort of solid

square pedestal, on which stand a pair of Jointed or-

gans, and betw^een them Un oblong homy plate rounded

at the tip, wlierc it Lears two bristles. Tliis latter is the

tongue; while the jointcMl organs en each side are

called feelers,—^aZpi / though this is a begging of the

question, for we do not really know tlic function of

these organs. The chin, tlie tongue {li(^la)^ and these

palpi, constitute together the under lip.
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Letwoeii tlie tongue and the biting jaws, or man-
dibles, wc see a pair of organs similar to these latter,

but smaller, lees solid and more Curved. These are the

under or secondary jaws, mcmllw, the use of which is

to hold iihe food, while the biting jaws work on it, and
to convey it when niastieatud to tlic back of tlie month.

Tlieir whole inner cflore is 8ct witli si lort stiff bi isties,

which towards the tips of the jaws become spines.

Near the base of these jaws, on the outer edge, are

jointed two pairs more of palpi, one pair to each jaw

;

of which the exterior is much stouter and longer than

the interior. Thus this beetle has three pairs of tlicse

iMiiny-jointcd organs, the Idbialy and the two pairs of

max'dlanj palpi.

i^"ow, in this form of mouth, which has been called

a perfect or complete mouth—that is, one in which

all the constituent parts can bo well made out, we
find the following organs :—^1. the iij^per lip {Idbruin)

;

i\ the mandibles', the hiaxilla} j with «. the max-
ilhrnj palpi ^ 4. the lower lip (lalnum), comprising

fi. the tongmy x* the lahial palpiy B, the chin {Tnen^

tum)»

I now exhibit to you the head of the Honey-bee.

The front is occupied by an npper li]), and a pair of

bitiiiir j:LWS (mandibles)^ which do not greatly (llHur

from tlie same parts in a beetle. Tlie jaws, however,

are more hatchet-shnpcd, or rather like the hoof of a

horse, supposing the soles to be the opposing surfaces.

The other organs are greatly modified, so that you
would scarcely recognise them. Tlie under jaws {rnax-

tUcB) arc greatly lengthened, and the two, when placed

in contact, form a kind of imperfect tube, or elieath.

Within these is the lower lip, divided into its coiibtit-
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11 cut parts :—the thick opaque chin, at its basal end
;

then the two labial palpi, eaeli consisting of four joints,

of which the- two terminal ones are minute, while the

two basal are large and greatlj lengthened so as to

Tcsemblo in appearance the maxillcB^ whose function

they imitate also ; for the pair of palpi when dosed

«AWt or BK&

form an inner sheath for tlio tongue {ligitla). Finally

jon see this organ, wliich is the most curiously devel-

oped and modiUcd of all ; for it is drawn out to a long
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Blonder cylindrical tube, formed of a mnltitnde of dose-

set lin^)^, and covered with "fine hairs. Some deny it to

be tubuliir, and iiiaintaiii that it is solid; but certainly

it appears to mc to Lave a distinct cavity throughout,

with tliickish walls.

Under a high power the fitructure of the investing

hairB iB very interefiting ; for they are Been to be flat

filaments of the yelTow chitine, very much <^ilated at

their bases, and set side by side in regular whorls, the

bottom edges of which form the rinors of wliich the

tongue is composed. The tip is probably a sensitive

organ of taste, for it terminates in a minute globose

pulpy body, whose surface is beset with tiny curved

points. Thus I have pointed out to you all the parts

which enter into the mouth of the beetle, except the

ma^Uanj palpi and those, very suudl indeed, but

quite distinct, you may see, on the outer edge of the

maxUlcBj just below the point whoro their outline begins

to swell into its graceful curve.

The cylindrical tongue is capable of considerable

extension and contraction at the will of the animal,

being sometimes pushed far out of the mouth, and at

others quite concealed within its Bhcath. " The man-

ner," observes IMr. x^ewport, " in which the honey is

obtained, when the organ is plunged into it at the bot-

tom of a flower, is by lapping, or a constant succession

of short and quick extensions and contractions of the

oigao, which oocaBion the fluid to accumulate upon it,

and to ascend along ita upper surface, until it reaches

the orifice of the tidje formed by tlie a])proximatiou of

the mamllw above, and of the labial palpi, and this

part of the ligula below."

Well might Swammerdam, when describing this
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exquisite structure, humUj exclaim,— I cannot refrain

from confessing, to tlio glory of tlie Immsnsc and In-

comprebenflible Architect, tliat I have but imperfectly

described uiid represented ihis small organ; for, to rc-

])i i'S('nt it to tlie life in its full perfection, as truly most

perfect it i.-^, far exceeds the utmost efibrts of human
knowledge."

Here you may see the implement with which the

Bug performs its much-dreaded operation of blood-

sucking ; for though this is not the head of the Bed-

bng, Lilt uf one of the winged species that arc found so

abund.intly on ])l;lnt^, and wlilcli I have just obtained

by beating the hedge at the bottom of my garden,—yet

the structure of the mouth is so exactly alike in all the

members of this immense family, that one example will

serve for all others.

From the front of the head, whicli, owing to the

manner in wliicli tliis part is carried, is the loicer part,

proceeds a iine thread, about four times as lonpr as tlio

head itself, which passes along between the tbre legs,

close to the body, beneatli the breast. It is, however,

at the pleasure of the animal, capable of being brought

np so as to point directly forward, and even projected

in front of the head, and in the same plane as the body

;

a fact wlileh once came under niv own observation. I

found a Plant-bug {Pcntatoma) which had plungcxl this

thread-like sucker of his into tlic body of a caterpillar,

and was walking about with his prey, as if it were of

no weight at all ; carrying it at '^e end of his sucker,

wliich was held straight out from the head and a little

elevated, lie fierecly refused to allow llie poor victim

to be taken away, being doubtless engaged in sucking

its vital juices; just as the Bed-abomination victim-
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iBes the unfortunates who have to sleep at some village

inn.

Well, wc put this head with its sucker between the

plates of the oomprcssorium, upon the microscope-stage.

The thread is an organ cniiipoacd of tour lenprthened

slender joints, beset with . m attered bristles, and termin-

ating in a point on which are placed a number of ex-

cessively minute radiating warts,—probably the seat of

some sensation,—perhaps taste. This jointed organ is

the under-lip ; it is slit all down one surface, so that it

forms an ini|jcilect tube, or furrow, within which lies

the real weapon, a wire of far greater tennitv, which by

pressure I can force out of its sheath. It is so slender

that its average diameter is not more than ttV?^
an inch, and it ends in the most acute point

; yet this

is not a single body, but consists of four distinct wires,

lying within one another, and representing the maxilla3

and the mandil>les. These can be st ]>arated by the in-

sect, and will sometimes open when under examination

;

but no instninicnt tliat I can apply to them is suffi-

ciently deUcate to effect their separation at my pleas-

ure. Just at the very tip, however, under this high

jwwer, we can see, by the semi-transparency of the

amber-coloured chitine of which the organ is composed,

that there is another tip a little shorter, and as it were

contained within the other. This inner point is cut

along its edges into saw-teeth pointing backward.

Such exquisite mechanism is bestowed upon the stme-

tnre, and such elaborate contrivance is displayed for the

comfort of an obscure and obscene insect, by Him who
has not disdained to-excrciBe his skill and wisdom in its

creation

!

You know the stout jdics which arc denominated
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Horse-flies or Whame-flies {T(j^lmm9\ which are so

nnmerous in the latter part of stumner flying around

horses, and men too, if we intrude upon their domains.

They are continually alighting on the objects of their

attentions, and though driven away, returning with

annoying pertinacity to tlic attack. You may always

recognise them by the brilliant metallic hues—reds, yel*

lows,' and greens,—with which their large eyes are

painted, often in stripes or bands. These are Toracious

blood-suckers
;

and, as might be supposed from their

propensities, they are well furnished with lancets for

their surgery. Here you may see their ease of instru-

ments, which are so olfective, that Reaumur tells us,

that having compelled one to disgoi^ the blood it had
swallowed, the quantity appeared to him greater than

the whole body of the insect could have been supposed

capable of containing.

All the parts here are formed of the common amber-

coloured chitine, brilliantly clear and translucent. The
upper lip forms a sort of straight sheath, in which all

the other parts are lodged when not in use. The mcmr
dihlea are narrow lancets ; of which one edge near the

tip is beset with reverted saw-teeth, and the opposite

edge with excessively sharp points standing out at right

angles, while the surface is roughened with lozenge-

shaped knobs set in regular rows. Below these are the

maxiUWf which are the principal cutting instruments

;

these are shaped like a carvii^knife with a broad
blade, strengthened at the basal part of the back by a
thick ridge, but brought to a double edge near the tip.

The back-edge is perfectly fine and smooth, so that the

highest powers of the microscope can only just define

its outline ; while the other edge is notched into teeth
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so delirato, that twelve of them are cut iu the length of

a teii-thoiisaiidth ])art of an inch ; and yet thoy are

quite regular and syniinetrical in lengtli, height and

fonn 1 I know of no structure of the kind which equals

this. These teeth are continued throughout the inner

edge of the blade from the tip to the base, and aro

about eight hundred in number
;
though the length of

the entile hla le is only sncli iliat \i]»wards of a hundred

and fifty of them, if laid end to end, would not reach to

the extent of an inch 1

The office of these wonderful instruments is doubtp

less to cut and enlarge the wound within, and thus pro-

mote the flow of blood. The whole apparatus is

plunged into the flesh of the victim—horse or man

;

then the maji'llm expand, cutting as they go, and doubt-

less working to and fro us wvW as laterally, so as to saw

tlie minuter blood-vessels. At the same time the man-

dUdcff with their saw-teeth on one side, and pricking

points on the other, work in like manner, but seem to

have a wider range. Finally, there is an exceedingly

delicate piece beneath all, which seems to roprctent the

lahium or under lip.

In the active and cunning little Flea, that makes

his attacks upon us beneath the shelter of the blankets

and under cover of night, the piercing and cutting

blades are very minute, and have a peculiar armature.

They remind me (only in miniature of course) of those

formidable flat weapons which we often see in mu-
seums, the rostrymsi ul tlie huge Saw-fishes {Pristl^) ; a

great j^late of bone covered with grey skin, and set

along each side with a row of seiTied teeth. Here the

blades are similar in form, being long straight narrow

laminse of transparent chitine, set along each edge with

8
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a double row of glassy points, wliicli project from the

8iii*face, and arc tlien liuoktd l>ackwarfb. Tlie.^e are tlic

7nan(JilA( x, and they closely fold togetlier, in('lo.<iii«i; an-

other narro^ver blade, the upper lip, which has its two

edges studded with similar points, but in a single

row.

la general, as we liavc seen, the maxiUm are the

specially anned weapons, the mandibles acting a second-

ary part, often serving as mere sheaths—in tliose insects

which pierce other animals with the month. But in

this case the mandibleB are the favoured ]iarts, themoa^

%UUb being developed into broad leat-shaped convcz

sheaths, inclosing the mamd%Ue».

There are, however, two cutting blades besides,

—

tlic hil)hd palpi^\s\i\^\ have their upper edge thick,

divided int(» four distinct joints, and sot m IiIi hristlos,

—

thus retaining the proper palpine character, while their

under edge is thinned away to a fine keen blade, in

which there is no sign of jointing.- Then there are the

mfmUarj palpijoi which the joints are furnished at

their tips with tiny projecting warts, doubtless the seats

of a delicate perception, and hollowed into a double

series of chambers, which are tilled with a dark-coloured

fluid.

All this is very interesting to behold, and is calcu-

lated to exalt our ideas of the wonderful and inexhaust-

ible resources of Omnipotence, as well as to humble us,

when we reflect on how little we certainly understand

even of what we see. But common as the Flea is, it is

not a matter of course that you will be able to repeat

these observations with the flrst specimen yon put on

the stage of your microscope. 8everal favourable con*

ditioDS must combine in order to insure a snccessful ex-
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juiiiii.ition. You bliuuld cliuufcc u I'eiiialo Flea, partly

because of her greater size, and partly because tbc pre-

datory weapons ai'e better developed, in all these pierc-

ing and sucking inseets, in the females,—true Amazons.

Then you will find it needful to amputate the head, in

order to get rid of the front legs, the thick thighs of

which else impede your sight of the mouth, being pro-

jected on each side of it. And this is a delicate 0})L ra-

tion : it must be performed ou a plate of a glass, under

a lens, with one of those dissecting needles whose points

are ground to a cutting-edge. Next, having senred the

head, you must place it in a drop of water, hetwecn the

plates of your compressorium, the graduated pressure

of which, by means of the screw, will cause the organs

of the mouth to nj)cn and expand separately. Finally,

you must have a good instrument, and a high power :

less than COO diameters will not avail to bring out dis-

tinctly the toothing of the mandibles and labrum^ and
even then you will need delicate manipulation and a

practised eye. But tiie ohjcct is worthy of the care

bestowed upon it.

Once more. Let u*? submit to examination the

complex case of instruments wherewith the Gnat per-

forms her unwelcome yet skilful surgery. I say her,"

because among the Gnats, as among most of these

puncturing insects, it is the females only who attain

skill in the phlebotomic art, the males being innocent

of any .share in it, and being indeed unprovided with

the needful implements.

Here is a large specimen, resting with elevated hind

legs on the ceiling, and now in alarm off with shrill

humming flight to tlie window. I decapitate her with-

out compunction, as it is but a fair penalty for her
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mnrderons deeds ; and, as of old tlie axeman lidd vp
" the head of a traitor " to public pizL, so I lay this

head on the glass of the compressorium for jour con-

templation.

And before I apply pressure to the glass-plate, de-

vote a moment's attention to the tout enaenUde, First,

the head itself is a hemisphere, almost wholly ocenpied

with the two compound eyes, which present the beaiiti-

fill ap])carancc of a globe of black velvet, studded with

gold buttons arranged in lines crossing each other at

right angles* The summit of the head, where tlie two

compound eyes unite, bears a sort of rounded pedestal,

the area of which forms the sole part of the head not

covered by the organs of vision. On this are placed,

tide by side, the two aiitcnnre, springing from rounded

bulbous hases
;
they consist of twelve (exeluhivc of the

basal bulb) cylindrical joints, which arc besot on all

sides with short arched hairs, but have besides a whorl

of radiating long hairs surrounding the bottom of eadi

joint. The effect of this is exceedingly light and ele-

gant
Between these projects a long cylinder, wliich re-

presents the lower lip {/ahiurn) ; it Blightly swells to-

wards the tip, where it forms a round, imtrlike knob,

covered with exceedingly minute papillae, and no doubt

constituting a highly sensitive oigan of touch. For
the greatest part of its length it is covered with lined

scales, and with short arched hairs, like the antennae,

while each side of its base is guarded by a labial palp

of three joints.

On applying a graduated pressure, slowly increased

to actual contact of the plates (or as near an approxi-

mation to it as we can effect), we see first that die nut*
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like tip of the labium expands into two concave Icavc.i,

like tlie bracts of a l>u(l, and displays two pairs of more

ddicate leaves within tliem. Then from a groove along

tho upper side of the labium^ spring out several iila-

inonts of great elasticity and of the most delicate tenu-

ity. One pair of these represent the mandibles
; they

consist each of a very narrow blade with a stronger

back like that of a scythe. Tlieir tip is bronght to a

most acute point, and the edge in immediate proximity

to this is cut into about nine teeth pointing backward

:

the. rest of the edge is smooth,

but the whole blade is crossed

by a multitude of oblique lines

of great delicacy, Avhich may be

intended to keep the edge con-

stantly keen.

Kext come the maxiUcBy or

lower jaws, homy filaments as

long as the former, but still more
delicate, constituting simple cut-

ting lancets, with a back and a

keen blade, a little widening at

the tip.

Besides these there is the

Umgtte^ consisting of a central

rod which is distinctly tubular,

and of a thin blade o?i each side^

line-edged and drawn to an acuto

point And also the labrum or

upper lip, an organ having the

same general form, but con8ti«

tuting an imperfect tube ; a tube,

that is to say, from which about a third of the periphery

LA?»rirM or PCMAIS 0!fAT.
a. Itihiiiiii. (I. tongue.

b, b. uuttn/ if/Us. t.htbrum.
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is cut ciwa}', 80 as to serve as a sheath for the tongue,

which ordinarilv h'cs ^vitliin its coucavitv.

I scarcely know ^vlR'tlle^ this appamiu:, ia not more

wonderfully dehcate than any we have examined ;

—

even than that of the Eica. And how effective it is

you donbtlees well know ; for when the array of lancets

is introduced into the flesh, you are aware tliat a tumour

is left, which hy its smart, itching, and inflammation,

cauc-c6 much distress, and lasts many liours. This effect

is probably produced partly by the deep penetration of

the instruments,—for tliey ai*e fully one-sixth of an inch

in length, and thejr are inserted to their very base,

—

and partly by the injection of a poisonous fluid, intend-

ed, as has been c(^njcctnrally suggested, to dilute the

blood and make it more readily flow up the capillary

tubes. The channel through which this tluid is iujoctcd

is probably tlie tongue, which you see to be permeated

by a tube containing a fluid ; and the same channel

' may afford ingress to the diluted blood.

The labium does not enter the woimd. II* you have

ever had the philosophic patience to watch a gnat

wliile puncturing your hand, you liayc observed that

the knob at the end ot" the proboscis is ap}died to the

skin, and that then the oi iran bends with an andc
more and more acute, until at length it forms a double

line, being folded on itself, so that the base is bronght

into close proximity to the skin. Meanwhile the lan-

cets have all been plunged in, and arc now sunk into

your flesh to their very bottom, ^vliile tlie luljlum,

which fonncd merely the slieath for the whole, is bent

up upon itself, ready again to assume its straight form,

as soon as the disengaged lancets require its protec*

tion«
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Tlic tongue of tlic coinmon Fios (Ilousc-fly, Blow-

fly, &c.) is an exquisite iiiic-roscopieal object, from its

extreme complexity and beauty. You are familiar

with the way in which a fly, having alighted close to a

drop of tea on the table, applies to it a proboscis with

large dilated extremity, and presently licks it all np.

You sliall now see the curious implement by which this

is eft'cctecl.

The broad portion of the object before us, forming

its bottom part, bristling with course black hair, is the

TO:(GCB or DLOW-rLT.

front of the head of a Blow-fly. From the midst of this

}»n»j(Mtts; :i dark bruwii mass toriniiiatiiig in two points,

and inclosing a narrower and dai'ker object with two
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long slender roots, dilated at tlieir bases ;—this is tho

pair of m/i^rilJiV. sdtered and modilied into a kind of

sheath i'or the mandibles. On each side projects an

elegant clnb, bristled with coarse black hair, and cov-

ered besides with a coat of yery minute hairs ; these

elnbs are the mazillarj palpi.

But now we come to the terminal part, consisting

(»f II j)air of lobes, together foniiiiiii: a rounded triangle

ill tlieir outline. This is the dilated and thickened ter-

mination of the ^o^'i^^y and is the instrnmeut by which

the liquids are so rapidly sucked up. It is impossible

to describe this beautiful structure intelligibly: and

indeed it is not well understood even by those who
hayo devoted their lives to this branch of natural

science. The principal feature apparent is a wide clear

membrane, through which run with admirable sym-

metry a series of tubes. These tubes consist of four

primary ones, all originating near the centre of the ex-

pansion, and radiating thence, two backward towards

the two lateral angles of the triangle, and the other two

nearly side by side towards its point, rroni each of

these, along its outer side only, braneli olf the minor

tubes, very numerous and close together, going off in a

slightly sinuous line direct to the margin, diminishing

regularly in their course, and at their extremities curv-

ing over, so as to bring tlieir open tips to the surface of

the skin.

The construction of these tubes is highly interest-

ing: they are formed, like the air-pipes (fmcliew), of a

multitude of homy rings ; but with this peculiarity,

that the rings do not form a continuons spiral, but are

separate and distinct; and are moreover imperfect;

for each wire (so to spesk) does not perform a complete
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circle, but only nT)out two-tliirds of a circle, leaving a
blank apace ; and the tips of the wires end alternately

in a fine acate point, and in a rounded fork, like the

prongs of a pitch-fork. It has been said that these

tubes arc moditicd trachem ; but this fact is by no
moans obvious to nic ; for 8u lur ti uin their being con-

nected with the general ti'acheal system, each of the

four main tubes originates in on open centre, and each

with an open extremity. I think it likely that th(^ are

so many suctorial pipes, through which the fluid to be
drunk is pumped up, entering at their minute open

tips, and discharging itself into the central cavity, by
the open basal extremities of the main tubcf?.

The most extraordinary modification of jaws, how-

ever, is the long spiral tube which is ordinarily coiled

up under the face of a Butterfly or Moth, with which

it pumps up the sweet nectar of flowers. Many flow-

ers have a deep eorolla, and most liavc the bases of

their petals, where the nectar lies, so far from the level

of
,
the surface, that probing is necessary to reach it.

Bees can enter tubular flowers, and lick their bottoms

;

and even blossoms that are closed, as the Snapdragon,

they know how to force and enter. But Butterflies,

with their wide wings, incapable of being folded, can-

not enter flowers bodily, and therefoi e a peculiar ap-

paratus is given them for robbing their contents, as it

were, at the doors.

Kothing is easier than to examine this beautiful or^

gan with the naked eye ; and much may be learned of

ifs structure by means of a pocket lens. Yon may thus

see in a moment, that it forms a flat spiral of several

coils, like the mainspring of a watch; that it runs off

to a point, and that this point is double, for it is ire-

8*
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qneutljr scca separate a considerable way up. Hence

you would probably infer that the organ consists of

two equal and consimilar halves, united longitudinally.

And 80, indeed, it does ; and these halves are the lep-

resentatives of the maxiUm or lower jaws of the Beetle,

being tlms greatly developed at tlic expense of alinupt

nil the other parts. Tlie u]»pcr lip and the mandibles

are discernible only in the t'oim of three most minute

plates ; the labial paipi are large and prominent,-

those well-haired points that project in front of the

head, one on each side of the spire. This spiral form

of the maccillm is called antUa,

It is lint, liuwever, very easy to lix it in an extended

cndltion on a slip nl' i^lass, so as that it shall lie flat

throughout its whole length, witliout injuiii)g the parts

or 60 agglutinating them together, that their strncture

is concealed or distorted, and in either case unfitted for

microscopical examination. The specimen which I have

prepared, from the mouth of the Small Garden White
ihitterfly, is stretched, and lixed in balsam, and will I

think show you the structure under a high power very

well.

Before we examine it, however, I will cite you the

description' of one of the most eminent of microscopical

anatomists, Mr. Kcwport He considers each maxilla

to be composed of an immense number of short trans-

verse iiiUrcuiai rings, "which are convex exfn n.iliy and

concave internally, the two connected organs I'orming a

tube. Within each there are one or more large iracJtem

connected with the trachm in the head. Tlic inner or

concave surface which forms the tube is lined with a

very smooth membrane, and extends along the anterior

margin thronghout the whole length of the organ. At
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its commoncement at the apex, it occapies nearly the

whole breadth of the organ, and is smidler than at its

termination near the month, where the concavity or

groove does not occupy more than about oiKj-thircl of

the breadth. In some ppecies, the extremity of each

maanUa is furnished along its anterior and lateral mar-

gin with a great number of minnte j>ajn7/cp. These, in

V<me86a AUdanUi (the Rod Admiral Butterfly) for in-

stance, form little barrel-shaped bodies, famished at the

free end with three or more marginal teeth, and a larger

pointed body in tlic centre. There are seventj-t'nur t»f

these in each maxilla^ or lialf the proboscis. Mr. New-
port regards them as probably organs of taste. Xhero

are also some cnrious appendages arranged along the

inner anterior margin of each masdllay in the form of

minute hooks, which, when the proboscis is extended,

serve to unite the two halves together, by the points of

the hook» in one luilt' Ijcini^ inserted into little depre:^-

sions between the teeth of the oppobite side ; sometimes

these are furnished with a tooth below their tips.

With all deference for so respectable an authority,

I cannot help seeing that such is not the stmctnre of the

anUia before us* It is evident to me that each half tube

is composed of a mcmbraiie stretched upon stili' liurny

semi-rings, doubtler^s cumposed of chif ine, and certainly

not miiscular. liy bringing the outline of the rounded

exterior into focus, we see that these rings form sharp

ridges ; and by tracing them onwards to the attenuated

extremity of the organ, we see them gradually give way
to trunsveree lines of interrupted ridgy warte upon tlte

outside of the membrane. The true muscles appear to

be indicated by those oblique lines and bands that are

seen in the interior, bencatli the homy rings.
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Tliis Bpccimen shows very distinctly that the two
Bides are but semi-tubular, and as one pair of the op-

posing edges are open at each extremity, and the oliher

pair separate thronghoiit, we are

able to discern very clearly the

array of hooks, by which the edges

are united at the will of the animal.

No trace of the curious little point-

ed barrel-shaped jxtpiUm is fonnd

here, but I have seen it in other

examples.

It seems highly probable, from

the observations of the excellent

runnvcKM^ of a .nT««n.T.
anatomwt just named, that the ex-

A«»iip«ita.«r haustion of the nectar of a flower,

which is effected with great rapidity and completeness,

is a process dependent on respiration, and connected

Avith the air-pipe that permeates each division of the

sucker.

It will not be a very violent transition, if from the

sucking pump of the Butterfly I carry yon to the silk-

spinner of the caterpillar. Here I have a Silkworm in

the act of commencing its cocoon
;
by inclosing which

in this glass tube, we shall conveniently have the insect

at command, and shall be able to view the process un-

der a low magnifying power and reflected light Now
the grey face of the worm is presented to us ; and we
can see, below the edge of the head-shield, a short broad
n^iper lip, forming two blunt points. Below this is the

pair of strong brown mandibles, convex outwardly and

concave inwardlv, each cut at its broad bitinc: ed<j:e into

several teeth. Below these arc two little points which

represent the maxiUwy and between them a blunt

rounded knob, which is the lower lip {labium).
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Yoa may also see, on each cheek, close to the hase

of the mandMej a little pit, out of which rises a short

columnar organ tipped with two bristles ; these colamna

are the incipient arUenn(B. Ontside them you may dis-

cern on each cheek, a series of six globes of glass (so

they appear) set in the snbstance of the skin,—five form-

ing a fiemicircle, and one in the centre ; these are " the

windows at wliich the [silkworm's] soul looks through,'-

—^provided he has any sonl—^in prosaic parlance, his

eyes.

Kow, having thus introduced the several members
of onr nseful friend's physiognomy to you, let mc call

your attention to a fleshy wart just beiieatli tlie lower

lip, and midway between the bases of tlic two fore legs.

This wart terminates in a homy point not unlike a bird's

beak, which is perforated, and from the tip of which the

glistening yellow filament of silk is ever drawn out, as

the caterpillar throws his head from side to side. This

pointed wart is the spinning organ; and the tlncad of

silk is, as it issues from the orifice, a fluid gum, wliich

hardens immediately on its exposure to the air. The

silk-gnm is secreted by the caterpillar in two long blind

tabes, which lie twisted and coiled in the interior of the

body, occupying nearly the whole space, except that

wbicli is taken up by the great digestive canal. These

become very slender as they approach the licad, and at

length terminate in a dilated reservoir, which opens by

the little pointed wart which you have just seen.

Many caterpillars are able to suspend themselves at

pleasure by means of the thread which they are spin*

ning, lengthening it and " stopping it off," at will. This

latter operation they |>erform (tliougli they cannot recal

the thread when onco it has issued) by means of an au-
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gular point formed by the two Blender tabes at their

jnnctioxi in tlie reservoir ; thtis compressing tlio thread

of gum, and bo preventing any more from issuing. The
gmn is perfectly colourless in the reservoir, but as it

issues forth becomes coated with a varnish, which is

secreted in the same organ, and which is poured out at

the same time. In the case of the common Silkworm,

this yamish imparts to the silk that brilliant yellow hne
which it generally possesses, and which, as the varnish

is soluble, can be easily disduu'ged from it in the man-
ufacture.
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CHAPTER X.

insects: THEUt eass akd eyes.

A YERX wide field of observation, and one easily cul-

tivated, is pror^euted hj the organs of sense in the in-

sect races, and in particular by those curions jointed

threads which proceed from the front or sides of the

head, and which are technically called antennoB. These

may sometimes he confomided with the jpalpi, examples

of which organs we have been lately looking at ; for

in a camivoruus Beetle, for instance, both pa7j>/ and

anfeiincB are foimed of a number of oblong, pulibhed

hard joints, set end to end, like beads on a necklace.

And it id probable tliero may he as much commnmty
in the function as in the form of these two sets of

appendages ; that both are the scats of some very deli-

cate perceptive faculty allied to touch, but of which we
cannot, tVoni ignorance, speak very detinitcly. It is

likely, indeed, that sensations of a very variable char-

acter are perceived by them, according to their form,

the degree of their development, and the habits of the

species.

It is not impossible, judgin:; from the very great

diversity which we find in the form and structure of

these and similar organs in this iiuuiens(* class of beings,

compared with the uniformity that pre\ ails in the or-

gans of sense bestowed on ourselves and other verto-
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bi ate aniinals,—that arc far wider sphere of perception

is open to them than to ns. Perhaps conditions that

arc appreciable to iis only by the aid of the most deli-

cate instnuuents of modem science may be appreciable

to their acute facilities^ and may goyem their Instincts

and actions. Among such we may mention, conjoc-

tiirally, the comparative moisture or dryness of the at-

moppherc. delicate clianges in its temperature, in its

density, the presence of gaseous exhalations, the prox-

imity of solid bodies indicated by subtile vibrations of

the air, the height above the earth at which flight is per-

formedy measured barometrically, the yarions electrical

conditions of the atmosphere ; and perhaps many other

physical tlivcrsities which cauiiut be classed under sight,

Konnd, smell, taste, or touchj and \vhich may l>e alto-

gether unappreciable, and therefore altogether incon-

ceivable, by us. It is probable, however, that tlie <w-

temim are the organs in which the sense of hearing is

specially seated ; a conclusion which has long been con-

jeeturally held, and which is confirmed by some obser-

vations recently made on the analogous organs in the

Crustmea^ which I will allude to more particularly

presently.

The forms which are assumed by the antenncB of

Insects are very diverse ; and I can bring before you
only a very small selection out of the mass. One of

the most simple forms i.-^ that found in many Beetles,

as in this Carahus for example. Here, each antenna is

composed of eleven joints, ahuost exactly alike and
Bymmctrical, each joint a homy body of apparently a

long-oval shape, polished on the surface, but not smooth,

because covered with minute depressed lines, and

clothed with shaggy hair. Tlicrc is, however, a slight
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ilhision in the appearance : it seems as if the UVmg

point of the joints were, as I liave just said, at tlie ter-

mination of tlie oval, but wlieu wo look closely we see

that the summit of each oval is, as it were, cut off by a

line, and by comparing the basal joints with the others,

we see that this line is the real diyision, that the sum-

mit of the OTal really forms the bottom of the succeed-

ing joint, and tliat the constricted part is no articula-

tion at all. Tlic first, or basal joint (called the (tmjjud),

and the second (called tlie pedieeUa)^ dilier in form

from tljc rest, licre but sliglitly, but often considerably.

The wbole of the remaining joints are together termed

the da/iaoUu

You may sec a considerable diversity of figure and

of aspect generally in tliis tiny Weevil, wliich may bo

accepted as a representative oi a great family of

Beetles, the Ourculionido!. The manner of their in-

sertion strikes us at first sight as peculiar, as is in fact

the aspect of the whole head. Instead of a thick sub-

stantiid solid front, with powerful widely-gai)ing jaws,

such as we saw in the CarahuSy here projects from be-

tween the eyes a long rod-like i>robuseis, as long as the

whole aiiiiual besides, curving downwards, and carry-

ing at its very extremity a minute mouth, with all the

proper apparatus of lips, jaws, and palpi. Moreover,

the antennm are planted on tlie two sides of this beak,

about its mid-length ; and they are curiously elbowed,

each projecting horizontally at a right angle to the

beak for a considerable distance, and then witli a sharp

angle becoming parallel to it for the remainder of their

length. So that, supposing the tenninal half of tlie

beak to be broken off just behind the insertion of the

antewnm^ the whole would compose the letter T. Now,
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the first bend of this aiiiz;le is coinposed uf a single

joint, tlio .ycv/y/z/.y-, ^vliicli is, iu this family, greatly

leugthcned ; and then the two or three linal joints

are much thicker than all the otlicrs, and are as it

were fused together into a large oval knob, ealled the

club,

"NoWj a word or two in explanation of this very sin-

gular form of liead aiid head-organs. The larva or

grub stage of these insects is destined to be passed in

the Interior of fmits and seeds ; the individual which

we have been examining {Malanimia nueum) was bom
one morning in August in the interior of a hazel-nut

Its parent bad chosen a suitable nut, just then when
it is SL't for fruit, and as yet irreeii and soft: and liad

with her i)rohosci>, or ratlier with her jaws at its tip, as

with a gimlet, bored a tiny hole through the yielding

shell into the very interior ; then turning round, and

inserting the extrdnity of her abdomen with its ovipos-

itor, she had shot an egg into this dark cavity. Hie
juices poured forth at the wound soon healed the ori-

fice ; the nnt grew ; and presently the egg became a

little white grub. Jle then rioted in plenty
;
prolonged

his darkling feast

** From night to morn, from morn to dewy eto ;
*

—'twas all "dewy eve'' to liini, by the way, for no

ray of light saw he, till that prosperous condition of

existence was dune. No wonder he grew fat ; and fat

those rogues of nut-weevils always are, as you well

know. Well, when the nut fell, in October, the kernel

was all gone, eompletcly devoured, and our little high*

way-robber was ready for his winter sleep : he gnawed

a fresh hole through the now hard shell, made his way
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out, and iiniiiediatcly burrowed into tlie earth, wliero

he lay till June; tlieu became a pupa, and enieri^ed

jnst what you see him, a long-snouted beetledike ids

mother, in the beginning of Angnst.

8nch is his " short eventful history ; " and yon now
Bcc that the long beak is formed entirely with rcfercnec

to this economy : it is an auirer litted to liorelioles into

shell-fruits through their envelopes, lor the reception of

eggs.

There is a very extensive family of Beetles known
as ZameUicomeSy becanse the antcnnal joints are sin-

gularly flattened and a]^plied one over the other like

the leaves of a book {hrmdla^ a leal'j. J Fere is a very

common little Chafer found on the droppings in ])as-

turcs {Aphodius Jiinetaritts)y in which the last three

AxraniA ov cocKciunau

joints constituting tlie chth of the anttn/ui, are of an

ovate form, and tlattened, so as to lie one on anntlirr

quite close, like three oval cakes ; and being connected

only at one end of tlio long axis, they open and shut at
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the pleasure of the animal, like a long pocket memo*
randnm-book of three leaves.

13ut this structure is seen to still greater advantage

in the nnicli larger Cockchafer, so abundant in May
in some seasons. For here the joints composing the

club are much more nmnerous (seven in the male, aix

in the female), and they are proportionallj longer

and thinner, and therefore more leaf-like. The insect

widely expands th^, evidently to receive impressions

from the atmosphere ; when {ihirincd, they are closed

and witlidrawu beneath the shield of the head, but on

the first essay towards escape, or any kind of forward

movement, the leaves are widely opened, and then

after an instant's pause to test the perceptions on the

sensorium, away it travels

In some Beetles each joint of the series has one of

its outer angles more developed than the other, and so

produced as to make, with the rest of the joint*?, a saw-

like edge : you may see an example in this Click-beetle

orSkii)jack {Mater); but many members of the same

famUy show the same Btructore in a far higher d^ree,

the angle being drawn out in a long slender rod, which

(with its fellows) imparts to the antenna the appearance

of a comb.

But much more curious and beautiful arc the an-

tennse of many Moths, which often resemble feathers,

particularly in the group Bambycina^ of which the

Silkworm is an example ; and in the male eex, which
displays this structure more than the female. But I

will show you a native example.

This is tlic antenna of a larire :.nd handsome, and

not at all uncommon moth—the Oiik I\^'i^er {La^at-

caftt^ quere(i»)* It consists of about seventy joints, so
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nearly alike in size und outline, that the whole forms
an almost straiirht rod, slightly tapering to the tip.

Eacli joint, liowcver, sends forth two long straight

branches, so disposed that the pair make a very acute

angle, and the whole double series of seventy on each

side, form a deep narrow groove. These two series

of branches, being perfectly regular and symmetrical,

iin])art to the antenna) the aspect of exquisite feathers.

It is, however, when we examine the elements of

this structure in detail, using moderately liigh powers

of enlargement, that we are struck with the elaborate-

ness of the workmanship bestowed npon them. Each
of the lateral branches is a straight rod, thick at its

origin, whence it tapers to a little beyond its middle,

and tlieii thickens ni^ain to its tip. Here two liorny

spines project t'lniii it ol)Hi(nely, one much stonter tlian

the otlier, at such an auglc as nearly to touch the tip

of the succeeding branch.

Besides this, each branch is surrounded throughout

its length with a series of short stiff bristles, very close-

set, projecting horizontally (to the plane of the axis of

the branclij, and hent upwards at the end candelahruni-

fashion. The mode in which they are arranged is in a

short spiral, which makes about forty-five whorls or

tui*ns about the axis ; at least in the branches which are

situated about the middle of the antenna; for these

diminish in length towards the extremity, bringing the

feather to a rather abrupt point.

Tlie entire snrlace of the branch gleams under re-

flected light with metallic luus, chiefly yellows and

bronzy greens ; which appear to depend on very mi-

nute and closely-applied scales tliat overlap each other.

The main stem of the feathery—that is, the primary rod
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or axis,

—

h somewhat sparsely clothed with scales of

another kind, thin, oblong, Ihit |ilato.s, nntclu'(l ;it the

end, and very t^lii^htlv attaehed by means ot' a minute

stem at the base,—the common elotlung-seules of the

Zepidopteray—spocimons of which wo liave before cx*

aminecL

Wc may acquire-Bomc glimpse of a notion why tliis

remarkable development of antennre is bctowed upon

the male sex of tliis motli, by an ae(|naintance with its

habits. It has been long a practice ^vith entonioht^ists,

when they liavc reared a female moth from the chry-

salis, to avail Uiemselves of tlie instincts of the species

to capture the male. This sex has an extraordinary

.power of discovering the female at immense distances,

and though perfectly concealed ; and will crowd to-

TCBmV or AKTBHirA OF OAK WOOWM MOTIL

wards her from all quarters, entering into houses, beat-

ing at windows, and even descending chimneys, to

come at the dear object of their solicitude. Collectors

call this mode of procuring the male " scmbling," that
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is, " asmiilfllng^'' because the insects of this sex asseinLle

at one point. It cannot be practised with all insects,

nor even with all moths ; those of this family, Bomhy-

cidcBj are in general available ; and of these, none is

more celebrated for the Kabit than the Oak Egger.

The very indiyidttal whose antenna has famished ns

with ttte ob8enr«tion was taken in this way ; for hav-

ing bred u kiiialii of this s])ecies the evening before lust,

I put her into a basket, in my parlour. One male, the

same evening, caine dashing into the Icitchcn ; but yes-

terdajy soon after noon, in tiie hot snnshine of August,

no fewer than four more males came rapidly in succes-

sion to the parlour window, which was a little open, and,

after beating about the panes a few minutes, found

their way in, and niade straiii^htway for the basket,

totally regardless of their own lil)erty.

It must be manifest to you that some extraordiuaiy

sense is bestowed upon these moths, or else some ordi-

naryand well-known sense in extraordinaiydevelopm^t.

It may be smell ; it may be hearing ; but neither odour

nor sound, purceptible by our dull faculties, is given

forth bv the females : the emanation is far tuo subtile

to ]u oduce any vibrations on our sensorium, and yet

Buihcicntly potent, and widely diffused, to crdl these

males from their distant retreats in the hedges and

woods. I think it highly probable that the great in-

crease of surface given to the antennse by the plumose

ramification we have been obscrvinix, is connected

witli the faculty
;

})erliaps every bristle of the spiral

whorls is a perceptive organ, constructed to vibrate

with the tender undulations that circle far and wido

from the new-born female. Surely the ways of God in

creation, as well as in moral goyemment, arc ^ past

finding out I
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Tlie male Gnat presents in its antennse a pair of

plumes of equal beauty, but of a IntjiHy diirorent char-

acter. The pattern here is one of exceed in cr li«jhtness

and grace, as yon may see in this specimen. Each an-

tennffi is ees^tiaUy a veiy slender cjliDdrical stem of

many joints (abont fonrteen) ; at each joint springs out

a whorl of fine hairs of great length and delicacy, which

radiate iu various directions (not, liowevcr, forming a

complete circle), curving upward like the outline of a

saucer, supiK)sing the stem to be inserted into its centre.

Tlie length of these hairs is so great that the diameter

of their sweep eqnals^ if it does not exceed, the whole

length of the antenna.

In the tribe of two-winged insects, which we term,

par excellence^ Flies (Mmccala')^ the antenna; are of

peculiar structure. The common Ilouse-fly shall give

us a good example. Here, in front of the head, is a

shell-like concavity, divided into two by a central ridge.

Jnst at the snmmit of this project are the two antennse,

originating close together, and diverging as they pro-

ceed. Each antenna consists of three joints, of which

the lirst is very minute, the second is a reversed cone,

and the third, which is largo, thick, and ovate, is bent

abruptly downwards immediately in front of the con-

cavity. From the upper part of this third joint pro-

jects obliquely a stiff bristle or style, which tapers to a

&16 point. It is densely hairy thronghont; and is

more beset with longer hairs, on two opposite sides,

wliich deci ease regularly in length from the base, mak-

ing a wide and puiiiicd plume.

Such arc a few examples of what are presumed to

be the earu of Insects ; let ns now turn our attention

to their eyes* And we can scarcely select a more bril-
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liant, or a lariijer example, tliaii is presented by this fine

Drnp^on-fly {jEshna), which I just now caught as it was
hawking to and fro in m7 garden. How gorgeously'

beautiful are these two great hemispheres that almost

compose the head, each shining with a soft satiny lustre

of azure liuc, surrounded by olive-green, and marked
with undefined l)Uiek spots, which change tkeii' place

as you move the insect round !

Each of these hemispheres is a compound eye. I

put the insect in the stage-forceps, and bring a low

power to bear upon it with reflected light. You see

an infinite number of hexagons, of the most accurate

symmetry and regularity f)t" arrangement. Into those

which are in tlie centre c»I the field of view, the eve

can penetrate far down, and you perceive that they are

tubes ; of those which recede from the centre, you dis-

cern more and more of the sides ;* while, by delicate

adjustment of the focus, you can see that each tube is

not open, but is covered with a convex arch, of some
glassy medium polished and transparent as crystal.

There are, according to the computations of accurate

naturalists, not fewer than 21,UU0 of these convex

lenses in the two eyes of such a large species of Dragon-

fly as this.

Every one of these 24,000 bodies represents a per-

fect eye
;
every one is furnished with all the apparatus

and comhinations requisite for distinct vision ; and

there is no doubt that the Dragon-lly looks through

them all. In order to explain this, I must enter into

a little technical explanation of the anatomy of the

organs, as they have been demonstrated by careful dis-

section.

The glassy convex plate or facet in front of each

9
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Iiexagon is a cornea^ or comcule^ as it Las been called.

Behind each coraea, instead of a cryataUine lenSj there

descends a slender transparent pyramid, whose base is

the cornea^ and whose apex points towards the interior,

Aviicre it is recei\'cd and embraced by a translucent

cnp, answering to the vitreous hnmovr. Tliis, in its

turn, is surrounded by another cup, formed by the ex-

pansion of a nervous tilament arising from the ganglion

on the extremity of the optic nerve, a short distance

from the brain. Each lensrlike pjTamid, with its vit-

reous cup and nervons filament, is completely sur-

roiinded and isolated by a coat (the choroid) of dark

])ignieiit, except that there is a minute orifice ov j)^fpil

behind the cornea y where the rays of light enter the

pyramid, and one at the apex of the latter, where they

reach the fibres of the optic nerve.

Each cornea is a lens with a perfect magnifying

power, as has been proved by separatmg the entire

compound eye by maceration, and then drying it, flat-

tened out by pressure, on a slip of glass. When this

preparation "was placed under the microscope, on any

small object, as the points of a forceps, being interposed

between the mirror and the stage, its image was dis-

tinctly seen, on a proper adjnatment of the focus of the

microscope, in every one of the lenses whose line of

axis admitted of it. The focus of cacli cornea has been

ascertained hj similar experiments to be exactly equal

to tlie leiiLTth of the pyramid behind it, so that tho

image produced by the rays of light proceeding from

any external object, and refracted by the convex

cornea, will fall accurately upon the sensitive termina-

tion of the optic nerve-filament there placed to receive

it.
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The raj8 which pass through the seyeral pyramids

are prevented from miiiulini; with each other by the

isolatincj elieath of dark pi2:nient ; and no rays, except

tliose which pass along the axis of each pyramid, can

reach the optic nerve ; all the rest being absorbed m
the pigment of the sides. Hence it is evident, that as

no two comese on the ronnded soifaco of the componnd
eye can have the same axis, no two can transmit a ray

of light from the very same point of any object looked

at
;
while, as each of the composite eyes is immovable,

except as the whole head moves, the combined action,

of the whole 24,000 lenses can present to the sensorium

but the idea of a single, nndistorted, nnconfused object,

probably on somewhat of the same principle by which

the convergence of the rays of light entering onr two
eyes gives us but a single stercosco})ic picture.

The soft blue colour of this Dra":<)n-fly's ovcs—as

also the rich golden reflections seen ou the eyes of

other insects, as the WhameHies, and many other Dip'

tera—is not produced by the pigment which I have

alluded to, but is a prismatic r^ection firom the cor*

nea.

You would suppose tliat, having 24,000 eyes, tlio

Dragon-fly was pretty well furnished with organs of

yision, and surely w ould need no more ; but you would

be mistaken. It has three other eyes of quite another

character.

If yon look at the commissure or line ofjunction of

the two compound eyes on the summit of the head, you
will sec, just in front of tlie pohit wlierc they sep-

arate and their front outlines diverge, a minute cres-

cent-shaped cushion of a palo-green colour, at each

angle of which is a minute a/ntetma. Close to the base
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of eacli a7it€nna tlicre is 8ct in the black skin of the

head that divides the green crescent from the com-

ponnd eyes, a globose, polished knob of crjstaUike

substance, much like the " buirs-eyes" or hemispheres

of solid glass that are sot in a ship's di ck to enlighten

the side-cabins. On the front side of the crescentic

cushion there is a third similar glassy sphere, but much
larger than the two lateral ones. What are these three

sphendes f

They are eyes, in no important respect differing

from the individuals which compose the compound
niaj^ses, except tliat they are isolated. Tlic shining

glassy hemisphere is a cornea of hard transparent sub-

stance, behind which is situated a spherical lens, lodged

in a kind of cup formed by an expansion of the optic

nerve, and which is surrounded by a coloured pigment-

layer.

You iiiaj study those simple eyes, or stevirrmia as

they are called, in many other insects, though they are

not so universally present as the compound eyes. On
the forehead of the Honey-bee they are weQ seen, as

three black shining globules, placed, as in the Dragon-

fly, in a triangle.
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OHAFTEB XI.

CRABS AND SIIJilMPri,

It is always interesting to trace the varied fonns

and conditions under whicli any particular function is

pexfonned ; and particularly to mark, in creatures very

remote from us in the scale of being, the organs devoted

to the senses which are so requisite to our own comfort.

Wc liave already seen some of these di\ ersitits, \n ex-

amples taken from the classes Molimca and Insects /

and will now examine some more, as they appear in

the Crustacea.

If yon look at the head of a Grab, a Lobster, or a

Prawn, you will see that it is furnished with jointed

antenna?, like that of Insects ; but 'wliereas in inseetd

there is never more than a Binglo pair, in the creatures

of which I am speaking there are two pairs. In the

Prawn you may suppose, at first sight, that there are

four pairs ; but that is because the internal antennsa

terminate each in three many-jointed bristles, in stmc*

ture and appearance exactly like the bristles of the

outer pair, two of tlio three being nearly as long as the

outer, while tlie third is short. In tlic Lobster, tlio in-

ternal are two-bristled, both bristles rather short, while

the extenuil are very long. In the Flat-crabs each pair

is simple, the inner minute, the outer long. In the
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great Eatablo Crab each pair is very smally and they

are dissiinilar.

Now taking the last-named animal as the repro-

sentative of his class, let ns examine one of his inner

antenniB first. It consists of a jointerl stem and a

terminating^ bii^iio; the latter furniidiitd with small

hairs coniinon to the general surface of tlie body,

and with loDg, delicate, memhranons filaments {aekB)^

often improperly called eUia^ which are larger, and

much more deUcate in stracturo than the ordinary

hairs.

Tlie basal joint is erreatly enlarged : if it be care-

ful!j removed from its connexion with the liead, and

broken open, it will be foimd to enclose in its cavity a

still smaller chamber, with calcareous walls of a much
more delicate character that the outer walls. This in*

temal shell is considered by Mr. S])ence Bate to be a

coMm, from its analogy, both in structure and sup-

puscd use, to the organ so named in the internal ear of

man and other vertebrate animals. It is situated,

as has been said, in the cavity of the basal joint of

the internal antenna, and is attached to the interior

surface of its wall farthest from the median line of

the Crab. It has a tendency to a spiral form, but

docs not pass beyond the limitb of a single convolu-

tion.

If this interior cell does indeed represent the coclUea

of more highly-constructed ears,—^to which it bears

some resemblance, both in form and structure^—^then it

seems to identify, beyond dispute, these inner or upper

antennae as the organs of hearing.

Now with this conclusion agrees well the manner

in which tho living animal makes use of the organs in
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question. Tlic Crab always carries thorn erect and
elevated ; and is inecssantlj striking the water with
them, with a very pecnliar

jerking action, now and then

vibrating, ami, as it lias been

called, twiddling " tlieni.

These antennsB, therefore, ap-

pear to bo always on tlio

watch:—^let the animal bo at

rest, let it bo feeding, no mat- «^ «^ "«>»

tor, the superior atennjB are ever elevated and on con-

stant guanl.

Tlie lengthened and delicate seta) with which they

aro famished, are, moreover, peculiarly adapted to re-

ceive and convey the most minute vibratory sensations

from the medium in which they are suspended ; and,

on the whole, it seems to be satisfactorily settled by
Mr. Spencc liate (to whose excellent nieniuir- I am in-

debted for these explanatory details) that the inner an-

tenna} are real ears.

Having thus taken our Crab by the ears, we will

endeavour next to tweak his nose. But stay, we must
find it first. We turn our homy gentleman up, and in

his tlat ancient face we certainly discern little sign of a

nasal organ. Our friend Mr. Bate must assist ns

again. Ho will tell us to look at the outer or lower

antcnnce. We will look accordingly, magnifier in

hand, while he makes it clear to us that these are a

pair of noses.

Each uf these organs is formed of a stem consisting

in general of live joints, and a lilament of niany min-

ute joints. In the Prawn and the X^obster all the five

« jbmalfl of Kat Hist for Jnlj, 1866.
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joints of the stem arc distinct ; but in the Crab tlie

wliole are, as it were, soldered together into a compact

mass, "with difiiculty distiugoishable into tlieir constit-

uent articulations ; while in some species their position

can be indicated onlj by the presence of the olfactoiy

operculum.

This important little or^an varies in its construc-

tion in the diticrent families of Cnrstarea. In the

Crab it is a small movable appendage, situated at

the j)oint of junction between the second and third

joints ; it is attached to a long calcareous lever-like

tendon, at the extreme limit of which is placed a set

of muscles, by which it is opened and clos^ ; to assist

in which operation, at the angle of tlio opercnliim

most distant from the central line of the animal are

fixed two small hint^'cs. When the oj)erculum is

raised, the internal surface is found to be perforated

hj a circular opening protected by a thin mem-
brane.

Li the Prawn, Shrimp, and Lobster, there is no
operculum, but only the orifice covered by a mem-
brane, ^v liich is placed at the extremity of a small pro-

tuberance, and it is not ca])al)le of being withdrawn

into the cavity of the antenna, as in the Crab.

In the latter animal, the little door, when it is

raised, exposes the orifice in a direction pointing to the

mouth ; and where there is no door, still the direction

of the opening is the same, inwards and forwards, an-

swering to the position of the nostrils in the higher

animals. In each case it is so situated that it is im-

possible for any food to be conveyed into the moutli

without passing under this organ ; and there most con*

veniently the animal is enabled to judge of the snit-
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ability of any sabstanco for food, by raising the little

door, and applying to the matter to be tested the sensi-

tive mcrabrsmo of the internal orifice.

Tims it is conchidod that this lower or outer pair of

antennsd are the proper organs of smell, as the upper

and inner are of hearing.*

The eyes, though constmcted on the same general

prineiples as those of Insects, yet present some partie-

ulars worthy of your notice. In the Grabs and Lob-

sters tliev consist of iMimerous facets, behind each of

which is a conical or ]>rii3niatic long, the round extrem-

ity of which is fitted into a trans})arent conical pit,

correq>onding to a vitreoos body, while the conical ex-

tremity of these lenses is received into a kind of cup,

formed by the filaments of the optic nerve. Each of

these filaments, tog^ether with its cup, is surrounded by
pigment matter in a sheath-like manner. To see this

stincture would rec^uire anatomical skill ; but you may
here examine with a low power portions of the cor-

nea, or glassy exterior, of the eye of a Grab and of a

Lobster. In the former, you see that the facets

into which the cornea is divided are hexagonal, like

those of most Insects, but in the latter they are

square.

But Crustacea have a far greater faculty of circum-

spection than insects have ; for besides the extensive

convexity and numerous facets of their eyes, these or-

gans are placed at the extremily of shelly foot-stalks,

which are themselves movable on hinges, capable of

being projected at pleasure, and of being moved iii

difterent directions, and of being packed snugly away,

when not in active use, in certain grooves hollowed

• op. dt
9*
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out expressly for them m the front margin of the

shell.

If ever you Bhonld ehance to meet with the esotic

Crustacea of the genera Corycmis and Sa/ppliirina^ you

would see a iorm of eye of a quite remarkaLle and

unique character. It is described by Dana in the fol-

lowing terms :

—

A pair of simple eyes consisting of an internal

prolate lens, situated at the .extremity of a yermiform

mass of pigment, and of a large, oblate lens-shaped

cornea. The cornea is connected intimately with the

exterior sliell of the front or tlie under side of the head,

and the two corneie are like tacles adapted to tlio

near-sighted lenses within
; their size is exti aordinary,

being often one-third (*f the greatest breadth of the

body in CoryooBua, The lens and the cornea are often

very distant from each other, being separated by a
long clear space. Tlie external surface of the cornea is

S2)herical ; but the inner is coiioideu-spherical, or para-

bolic. Tlie texture is firm, and when dissected it

breaks or cuts like a crystalline lens. The true lens is

always prolate, with a regular contour, excepting be-

hind, where it is partly penetrated by the pigment.

The pigment is slender, vermiform, of a deep colour,

either red or blue, but at its anterior extremity usually

lighter, and often orange or yellow." *

AVc might find much more both instructive and

amusing in examining microscopically the structure of

the higher Crustacea ; but we will now dismiss them
in order to discuss some of the lower forms, many of

which are so minute that their whole bodies may bo

watched with ea^e performing all the fimctious of life,

* Rep. on Crust, p. 1026.
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while confined under our ^e, on the stage of the mi-

croscope. I refer to the tiny active little creatures

known as HVater-fleas, which are abundant in both fresh

and salt water.

In tills iar of fresh water which lias been standuiir

ill the window for weeks, you may sec among tho

green filaments of Chara many little atoms which
scuttle hither and thither with a rapid succession of

short leaps« These belong to the genus Cyclops^ and

are Crustacea, belonging to the order Entomostraca.

By the aid of a glass tube wiiich I stop at one end

with my finger, I will endcavonr to catch one. It is

no easy matter, as you see, for the instant tlie end of

the tube is brought near to one» he takes the alarm and

leaps nimbly away before I can make the water rush

in by withdrawing my Hnger firom the other end. But
I have one at length.

Here it is:— a minim of life not more than a six-

teenth of an inch in length, looking something like

a pellucid egg, furnished with long antennee, with five

pairs of branching feet, and a long tail terminating in

bristles. But its parts and organs must not be dis-

missed in this summary way ; we must look at them

in detail.

And hibt of all, in the very midst of his forehead,

like that obscene giant* after whom our tiny atom is

named—^he bears a single eye that glares like a ruby.

It would need no vast beam of oliTc-wood sharpened

and heated in the fire, and "twirled about'' by the

united strength of five heroes, to grind the pupil

out
; " fur tlunigh brilliant and mobile, it is far too mi-

nute to be touched by the tip of the finest needle. Yet

• OdjSH. EL
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it is elaborately constrncted ; for it consists of a ntim*

ber (not very large) of simple eyes placed beneath a

eoinmoii irlassr cornea. Several umsclc-bands arc at-

* taclied to tkis comjxjuud organ of vision, and are ar-

ranged so as to form a cone^ of which the eye is the

base ; these give the eye a movement of rotation npon

its centre, which maj be distinctly seen.

All the limbs, including both pairs of antennse, two

pairs of foot-jaws, five pairs of feet, and a pair of tail-

lobes, arc fhmished at each of their luAny joints with

tufts of loiii? hairs ; tliese aj^pear to act the part of

paddles, as the active little nnimal strikes the water

vigorously with all its limbs, for the purpose of pro-

gression, and also for the creation of currents in the

fluid, which currents subserve a double object,—^the

bringiiii!: constant supplies of water to bo respired, and

floating atoms of food to be devoured.

In this individual, which is a female, the antennae

ai*e nearly equal in size throughout their length ; but

in the male, the middle joints of the upper pair are re-

markably enlarged, forming a large swelling, followed

by a sudden contraction, the first part ofwhich is hinged.

All of the true feet, and the second pair of foot-jaws, are

divided to the base into two equal branches, so that the

animal srrms to possess no fewer than twenty-pix lindjs

:

each of which being many-jointed, and each joint, as I

have observed, being set with delicately plumose hairs,

the whole effect is most elegantly light and feathery.

On each side of the slender tail (more correctly, the

abdomen) you see an oval bag connected with tlic body
by an excessively slender thread of communication, and

lillud iL'Uscly with pellucid gh)bosc bodies. Like Jolui

Gilpin, of equestrian fame, when
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*'Hc hung a bottle on «ach tfde

To keep bis balance true*

our little natatory harlequin " carries weight" But

these bags are filled with pggs, a temporary provision

for their due and proper exposure to the water^ while

yet they are protected from enemies. They are devel-

oped only at certain seasons, when the eggs having at-

tained a given amount of maturity in the ovary, are

transferred tliiough tlie exceedingly slender tube into

these sacs^ aud ai*e there carried about by tUo motiier

nntil the young are hatched, \vlien the curious recep-

tacles, being no longer needed, are thrown off, and

speedily decay.

Ilere is a second form. It is named Lyncem^ and

is nearly as common as the Cf/cIoj)s in our stagnant

pools. Essentially its structure is the same, but it Las

this peculiarity, that its body is enclosed within a trans-

parent shell, which is thin and flattened sidewise, and

through whose walls all the movements and functions

of its parts are distinctly visible. The shell is broadly

ovate in outline, conies to a sharp edge above, but is

open all along the lower lialf of its circumference—as

if two watch-glasses had been soldered together, edge

to edge, and then a portion of the semicircumference

had been ground away, so as to leave a thin but long

entrance. Through this narrow orifice the limbs are

protruded for locomotion, and through it the surrounding

Wtiter finds its way in currents, bringing oxygen to be

respired and food to be devoured.

The translucent shell descends in front into a sharp

long beak, below which are seen the organs of the

mouth, two pairs of foot-jaws, beset with fine bristles.

At the origin of the beak is the eye, consisting, as we
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saw in the Cyclops, of several lenses, enveloped in a

comiuoii cornea, the whole formini:^ a movable organ

of a blue-black hne. Just behind this, at the very

highest part of the sliell, is a little coloui'lesa bladder-

like vesicle, which constaatlj maintains a rapidly alters

nate contraction and dilatation. This is the hearty and

this motion circniates the blood.

Below tlii.^, there is bccii a great translucent irregu-

lar mass of flc's]i, evidently comprising manv viscera,

which winds along from one end of the shell to the

other^ nearly occupying its entire area, but not in con-

nexion with it at the hinder part, as we see by its free

movements there, where it curves round, and bending

beneath terminates in a blunt tail, armed with two
strong hooks, which can at pleasure be thrust down
through the narrow orifice of tlic and become par-

tially straightened by being forcibly thrown backward.

This great central mass is mainly occupied by the ^*
mentaiy canal, in which food in various stages of assim-

ilation may at all times be seen, and in which the

interesting function of digestion can be witnessed

throughout, from the first seizure of the atom and its

masticatiou by tlio jaws, to the discharge of the cfi'ete

remains.

The individual before us does not carry at this time

eggs in the process of development ; but the deficiency

is supplied by & Daphniawhich is playing about in the

same drop of water. Here yon perceive, between the

arched outline of the shell and the sinuous outline of the

free soft body, an open space of some size, which con-

stitutes a receptacle, in whicli the eggs are deposited as

they are laid, and in which they remain not only until

the little animals are hatched, but until they have ac^
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quired a sufficient maturity to swim about and got their

independent living.

This receptacle—^in which you may see five or six

eggs—is freely open to the surrounding water, which

enters the slit edge of the shell, behind the tail. Per-

liaps you wonder ^vhy the eggs are not washed out by

tlie respiratory cmTonts ; they are in fact maintained in

their position only by a slender tongnc-liko projection

from the back of the parent, which appeal's to have that

special object. "When, however, the young arc ready

for freedom, tho mother has but to depress her body a
little more tlian ordinary, when the door is opened, and

the young easily slip from the receptacle into the open

water.

These tiny odd-looking sprawling things that yon
see moving about by fpiick jerks in the same drop of

water, are tho young recently hatched. They are quite

unlike their parent, having as yet no bivalve shell, no

abdomen, and only three pairs of limbs. The body is a
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transparent plate, reBembling the bowl of a spoon in

form, bnt ending in two points which carry pencils of

bristles. The large dark eye is conspicuous in front,

and tlie six jointed and bristled limbs jadiatc Ironi the

centre, projeeting stifHy on all sides. The second and

third pair are seen to be double, each givingoif abrancli,

which is pencilled with bristles like the principal stem.

We hare not yet done with these tiny Water-fleas.

The sediment at the bottom of this jar of water is quite

alive with a host of nimble atoms, some of which you
may see cr;n\ ling np the sides of the trlass. They are

quite distinct ironi either of the kinds we have been

examining, not only in details of structure, which is

more identical indeed than it seems at first sight, but in

habit ; for whereas tliey shoot to and fro through tJie

water with great force and rapidity, these can scarcely

swim at all
;

or, if they do, it is with comparative slow-

ness and much apparent effort
;
tliough over die smooth

side of their glass dwelling, or upon the stems of waters

jdants, they glide along with much ease and elegance,

by the quick vibrations of their pencilled feet

The form we are now contemplating is distingnished

by the name of Ct^pris^ a genus which contains a good
many British species. It is more completely inclosed

in a shell than even Lynccns^ and its envelope more
truly resembles the shell of a bivalve Mollusk, for the

valves are open for more than three-fourths of their cir-

cumference ; while the portion of the back that is united

is sufSciently elastic to allow of some degree of ezpan*

sion, thus answering the purpose of a hinge.

Kow look at the elegant little creature. Its most
jMominent feature is its two paire of antennte, one pro-

jecting forwards and curved upwards, the other down-
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wards. Both, consist of several transparent joints, and

arc tipped with long clear bristles; bat the pencils

which tip the upper pair arc specially c^racel'iil, being

as long as the ^vholc shell, exceedingly slender, beaiiti-

fally cnrved, and so transparent that they seem formed

of spnn glass.

Another pecnliarity is that there seems to be bnt

one ])air of legs, which terminate each in a hooked

spine. Yon now and then see these awkwardly tlirnst

out from beneath the hinder part of the shell, but loco-

motion is priucipolljr effected bj tiie pencilled antennae.

cmn.

There is, however, a second pair of legs, bat these do
not nsnallj make their appearance outside the shell,

being carved backwards to sustain the ovaries.

About thirty years ago an Irish naturalist, Dr. J.

Vaughan Thompson, announced a discovery, which,

oversetting conclusions previously received by all,

caused no little dissent and opposition, and gave rise to

a lengthened and wide spread controversy. A very

minute crustaceous animal was known, as inhabiting

the open sea, to which the name of Zoea had been given.
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It had scfisilo ejes, and was rciuurkable lor liaving a

Jong Bpine projecting from tlic face, and a elmilar one

standing np from the centre of the back. Another form

was known, which constituted the genns Jdegcdapa: in

whicli the body was broad, the eyes stalked, and the

abdomen projecting behind. Tliis was also smail, but

fioincwhat larger tlum the preceding.

Kobody suspected that these were other than inde-

pendent forms of animal life, distinct from each other,

and eqnalljr distinct from every known genus of C^rua-

taeea besides. It was supposed that no animal of this

class underwent metamorpliosis,—or that change of lorin

in different periods of life which distinguishes Insects :

but that these creatures retained tliruugli life the general

shape, slightly modified by dovelopmeut of parts and
organs, which they each displayed when hatched from

tlio egg.

But these conclusions were quite set -ftside by the

l)rilliaiit discovery of Thompson, that Zo' a and Mega-

lo^a were the saiue animal in dillereiit stages of exist-

ence ; and tliat, moreover, both wore but the early states

of well-known and familiar forms of larger CruHaeeo^

which therefore undergo a metamorphosis as complete

as that by which the caterpillar changes to a chrysalis,

and the chrysalis to a butterfly, and in every essential

point parallel to it.

In the Cove of Cork this naturalist met witli a con-

siderable number of Zoecis, which ho kept in captivity.

Some of these passed into the Megalopa form, which in

turn changed to the most abundant of om* larger Crw-
taeeoy the common Shore-crab (Oareinvsmosnas)* "Thus,

in its progress from the egg to its final development, the

Crab was proved to pass through two temporary coudi-
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tion8| wliicli had previously been regarded as types, not

ot ^nera only, bnt of ditlerent families ; and both strik-

ingly dissimilar from the group to which, in its perfect

state, it belongs.'^

I luivo not myself cxaiiiiued the transformations of

this species
;
but, as they have been well worked out,

and as the animal is so abundant everywhere on the

coast that you may easily verify what has been ol)-

served, I will cite you the elaborate account of Mr. R.

Q. Conch of Penzance, who has investigated the subject

with great skill, zeal, and success.

Having procured souie spcciiuens of tlic Shore-crab

laden with eggs, just ready for plieddinj^, ho goes on to

say,
—"these were transferred to captivity, placed in

separate basins, and supplied with sea-water; and in

about sixteen hours I had the gratification of finding

large numbers of the creatures alluded to above swim-

ming about with all the activity of young life. There

could be but little doubt that these creatures were the

young of tlic captive Crabs. In order, however, to se-

cure accuracy of result, one of the Crabs was removed

to another vessel, and supplied with filtered water, that

all insects might be removed ; bnt in about an hour the

same creatures were observed swimming about as be-

fore. To render the matter, if possible, still more cer-

tain, some of the ova were opened, and the embryos ex-

tracted ; but shortly afterwards I had the pleasure of

witnessing, beneath tlie microscope, the natural burst-

ing and escape of one precisely similar in form to those

found so abundantly in the water. Thus, then, there is

no doubt that these grotesque-looking creatures are the

young of the Carcinus mocnas ; but how diflFerent they

are from the adult need hardly be pointed out any fiu*-
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tlicr thou by refciTing to the fignre. When thej first

escape they rarely exceed half a line in length. The

body is ovoid, tho dorgal shield large and inllated
; on

its upper edge and about tlic middle is a long spine,

curved posteriorly, and rather longer than the diameter

of the body, tlioiigh it varies in length in different spe-

cimens ; it is hollow, and the blood may be seen circn-

lating through it. The upper portion of the body Is

sou or SnOBI-CBAB.

sap-green, and the lower semi-transparent. The eyes

are large, sessile, and situated in front, and the circnm-

ference of the pupil is marked with radiating lines. Tlie

lower margin of the shield is waved, and at its posterior

and lateral margin is a pair of natatory feet. Tlie tail

is extended, longer than the diameter of the shield ; and

is composed of five eqnal annulations, besides the ter-

minal one ; its extremity is forked, and the external
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angles arc long, slender, pointed, and attached to the

last annulatioii by joints. Between the oxtemal aogles,

aud on each side of the median line, are three lesser

spines, also attached to the last ring hj joints. Between

the eyes, and from near the edge of the shield, hangs a

long, stout, and somewhat compressed appendage,

^vhich, as the aiiiuial moves, is reflexed posteriorly be-

tween the claws. Under each eye is another append-

age, shorter, and slightly more compressed. The claws

are in three pairs ; each is composed of three joints, and

terminates in fonr long, slender, hair-like appendages.

These claws are generally bent on the body, bnt stand

in relief from it. If tlic animal 1)0 viewed in front, the

lower maririn of the dorsal shield will be found to be

waved into three semicircular festoons, the two external

of which are occnpied by the eyes, and between which

the middle one intervenes ; the general direction of the

claws will be seen to be at right angles to the body. As
the yonng lies inclosed within the membranes of the

egg, the claws are folded un each other, and the tail is

flexed on them so far as the margin of the shield, and,

if long enough, is reflected over the front of the shield

between the eyes. The doi-sal spine 5s bent backwards,

and lies in contact with the dorsal shield ; for the yonng,

when it escapes from the egg, is quite soft, bnt it rapidly

hardens and solidifies by the deposition of calcareous

I natter in what maybe called ilc skin. The progress of

tkiis solid iiication may be very beautifully observed by
watching the circulation in the doral spine. When the

creature has just effected its liberation from the egg,

the blood-globnles may be seen ascending to the apex

;

bnt as the consolidation advances, the circulation be*

comes more and more limited in its extent, and Is finally
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confined to the base. Those minute creatures, in this

earlj state of their existence, are natatory and wonder-

fully active. They are continually swimming from one

part of the vessel to the other, and when observed free

ia their native pools, are, if possible, even more active

BSCOXD STAGS OF SUOftS^CITAJI.

than when in confinement Their swimming is pro-

duced by continued flexions and extensions of the tail,

and by repeated beating motions of their claws ; this,

together with their grotesqiie-looking form?, gives them

a most extraordinary ajtpearancc when uiuler examina-

tion. As the shell becomes more solid tliev fret less ac-

tive, and retire to the sand at the bottom of the vessel,

to cast their shells, and acquire a new form. They are
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exceedingly delicate, and require great care and atten-

tion to convey them through the first stage ; for unless

the water be supplied very frequently and in great

abundance, they soon die.

*'Tlic second form of transmutatiou is cqiuilly as re-

markable as the. first, and quite as distinct from the

adult animal, la the species now under consideration

this second transformation is marked by the disappear"

ance of the dorsal spine ; the shield becomes flatter and
more depressed, die anterior portion more horizontal

and pointed, the tliree festoons having disappeared.

The eyes, from being sessile, are now elevated on foot-

stalks, the inira-orbital appendages become apparently

converted into antennoe. The claws undergo an entire

revolution ; the first pair become stouter than the others,

and are armed with a pair of nippers," the others being

simple ; " but the posterior pair are branched near the

base, and one of the branches ends in a bushy tuft. The
tail is greatly diminiBhod in its relative size and propor-

tions, and is fioinetimes partially bent under the body,

but is more commonly extended. This form is as nata-

tory as the first They are frequently found congregat-

ing around floating sea-weed, ^e buoys and strings of

the crab-pot marks, and other floating substances, both

near the shore and in deep water. Their general form

somewhat resembles a Galaihea?^^

Thus imder Mr. Couch's eye the Zoca had changed

to a Megalopa ; and this latter became after a short

time a Crab, in which were all the characters that be-

long to the crder to which the parent belongs ; but

not those of the genus, nor even of the family. Its

form bore a close resemblance to that of the Sargiisso

• Ckiniw. Poljt. 800.
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Grabs (€rrap8id<B) ; for the shield, instead of being

large and arched in front, and narrowed behind, was

nearly square, while the front was (takini^ in the eyes)

almost straiglit, the lateral angles much advaiieed.

This Cral), however, was still very minute ; aiul

many slougliings were before it. In the course of these

it was destined gradually to attain not only the dimen-

sions of its parents, but also their form. This, how-

ever, would be matter of development, rather than

VntBO tTAOB or SBOUHnUB.

metamorphosis : the lateral outlines of the shield would

more and more approach each other behind, while the

series of points that now belonged to these lateral out-

lines would become tlirown into the front marjrin,

which would by degrees assume an arched form, as

you may see in this figure of the adidt Grab.

Though Ica^ot at this moment show you speci-

mens of the Ca/reinu9 in its earlier stages, yet I have

here a good number of the Zocas of one of those inter-

mediate forms which are the eonncctin£r links between

the Crabs and Lobsters :—I mean GalatJi^a, The

adult animal is of a broad squat form, sometliing like

what you might suppose a Lobster to be, if it had been

flattened between two stones, without being actually
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destroyed. "Wchavc two or tlireo specie?, one of wliieb

is adorned with brilliant scarlet and azure paintinir.s
;

but I cannot tell to which of them all this infant form

belongs.

Yon perceiye that tliere is a general similaritj be-

tween these transparent little creatnres, and the Zoea

described by Mr. Conch ; bnt there are js^eat differ-

ences in detail. The glassy shield or carapace shoots

out iu front in a still', indexible, very fragile spine.

ADtTLT SnOU-CBAB.

Tills is perfectly straight, and nearly thrice the length

of the whole Bhield. It is beset, on various lines on its

surface, with short slender spinules jointed to slioulder-

like angles, and not serratnrcs. Its interior is perio-

rated by a canal, which dilates and narrows irregularly.

The carapace posteriorly is semi-oval, projecting a trans-

parent convex vault far over the part where the ab-

10
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domen is attached to it, as is seen when the latter bends

down. Its extremit}^ gradually tapers into two straight,

sub-parallel, stiff spines, about as long as the carapace

itself, each teriniiiatiiig in a hooked point.

Tlie abdomen ends in a spinous plate, which is very

elegantly lozenge-shaped, and beset with spines. Each
of the two latero-posterior edges of the lozenge is cut

into six rectangnlar teeth, and each tooth bears on its

hinder face a \oug spine articulated to it, and most del-

icately plumose all along its sides. Tlie hindermost

pair of spiucs are short, and are set close together, side

by side. Besides these jointed spines, each lateral

angle of the caudal lozenge-shaped tail-plate projects

into a spine-like tooth.

Though the individuals before us are all in the same
state as to the stage of their development, there is

some ditierence in size, indicating, doubtless, a corre-

sponding diversity in age. AVe will isolate a few of the

largest, and put them into a glass trough for ndcro*

scopical examination.

The largest, during the few minutes which I have

occupied in the process of dipping them out, has under-

gone a metamorphosis. You observed that, alter skip-

ping about the trougli for a few moments, it sank quietly

to the bottom, where it lay on its back ; the next thing

that you see is a much more erab-like animal, more
opaque, redder, much larger^ but lying on its back in

the very spot where a moment bdTore yon had seen a
Zaea ; while close by it lies the transparent filmy Bkin

whieh has been east off.

The new animal is evidently now in its final state,

needing only development of its parts, which it would
obtain, if in ^eedom, by succesdve moults, to acquire

the adult form.
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If we now submit tlic cxuviaj in detail to a i)owcr

of 220 diameters, we shall obtain some interesting

views of the stmctnre. The slongh of the ejes in par-

ticular presents one of the most exquisite objects that

jon can behold. They are somewhat pearnshapcd,

with the facetted portion well deHiittl. It is the ap-

])earanee of these facets, varying according as the per-

fectly hexagonal outline of each or tlie smooth and

glossy conyexity comes into focns, that is so peculiarly

charming.

Betuming now to the examination of one of the liv-

ing ZoeaSy you perceive that the three pairs of pencilled

liinl)ri do not represent any of the time legs ; for the

transparency of the integuments allowing the interior

to be clearly seen, and the organs of the imago being

matured and just ready for sloughing, you discern, with

the most beautiful distinctness, the fingered claws

(short and stumpy, it is true, as compared with their

perfect tunn in tlie newly freed imago) folded down
upon the breast witliin the skin, the second pair as

large as these, and traces of others beneath tlieni,—all

these forming two great projecting lobes. Slightly

movable, beneath the thorax of the Zoee^ and oc^

cupying a bulk nearly equal to that of the whole

shidd.

The circulation of the blood is beautifully clear.

The pellucid colourless globules clia^e each other by
starts to and fro, as the eye rests on the outgoing or

returning current. It is distinct in some parts where

you would scarcely have looked for it ; as all over the

lozenge plate of the tail, in the interior of the eyes,

throughout the posterior sj>inc5 of tlic shield, and the

frontal spine. But besides, and apparently indcpen-
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doTit of \hv. circulation, there is ti singular futiifonu

vessel in tlic latter segments of the abdomen penetrat-

ing the tail-plate, on the ventral side. This vessel, now
and then, at irregular intervals, dilates jqnicklj and
closes ; the wave proceeding 'upward toward the bead,

' bnt only for a short distance, and unattended with any

impulse to the blood-globules. The nature of this

vessel, and its use in the economy of the infant Crab, 1

can in no wise explain.
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CHAPTER xn.

BABNACLEB.

You cannot liave wandered lunong the rocks on oni

southern or western coasts, when the tide is out, with*

out having ohserred that their whole surface) up to

a certain level (often very precisely dulined), is rongh-

ciied with an iiiiiumerabjc 7iuiltitude of little brownish

cones. 1£ you have ever thought it worth while to

examine tliein with more care, you have seen that,

crowded as they are, so thickly that frequently they

crush each other out of their proper form and pro-

portions, they are all constructed on the same model.

Each cone is seen to be a little castle, built up of stony

plates that lean towards each other, but which leave

an oriiice at the top. "Within this opening, provided

the castle be tenuated by a living inhabitant, you see

two or three other pieces joined together in a pecu-

liar manner, which are capable of separating, but

which, when brought together, effectually close up all

ingress.

Perhaps you liave never pushed your investigations*

farther than this, having a courteous respect for the

feelings of the inmate, which has prevented your in*

truding on a privacy so recluse. But I hare been less

considerate; many a time hare I applied the steel
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chisel and hammer to the solid Tock, and having cat

off some projecting piece or angle, have transferred it,

all covered with its stony eonoB, to the interior of a

ghiss tank of sea-water, for more intimate acquaintance

with the little builders at leisure.

These are Barnacles {Bakmidcp). Such a colony

I have now in mj possession, which I will submit to

yoii, for they present a beautiful and highly interest-

ing spectacle, when engaged in their ordinary employ-

ment of fishing for a subaibtence. And not only so,

but I have living ppeeimens of a much larger and finer

species than the common one,—the J^alanvs parentmy

whoso castle stands an inch or more in height. Tlie

structure, however, and habits are prettj much the

same in both.

Without disturbing the busy fishers, then, just take

your seat in front of this tank, and with a lens before

your eye, watch tlie colony which is seated on that

piece of stone, close to the glass side. From one and

another, eyezy instant, a delicate hand is thrust forth,

and presently withdrawn. Fix your attention on some

one conveniently placed for observation. It is now
closed ; but in a moment, a slit opens in the valves

within the general orifice, dis[)hiyinL^ a black lining

with pale blue edges ; it widens to an oval ; the pointed

valves are projected, and an apparatus of delicate

curled filaments is thrust quickly out, expanding and
uncurling as it comes, to the form of a fan ; then in an
instant more the tips of all the threads fi^m. curl up,

the threads collapse, and the whole apparatii- is (piickly

withdrawn, and disa|>pL'ars beneath the closing valves.

The next moment, however, they re-opon, and the

little hand of delicate fingera makes another grasp, and
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of activity endures.

Now, l)y putting tliis specimen into a glass trougli,

and placing it under a low power of the niieroscope,

wc bhall sue what aa exquisite pieee uf mechanism it

is. The little Imnd consists of tweaty-four long fingers,

of the most delicate tennitj, each composed of a great

number ofjoints, and much resembling in this respect

the antennffi of a Beetle. These fingers snrrotmd the

nioutli, which is |)laced at the bottom of the sort of im-

perfect funnel formed by their divergence. They re-

solve themselves into six pairs of ai*ms, for each one is

branched from the basal joint, dividing into two equal

and similar portions. Those nearest the mouth are the

shortest, and each pair increases regularly in length to

the most distant, which are the central pair when the

hand is extended. Each division of cadi ui" this loncrest

and most extensile i)air comprises, in the specimen be-

fore us, thu*ty-two joints, while the shortest consists of

about ten, the intermediate ones being in proportion ; so

that the whole apparatus includes nearly iive hundred

distinct articulations, a wonderful provision for flexi-

bility, seeing that every joint is worked by its own
pro])er system of muscles.

^foreover, every separate joint is furnished witli its

own system of spinous haire, wliich are doubtless deli-

cate organs of touch, since it lias been established that

the hairs with which the shelly coats of Oruskusea are

studded, pass through the substance of the latter, and

communicate with a pulpy mass, richly supplied with

nerves, whicli lines the shell.* These hairs proiect at

a more or less wide angle from the axis of the linger-

* Proc Eojal Soeioty, iz. 215.
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MA
like filament, and ore ^i idnatcd in length; and what

is very striking, as illustrating the exquisite workman-

ship of tlic Divine liand, tlic

hairs tlicnisulves iwo cuin})OUiHl

striictiu'es; for under a high

power they seem to be composed

of numerous joints—an illusory

appearance probably, what look

like ioints Ijcinir rather siiccos-

sivc sliouMors, or projections and

constrictions of the outliuc

—

while each Bhonhlcr carries a
whorl of finer spines, lying near-

ly ly close to the main hair, and
scarcely deviating from its gen-

eral direction. This barl)ed

structure of the hairs is cliiclly

seen towards their attenuated

extremities.

And now do you ask—^What is the object of this

elaborate contrivance, or rather series of contrivances f

I answer—^It is the net with which the fisher takes his

food—it is his means of livinij. You luive seen that

tlie animal has no power of pursuing prey : he is im-

movably fixed to the walls of his castle which is im-

movably fixed to the solid rock. He is compelled

therefore to subsist on what passes his castle, and on
what he can catch as he 45its in liis doorway and casts

his net at random.

You saw, also, with what a regular i)erseverancc

the casts were made ; and now that you have examined
in detail the construction of the net, you are prepared

to appreciate its fitness for the work assigned to it
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Its extreme flexibility, produced hj the nuinber of its

joints, enables the fingers of the hand, or the threads

of the net (which you will) to stretch out or to curl up
alternately, while the nuniher of the diverOTit finsrers

enables the auiinal to grasp a comparatively large bulk

of water in those curling organs. These, then, form a

sieve ; the water passes through the interstices of the

flngerS} while the tiny atoms of solid matter, or the

equally minute animalcules that constitute the food of

the Ijarnacle, are sifted uut, and'detaiiicd by the lingers,

which curling inward carry whatever is captured to

the mouth.

But see how greatly the perfection of the instru-

ment is enhanced by the projecting hairs with which

every one of the numerous joints is beset. These,

standing out at right angles (or nearly so) to the direc-

tion of the finger, meet their fellows from the joints of

the next finger, and erossini^ tlieir points, fill the inter-

stices with an innumerable series of finer meshes,—

meshes of snch delicacy tliat it is next to impossible that

any organized body inclosed in the given area ehould

escape.

But there is more in them than merely this minute

and wide-spread ramification. TIrv are, as we Lave

seen, organs of touch ; bo that the net has not only the

mechanical power of capture, common to an inanimate

cast-net which a human fisher uses, but is endowed

with the most exquisite sensibilil^ in every part. The
slightest contact of an animalcule in the indosed water

with one of those thousands of sensitive hairs, com-

muni ates instantly an impression to the sensorimn,

and a consciousness of the fact to the Barnacle; who

is thus, without doubt, able with the quickness of

10*
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thongbt to close the fingers together at that part, and

thus secure the victim.

To make use of the prey thus secured, the Barnacle

is furuifihed with a mouthy which can be protruded

into a sort of wart, and is provided with a distinct lip

bearing minute palpi, and three pairs ofjaws, of which

the two outer are homy and toothed, while the inner-'

most is soft and flesliv.

Fixed and immoveable as the Barnacles arc in their

adult and final stage, they have passed by metamor-

phosis through conditions of life in which they were

actiye roving little creatures, endowed with the power

of swimming freely in the wide sea. In this condition

they present the closest resemblance to familiar forms

of Cnistacca, as you will perceive when you examine

some specimens of the larvae that I am able to show

you.

I have in one of my tanks an individual of the fine

and large Barnacle, Balantia porcaim^ which for sev-

eral days past, has been at intervals throwing out from

the orifice of its shell dense clouds of atoms, which

form coni|)act columns reachin£? from the animal to the

surface of the water. One of these cloudy columns,

when examined with a lens, is seen to be composed

of thousands of dancing creatures resembling the

Water-fleas that we lately examined. Tliey main-

tain a vivacious motion, and yet at the same time

keep their associalion and the general form of the

column.

Taking out a few of the dancing atoms, and isolat-

ing them in this glass stage-cell, wo see that they have

exactly the figure, appearance, and character of the

young of the common Cycles, so that you would,
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, without hositation, if jou knew Bothing of their pa*

rentage, aesign them to that well-known gennB. Their

movements are almost incessant, a series of jerking

progressions performed by (piick but a])]>arently labo-

rious flappings of the limbs, right and left together.

They occasionallj rest from their exertions for a few

moments^ but seem to have no power of alighting on.

any object.

Bat in order to obtain a more precise idea of the

structure of this tiny creature, Ave must inaiiage to

restrain its liberty a little, by ap2)lyiMg gentle jiressuro

with the compressorium, just suthcieut to confine it

without hurting it. Tlio body is inclosed in a broad

carapace, shaped much like a heraldic shield, but very

convex on the back, and terminating behind in a slen-

der point or spine, which is cut into minute teeth along

the edges. Below this shield is seen the body, with

tim e pairs of legs, a great proboscis in the middle

l>ointing downwards and backwards, and the anal fork,

which consists of a bulbous base and two diverging

points, which project behind under the spine of the

shield.

The legs are exclusively swimming organs
;
they

have no |)rovision lor grasping, no claws or hooks, nor

do tliey ai>pear to be capal>le of being used for crawl-

ing on the ground or for climbing among the sea-weeds.

Tliey are fringed along one edge with long and stout,

but somewhat flexible spines, of which those that are

nearest the trunk seem more rigid, and are directed

more at right angles to the limb than the rest. The
legs arc lurmcd of many imperfect joints, and the

feccuiid and third paii's are double from the basal joint

outwards, while the lirst pair arc simple. In the fore
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part of tlio body a large eyo is placed, deep-seated,

which is of a roandish form, and is intensely black,

both by reflected and transmitted light. On ihe snm-

mit of the forehead are placed a pair of thick flexible

lioru-like organs, which arc abruptly bent in tlic mid-

dle, and wliich I believe represent the first pair of

Antcnnie. This then is the iirst stage of the Barnacle,

—the form under which it appears when it is hatched

from the egg.

Among the innltitndes which have been cvolyed

dui'ing these last few days, and wliich are now swim-

TOUXO or BAXXACU.

ming at large in the tank, we may bo able to detect

some that have passed through their first stage, and
having moulted their skin have attained a more ad-

vanced form. Here is one, which 1)y its superior size

seems to have made some lu-oi^rcss towards maturitv.

Yes, here are more. These arc evidently in their
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second stage. Tliero is an increase in Icngtii ; for

whereas the former was only jji ath of an inch in length,

these haye attained to a length of ^^^th of an inch.

Yet this increase is observable in no other dimension

than that of total length, and this is dne to the devel-

opmeiit of the teriiiinal spine of the sliield, wliich is

now much produced, and cut into minute teeth. The
anal fork is also attenuated, lengthened, and bent

abruptly downward at the base, where it is very mo-
bile ; another bend in the middle tlirowing the extrem-

ity into the horizontal again. The delicatdy mem-
branous ponch-like proboscis is more •clearly seen be-

neath the breast, the extremity of which is directed

]>ackwards. In front of this organ there arc two de-

curved very mobile bristles, set on pedicles, the whole

closely resemliling the internal antennse in the higher

Cfrustaeea, The lateral horns or external antennsB

appear to tenninate in a voiy delicate brush of hairs,

which does not seem to be protrusile.

Tlic little animals in this state swim, generally,

hack downward
;
though they frequently absumc a

perpendicular position, both direct and reversed. I see

them now occasionally resting on sea-weeds and Diaio^

maoecBf though the limbs seem even worse fitted than

before for crawling, since the spines or bristles with

which they are fringed are much increased in length,

especially on tlie third pair.

A specimen nearly twice as large as this last aflTords

us an opportunity of tracing the Barnacle to another

point of its transformations. The modifications are

chiefly in the proboscis and the anal fork. The foi-mer

now points ^ectlj downwards, is furnished with a

pair of minute spines on its anterior side, and witih a
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terminal hook; while its posterior side is set with

strong yibrating cilia. The anal fork is greatly in-

creased in dimensions, has its edges armed with spines

articulated to its surface, and is marked with longi-

tudinal lines 'wliieli i cscmble cormgations. The under-

surtace of the bodjr is also much corrugated trans-

versely.

In the first moult the spine of the shield was greatly

increased, the size of the body itself remaining station-

ary ; in the seond moult the ratio is reversed, the bod}-

Iia.s largely increased, but the spine is nearly in statu

qiio.

We cannot follow the mctamorj^liosis any farther

by personal observation, but from the researches of

others, and especially of Mr« Darwin, we know that

other stages have to be passed before the iinal fixed

condition is attained. As yet no appreciable advance

has been made, by either of the tw(j luoultiiig.-- w liieli

we have traced, from the free, jerking, dancing Water-

fiea that was first hatched, towards the sessile Bar-

nacle inclosed in its shelly cone of several valves,

and firmly fixed to the solid rock ; and we are yet

at a loss to imagine how such a change can be ef-*

fected.

J^or is the matter apparently liclpcd by the next

moult : foi t hou Ml there now ensues a sfreat chanirc of

form, it does not seem to resemble the adult Barnacle

much (if at all) more than before. If described with-

out reference to its parentage, it would still be con-

sidered an Entomostracons Crustacean, or Water-flea,

but removed to another Tribe. It represents, in fact, a

(7^m/*the body with its iVingud limbs being now

* See figare on page 209.
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included within two convex valves, like those of a

mussel or other luvaU e shell, cither iinite<l by ;i hinge

along the back, or rather suldered together there, S(j as

only to allow a slight opening and closing by the elas-

ticity of their Bubstance. The fore part of the head is

now greatly enlarged, as are also the antenna^ which
project from the shell. The single eye is separated into

two, which arc large and attached to the outer arms of

two bent prueesscs which are placed within the body,

in the form of the letters UU. The legs are increased

by the addition of two pairs^ and these arc doubly

bent in a zig-zag form, and can be protruded from be-

tween the valves.

It is a highly enrions fact that the infant Bsmaclo
has thus passed through two distinct types of animal

life, tlie CyrlopH and the Cyprif^. These arc not one

typo in diU'crcnt fitagL'>, as might be reasonably pre-

Btmicd. The young of Dophnia and of Cydapa arc so

much alike, that it would bo natural to presume the

young of Cypris to be of the same form ; in which

case, we should have in the young Barnacle merely the

first and second stagci^ of (Ji/pr'/s. liut it is not so.

Cypvis does not pass through the Cfflapa form at all

;

for, according to Jurine, the young when hatched haire

the appearance of the peifect animal, though varying

a little in the shape of tiieir shells.

It is in this second form, which may bo considered

the pupa of the Barnacle, that the animal quits its free

roving life, and bvcomes a fixture for the rumuiiider of

its days. And tliis is a most wonderful process ; so

wonderful, that it would be utterly incredible, but that

the researches of Mr. Darwin have proved it incontcst-

ably to be the means by which ihe wisdom of God has
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oidaincd that the little Water-iiea should be trans-

formed into a stony Acorn Barnacle.

Haying selected a smtable place for fixing its resi-

dence—sncli as those massiye rocks which snstaui the

impetuous billows on our sca-wom coasts—the great

jn-ojccting antennjB manifest a new and unprecedented

fimctioD. Glands situated at their base secrete a tena-

cious glue, which, being poured out in great profu-

sion, cements the whole front of the head to the rock,

including and concealing the antcnnsd themselTes. The
cement rapidly sets under water, and the animal is

henceforth immovable.

It now moults its skin once more. Another j^reat

change takes place ; the bivalve i&liell is thrown off, as

are also the eyes with their bent supports, and it is

seen to be a true Barnacle, though as yet of minute

dimensions, and with its yalves in a Tery nidimentary

condition. It is now the representative of a third typo

ariiung the Crustacean forms, for it is in effect a Stoma-

pod ; such as the Opossum Shrimp {Mysis)^ for ex-

ample, with the shield composed of several pieces,

stony in texture, on account of the great development

of their calcareous element, and so modified in form as

to make a low cone the legs (become the drri^ or what
I have ahove called the " fingers") made to perform

their movements backwards instead of forwards, and

the whole abdomen reduced to an almost invisible

point.

Marvellous indeed are these facts. If such changes

as these, or anything approaching to them, took place

in the history of some familiar domestic animal—if

the horse, for instance, was invariably born ujider tlio

form of a fish, passed through several modifications of
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tliis form, imitating the shape of the porch, then the

j>ike, then the eel, by Buccessivc castings of its skin

;

thea by another sliift appeared as a bird, and then,

glueing itself by its forehead to some Btone, with its

fbct in the air, threw off ita coTenng once more, and

became a foal, which then gradually grew into a horse

;

—or if some veracious traveller, some Livingstone or

i>ai ill, were to tell lis that siicli processes were tlie in-

variable conditions under which some beast of burden

largely used in the centre of Africa passed,—should wo
not think them very wonderful ? Yet they would not

be a whit more wonderful in this Bup]>osed case than in

the case of the Bamade^ in whose histoiy they are

constantly exhibited in millions of individuals, and

have been for ages,—even in creatures so common that

we cannot take a walk beneath our sea-cUfis, without

treading on them by hundreds I
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CHAPTER XilT.

8PIDEB8 AND XITBa.

Spiders, I am sure, are not faTOttrites with yoii.

"With the exception of the puor prisoiur in tlic Bastile,

who had succeeded in taming a ^^])ider—llie only crea-

ture besides himself that inhabited his dungeon— do

not think I havo ever heard of any one who loved or

admired Spiders, moraHy, Yet, physically, we may
nnd much to admire in them, as not a few naturalists

have done before ns ; there are men wlio have devoted

their lives to tlnj study of this imamiablc race, and

who have discovered in them the same wondrous

skill, and the same perfect adaptation of organ to func-

tion, of structure to habit, that mark all God's work8»

whether we think them pretty or ugly, amiable or re-

pulsive.

I am going to show you some of these pieces of

mcchauiani. Kemomher that tlie whole tribe is sent

into the world to perform one business,—they are com-

xnissioned to keep down what would otherwise be a
" plague of flies." They are fly-butchers by profession

;

and jnst as our beef-* and mutton-butchers have their

slaughter-house, their steel, their knives, their pole-axe,

their hooks, so arc these little slaughterers furnished

with nets and traps, with caves, with fangs, and hooks,
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and poison-bags, ready for their constant work. They
have, in fact, nothing else to do : their whole lives are

spent ill slaughtering—with the exception of rearing

fresh gener.'itionB of Bhuii^hterers—and I Euiipose they

think, and arc intended to think, of notliing else.

I was one day in an omnibns, in the comer of which

sat a butcher. Presently a man got in, whose bine

gingham coat indicated the same trade. He seated

himself opposite the other, and the two were soon in

conversation. " lJu you know Jackson ? " says A.

"No," says B; "where dr>cs Itf plaui^Lttr
?
" Tlie

reply gave mo a new idea ; lie evidently considered

that " slanghtering " was the only occnpation worthy

of a man, and therefore the only one worthy of man's

thought. Spiders are jnst the same. If an Epeira met
a Cluhiona^ probahly the first interchange of civilities

would be something like—" Where do you .slaughter?"

" Ko one," says Professor Tiyiner Jones, "who
looks at the annature of a Spiders jaws can mistake

the intention with which this terrible apparatus was

planned. ^ Mnrder' is engraved legibly on eveiy piece

that enters into its composition." But surely the Pro-

fessor is rather severe. I do not think this paragraph

was written on an autuiun iiinrniiiir, wlien the flies had

driven him out of bed prematurely early, by incessantly

alighting on his nose ; nor on coming homo from a
summer evening's walk through the marsh, when
clouds of singing and stinging gnats had been the only

objects of cognisance to sight, hearing, and fooling. If

so, he would have been ready to pronounce " killing no

murder," and have blessed the slaughtering Spiders as

pursuing a most praiseworthy and useful occupation.

Circumstances change opinions.
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Wc will not th^ touch the moral question ; but

just look at this apparatus from the head of one of our

common Spiders {OltAiona atrosS)^ a long-legged and

swift species, that builds a compact cloth-like web in

our ont-houscs, with a gallery open at each end for re-

treat in danger. The specimen is a part of the slough

or cast skin, which you may always find in the neigh-

bourhood of such a web ; and it is particularly suitable

for examination, because it is sloughed in the most per-

fect condition ;
every part, the fangs, the palps, the

legs witli all their joints, the coniea3 of the eyes, the

entu'e nkiii witli every hair,—all are here, and all in

fdkty with a cleanness and translucencv wliich it would

require much skill in dissection to obtain, if we cap*

tared a living Spider for our purpose.

There are in front of the head two stout brown or-

gans, which are the representatives of the antennte in

insects
;
though very much modi tied both in form and

function. They are here the effective weapons of

attack. Each consists of two joints : the basal one,

which forms the most conspicuous portion of the organ,

and the terminal one, which is the fang. The former

is a thick hollow case, somewhat cylindrical, but flat-

tened sidewise, funned of stiff cLitine, covered with mi-

nute transverse ridges on its whole suiface, like tlie

marks left on the saud by the rippling wavelets, and

studded with stout coarse black hair* Its extremity is

out off obliquely, and forms a furrow, the edges of

which are beset with polished conical points resembling

teeth.

To the upper end of this furrowed case is fixed by a

hinge-joint tlie fang, which is a curved claw-like organ,

formed of hard chitine, and consistmg of two parts, a
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swollen oval base, wliieli is liiglily polisbcii, and a moro

slender tip, the surface of wliieli Ims a silky lustre,

from being covered with very Hue and close-set lougi*

tadinal gFOOves* This whole organ fallB into the farrow

of the basal joints when not in nse, exactly as ihe blade

of a clasp-knife shuts into the haft ; but when the ani-

uiai is excited, either to defend itself or to attack its

prey, the fang becomes stitHy erected.

By turning the object on its axis, and examining

the extreme tip of the fang, we see that it is not

bronght to a fine point, but that it has the appearance

of having been cnt off slant-wise just at the tip ; and

that it is tnbnlar. 'Now this is a provision for the

speedy inlUction of death upon the victim ; for both

the faug and the tliick basal joint are permeated by a

slender membranous tube, which is the poison duct,

and which terminates at th6 open extremity of the

former, while at the other end it commnnicates with a
lengthened oval sac where the venom is secreted. This

of coiu'se wo do not see here, for it is not sloughed with

the exuviop, bnt retained in the interior of the body

;

bat in life it is a sac, extending into the cephnlo-ihorax

—as that part of the body which carries the legs is

called—and covered with spiral folds produced by
the arrangement of the fibres of its contractOe tissue.

When the Spider attacks a fly, it plunges into its

victim the two fangs, the action of which is downwards,

and not from right to left, like that of the jaws of In-

sects. At the same instant a drop of poison is soci'eted

in each gland, which, oozing through the duct, escapes

from the perforated end of the fang into thewound, and

rapidly produces death. The fangs are then clasped

down, carrying the prey, which they powerfully press
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against the toothed edges of the stout basal piece, hj
which means the natritive fluids of the prej are pressed

out, and taken into the

t^i^^©^^^^^^ V mouth, when the dried and

coming red as far around tho perforations as the emitted

In the slough, the upper surface of the cephalo-

thorax is always detached as a thin plate, convex out-

wardlj, concave inwardly. As it is upon the front

portion of this division of the body that the eyes are

situate, the slougli displays these 'svltli great clearness

and beauty beneath the microscope. Here you may
see them. Tlie whole slough frum its tbiniioss is semi-

pellucid, but tlie eyes transmit the light with brilliance^

not however as if tiiey were simple round holes, because

you can discern very manifestly a bemispherical glassy

coat, by which it is refracted.

It is, liowever, wlien we examine the forehead of ii

living or recently killed Fpider, that we see the eyes to

advantage In this example of the same species {Club-

iona ai/rox\ you sec them, lilcc polished globes of dia-

mond, sunk into the solid skin of the head. Their form

is unimpeachably perfect, and the reflection of li^t

from their surface most brilliant.

The arrangement of these lustrous eves is worthy of

attention. They arc generally eight in number in

Spiders, but their relative position varies so much, as to

The poison is of an acid

I
nature, as experiments

f performed with irritated

spiders prove; litmus-pa-

per pierced by them be-

empty skin is rejected.

Mvo or anoD.

fluid spreads
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aflord good characters by which naturalists have

grouped them in genera. In tlic CIuhlona which we

-

have been examining, they arc ph\ced in two nearly

straight transverse rows on the forehead ; but as this

surface is convex, it follows that the axis of every eye

points in a diflcrent direction from that of its fellows.

In Epcira, on the other hand,—represented by our

great Garden Spider so commonly seen in the centre

ETE or SriDEB.

of its perpendicular web, on shrubs and in comers of

our gardens,—the four middle eyes form a square, and

the two lateral ones on each side arc placed in contact

with each other.

It is interestinjx to remark that their arranc^cmcnt is

not arbitary, but is ancillary to the varvinc: instincts

and wants of the dilYerent kinds. On this subject I

will quote to you what Professor Owen says :
—" Tlic

position of the four median ones is the most constant

;

they generally indicate a square or trapezium, and may
be compared with the median ocelli in hexapod insects.

The two, or the two pairs of lateral ocelli may be corn-
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pared with the compomid eyes of insects ; the anterior

of tlicsc lias usually a down^vard aspect, whilst the

posterior looks backwards ; tlic variety in the arrange-

xaent of the ocelli of Spiders always bears a constant

relation to the general conformation and habits of the

spedes. Dnj^s has obserred that those Spiders which

hide m tabes or lurk in obscure retreats^ either under-

ground orm the holes or fissures of walls or rocks,

from wliicli tliey only emerge to geizc a ])assii)g prey,

have their eyes aggre'jnted in a close group in the middle

of the forehead, as in the JBird-spider, the Cloiho^ ifcc.

The Spiders which inhabit short tubes terminated by a

large web exposed to the open air, have the eyes sep-

arated, and more spread upon the front of the eephalo-

thorax. Those Spiders which rest in the centre of a

free web, and along uliieli they frequently traverse,

have the eyes supported on slight prominences which

permit a greater divergence of their axes; this struc-

tuie is well marked in tlie genus Thomim^ the species

of which lie in ambuscade in flowers. Lastly, the

spiders called Mrrantes^ or wanderers, have thehr eyes

still more scattered, the lateral ones being placed at the

margins of the eephalo-thorax." *

The Bliiniiig hemis])hero (or nearly a sphere) is in

each case covered with a thick cornea, a continuation

of the skin, perfectly transparent, and throwing off its

outer coats successively in the process of moulting,

like that of the rest of the body. The centre of its

inner surface is deeply excavated for the reception of a

crystalline lens, which is globular in form, and which

rests behind on the front surface of a heniispherical vit-

roouB body, without sinking into it The space between

• Comp. Anal^ 2} p. 451.
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this body and the side of the lens forms a ring-like

channel which is filled with an aqueous humour, and

into this projects a circular process of the thick pigment-

coat, which corresponds to the choroid, thus defining

the pupil of the eye, and at the same tune confining

the lens to its proper situation. The margin of this

pigmeilt-riiig may be considered as an iris, and is of

various colours, as red, green, or brown in those species

which are active by daylif};lit, while it is black at the

back of the eye. The nocturnal species liave no dark

pigments, but are furnished with a curtain (tajfetim)^

which reflects a brilliant metallic lustre, and makes the

eyes of these Spiders glare in the twilight, like those

of cats.

It will be interesting to couipare with this range of

cvcji, the sauic orirana in a kindred animal, the com-

mon Harvestman (l^halamj'mm camutum), Ilere in

the centre of the cephalo-thorax rises a short pillar,

which is crowned with two rows of conical points, with

polished black tips. On each side of the pillar is a

large black eye, hemispherical in form, and brilliantly

glossy, exactly resembling, indeed, those which wo
have just examined. There are, however, only tliis

single pair which thus look out laterally, exactly like

the eyes of Birds. There is, indeed, a speck on eadi

side of the thorax, considerably remoTed from the eye-

pillar, just above the origin of the first pair of legs,

which has been mistaken for an eye ; but it is truly a

spiracle, or breathing hole.

There are many other points of interest about this

Harvestman, such as the conical spines which stud the

head, body, and limbs ; the multitude of small bead-

like joints into which the foot {tarsus) is divided ; and
11
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in particular the Lammer-like form of the modified an-

tennsBy which bend abruptly downwards^ and have

pincer-tipfl. These are highly onrious, and yon may
exaniiiiL' them at your leisure j hut fur the prefeeut we
will return to our Spiders.

Ever since those mythic times when Arachne eon-

tendod with Hincrva for supremacy in needle-work,

and was changed, for her pains, into a spider, onr little

spinnerB have been famons {Spider= &p\mi) for their

matchless achievements in thread. And still their in-

dustrious art is plied everywhere around us—in onr

chambers, in our windows, iu our cellarB, in our walls,

in onr gardens, in waste and desert phir cs, and even

nnder water. But yon shall hear what Professor Owen
says on the degree and mode in which Spiders exercise

tlieir singular secreting faculty, which varies con

siderably in tlio different species. Some, as tlie Clab-

ionWj line witli ^ilk a conical or cylindrical retreat,

formcHi, pcrlia]>:^, of a eoiled-up leaf, and having an

outlet at both extremities, from one of which may issue

threads to entrap their prey. Others, as the SegeiiricBf

fabricate a silken burrow of five or six inches in lengtli,

in tlie cleft of an old wall. The Mygale eementaria

lines a sul)terrancK>us Inirrow with the same substance,

and nianufaetures a elose-litting trap-door of cemented

earth, lined with silk, and so attached to the entry of

the borrow as to I'all down and cover it by its own
weight, and which the inmate can keep close shut by
means of strong attached threads.

"Tlie arrangement of Spiders hy H. Walckenaer

into iainilies, characterised by their habits, places iho

principal varieties of their webs in a very concise point

of view.
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" The Oursorcs, SaltatoreSy and LaterigradWy niako

no webs: the first catch tlicir prej by swift x>iir8ait;

the second qkring upon their prey by insidious and
agile leaps ; the third nm, crab-like, sideways or back*

wards, and occasionally throw out adhesive threads to

entrap their i>rej. Tlie Latel/incolo! hide iu biirrowa

in iissurcs, which they line with a web. Tlie Tuhlcoloi

inclose themselves in a silken tube, strengthened ex-

ternally by leaves or other foreign substances. The

NidM(B weave a nest whence issue threads to entrap

their prey. The FilUdm are remarkable for the long

threads of silk which they pj^read about in the places

where they prowl in qnest of prey. The LapUt lib spin

great webs of a close texture, like liiuni nocks, and wait

for the insects that may be entangled therein. The

OrbUdm spread abroad webs of a regular and open

texture, either circular or spiral, and remain in the

middle, or on one side^ in readiness to spring npon an

entangled insect. Hie JRetitel^B spin webs of an open

mesh-work and of an irregular furiii, and remain in the

middle or on one side, to seize their prey. Lastly, tlie

AquUdm spread their silken filaments under water, to

entrap aquatic insects.

^< The silken secretion of Spiders is not applied only

to the formation of a warm and comfortable dwelling

for themselves, or of a trap for their prey ; it is often

employed to master the struggles of a resisting insect,

which is bound round by an extemporary filament,

spun for the occasion, as by a strong cord. It forms

the aeronautic filament of the young migratory brood.

It serves to attach the moultmg Hydr€ushna to an

aquatic plant by the anterior part of the body, when it

struggles to withdraw itself from its exuvium. Lastly,
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51 Softer auJ more silken kind of web is prepared for

the purpose of receiving the eggs, and to serve as a
nest for the young." *

The silk with which these varionfl fabrics are eon-

fitracted is a thick^ yiscoiUy transparent liqnid, much
like a solntion of gum arabic, which hardens qnickly

on exposure to the air, bnt can meanwhile be drawn
out into tliread. So far. it iigrees with the silk of the

silk^vorlll and other caterpillars ; but the apparatus by
which it is secreted, and that by which it is spun, are

both far more complex and elaborate than those of the

latter. Generally speaking, there are three pairs of

spinnerets, or external organs, through which the

threads are produced, but in some few cases there are

only two pairs, and in others, as the Garden Spiders

(Epeira\ the hindmost pair seem to be united into a

single spinneret. Tliese are always situated at the

hinder extremity of the body, and I will show them to

you presently. First, however, I will describe the in-

ternal apparatus—^the source of the threads.

The glands which secrete the gummy fluid are

placed ill the midst of the abdominal viscera, and in

some instances—as in the female of Epflra fuHciata^

a species which makes a remarkably largo web—they

occupy about a quarter of the whole bulk of the ab-

domen. Abont five different kinds of these glands

may be distinguished, though they are not all present

in every species. The J^^evm^ however, present them
aU.

In this genus there are :—1. Small, pear-shaped

bags, associated in groups of hundreds, and leading oft*

by short tubes, which are interlaced in a screw-like

» Oomp. Anit (Ed. %\ p. 4S6.
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manner, and 0})en in all of tlie spinnerets. 2. Six lung

twisted tubes, wliicli gradually enlarge into as many
pouches, and then arc each protracted into a very long

duct, which forms a double loop. 3. Three pairs of

glandalar tobeSy similar to the preceding, but which

open externally throngh short dncts. 4. Two groups

of mneh branched sacs, whoae long dncts ran to the

upper pair of spinnerets. 5. Two slightly branched

blind-tubep, which terminate by two short ducts in tho

middle pair of spinnerets.

It is not very easy to examine the spinnerets with a

microscope, so as to make out their stmctore. If we
confine the Spider in a glass cell, it is so restless that

the least shock or change of position will cause it to

move to and fro
;

and, beside^i, when it does become

quiescent, the spinnerets are closed in towards each

other, so that we cannot see their extremities. By se-

lecting a specimen, however, recently killed, such as

this ClvUnonOf we may discern sufficient to enable us to

comprehend iheir construction.

Looking, then, at the abdomen from benciitli, wc
see the three pairs of spinnerets clustered together close

to the extremity. The pair most forward are shaped

somewhat like barrels, whose £ree ends bend over to-

wards each other. They are ooyered witli stLS* black

hairs, and just within the margin of what may be

.called the head of the barrel (for it is cut off horizon-

tally, with a sharp rim), there is a circle of very close-

set, stiir, whitish bristles, wliich arch inwards. Tlio

whole Jdat surface of the " head,'' within this circle of

bristles, is beset with veiy minute homy tubes, stand-

ing erect, which are the outlets of the silk-ducts, that

belong to this pair. ^
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Behind this first pair are seen the middle pair, al«

most concealed, however, from their shortness and

Einallncss, and from tlic a]^proxiniation of the first and

tliird pairs. "VYe can discern that they are more teat-

liko than the preceding, terminating in a ininnte wart,

which is prolonged into a homy tube. The whole teat

is Bet with aimilar tubes, which are larger and longer

than those of the first pair. Finally, the third pair

rusenible palpi, for each consists of two lengthened

joints and are ])luntly 2)ointed. Tlic s[»inning tiiLcs in

these arc limited, as it appears to me, to one or two at

the extreme end of each spinneret, the whole sni-face

besides being covered with the ordinary long bristles.

Strictly, speaking, however, they are three-jointed, for

all the spinnerets spring from wart-like sockets, which

may be considered as basal joints : and as the circlet

of bristles in the first pair doubtless indicates a short

joint, sunken as it were within the preceding, tbis pair

is likewise three-jointed ; the middle pair appears to

be but two-jointed.

The ininnte homy tubes are themselves composed
of two joints, the basal one thick, the terminal one

very slender, and perforated with an orifice of excessive

tennity
;
through which the gnm oozes at tbc will of

the animal, as an equally attenuated thread. On our

Chtbi<maf the number of tubes in all the spinnerets is

about three hundred; but in the Garden Spider

(Epeirci) they exceed a thousand*

This remarkable multiplicity of the strands with

which the apparently siniplo and certainly blender

thread of the Spider is coniiujscd, lias attracted the at-

tention of those philosophers who seek to discover the

reasons of the phenomena they see in nature* The ex*
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planation was first suggested, I believe, by Mr. Ken-

nie,'^ but it has been amplified with luiick force bj
Proti'ssor Jones, iu the iuUowiiig words :

—

" A very obvious reflection will here naturally sug-

gest itself, in connexion with this beautiful machinery

;

why, in the case of the Spider, it has been found ne-

cessary to provide a rope of such complex structure,

when in so many Insects a simple, undivided thread,

drawn from the orifice oi' a single tube, like the thread

of the Siikwonn, for inHtanco, was sufficient for all re-

quired puq^oses. And here, as in every other case, it

will be found, on consideration, that a complicated ap-

paratus has been snbstitnted for a simple one only to

meet the requirements of strict necessity. The slow-

moviui^ Caterpillar, as it lei^iurcly produces its silken

e<»rd, i^ives time enough for tlic fluid of which it is

formed to liarden by degrees into a tenacious filament,

as it is allowed to issue by instalments from the end of

the labial pipe ; but the habits of the Spider require a
different mode of proceeding, as its line must be in-

stantly converted from a flxdd into a strong rope, or it

would be of no use for the purposes it is intended to

fulfil. Let a fly, for example, become entangled in the

mc;»hes of a Spider's web ; no time is to be lost ; the

struggling victim, by every eil'ort to escape, is tearing

the meshes that entangle it, and would soon succeed

in breaking loose did not its lurking destroyer at once

rush out to complete the capture and save its net, spim

with so much labour, from ruin. With the rapidity of

tbouglit, it darts upon its prey ; and before the eye of

the spectator can comprehend the manoeuvre, the poor

fiy is swathed in silken bands, until it is as incapable

* Jbseet ArddleetaM^ 887.
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of moTiDg as an Egyptian mummy. To allow the

Spida* to perform sa6h. a feat as this, its thread must

evidently be instantaneously placed at its dis])osal,

which would liavc been impossible Lad it ])ven n single

cord, but being subdivided into numerous liiameuts, so

attenuated as we have seen them to be, there is no time

lost in the drying ; from being fluid they are at once

converted into a solid rope» ready for immediate ser-

vice." *

"No doubt you have often admired the exquisite re-

gularity of those Spiders' webs which are called geo-

metric ; that of our abundant Garden Spider, for in-

stance. Ton have observed the cables which stretch

from wall to wall, or from bush to bush, in various di-

rections, to form the scaffolding, on which the net is

afterwards to be woven ; then you have marked the

straight lines, like the spokes of a wheel, that radiate

from the centre to various points of these outwork

cables, and finally the spiral thread that circles again

and again round the radii, till an exquisite net of many
meshes is formed.

But possibly you are not aware that these lines are

formed of two quite distinct sorts of silk. It has been

shown that the cables and radii are perfectly unad-

hesive, while the concentric or spiral circles are extreme-

ly viscid. I^ow the microscope, or a powerful lens,

will reveal the cause of this difference ; the threads of

the cables and radii are perfectly simple, while the

spiral threads arc elosely studded ^\ itli miuutc globules

of fluid, like drops of dew, wliieli, from the elasticity

of the thread, are easily separated from each other.

These are globules of viscid gum, as is easily proved by

* Nat, Hist, of Aidm. IL 889.
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touching one or two with the finger, to which they will

instantlJ adhere ; or hj throwing a little fine dnet over

the nest, when the spirals will be found clogged with

dirt, wliile tlie radii and cables remain iinsoiled. It is

tlicso viscid threads alone that have the power of de-

taining the vagrant files which accidentally touch the

net

The direnuly of the secreting organs aheady al-

luded to, as well as in the Bpinnerets, is no doubt con-

nected with this difference in the character of the silk

;

and it is worthy of remark that this diversity is

greatest in such Spiders, as the £pcirw, which spin

geometric nets.

Immense is the number of globules of viscidity that

stud the spiral circles of one of these nets. Hr. Black-

wall, the able and learned historian of the tribe, has

estimated that as many as S7,360 such pearly drops oc-

curred ill a lu't of average dimensions, and 120,U(J0 in

a large net of fourteen or sixteen inches diameter ; and

yet a Spider will construct such a not, if uninterrupted,

in less tlian three-quarters of an hour.

Scarcely less admirable is the ease and precision

with which the little architect traverses her perpendic-

ular or diagonal web of rope ; a skill which leaves that

of tlic mariner who leaps from shroud to backstay in a

ship's riiririnsr immeasurablv behind. To underalaud

it, however, in some measure, look at this last joint of

one of the feet of our well-used Clubuma* It is a cylin-

drical rod, ending in a rounded point ; evezy part of its

surface 'is studded with stiff, rather long, homy bris-

tles, which, springing from the side, arch inward to-

^vard8 the point. Now this array of spines effectually

prevents a false step, for if any part of the leg, which
11*
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is sufficiently long, only strikes the thread, the latter is

certain to slip in between the bristles, and thns to catch

the leg. But more precision than this is requisite ; es-

pecially "when we ol)serve with what delicacy of touch

the liindcr feet are often used to guide the thread as it

issnes from the spinnerets, and particularly with what

lightning-like rapidity the larger net-weavers will, with

the assistance of these feet, roll a dense web of silk

around the body of a helpless fly, swathing it np, like

an Egyptian muiiuny, in many folds of cloth, in an in-

stant.

Look, then, at the extreme tip of the nltiraate joint.

Two stout hooked claws of dark homy texture are seen

proceeding from it side by side^ and a third of smaller

size, and more delicate in appearance, is placed be-

tween them, and on a lower level. The former have

tlicir under or concave surface set with teeth (eigh-

teen on each in this example,) very regularly cut, like

those of a comb, which arc minute at the commcncc-

ment of the series near the base of the claw, and grad-

ually increase in length to the tip. These arc doubt-

less sensible organs of touch, feeling and catching the

thread ; and they, moreover, act as combs, cleansing

their limbs, and probably their webs, from the parti'^
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cloB of duBt and other eztraneouB matt^ vhicli are

continually cleaving to tliem.

There arc Spiders in the sea also. I can show you

one which is sutHeioiitlv common on the suutliern

shores, sprawling and crawling sluggishly among the

iilamentous seaweeds and branching flexible zoophytes.

Here it is, Nym^hon by name.

Its most prominent characteristic is the excessive

slendemess of all its parts, but especially its eight legs,

which arc exceedingly lengthened, comprising each

eight joints, and no thicker than the finest tlircad. On
the other hand, the body is reduced to a minimum ; the

abdomen, which in the Spiders and ilarvestmen of the

land is so bulky as to constitute the chief volume of the

animal, is here so minute that you will have some dif-

ficulty in finding it at all ; it is, in fact, that tiny atom

of a point that projects between tlio hindmost pair of

liuibs. The thorax, indeed, id a little more dL'veloi)ed ;

but even this has scarcely any appreciable breadth or

thickness, being scarcely more than the extended line

formed by the successive i>omts of origin of the limbs.

The head, however, is distinct and weU famished.

It is crowned with a short column, much as in the Har-

vestman, on the summit of whicli are placed four black

eyes, set in square
;
these, nndi r the magnifying power

whieli wc are applying to them, gleam like diamonds,

the light being highly refracted through them. It is

the high refractive power of these eyes, as of those

which we have lately been examining, which makes
them appear black

; for, as I have explained, they are

really transparent lenses, covered with polished cor-

nese, and furnished with the other essentials req^uisito
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for the transmission of the rajs of light to the optio

nerre^ or, as in this cas^ direct to the brain.

In front, yon see the head projects into a stent oval

or cylindrical proboscis, terminating in a small month
and stout jaws, and furnished at the sides witli a pair

of spine-like palpi, and a pair of pincer-claws (modified

antennae) somewhat resembling the nippers of a Crab

or Lobster,

Such is the ontward form of this tiny speck, the

whole body of which scarcely equals in dimensions a

quarter of an inch of sowing cotton. And now I will

beg yonr attention to the singular manner in which di-

gestion is carried on in this atom, which you will dis-

cern plainly enough through its brown but translucent

skin. K you look carefully at either of the long, many-

jointed legs, you wUl see tiliat it is permeated by a cen-

tral vessel, the walls of which contract periodically

with a pulsation closely resembling that of a heart, by
whicli gi .mules or pellucid corpuscles, floating in a clear

fluid, are forced forward. There is no unitonnity in

the direction of the pulsatory waves
;
pometinies, as in

the limb we are watching, they procceil from tlio body

towards the extremity ; but, in some of the others, we
shaU probably find, eren at the same moment, that the

waves have a retrograde course ; and this contrariefy

may occur in two contiguous limbs on the same side

of the iiiiiuial. By continuing our observatiuu for

some min\ites, wc shall fmd also that its force is vary-

ing and uncertain
; strong and regular at one time, weak

and vacillating at another, and sometimes even quite

intermitted, or at least, quite imperceptible.

By selecting a limb in which the movements are

strong, you may trace the vessel to its termination in a
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blind sac in the last joint bnt one of the limb; and
then follow it up to its junction with a great vessel

wliicli runs longitudinally through tlic trunk, of which

all the vessels that permeate the limbs are branches,

and whence the circulating globules all proceed. This

great vessel is the stomach and this ciicnlation is the

proTision for dispersing the nutritiye properties of the

food to all parts of the system. There is in these bnm-
ble and simply organized animals no proper blood, or,

at least, none included in a system of arteries and

veins ; but the products of digestion are carried to the

most distant parts of the body, through this extraordi-

nary development of the stomach or intestine (both in

one^) and throngh this series of blind canals^ by means
of their own irregular contractions, aided by the mus-

cular movements of tlie body and limbs.

You would scarcely forgive me if I took no oppor-

tunity of showing you the Cheese-mite, that first object

of wonder to every child that looks through a magnify-

ing glass. And no place so suitable for its introduc-

tion, as in connexion with its cousins, the Spiders and
Harvestmen. "Well, fortunately, we need not search far

for specimens ; for here, in tlic cavity of this almost

defunct ^^keleton of a cheese, we can find as many jiiil-

lions as you can reasonably desire to select from. Here
is a fat one ; we'll take him.

You see with a pocket lens that it has a plump, pol-

ished oval body, of a pellucid white hue, and eight

short red legs ; but for more than this we must go to

the tube. Look at him now, as he lies on his back,

helplessly sprawling and throwing his feeble legs about,

in the live-box.

His oval body is divided by a transTcrse furrow into
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thorax and abdomen, like a Beetle's ; and there is an-

other diTiaion between the head and thorax, wherein it

differs from the Spiders. The first two pair of legs are

separated by an interval from the last two pairs
;
tiiey

are all of a translucent pale red liuc, a.s is also the head

:

each conbist.s of seven short joints, the last of whieh

lias a sort of heart-shaped pad, sometliing like a horse's

hoof| and a single hooked claw, which works against its

sole*

The stmctnre of the head cannot be eeen satisfacto-

rily otherwise than by crushinp^ the Mite in the com-

prcssoriiim ; a process which, when we remember how
many thousands we crush down in our oral compresso

rinm every time we eat ripe cheese, needs not excite

much compunction. We mnst put a drop of water be-

tween the plates, in order to wash away the opaque

granules which will escape from the bodies of the ani-

mals, when the skin, aud ad the solid parts, will be left

beautifnllv clear and distinct ^Moreover, by putliii^r

halt-a-dozcn specimens in at once, we shall socm'e them
pressed in various aspects, and be pretty sure of some
perfectly flat aud symmetricaL

I have one under such conditions ; the parts of tihe

mouth nicely expanded, and the whole well displayed.

Now for a higher power ; for, to discern this properly,

we cannot do with less than (iUU diameters.

Viewed from beneath, we see a broad laMum^ near-

ly square, divided at the tip into two blunt points, with

asharp notch between them. The two lateral edges are,

as it were, buttressed by a pair of palpi, which are

thick, aud consist of four joints each ; these are distin*

^ulslied by the bristles at each joint, tlioiigli tlic whole

are united ; soldered, as it were, to the sides of the lip.
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The tipper portion of tihe mouth is formed hy two

Btout mandibles^ which are jointed to tlio front of the

licacl, and can be either widely expanded or broviglit

together so as to form a covering to the labium. Tlicy

are pinccr-form, like the claws of a crab, the two fin-

gers being strongly toothed on their opposing snrfaoes.

Thej thus form effeetive prehensile instnunents. These

mandibles can be advanced separately or together, and

the whole head can be elevated or dcprcbsed.

In the water of ponds we may frequently see, play-

ing among the snb-aqnatic vegetation, bright-colonied

Ifites ; sometimes rich yelrety green, sometimes pnr-

plo, bnt more commonly brilliant scarlet ; often curi-

onsly niai ked with fiiniious patterns or spots of black.

Tliey swim rapidly and evenly by means of rapid row-

ings with their legs, which arc thickly fringed with

long hairs. T have one here, which seems to be the

Jlydrcushna hUtrionica, It is a little, fiat, circular,

cushion- or cake-like creature, scarlet, with four clouds
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of bl&ck on its back, abont one-sixth of an inch in di-

ameter. Ton may notice the effective oars which the

legs fui iii by means of their thick frin|^ of hair, and in

particnlar the power whicli the hind pair possess hy
reason of the cnormouslj by dilated hip-joint, afitbrding

space tor broad and powerful muscles.

The structure of the mouth differs greatly from the

same parts in, the Gheese-mite. The palpi here are long

and perfectly free throughout ; the fourth joint is long

and slender, and is cnrioiisly hollowed at tlie end to re-

ceive the terminal joint, which forms a short claw, and
which falls down upon the former. The mandibles, too,

are not pincers, but consist each of a thick joint cut off

obliquely bdbind, like the nib of a pen, while the other

extremity is blunt and broad, and bears a strong curved

claw ; the lip is oval, and cleft in the middle, and is

wedged in between the bases of the £i*&t pair of legs.
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CnAPTEE XIV.

WHEEL-BEABEB8.

I uusT now intFoduce jou to a class of animals pecn*

liarly microscopic, since withont our marvel-showing

instrument they are wholly beyond the sphere of Im-

nnan coirnizanee. Yet they have been ever since its

invention favonrite objects with the mieroscopiet ; and

I am free to confess tLnt, nmong all the classes of ani*

mated beings, this of the JRatifera has been my own
special del igl it. Their nnmerons and varied forms, often

of remarkable symmetry and elcc^ancc, tlieir swiftly-

revolving wheels, their vigorous and sprightly motions,

their cnrions habits and instincts, their complex organi-

zation^ and the ease and correctness with whicli this is

discerned throngh tlieir tissnes, which have the trans-

parent brilliance of the purest crystal—all combine to

impart a charm to the Wheel-bearers, which makes the

observer hail their appearance in his drops of water

with pleasure, and linger over tbem with imwearicd

delight.

The peculiarity which specially characterizes them is

the presence of certain organs called eiliay and their

arrangement in such a manner that their motion gives

to the observer the impression that two toothed wheels

are placed on the iront of the aniiual, which are in
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rapid revolution on fheir axes. This was believed to

be the real fact by the earlier microscopists, though

they were utterly unable to conceive how such a move-

ment could consist with parts maintaining an organic

connexion between themselyes. It is, however, au op-

tical iilosion, depending on the nature of ciliary movo-

ment, whicli therefore I must first ^deavor to explain

to you.

Cilia are organs which play a very important part

as instruments of locomotion, as well as of other func-

tions, in all the lower forms of animals, and in tlie early

stages of some of the higher forms. Tiiey are found

also characterising the lowest forms of vegetable life,

giving to them the means of spontaneous locomotion,

which renders them liable to be mistaken for animals.

They consist of prolongations of the fleshy tissue into

long and very delicate hairs, which are endowed with a

special faculty of motion. This consists of a bending

down in a given direction to a certain extent of flexure,

followed hy a rapid resuming of the perpendicular;

which is however immediately succeeded by like bond-

ings and straightenings in alternate gradation. The
simjjlest condition of this movement is that iu which a

single cilium only exists, by whose successive lash-lilie

boats upon the snrronnding water, the animal is rowed

along as a boat through the sea. But far more com-

monly cilia are arranged in rows, or in many series of

rows, in which case the bending and straightening of

the individual cilia do not occur otherwise than in strict

and orderly relation to each other. For instance, one

cilium in a given row begins to bend, the one next to

it then begins, then the third, then the fourth, and so

on all precisely in the same direction, all in precisely
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the same time, all witli precisely tlic same force, and all

to precisely the buuie extent. It follows, that before the

first has completed its beat and resumed the erect posi-

tion, three or fonr others are in yarions degrees of flex-

ion, regularly graduated ; and that if Ihe eye conld

look laterally at snch a row of cilia suddenly arrested «

aud fixed as they were, ^\c should sec their tips tracing

a wavy line instead of a straight one. Moreover, since

the bending of any cilium brings its tip nearer to its

successor than it was before, and this approximation in-

creases the farther the flexure proceeds, it follows that

at the bottom of each wave the tips of the cilia over-

lap their successors, while the spaces perpendicularly

above their bases are left more open by the removal of

their points.

Hence, in microscopical observation of ciliated ani-

mals, though the individual cilia are too minute to be
discerned while still, we can readily discern the in-

creased density (and therefore opacity) of the bottom
of a wave, contrasted with the increased openness (and

tliereforc clearness) of the suuiniit. So that the optical

ellect is that of an alternate succession of dark and

light spots blending into each other.

But as no cilium in the series is for two snccessiye

moments in the same degree of flexure, and as both it and
all its predecessors and successors are ever urging on
their perfectiy timed and regulated course, the waves
are never fixed, but always ^^liding on with a swift but

beautifully even rapidity. And as it is with the waves,

SO it is with their optical effect upon the eye ; the black

and white spots, or rather the black spots with blank

intervals, appear to be constantly chasing each other in

ceaseless race.
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You are then prepared to take a peep at this beau-

tiful Britchionus pala. A cup of elegant form, swelling

at the sides and narrowing a little at the mouth, has

one side of its rim furnished with four spines, the mid-

dle pair of which are very slender, sharp, and needle-

like ; the other aide of the rim is undulated, but not

toothed. The bottom of the cup terminates in two

broad blunted points,—when seen directly in front;

but a lateral view considerably modifies the whole form.

Then you see that the back of the cup is much more

swollen, the belly-edge being nearly straight, and that

this latter desoendB much lower than the dorsal line, the

bottom being as it were cut away obliquely and eiUghtly

hollowed. Between the two bottom points, there is a
round opening, for an object wliicli we shall see pres-

ently. Such is the shell, or lorlca^ as it is tecliuieally

called, which is of a rather stitf, elastic consistence, of

a homy (chitinous) texture, and of the most glassy

transpareney, pennitting ns to trace every vessel, every

organ, and every function of the animal within the shell

with perfect distinctness. The little creature is of un-

wonted dimensions in its class, for it is ojie tliirty-sixth

of an inch in lengtli. Jlence it is just visible as a white

speck moving in the water, to the unassisted eye, while

a pocket Icnse reveals its beautiful form«

Within this translucent shell yon see a confused

mass of moving viscera, a multitude of irregular sacs

and bands, lying over each other, whose crowding,

changing, and vanishing lines distract the attention, and

prevent you from makinL-^ out anything definitely. But
a waved outline of hyaiiuu iiesh is protruding from the

rim of the shell, and now, having reached beyond the

level of the spine-points, it rapidly unfolds into thieo
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broad flattisli lubes, and in an instant eacli of the two

lateral ones is crowned by a wheel of dark points in

rapid horizontal revolution. Is not this a cbarming

sight I Kound and romid go the wheels, forming two
perfect crowns, which rotate with nnintermpted and
unceasing conrse, smooth and regular, which we can

compare with nothing else than the crown-wheel of a

watch, if allowed to run down.

Now these are examples of ciliary action. Though

at first it is almost impossible to persuade oneself that

there is not an actual rotation of parts, jet this is only

an illusion, as I have already explained. The waves

alune move, the cilia themstlves retaining their position

unchanged except that they ultenuitely bciid and erect

themselves. It may assist your idea of this motion to

advert to a field of com, over which a smart breeze is

blowing. You see that waves chase each other across

the field ; but your reason, and indeed your observa"

tion, tells you, diat this appearance is produced entirely

by the alternate bending and rising of the ears of corn,

which are uf course stationary.

The beauty and wonderfulness of these ciliary wheels

are so striking, especially when one sees them for the

first time, that for a while we see nothing else : we can-

not take our eye off from them. But when you have a
little satisfied your Bcnsc of seeing, you may examine

other points of interest in this charming little animal.

The cilia are remarkably stout and long in this

genus, but on the middle lobe of the front there are

other processes of the same character ; but still stouten

These too are' not properly vibratile^ <at least they

do not make circular wheels : ordinarily they project

like stiH' erect bristles, or converge towards each uliicr.
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Between the two middle spines tlie shell is cut into

a deep iiotcli, out of which protnulcs, Avlien the wheels

are expanded, a ciu'ious little organ, consisting of a

couple of Heshy tubes, the one sheathed in telescopic

fashion within the other, and bearing at its tip a pencil

of brisUeSy which can in torn be sheathed. This oigan

doubtless represents the united antenna of Insects.

But, you ask, wliat is that much more conspicuous

organ that is alternately tlirust out and drawn back at

the bottom of the shell, and that is so nimbly whisked

about in all directions, looking, with its numberless

transverse wrinkles, and its little fingers at the tip, so

like an elephant's tmnk in miniature t This is the

creature's foot ; the only one he has ; and as I said the

little tubular telescope represents the two antenuje fused

into one, so wc must consider that this flexible member
represents all the six pairs of an Insect's legs uuited|

or perhaps, more philosophically, one of the pairs, tlie

rest being obeolete. It must not be considered as a tail,

not only from its function, which is decidedly that of

locomotion, but also from its position on the ventral

side of tlio intestinal orifice. It is a enrioub uigan,

capable of great elongation or, at the will of the animal,

of entire retraction within the abdomen ; and this in an

instant : while, as you observed, it is flung about, and

dashed from side to side, and bent hither and thither

with a sort of insane energy. The means by which
these movements are performed, you may easily discern

in several pairs of muscular bands which run through-

out its wliole length, their upper insertions being placed

high up on the interior of the shell, where, during con-

traction, you may see them swollen into thick bulbs.

The foot teiminates in two short conical fin^^ors or
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toes, wliic'li can be drawn in or extended, -widely sepa-

rated or bruuglit into contact, at plcasnre. Ev nieaua

of these the animal has the power of mooring itself,

even to the smooth surface of glass ; and that so firmly

that &om thexn it can stretch itself in all directions by
tnmsy now and then shaldng itself to and fro with sud-

den violence, as if irritated, yet without letting go its

foot-bold.

"While tbns anchored, the action of the ciliary wheels

produces considerable whirlpools in the burroimding

water, as you will see very distinctly when we have

recourse to a cimous but simple expedient, first in-

Tented by Gleichen and since much used by Ehrenberg,

of mixing some colouring matter with the water in

which the animal is. I take a little cannine with a

wetted hair-pencil, as if I were i^oing to coloui* a draw-

ing, and allow a snudl portion of the pigment to dilfuso

itself in the water which is in the live-box, then, put-

ting on the cover, I quickly replace the whole on the

stage, and re-find my little Brachion : and now I again

subnut it to your observation.

Hie whole field is now filled with scattered granules

of irregular form and size, of a dark-red hue. Tlicso

are the particles of carmine floating in the water
;
par-

ticles of alumina, that is to say, stained with cochiueaL

They are in motion, and their movement is more ener-

getic the nearer they are to the little animal, which is

rotating vigorously in the midst of them. They describe

two great circles, concentrical with the two ^wheels of

the BracliionuB, and it is easy to see that their rotations

are the cause of the movement. The motion of tlio

cilia communicates itself to the surrounding water, and

produces circular currents, into which every floating
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atom within a certain distance is drawn, and in wLicli

it then continues to whirl round with a rapidity which

increases as it approaches the centre of rotation*

Bat the BraeMonua snddenly lets go its foot-hold,

and a snrprieing change takes place. No more cnrrentB

are made in the water, but the uniiiial itself glides

swiftly away head foremost with an CYcn course, revolv-

ing on its aids as it goes. What is the immediate cause

of its movements The ciliary action which before

produced vertical currents.

In order to explain this, let me suggest to yon a

homely coin})arit>on. Sup])Osc you see a Loat uu a still

lake, and in it a man pulling a pair of oars. Tie pulls

vigorously, but the boat does not move an inch, and

yon perceive that she is fast moored ; a rope holds her

to a post on the bank. Bnt does the man's rowing

produce no effect f Oh yes ; the successive strokes of

his oars upon the water have communicated motion to

the fluid, and a strung cun*ent is made on each side of tlie

boat, in a direction opposite to that in which he strives

to row her forward, the force of which is felt to a dis-

tance proportionate to the vigour and continuance of

his pulling. The reason of this is that the boat is fixed,

and all the force of the impact is spent on the water.

But now anotlirr man approaches the post and un-

ties the rope. In^tiUltly the boat glides ahead, and

continues to do so, urged by the repeated stroke of the

oars, whose effect on the water in making currents is

now slight and imperceptible. The reason of this is,

that the water is now the fixed body (or nearly such),

and the force of the impact is mainly spent on the

movable boat.

The Brachionm is the boat, its cilia are tlie oai*s.
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and its foot U tlie ro\)L\ As Jong as this last maintains

its hold, the whole force of the ciliary stroke is spent on
the water, and currents are the result ; but as soon as

this hold is broken, the force acts on the animal (=boat),

which is ihns rowed rapidly forwards.

The nse of the cilia in this latter case is obyions.

They enable the little animal to rove about at its way-

ward will ; «ind doubtless motion is as pleasant and

necessary to it as to the fish in the sea or the bird in

the air. But what is the object of their vigorous rota-

tion, when the animal chooses to maintain a firm hold

with its foot ? What is the nse of rowing a boat, if

you do not choose to let go the painter ?

To solve this enigma, let us search up our little Erach-

ioii once more ; he will not roam loiii^ belbre he settle so-

berly again. Yes, here I have him moored. Xow, mark
carefully the vortices, which are so vigorously circling

around the animal's front, and you will perceive that

the movement is not a strictly circular one, but that

each whirlpool has an outlet close to the cilia ; for the

accumulated and condensed particles of pigment, after

many rotations, pass off in a united stream between the

two crowns, and go away horizontally in a line from

the ventral side of the front. That is to say, each vor-

tex pours off its accumulation at a point on the inner

side of the ciliary circle, and the two streams, uniting,

pass off from the lip of the shell, to be drawn in ui^ain,

however, by and by, when the centrifugal force is ex-

hausted.

Kowthis stream passes immediately over the mouth,

whidi is an opening in the flesh of the front, forming a

deep cleft on the ventral aide, the lips of wliich, as also

the whole interior of the tube of which it Is the orifice,

12
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are riclily covered with cilia. A certaiu portion of the

atoms fire thus arrested by these cilia, and arc hurled

by their vibrations down this gulf. Yet not all, nor

nearly all ; for the lips appear to possess the sense of

taste, or of some modification of tonch, which enables

them to refuse or receive the atoms presented to them,

60 that only such particles pass do>vn the throat as arc

selected for food. Sn mo of the atoms of pigiiirnt are

admitted, and one of the most pleasing sights connected

with these animals, is to watch the swallowing of col-

oured food, its reception into the singular sunken

mouth, where the great powerful jaws act upon it

:

thence its dismissal through the gullet, where certain

irlands pour upon it their secretions into the stomach,

where ntlier glands, answering to a liver, change it,

and thence into the intestine and rectum, until its in-

digestible portion is discharged through the doacal

orifice.

The object of the mingling of colour with the water

in which these and similar animals are held for obser-

vation, was the tracing of the pheuomcDa of digestion.

And, indeed, it renders the whole process beautifully

distinct
f
for, from the transparency of tho tissues, the

presence of tho coloured pellet is evexywhere recognis-

able, since it retains its form and hue under all its

changes, clearly revealing to us the shape, dimensions,

and directions of the various canals through which it

passes; here and there diffusing throughout the vis-

cus in which it is held a beautiful roseate hue, more

or less deep, without, however, losing its own definite

outline.

Let me now direct your attention to the organs de-

voted to the seizing and mastication of the food. And
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the more because the form of these organs in tlie Boti-

fera is quite peculiar—quite unlike what is found in

any other class of animals, though the parts are essen-

tially the same as those which we have already seen as

entering into the mouth in Insects.

Removing tlio carmine-stained water, I put into the

live-box a drop from a vase very rich in organisms of

many kinds. Among these

yon see very numerous the

mulberry-like clusters of

that beautiful green crea-

ture, Syncrypta volvox^

Avliich is now pretty gen-

erally considered a plaut,

tliongh from its sponta-

neous motion, swimming
evenly along, revolving on

its axis as it goes, you

would be inclined to agree

with earlier observers in

thinking it an animal.

These appear to be favor-

ite morsels with the Bra-

chion: one has already

been devoured, and is

quite visible in the ali-

mentary canal, its brilliant

green hue ehining out

through the translucent viscera and tissues. Others are

approaching, and two or three are just now drawn into

the vortex of the ciliary current. It is amusing to see

the mauoeuvres which the Brachionua makes to take

his prey. I say maTmuvrea^ for there really seem to be

BJlACUlOHim..
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perception and intelligence. The mode in which it di-

rects its ciliated flaps towards the spot where a Ayn-

crypta is whirling, or suddenly stretches forwai'd to the

extent of a long foot, as if it would seize the prey bj

force, fieems to indicate a cognizance of its proximity

;

as do also, still more, the manner in vhlch it depresses

the lip-like lobe of the rotatory organ on one side, when

the prey is in the vortex on that side, and the eager

haste with which it shrinks down into its shell the in-

stant the little mulberry drops at length into the throat.

But now comes the tng of war ; the black, mill*

stone-like jaws open wide and stretch forward to grasp

the little victim (which is still distinctly visible through

the transparent tissues) : they touch the globular envel-

ope, but cannot quite grasp it. The Brachiun re-

doubles its efforts ; the jaws gape vigorously, but can

only scrape the sides of the little globe, which at every

touch slips away, the expanse of the jaws being not

quite sufficient to embrace it

At last the little animal becomes indignant ; the

jaws no more endeavour to grasp, but with a very dis-

tinct and sudden upward jerk throw out the prey

;

which until now has been retained and pressed down-

ward by the contraction of the sides of the sensitive

throat Strange to see, the little Syncryjpta^ after all

its imprisonment and rough handling, is no sooner fiwe

than it whirls merrily away, revolving as it pm'sues its

even ciliary course, just as it no interruption of its free-

dom had occurred.

Meanwhile, however, better success attends the

Brachiou's hunting ; for a smaller globe has sunk into

the lliroat, and passes with a gulp into the mouth, be-

tween the gaping jaws, which instantly close upon it,
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vady working vigoroii8l7, bruise it down with a bam«
mer-like action upon a sort of central table. After this

process lias gone on fur a few iiiiiiutes the given mass,

less perleetly defined than before, slips tlirougli a nar-

row postem-gate, along a filiort narrow allcy^ into tlie

digesting stomacb.

Bat wbat sort of a mouth is this ? It is inclosed

within the tissues of the bodj^ not very far from its

centre, so that no part of it comes into contact with the

external water, or even approaches any part of the su-

pertieies ()f the body. It has been usual to call the great

hemispheric bulk in which tiie syni metrical liauimcrd

work Bo vigoroualj) a gizzard, but it is a true mouth,

and the hammers are true jaws.

This form of mouth is termed a mastax ; it consists

of a dcme but transparent muscular mass, fonning

three lol>es at its lower part, deeply cleft at the front of

its ventral side where the passage which I have called

the throat, but which is more correctly designated the

hiecal funndy enters. Within this muscular bulb are

placed two bent organs like hammers, called mallei^

and a third central table, called the incus. The mallei

a]>proach each other dorsally, while the incus is placed

towards the ventral side, its stem pointing oblii^uely

away from the centre.

Each malleus consists of two portions, united by a

free but powerful hinge-joint. The lower joint (^namir

Mum) is shaped somewhat like a shoulder-blade ; and
the upper joint (unetis) is set on at nearly a right angle

to it, but is capable of considerable change of direction

Dy means of its hinge. It cr»iisists of live or six finger-

like teeth, connected by a thin web of iiicuibrane.

The incus also consists of several distinct pieces.
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The principal or two atout rami^ resting on what ap-

pears, when 70a look at the back or bellj of the ani-

mal, to be a slender foot-stalk {fuUrum), But when
you get a lateral view the foot-stalk is seen to be only

the edge of a thin plate, to the upper edge of which

are jointed the rami, in such a manner that they can

open and close, like the blades of a pair of shears.

Each ramus is a thick, three-sided piece, with the upper

side hollow, and the inner flat, and in contact with that

of its fellow, in a state of repose. The uncus of each

malleus lulls into the concavity of its corrcs])onding

ramus, and is fastened to it by a stout triangular mus-

cle, which allows some ireedom of motion.

Many muscles are inserted into various parts of

these organs, and into the walls of the mastax, which

impart various and complex motions to all the parts.

Thus, as we have seen, they are

adapted to the various func-

tions of mouth-organs, those of

grasping, holding, bruising, and

chewing food.

The mallei correspond witli

the mandibles of Insects ; and
the rami of the incus with the

maxillai ; while the walls of

the mastax with the two edges
Motrrn or deachioxch. orifice correspoud with

the mouth, with its labrnm and labium.

It is true we are somewhat startled to find a montli

plaeed far down within the cavity of the breast ; but

tliere are other forms in tliis class, some of which I may
be able to show you, whore the mastax has essentially

the same structure, iu which it is placed at tlie front
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margin of tlie body, from 'which the jaws can be freely

protruded. The difficulty will seem less if yon weigh

the following considerations :

—

The intemunent in the RoVfera is very flexible

and, especially in the j&rontal regions, is extremely in-

vertible. In those genera in which the mouth appara-

tus can be brought into contact with the external water,

it is ordinarily, to a greater or less degree, retracted

within the body, by the inversion of the surroundinnj

parts of the exterior, while, in those genera in whieli it

is pcTiuaucntly inclosed, analogy requires ns to consider

the condition as induced by a similar inversion, but of

permanent duration. If we imagine the head of a soft-

bodied Insect-larra retracted to a great d^ree (as is

done partially by many Dipterous larvce), the skin ofthe

thoracic segments would meet together in front, around

a purse-like opening, which would be the orifice of sin li

a buccal funnel ns exists in most Rot^fera. In tlic

latter, it is tlie normal condition ; in the formei', it is

merely accidental and temporary.

We need not devote any more minute consideration

to the digestive apparatus in our little Brachion, but

there arc some other points in its structure which are

wortli notieing. In the central line of the body, just

above the mouth, as you see the animal in a dorsal

view, there is a square speck of a rich crimson hue, the

edges of which, when we view it under reflected light,

glitter and sparkle like a precious stone. But when
we obtain a perfectly lateral view, we ] )erceive that the

situation of this gem-like speck is considerably nearer

the dorsal side of the shell than the mouth, and that it

forms a wart-shaped prominence on a large turbid mass

which occupies the whole front portion of the animal.
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By comparifion of this oigim with the corresponding

parts in other genera, there is every reason to infer that

this tnrbid mass is an enormons brain, the nervous

matter being in a very diffase condition ; and that the

niby seated on it is an eve, consistini? of a crystalline

lens, and a layer of crimson pigment bcncntli it.

The oval bodies that you see attached to the hinder

part of the shell are eggs. Most of the females that

we meet with carry one or more, sometimes to the num-
ber of six or seven. The specimen we are examining

had two at liivt, uiio on each side the fuot-uriticc ; but

just now a tlur<l was excluded—an 02)eration which

occupied but au instant—and this took its place bo-

sides .the former two, so that we now see three. TIicso

eggs are generally carried by the parent until the

young are hatched. The oldest of these three is nearly

ready for hatching, and if you watch awhile you will

see the birth of the yonnir. At first exclusion, the egg

which was seen some time before in the ovarv, as a

semi-opaque mass, of well-defined but irregular shape,

immediately assumes a form perfectly elliptical, and its

coat hardens into a brittle shell. This is so transparent

that the whole process of maturation can be watched

within the shell. Tlje velk is at iii\-t a turbid mass, in

which are many minute uil-i:h)l)ules. Soon it divides

into two masses, then into four, then into eight, sixteen,

and so on, by the successive cleavncrc of each division,

as fast is it is made, till these divisions are very nu-

merous. Then we begin to see spontaneous move-
ments; the outline of the youn^ separates in parts

from the A .ill (»r its ]»risnii, folds ai'c seen here and

there, and littul euntractions and turnings take place.

Soon an undefined spot of red appears, wliich gradually
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acquires depth of tint and a definite form, and we re-

cognise the eye. Sh'ght waves are seen crossing one

end of the egg ; these become more and more ^dgorons

and rapid, and at length we see iJiat here is the situa-

tion of the frontal cilia. The mastax appears, and the

jaws, and soon the latter begin to work ;
though it

must be only by way of practice, for it is hard to im
agine what they can yet find to masticate.

All these phenomena Imve successiycly appeared in

the egg we are now watcliing ; and at this moment
you see the cxystailine little prisoner, writhing and

turning impatiently within its prison, striving to burst

forth into liberty.

Kow a crack, like a line of light, shoots round one

end of the egg, and in an instant the anterior third of

the shell is forced off, and the wheels of the infant

Brachion are seen rotating as perfectly as if the little

creature had had a year's practice. Away it glides,

the very image of its mother, and swims to some dis-

tance beture it easts unebor, begliiuing an independent

life. At the nioment of the escape of the yoimrr, tlic

pushed-ofi* lid of the egg resumes its i)hicc, and the egg .

appears nearly whole again, but empty and perfectly

hyaline, with no evidence of its firacture, except a slight

interruption of its outline, and a very faint line running

across.

Tliis is a feiiiiilc young: the male is totally unlike

the female, and is very much smaller. We can always

tell whether an egg is going to produce male or femide

young, by the great difference in its size, the female

being more than twice the bulk of the male egg. All

of one brood are of the same sex ; we never see a Brmhr
i&mis with male and female eggs at the same time.

12^
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"What is veiy stranpre, is, that the male has no shell, no

spines, no iDoutli, no jaws, no stumaeh, no intestines

;

no ciliary wheels 5 its cilia, which are very long and

powerful} being arranged in one circle round the whole

front. Its morements are exceedingly; fleet

Perhaps yon are tired of BraehimuSy and are ready

to cry out " Ohe ! jam satis I
" * "Well, then, I will

turn him ofY and show von another elecrant little crea-

ture the Whiptail {Ma-stHjoecrca carliiatd). I have

liere in a bottle some stalks of the Water-Horsetail

(Cha/ra wdgari^^ which I obtamed in a pond a few

wedcs ago. These I examine in this way. Taking hold

of the Gha/ra with a pair of pliers, I pall it partially

out of water, and, allowing it to rcbt on the neek

of the bottle, I cut otV with a jiair of scissors, or with a

penknife on my nail, about one-fourth of an inch of the

tips of three of four leaves, which adhere together by
' their wetness. These tips I place in the live-box with a

drop of wateT) and haying separated tliem with a

needle, I put on the cover, and examine them with a

tri|)le pocket lens
;
holding up the box perpendicularly,

not opposite the light, htit oliliquely, so that the field

is dark ; but the light reflected and refracted by the

animalcules shows them out beautifully white and dis-

tinct even the minute ones. The forms and some char-

act^ of tho middling and larger can be quite dis-

corned thus ; for example, the slender tail of the one I

am now going to show you, I can thus see. Tlie posi-

tion of any particular individual to be examined being

thus marked) it is readily put under the object-glass of

the microscope. I have found these leaves vexypro*

• ** 0 dear ! quite cnougb of Uus !
**
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ductive of the more stationary animalcules, the Motir

fera especially.

It was in tiiis way I this morniiig found the pretty

and delicate little Wliiptail, which I am going to make
the subject of our evening's study. It is inclosed in a

glassy slu'U (lorica) uf a long oval form, from which

rises on the front half of the back a thin ridge which

in the middle has a height nearly equal to half the

diameter of the body, but tapers off at each end. Its

base is comigated widi wrinkles. This is not set on
symmetrically, bnt leans over considerably to the right

side. Its basal portion is hollow, and is continuous

witli the general cavity of tlie shell, for wo sometimes

see portions of the viscera in its interior.

The head of the animal is rounded^ and divided

into several blnnt eminences or lobes, which are set

with cilia ; these rotate constantly, but irregularly and

feel)ly, and do not make manifest wheels, as Jlrach-

t(o;^?^v does. A small anti-inia projects from the back

of the head, capable of being erected or inclined. A
long brain descends along the base of the ridge, carry-

ing a bright and rather large ciimson eye set like a wart

on its interior angle.

Instead of the flexible and contractile foot of Brach-

tOJim^ the Whiptail has a single homy spine of gi*eat

slcnderness, and exceeding in length the whole body.
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This si>ine probably represents not the foot, but one of

the toes at the end of the foot. For it is attached to a

very short foot, in the midst of two or three bract-like

spines, one of which, longer than the rest, and distinct-

ly moYable, probably represents the other toe nnderel*

oped. The long spine is set on by a proper jomt, a

globose bulb being inserted into a socket, which allows

it IVee inotion, in all directions except backward. The

socket \\>v\i' if? contained in a second joint, the basal

part of wiiich is inserted at some distance within the

aperture of the lorica. Tliis articulation is formed by

an infolding of the skin, but is permanent in its po-

sition.

The most remarkable circumstance connected with

this elegant little animal is the nnusual form of the

dental apparatus, which differs so immensely from that

of Braehimvsy that we should never recognise them as

being the same organs, if we had not numerous inter-

mediate links, which by insensible gradations connect

the two remote forms.

The inastdx is a soraewliut slender sac, much pro-

duced in leni;:tli, and with the component lobes ui\atly

and irregularly developed. Tlie incus has a fuleinim

of ^rreat length and slendcmess, a straight rod with a

dilated foot The rami are small, and pincer-shaped,

but with the angles greatly produced. The nutUdhave
long, slender, incurved rmmuhria^ and simple unci.

But the remarkable circumstance is the non-svra-

metrical character of the apparatus. Tlie left side is

much more developed than the right. Tlie left angle

of the incus descends to a i^reater distance than the

right ; and its extremity is dilated into an expandon,

with several irregular points, to which muscular threads
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arc attached. Tlie ramm also of the same side is

larger than its fellow ; fio with the malleL The man/Ur

hrivm of the right is comparatively short, vcrv- slender,

and of uniform thickness ; with a long, slender, rod-

like uncusj donblj bent in the middle. The left is

much longer, iiTe^^larly swollen, dnbbed at the artic-

uhitioii, and bcai'iug a tliiek, l urved, knotted vncm^
which terminates at a point not precisely opposite tin?

tij) of ita fellow. These circnmstances, combined with

the unsjmmetrical character of the dorsal ridge, of the

foot-spine, and of some other oigans, render this genus

a highly curious one to the naturalist.

The little Whiptail is as lirelj in its motions as it

is elegant in its form. Wlien swimming, it glides with

considerable swiftness througli tlic water, turning fre-

quently on its course, and often partially revolving on

its long axis. When inclosed, as is often the case, by
two fragments of the fUamentons Oharay it. trayels

along the sides of its inelosnre, nibbling, as it goes,

the floecose and sedimentary deposits on the surfaces

of the leaves. The long spine-foot is commonly carried

inertly after it; when the animal euddenly tnrns, of

course the tail is bent at the basal joint, but it- is not

habitually whisked about, as is the tail of Brachi(mu8j

nor is it so much used as a support or turning point.

The animal has ihe power of so using it, howeyer, and

of adhering with considerable force to the glass of tho

box or tho side of a 2)liial, by its point.

We have hitherto looked at our Boiifera by trans-

mitted light, and their crystalline transparency renders

them beautiful objects when thus exhibited. But we
wiU now look at the Whiptail by the diroct light of

the snn upon it, condensed, but not to a burning point,

by the bullVcyu lend.
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It now possesses a peculiar beauty of anotlicr char-

acter. The body generally is colourlesB as a vase of

glass, but reilects the rays brightly from its polished

suiface. An advancing in the ovaiy ia opaqne

white, as is the fi^nt part of the mastax ; the stomach

and intestine filled with vegetable matter are of a

yellow-green ; the rotating head appears of a palo

blue, and the eye shines out as a speck of opaque ver-

milion.

With the dipping-tube I will now take up a drop

of water from the bottom of the CAomjar, allowing a
little of the loose sediment to flow in also. This is a

random east ; we know not what we may get, though

we arc pretty sure to catch something. Now then for

the examination. Ha I here is the curious Skeleton

Wheel-bearer Dinocharia pociUum;—^nay, several of

them.

This genus is remarkable for possessing true joints

in the foot; not merely telescopic inversions of the

skin, bnt permanent articulations with swollen con-

dyles, resembling those of the antcnnoe of a beetle.

Hence the Skeleton has great freedom and precision

of motion
;

using the tips of the long toes as a iixed

point, it throws its body hither and thither to a great

distance, with remarkable agiUty, These joints admit

of forward and lateral flexnre, bnt yon never see the

body brought backward beyond a perpendicular po-

sition, the swelling <»f the terminal portion of each artic-

ulation precluding further motion in that direction

;

just as the joints of our knees and elbows permit bend-

ing in one direction but not in the other.

This is another indication that these divisions are

tmc joints; and I direct yonr attention to the point,
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because the fact helps to indicate tliat this class of

aiiiinals lias its proper affinities with the AshcuultA}

which haft been denied by most naturalists.

Tlie form is cunons. Elevated at the PTiTnmit of a

long foot, consisting of three joints, which surmount

two imusnallj' lengthened and slender toes, is a vase-

shaped lorica, which is three-sided. Its surface is

covered all over with minute points, very closely set,

so that it resembles shagreen ; besides wliieh it forms

nnmeroiLs sharp ridcfcs, wliieli run across transversely.

The two sides run oil' into thin lateral wings, which
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come to a sharp edge ; the back angle also forms a
ridge, but less sharp and thin. In front, the shell, or

lorica, is as it were cut off abniptly, like the rim of a
goblet, but out of this rises a second colnnm, connected

with the rim by an elastic membrane, which allows

Bomo freedom of motion. Tliis column is widely di-

vided in front and hehind, and rises to a point on each

side. When the rotatory front is withdrawn, these

points approach and meet, closing the orifice; bat

when the head is protruded they are widely separated*

Intemally, we see the usual yiscera contained in so

narrow a cavity that we are ready to suppose the walls

of tlie lorica unusuallj^ thick ; this is, however, an

optical illusion, dependent on its dilatation into those

angular wings already noticed. The cavity penetrates

into -them ; for in one of tliese specimens I see those

curious convoluted threads that are believed to be con-

nected with respiration, within the lateral wings. The
stomachs are gener;illy full of green and brown food,

but they will not inihihe cannine.

Let us look, however, a luoment longer at the sin-

gular foot. Between the first and second joints there

are two projecting spines ; these differ much iu differ-

ent individuals as to their length, sleudemess, and di-

rection ; sometimes being quite short, at otlicrs us long

as the toes
;
generally, they arch downwards, but oc-

casionally they stand out straight, or even curve up-

wards. In some specimens these spines appear to be

processes of the first joint, but in others we can see dis-

tinctly that they belong to a little intermediate piece

between the first and second ajypa/tent }om\B, Between

the two toes, on tlie hinder aspect, projects from the

last joint a small spine, which is perhaps the rudiment
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of a third toe, since we find that nnmbor in some genera

of tliis class. The whole foot, including the toes, is

rough with the shagrccn-like points that cover the

lorica.

You have already noticed the rapidity and fitful

irregolaritj which the long and many-jointed foot con-

fers upon the moyemcnts of this cnriouB little form.

From the toe-tips, as a point of adhesion, it throws its

body to and fro, or from side to side, in a peculiar

manner. The toes are sometimes sprawled out, like the

legs of an expanded pair of compa^^ses, and sometimes

the joints of tlie foot are suddenly bent in zig-zag fash-

ion, and then as abruptly straightened. The animal

swims gracefully, but only with moderate swiftness,

the rotatory crown of cilia being small though forming

the usual vortices when the aniiiml is niooml ; while

tluis swiimuiiig, the toes aio grucL-t'ully stretclicd be-

hind, nearly in contact with each other. It is lively

in its motions, but these seem performed without any
ostensible object ; we do not often see it attempt to eat,

or nibble at any substance.

I think we never find the Skeleton except among
the sediment at the botlum of the Avattr in which it is

krpt
;
among which also we frequently see the remains

of defunct specimens—the skeleton of the Skeleton
;

this itself makes a pretty object : the lorica, with its

points and ridges, the thoracic column, the foot with its

joints and spines, and the toes,bdng perfectly presenred,

and rendered even more clear than during life, becauso

of the removal of all tlK ^i»ft internal parts by detjay,

and by the elforts of those little scavengers, the smaller

species of infusorial animalcules. Tliese quickly find

their way into the interior of any dead animal with a
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fihellj case, as a Wheel-bearer, a Water-flea, or an Iq«

sect, and soon deyonr erery particle of soft flesb, clean-

ing out the case in the most tidy iiianner.

Here is a tiny subject which will test your powers

of observation,* and possibly your patience, in satisfac-

torily defining its structure, partly on account of its swift

motion and irregolar leaps, and partly on acconnt of its

extreme transparency. It is a crystalline cup, some-

what like thebody of a wine-glass, withont any foot, but

bearing many flat sword-shnped processes, which, pro-

ecediui): from the breast, comnionly lie flat on each side,

down tlic body, the points projecting l)elow. Tkefie are

evidently stiff and highly elastic, and their use is mani-

fest to any one who sees the creature in active motion.

It swims with a rapid gliding progress, head foremost,

but at almost every moment it makes a sudden forcible

jerk or leap backwards or to one side, and that so

quickly that the eye often cannot follow it in the tran-

sition. , The organs by which these jumps are effected

are the long breastH9ipines, which are suddenly thrown

out in various directions, and they may ^requentiy be

seen extended the instant after a leap. When we con-

sider that the creature is jerked often four or live times

its own leiijj^th, tluuiigh so dense a fluid, we shall per-

ceive how strong the muscular action must be which

moves the lever-like ppines. The creature is thrown

irregolarly, often with the side foremost, or the back,

or made to perform a somersault in the act It is prob-

ably a sensitiveness to danger or annoyance that

prompts these violent leaps ; at least, it frequently

performs them, after a momentary examination of any

floating matter with which its course brings it into

eontact
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The rotatary organs, the source of the common glid-

inrr motion, are not very large or oonepienotiB ; the

cilia a|)pcar to be sot all aknii]c tlie brow. Tiic eye is

very noticeable : it is placed near the front and seeuia

to be of a deep bluish-black hue.

I have noty however, as' yet introduced the nimble

little stranger by name. We may call it familiarly the

Sword-bearer, but Professor Ehrenbei^ has named it

Polyarthra platyptera.

This eminent authority on all that concerns these

minute forms has placed the species among those which

are destitute of a horny lorica or shell. But he is cer-

tainly in error here, for, as yon may see, there is mani-

festly a stiff lorica, which covers the back and sides,

bnt which gapes widely in the middle of the under

side, throughout its length. From the lateral point??,

however, a nieiubranc may be seen for a short distanco,

which doubtless protects the viscera jtxom actual ex-

posure.

The sword-like fins appear to be twelve in number,

arranged in groups, or bundles, of three each ; one

bundle being set on each side of the dorsal, and one

on each side of the ventral aspect, at about one liftli of

the entire length from the frontal jioints. Hiese are

all that we can ordinarily count; but I have seen

more : one day, while examining a- specimen that

presented a vertical aspect to me

—

end-on^ to speak

&miliarly—^the fins being all expanded, I saw with

perfect distinctness a seventh pair, proceeding from the

middle of the breast. They are flat, thin, nanuw
blades, of exceeding delicacy ; all distinctly serrated

on both edges, the teeth pointing from the base out-

ward; each is strengthened by a central rib. They
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are jointed indefpendently, on ronnded shelly knobs^

aii<l arc doubtless moved by strono^ mu&cles. Under
pressure, the knobs and the fins ;n*e bronc^ht uiit with

beautiful distinctness. Here again we have true

jointed limbs.

On the front jon may diBcem a pair of tiny an-

tennsB, each bearing a pencU of Teiy fine bristles.

And jnst below the level of their base, in the centre of

the dorsal rei::i()n, yon see tlie large eye, of a deep red

hue, so that it frcqueutly looks as if it were ac-

tually and intensely black. Just below the eye appa-

rently, but considerably more towards the ventral as-

pect, there is a huge mastax, occupying almost half the

length of the whole body. The jaws are very simple

in their construction, and therefore very instructive,

for they contain the same elements as in Unjchum iis ;

but from their excessive tenuitv, and for other reasons

connected with the form of the animal, they are calcu-

lated to tax to the utmost your perseverance and skill

in manipulation to resolve them. They were an enig-

ma to me for years.

Tlic irreat ind-sfa.c is ])ear-shaped, pointing obliquely

towards the middle of the bellv. Tliis form is owiiiir

to the great length of the fuJ^rumy and the wide cur-

vature of the mallei. The rami are very broad, some-

what square at their base, flat, but much arched longi-

tudinally. They open and shut vigorously, with a
snapping action, but are not protruded from the front

;

tlieir w]iole interior edges come into contact. The

mallei arc simple slender bent rods, apparently without

distinct articulation. During life they are thick and

irregular in outline, owing to thehr being invested with

dense muscles ; as is the whole upper portion of the
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mafifa^r. These muscles conceal or disguise the i'ona

and action of the parts during life, but the introduction

of a drop of solution of pota^ into the water instantly

dissolves away the flcsliy parts, leaving the solid or-

gans, or those composed of cliitine, beautifully clear,

and "fit for ol)servation. AVitliuut this aid it would

be impossible to resolve the structure of these minute

animals.

The little Sword-bearer, like the Brachionus^ carries

its eggs attached to the hinder part of its body, for

some time after they are discharged ; the minute green

oval bodies that vou see stickins: to the side of tliis

specimen, arc not, liowever, eggs, but parasitic aniinal-

cules {Oolacium vesiculoaum), which very frccpicntly

infest this species, adhering to various points of the

shell, and even to the sword-fins.
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What I hare now to submit for your c.xaiulnahun

is one of the rarest ^^pec*ies of the class, and certainly

not the least singular in its form. It is the Tripod

Wheel-bearer {Actimtrus Neptunius). When follj ex-

tended, its length exceeds that of almost every other

species, for it reaches about one-twentieth of an inch,

but its extreme thread-like slendcrness precludes tlio

unassisted eye from taking cogriizaiiee of it, as its thick-

ness, eycM ^vhen greatest, is not more than one six-

hundredth of an inch.

From this excessive length and tenuity, the appear-

ance of the creature is very remarkable. It may be
likened to a cylindrical tube, out of which protrude a

unfolded. The eyes arc deep black ;
probably, as in

the last example, a red of great intensity* When the

head is withdrawn, the integument is very clearly seen

to be introverted. The body consists of one long cylin-

di'ical tube, which receives three or four short joints to

great number of draw-tubes froui

both extremities, principally tlio

posterior one. Those in front ter-

minate in an oval proboscis, which

having a sort of iinger at its ex-

tremity, and two eyes, with an

antenual tube projecting oblique-

ly backwards, presents, when
viewed laterally, a strong resem-

blance to the head of a rabbit, tho

antenna representing the ears. In

front, and just below this head-

like proboscis, is a double swell-

ing, containing the rotatory or-

gans, which are small and seldom
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complete the abdomen ; at tbe dorsal aspect of the ex-

tremity of the last of these is the cloaca ; at this point

the diameter is already \cvy mucli attenuated ; but

there are eight or nine more joints which constitute tlie

foot, and tliese are of extreme filenderness. Towards

the extremi^, two processes are given off behind, each

consisting of a dab-ehaped piece, with a slender bristle

at llie tip. The foot terminates in three long, slender,

cylindrical divergent toes, which are fle.\il)le, and coni-

nnmly bent outward
;
they are equal in tliickness, and

truncate. These are often retracted in vai-ious degrees,

even when the foot is otherwise extended.

Owing to the slendemess of the body, the riscera

are greatly elongated. The mastax, as nsnal in this

family, consists of two hemispheres (each bearing two

teeth, set transversely, but converging to the centre)

;

it is situated at a considerable distance Irom the wheels,

and is reached by a long buccal funnel. Tlie digestive

canal is a long sac, apparently nndiyided ; it origin

nates directly from the mastax, with, I think, two small

basal glands; its posterior extremity becomes grad-

ually tapered to the cloaca. In the specimen wu are

examining, a sinall quantity of ffecal matter of a yel-

lowish-brown colour is collected in two small masses,

near the extremity. Along the yentral aspect runs

the ovaiy, which in this specimen contains two long

oval eggs in advanced development ; from their trans-

parent brightness, I suspect the young are produced

before birth. I think I can detect a contractile blad-

der, but am not certain.

The dorsal region of the trunk is marked with

strong ragged lines nmning longitudinally ; these look

like corrugations of the integument, but I incline to
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think them the strongly dt'V( L»])LMl muscles for the re-

tractation of the foot. ]\riisclos arc seen running

through the joints of the foot, until they can no longer

be traced, from their tenuity* The viscera can be de-

monstrated vith difficnlty, partly owing to the longi*

tadinal musdes, which are so strong and close, and
partly from the incessant contraction and elongation of

the parts, which drive the internal organs hither and

thitlicr. It refuses, yon see, to swallow carmine, which

might have assisted us.

Tills singular animal is lively in its motions, espe-

cially in the protrusion and retractation of the extremi-

ties* These are constantly alternating, and a very cu-

rious sight it is to see the immense length of foot sud-

denly thnist forth from the l>ody, in which it had been

eoniplctuly hid(k'n, tlie starting out of the liorizontal

processes, and the diverging of the long toes as these

are successively uncovered. The latter do not seem to

be often used as instruments of prehension or adhesion.

Indeed the animal does not appear very much given to

change of place, but lies in the water, alternately con-

tracting and elongating. Frequently, as the foot is

thrust out, the hody is made to bend forward so as to

form a right angle (see the engraving, in which the ani-

mal is thus represented at a/ b represents it when
the head is rotating, but the foot is almost wholly with-

drawn within the body; in which state the resem-

blance to a telescope, or to a nest of glass-tubes, is strik-

Tlie last specimen of this class of tiny favourites

that I shall show you, is one of more than ordinary

beauty* It is the Two-lipped Tube-wheel of the Hom-
wort {Zimniaa eerak>2)7i^Ui). Hitherto we have seen
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such examples as have the power of freely swimnuDg
from place to place at pleasure ; hut there is a consid-

erable group, of which this is a member, which are

periaaiiuutly statiuuary, being fixed iur life to the leaves

or stems of the vegetation that grows under water.

Tlie stiff and spinous whorls of the Homwort (Cera-

tophyUum demermm)^ that grows commonly in sluggisli

streams and pastnre-poolsy is a fayonrite resort of the

species, but it is not confined to any one plant. Herei

for instance, it has chosen as the site of its residence

the much-cleft leaves of the AVater Crowfoot {Ranun-

ertlus aqiKittlis) ; those leave?, I mean, which, growing

wholly under the water, are divided into a multitude

of slender finger-like filaments, so different from those

which float on the surface, and which are merely

notched.

You can readily find the Tube-wheels by the aid of

a pocket lens, and even with the naked eye when you
have seen one or two. By holding up this phial, in

which a little plant of the Crowfoot is growing, and

searching, with the lens, the window being in front of

you, the filaments one by one, you will readily per-

ceive, here and there, little shining objects standing

\ip, or ]>rojecting in various directions from the surface

of the leaves. The colony is rather numerous in tliis

case, and we shall have no.difiiculty in selecting our

specimens.

On this filament, which I have seized with the joints

of a pair of plierp, I can see at least half a dozen of the

little parasites. This, then, I will nip off from the plant,

and put it with its tiny population into the live-box.

Ilere it is, ready for examination.

Several of the animals aie in the field of view \ but

18
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we will • look at one at a time. A loDg narrow tabe^

Bliglitly widening at the month, is affixed hj the lower

extremity to the slender filaments of

water-grass, crowfoot, <fec. It is about

one-fit'ty-lifth of an inch in length, pellu-

cid but tinged with brownish yellow. It

appears to be of a gelatinous texture, and

is covered with extraneous substances,

such as decaying animal or vegetable

matters, which adhere to its surface.

From the mouth of the tube protrudes a

transparent colourless animal, the head

of which is rounded, with the extremity

parsed up. Suddenly it unfolds its

flower-like wheel, which consists of two

broad nearly circular lobes united, tho

margin of which is set with strong cilia,

much resembling those of the last species.

Each cilinm appears to be curved, and

to be thickened at the middle—^the op-

tical expression of the ciliary wave

;

and the eliect of the rotation, as each seems to pursue

its fellows around the circular course down the divid-

ing sinuosity, on the opposite sides, and around tho

margin again, is very striking. The cilia at the front

are interrupted between the lobes. In tho centre of

each lobe is a broad plate, surrounded by a bright

ring, and crossed by radiating lines which also extend

towards the ciliated loargin
;
probably these arc mus-

cular filaments. The funnel is between the lobes, and
leads by a short cssophagus to a bulbous transparent

mastax, in which are seen jaws that work on each

other* Below this is a long capacious sac, without con-

TTTO-LIPrKD
TUBK-WIIKEL.
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volutions or constrictions, but apparently granular in its

texture. Tlio alimentary eanal is bent upwards through

the whole length, terminating iu aa oritice behmd the

rotatory organ ; for though I have not traced it when
empty, I have seen the fiadcal matter driven rapidly up-

ward as through a canal, nntil the mass waa diischargcd

just behind the sinuous cleft. On our mixing carmine

with tlie water the efteet is very striking ; the particles,

whirled round in two circular vortices, are poured in

an accumulated torrent through the sinuosity, and over

the elevation at the front of the head. We presently

perceive a slender line of crimson passing down below

the mastax, which indicates a slender stomach-tnbe

there
;
and, after a while, a little ball of the same pig-

ment accumulates and is seen resting a little lower

down. This then indicates the form and position of

the stomach ; it must he % very slender canal, termi-

nating in a small lonnded bag, at about one-third of the

distance from the mastax to the base of the tube.

The lengthened sac which you see is the ovary, from

which the eggs ore dischaiged into the lower part of

the case.

The mouth needs a little explanation iu detail. As
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yon Bee it, you probably discern little resemblance in

its parts to the same organ in BracMonus^ and yet

essentially it is tnrnied of the very same constituents;

and as it is very instructive to observe the niodilica-

tionS) in different animals, of a common model of any

particnlar organ, it will be worth while to devote a
few minntes' careful observation to tliis stmctare

before us, es])ecially as it is here seen with more than

usual brilliancy and clearness.

The mastax, then, which you tee in tlie centre of

the animal, just below the level of the beautiful

flower^like wheels^ consists as nsnal of three snb-

globose lobes ; one on each side appropriated to each

mallens, and the third descending towards the ventral

aspect, which onvelo])s the incus. The mallei are more

intimately united to the rami of the incus than in the

former type, each uucud Ibrmiug, with its ramus, a

well-defined mass of muscle, enclosing the solid parts,

and in form approaching the quadrature of a globe

;

two flat faces opposing and working on each other.

Across the upper suifaco of the mass the uncus is

stretched, as three long parallel lingers arched in their

common direction, and imbedded in the muscular sub-

stance; their points just reaching the opposing face ot

the ramus, and meeting the points of the opposite uncus,

when dosed. The manubrium is much disguised, by
being greatly dilated transversely, forming three bow-
like loops 01 lii'le solidity, to the chord of which the

fi Hirers arc soldered, not articulated. The surface of

tUo dense musculai* mass displays stria; parallel to

the Angers, and, as it were, continuiDg their number
towards their dorsal extremity, becoming fainter till

tbey are imperceptible. These strisB do not disappear
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when tlic miiscniar parts are dissolved by potash;

aad licnce I infer the existence of a delicate investi-

ture of solid substance similar to tliat of the teeth, <&c.}

enclosing the mnscnlar mass.

The incus, which cannot be separated from the

malle], thus consists of two portions, corresponding

to tlie rami in JJmehiomis, &c., each of which forms

the lower part of the quadrantic mass ju^t described.

At tlie ventral extremity they are articulated to a

slender fulcrum, which is a little bent downward.

The solid framework of each ramus sends off, from its

inferior surface, a slender cunred process, which is

connected with the extremity of the fulcrum.

The action of this a])paratu8 is as follows:
—

^Tho

ciliary vortices ])rodiiced by the waves of the coronal

disk, pass together through the upper sinus, and are

hurled in one stream along the centre of the face,

nearly to the projecting chin. Here is placed the

orifice of the buccal funnel, a perpendicularly descend-

ing tube of considerable width, slightly funnel-shaped

at the top, tlio interior surface of which is btrungly

ciliated. It descends straight upon the mastax, over

the part where the unci unite. But just above this

point there are two valves projecting from the walls

of the tube, also well ciliated. These can be brought

into contact, or separated in yarious degrees, at will,

and being very sensitive, they regulate the force of

the inflowing current, and doubtless exclude hurtful

or uselees substances. The current now flows along

the two rami of the incus, as I have already described;

and, passing between their separated points, descends

into the oesophagus, a slender duct opening beneath

them, and leading to the digesting stomach.
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As this current pasges, the manducatory apparatus

acts upou tlie particles of food wliicli it brinies iu its

coarse. The quadraotic masses approacii each other

and recede, with a rapid rolling movement, in the

direction of the curvature of the mallei ; while, at the

same time, the rami of the incus open and close their

points, rise and sink, and occasionally pei-form a kind

of eliovcling action. Tlie points of the finsrors of the

unci, meeting each other, doubtless pierce aud tear the

Infmoria swallowed, and the striated faces of the

quadrantic masBCs bmise, squeeze, and grind them
down.

When the muscular investiture is dissolved away
by potash, the essential identity of tlie wliole structure

with that of tlic type already described, becomes

abundantly evident. Even the mallei, which in some

aspects present difliculty, when viewed vertically, are

but little changed ; the lingers are parallel instead of

divergent, and the handle-like character of the manu-
brium is lost; but three areas, enclosed by loops or

cariusd of solid substance, reveal their true nature.

We will now see if we can separate the animal

from its tube, so as to examine its lower parts. By
a gentle pressure upon the bottom of the tube with

the cd^re of a penknife, which I bring to bear upon it

by tiie aid of this simple microscope, the creature is

induced to wriggle out of his case. Eeplacing now
the cover of the live*box, and placing it again on the

,

stage of the oomponnd microscope, we see that the

lower part of the body forms a foot analogous to that

of a JJracJiionus^ covered with ring-like ^\ l inklcei, and

separated from the body by an abrupt coustriction and
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diminution of the diameter. At the verj extremity

there is a sort of sucking-disk, bj which we maj pre*

dume the hold of the animal upon the plant is main-

tained. No organic connexion snbsists between the

foot and the tnbe; for the latter is not an essential

part of the aiiiiiuil, though absurdly called a lorica

by Elireubcrg, but ouly an aceuniuliition of mucus
Buccessively exuded trom the body, and thrown oft' in

the form which it possesses by the contractions and
other movements of the body.

Bnt seel the poor naked creatnre is writhing in

contortions, which become nioio and more convulsive

and spasmodic : and now it evinces great ri<(iditj in

these, till the body has become almost shapeless, por-

tions of the surface being here and there violently

forced out into projectionsy and the foot strongly cnrled

np. The only signs of life that now remain are the

occasional fitful workings of the jaws. Are we then

to snppose that the shelter of the gelatinous case is

needful to its continued existence, or did I inflict a

mortal injury upon it when I laid the edge of my pen-

knife upon its lower part to drive it forth i Most

probably the latter is the tme solntion.

Out of the colony that remains, we will now select

. another specimen, with ripening eggs, in order to

watch the development of the young. Here is one

with three eggs lying obliquely in the tube, one of

which is already showing the impatient movements

of the embryo within. Ha 1 now the egg-shell has

burst, and the little creatnre escapes from its prison,

and quickly makes its way to the mouth of the parent-

tube. Now it is free, and swims away rapidly, in a

giddy headlong manner. It is quite unlike its mother^
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for its form is triiiripet-sbaped, rcsemblinii^ that of a

SUntor with a wreath of cilia aiound head, inter-

rupted nt twu opi)osite points: the central ])ortion of

the head rises into a low cone. There is as yet no
trace of the beautiful double-pctalled flower.

It has been whirling giddilj abont the live-box for

about a qnarter of an faonr, but now it begins to

manifest tokens of weariness; or rather the time is

approaching for it to select a place of penuanent

sedentary abode. Its motion is sensibly retarded ; it

now and then adheres to the glass momentarily, by
its foot| and mores forward by successive jerkS| not

proceeding more than its own length at a time, and
this apparently with effort. The periods of its remain-

ing stationary become longer, so that you may sui>]>ose

it linally settled two or three times, before its wander-

ings are quite over, some shock or ahirm sending it oiF

to a little distance again.

At length it wanders no more ; its foot holds fast

to the glass, and its movements are confined to whirl-

ings round and round on this as a pivot, and to sudden

contractions of length. Presently we see a very deli-

cate film ^urronnding the ])oint of attachment;—the

first rudiment of the tube, a ring of mueus thrown off

from the skin, and pressed down to the foot by the

contractions of the body. Meanwhile, the ciliary

crown is dividing itself into two, and now we see

already the essential form and ai>pearance of the

inaiiuc animal, every moment developing its pedec-

tion.
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CHAPTEK XY.

WORMS.

An cXiiminatiori of tlic diverse modes in which loco-

modon is performed among animals, and the various

orgaxu and modifications of oigans that subserve this

important purpose, would form no uninteresting chap-

ter in natural history. You have two feet, your dog

hasfuur; in the bird, two of these are cuuvcrtcd into

wings, with which it rises into the air ; in the fish all

of them are become line, with which it strikes the water.

Bat it is in the invertebrate classes that we discover the

strongest variations. The Poulpe flops" awkwardly
but vigorously along, by the alternate contractions and

expansions of the web tluiL unites its arms ; tlic Snail

glides evenly over the herbage by means of its muscu-

lar disk; the iScallop leaps about by puffs of water

driven from its apprcssed lips ; the Lobster shoots sev-

eral yards in a second by the blow of its tail upon the

water; the Gossamer Spider floats among the clouds

upon a balloon that it lias spun from its own body ; the

Centipede winds slow ly along upon a hundred pairs of

feet ; tlie Beetle darts like an arrow upon three ; and

the Butterfly sails on the atmosphere with those paipted

fans which are properly aerial gills." How elegantly

does the PUmaria swim by the undulation of its thin

body, and the Medusa by the pumping forth of the

i\'atcr held within its umbrella I How wondrously docs
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the Echinus glide along the eidc of the tank on its Inin-

dreds of sucking-disks 1 How beantilnli and at, the

same time how effective, are the ciliary wheels of the

Bracldonm.

I am now going to £liow jou some otlier ozamples

of travelling machinery in an humble and despised, bat

far from nninteresting class of animals,—^the Worms*
Here is an Earth-worm npon the garden-border. With
what rapidity it winds along, and now it pokes its sharp

nose into the ground, and now it has disappeared I If

your eye could follow it, you would see that it makes

its way through tlie compact earth not less easily nor

less rapily than it wonnd along the surface. If yon

take it into your hand, you perceive no feet, wings, fins, .

or limbs of any kind ; only this long cylinder of soft

flesh, divided into numerous successive rings, and taper-

ing to each extremity. The very snout which you saw

enter so easily into the substance of tlie soil, is no hard

bony point, but formed of the same soft yielding flesh-

as the other parts. And yet with no other implement

does the little worm penetrate whithersoever it will

tlirongli the ground, llow docs it effect tliis ?

The fineness of the point to which the iiuizzle can

be drawn is the iirst essential. This can be so atten-

uated that the grains of adherent soil can readily be

separated by it, when its action is that of the wedge.

The body being drawn into the crevice thus made, the

particles are separated still farther. Now another pro-

vision comes in ; the whole surface of the skin secretes

and throws off a quantity of tenacious mucus or slime,

as you will immediately perceive if you handle the

Worm ; this has the double effect of causing the pressed
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particles of soil to adhere together, and then to form a

cylindrical wall, of which tliey arc tlic bricks, and the

filimc the mortar ; and also of greasing, as it were, the

whole interior of the burrow or passage thus made, so

that the Worm can travel to and fro in it without im-

pediment; while the fact that the dime is continuallj

poured forth a^reeh preyents the least atom of earth from

adliering to its body. Tiiis you have doubtless ob-

served, or may observe in a moment, if you will take

the trouble to thrust a spade into the ground aud give

it two or three shakes. You will < presently see on all

sides the alarmed Earth-worms coming swiftly to the

surface, and will notice how perfectly sleek and clean

they are.

But tliese contrivances are only accessories : we
have not yet discovered the secret of the easy move-

ment. The mere elongation of the snout is no explana-

tion of the disappearance of the Worm in the burrow

;

for yon will naturally and reasonably say that this

elongation cannot extend beyond a certain limit ; and

what then ! Iso further ])rogress can be made unless

the hinder parts of tlic body are, by contraction, drawn

up towards the elongated front ;—but what holds the

front in |)lace meanwhile I Why, when the muscles

contract, does not the taper, wedge-like muzzle slip

back and lose the ground it had gained 9

This we will now look at. I take up this Worm
and ]>ut it in a narrow glass cell, where we may watch

its movements. It presently begins to elongate and

contract its body vigorously, apparently aiaiined at its

unwonted position ; and the mucus is thrown off in co-

pious abundance. We apply a low microscopic power

to it, and catch glimpses, now and again, as it writhes
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about, of a number of tiny points protnided and re-

tracted with rliythmical symmetry through the skin.

Its mobility precludes our discerning much more than

that these points are very iiuinerous, that they arc ar-

ranged in four longitudinal lines, mnning along the

ventral side of the animal—^two lines on each side

—

and that in each line there is a point protraded from

each of the many rings of which the Worm's body is

made up.

In order to see a little more of these organs we must

sacrifice a "Worm
;
having killed it, and divided tlie

body in the middle, I cut off, with sharp scissors, a
small transverse portion, say two or three rings, and
press the fragment between plates of glass. Now, with

a higher magnifying power, we discern in the inidst of

the translucent flesh the points in question. They are

not, however, single ; but each protrusile organ consists

of a pair of transparent, brittle, glassy rods, shaped like

an italic /, of which the recurved points are directed

backwards when thmst ont from the skin.

The mode in which these assist the progression of

the Worm is well described by Professor Kymer Jones.

"The attenuated rings in the neighbourhood of the mouth

are first insinuated between the particles of the earth,

which, from their conical shape, they penetrate like a

sharp wedge ; in this position they are firmly retained

by Ae nnmerons recnrved spines appended to the dif-

ferent segnieuts ; the hinder parts of the body are then

drawn forward by a longitudinal contraction of the

whole animal—a movement which not only prepares

the creatnre for advancing farther into the soil, bat by
swelling out the anterior segments forcibly dilates the

passage into which the head had been already thrnst

:
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the spines upi>ii the hinder i ings then take a finn hold

ii])on tlie sides of tlie liole thus formed; and, preventing

any retrograde rriovement, the liead is again forced for-

ward throagh the yielding mould ; so tliat, by a repeti-

tion of the process^ the animal is able to advance with

tlie greatest apparent ease throogh subetanccs which it

would at first seem nttwly impossible for bo helpless a

being to penetrate/'*

Implements analogous to thoBO are found in most

of the animals of the class Annelida, to which the

Earth-worm belongs. But in this creature you see

them in their simplest form : it is to the aquatic

Worms that yon mnst look if yon wish to see the amaz-

ing diversity, complexity, and delicacy of these organs.

In these there are one or two pairs of " feet" on each

ring, cougi&ting of wart-like prominences, which are

perforate and protmsilo, and through the middle of

which work a nnmber of bristles {seks), arranged in a

radiating pencil, something like the hairs of a paint-

bmsh. In this transparent and colourless little Nais

frum fresh water, }'ou may see their fonn and arrange-

ment ; in complexity they present an advance upon

the Earth-worm, for lierc there

arc some seven or eight bris-

tles in each pencil, which radi-

ate in the same plane, and are

gradnated in length
j
they arc

very slender, bent at the tip,

and as transparent as if drawn

out of spun glass. It is inter-

esting to observe with what lightning-like rapidity they

* • Gen. Outliue, p. 202.
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are tlirust out and withdrawn in constant succession, as

the body is ever lengthening and shortening.

Let ns exchange this little freshwater AV^orm for a

marine one. Here is a Polyrwe^ a curious genus, yeiy

common under stones at low water on our rocky diores.

It IB remarkable on several aeooimts. All down the

back we discover a set of oval or kidney-shaped

plates, which are called the hack-shields {dorsal elytra) ;

• these are flat, and are phuiltd upon the back bv little

ibotstalksy set on near the margin of the under suilaee

:

they are arranged in two rows, overlapping each other

at tiie edge. These kidney-shaped shields, which can be

detached with slight violence, are studded over with

little transparent oval bodies, Bet on short footstalks,

which are perhaps delicate organs of touch. Tlie inter-

mediate antennae, the tentacles, and the m*?*?, or tila-

ments of the feet, are similarly fringcil with these little

appendages, which resemble the glands of certain

plants, and have a most singular appearance. H we
remove the shields, we discover, on each side of the

body, a row of wart-like feet, from each of which pro-

ject two hnndleis of spines of exquisite strncture. The

bundles, expanding on all sides, rescml)le so many
sheaves of wheat, or you may more appropriately fancy

you behold the armoury of some belligerent sea-fairy,

with stacks of arms enough to accoutre a numerous

host. But if you look closely at the weapons them-

selves, they rather resemble those which wo are accus-

tomed to wonder at in missiouarv mnseums—the arms

of some ingenious but barbarous people from the South

Sea Islands—than such as are used in civilised warfare.

Here are long lances, made like scythe-blades, set on a

staff with a hook at the tip, as if to capture the fleeing
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tV*c and brin^Lim witliin reach of tlic blade. Among
thciii are others of simihir shape, but with tlie edge cut

into delicate slanting notches, wliicli run along the

sides of the blade like those on the edge of our reaping*

hookfl^ These are chiefly the weapons of the lower

handle ; those of the npper are still more imposing.

The outmost are short curved clubs, armed with a

row of shark's teeth to make them more fatal ; these

surround a cluster of spears, the long heads of which

are famished with a doable row of the same appen-

dages, and lengthened scymitars, the curved edges of

which are cat into teeth like a saw. Thoogh a stranger

might think I had drawn copiously on my fancy for

this dcscriptioDj I am sure, with your eye u])on what is

on the stage of the microscope at this moment, you

will acknowledge that the resemblances are not at all

forced or nnnatoral. To add to the effect, imagine that

all these weapons are forged ont of the clearest ^ass

instead of steel ; that the larger bandies may contain

about fifty, and the smaller half as many, each ; that

there arc four bundles on every segment, and tliat the

bodv is composed of twentv-tivc such POLnnents, and

you will have a tolerable idea of the garaiturc and arma-

ture of this little Worm, that grubs about in the mud
at low-water mark.

Should it ever be your fortune to fall in with a
species of Sea-mouse {Aphrodite hystrix) which inhabits

our southern coast a little wav from the shore, you

may be delighted and surprised with a modiiication

of those organs, which exhibits a more than ordinarily

obvious amount of creative forethought and skill. I

will describe them in the words of the learned his^

torians of these animals, MM. Andouin and Milne-Ed-

wards
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"Tlic feet are divided into' two very distinct

brandies, tlio lower of Mhicli ib larfrc, conical, of a

yellowish-brown line, and mucli Bbagrcencd ou the sur-

face. The upper branch is much less salient than the

lower. Wa observe at the foot of the dorsal ahields

two bundles of rigid bristles : the one, expanded like a

fan and applied npon the shields, is fixed immediately

outside the insertion of those organs ; the bristles which

compose it are awl-shaped, without teeth, slightly

curved, and directed inwards and backwards ; their

colour is a clear brown, with golden reflections. The

second bundle is inserted more externally, on a tnber^

colons footstalk, and points horizontally backwards

and outwards. The bristles which enter into its com*

position are very long, very 8tron<^, and terminal ed by

a lance-pliaped j)uint, of which the edges are garnished

with teeth curved backwards towards the base. These

are veritable barbed arrows, having the extremities

sometimes exposed, but often concealed in a sheath

which is formed of two homy pieces, capable of open-

ing and of closing again upon them.

"The uao of these two valves it is not difficult to

detect. They protect the points of the arrow, and per-

mit the Aphrodite to receive them again into its body

unharmed ;
whereas, without this precaution, the tis-

sues which they traverse would be cut and mangled.

But when these weapons are deeply ])lnnged into a
foreign body, as into the soft liesli of tliose animals

which annoy the AVorm, since the sheath docs not pene-

trate with them but folds back, it follows that their

teeth are inserted without any protection, and that on

account of their backward direction they can be with-

drawn only with great difficulty
;
thus, in most cases,
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tlie dart Lccomes broken ; but the animal is fun lislicd

with BO great a number, tiiat tliese looses are scarcely

felt, and tlicre remain to it amply Bufficient for ita de-

fence in all contingencea.'' *

Yon snU have noticed that the learned French zool-

ogists seriously eotrntenance the notion that these ex-

quisitely elaborated organs arc weapons of offence.

But in this I think thev are in error, misled l>v the

rcfiemblance, already alluded to^ which they bear to

weapons of human conBtruction. The manner in which

they act as implementa of locomotion has been beanti-

fnlly demonstrated by Dr. Wilfiamg in the Nereidona

Worms, of which he observes that in nearly all speciea

the feet are constructed with express reference to pro-

gression on solid surfaces. In many instances, the

bristle is compound, consisting of a statf witli a vari-

ously amed point or hlade jointed to its extremity.

Yiewed by ^e light of mechanical principles, nothing

can be so obvions as the reason why the teia in these,

as in nearly all other Annelida, are jointed. If they

consisted of rii^id, iiul»en(ling Icyers, it is manifest that

they would prove most awkward additions to the sides

of the animals ; if fixed too deeply in the surrounding

soil, they wonld not act at all as levers ; if too super-

ficially, the Worm wonld be compressed in its tube at

the moment when the »et€B of the opposite feet would

iiivvt in a straight Hne. Tliese difficulties are cifectiially

and skiilullv obviated by the introduction of a ioint or

a point of motion on each seta. This is one instance

among many which the eye of the mechanician would

detect on the oi^anization of the Annelida in which

• litt. de U Frmnce, IL tl.
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Nature takes adroit advantage of meclianical principles

in the attainment of lier ends." *

Look now, in illustration of these principles, at the

bristle-feet of this beautiful green PhyUodoce. No
doubt 70U have often seen it in the little hollows of our

rocky ledpres, and especially on beds of young mussels,

and prubably you liave admired the elegant ease with

which its lithe and tortuous body writhes and winds,

like a bit of green silken cord, in and out among the

eompaetiy crowded shells You have wondered, too, at

the difficulty whidi attends the attempt to take it up,

not on account of the rapidity of its motions, but be-

cause of the extreme sleuderness and slip2)erincss of the

subject, and of the power which it possesses of insinu-

atiii^c itself into the smallest crevice.

The foot in this genus has but a single branch, and
a single pencil of bristles, which is placed between the

flat swimming leaf that ornaments each segment and
the lower cirrus. The bristles are of the compound
jointed form, but the johit is fixed in a peculiar manner.

The basal portion is drawn out into a .very slender long

straiglit shaft, terminating in a knob somewhat resem-

bling the end of a limb-bone. This is slit in one direo>

tion to reeeire the terminal piece, which is shaped

somewhat like a lance-head, and is inserted into the slit

exactly as a knife-blade is fixed into the haft. The
head is in fact a kuife-blade, with a tliickcned back and

a very thin edge, which is notched into teeth of the

most exquisite delicacy. The blade is slightly curved,

and drawn out into a long acute point ; and the whole

bristle is formed out of an elastic homy substance (prob-

• JSep. on Brit AnnelidB^ SIL
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ably cliitine) tlint rivals in transpai'cncj and brilliancj

tlie purest ilint-<;lii>s.

I might adduce a vast variety of examples of these

otgans in the Marine Worms, all of which would charm
yen by their elegance and by their extreme diyersitj

;

bnt I have other things to show yon in this interesting

class of animals, which fortunately are so common on all

onr shores, that you will liave no difficulty in procur-

ing plenty of specimens for your private observation .

and stndy. And if you need intelligent guidance, yon
cannot have a better mentor than Dr. Williams, whose

admirable Eeport on the British Annelidas " I have

jnst cited.

Before \vc dismiss our little Phyllodoee to its home
in the aquarium, we must try to get a sight of its

pretty mouth. The Worms are somewhat wayward in

displaying this part of their charms, sometimes expos-

ing it at intervals of a second or two for very many
times in snccession, at others snllenly keeping it

closed ; and no efforts that I am aware of on onr part

will induce tlie display : we must await their pleasure.

It is, in fact, a turning of the throat inside out. In

most of the Worms the head is minute, and wliat seems

to be the month is but the orifice from which the throat

or proboscis is everted. In the PhyUodoces this organ

is a great mnscnlar sac, in. some species equalling in

length one^onrth of the whole body.

llal there it appears! W^hut a chasm yawns in

the under side of the head, as the interior begins rap-

idly to protrude, turning inside out as it comes forth,

like a living stocking, until it assumes the form of an

onormons {ctmpoTatrndy enormous, of course) pear-

shaped bag, the surface of which is beset with a multi-
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tnde of secreting warts or glandfi, Bomewhat like tlie

papill® whicli Btad the tongue in higher animals!

Tlic extremity, -svhich is perforated, is Biirroimded by a

niii^' le, by means of Avliicli it contracts forcibly on

whatever it is applied to, and thus holds it hiiiily, while

the re-inverBion of the sac drags it into the hody to be

digested.

But this huge proboscis disappears as rapidly and

as wondcifully as it was revealed. Conuiiencin<j: at

what ii? now the outer extremity, wliich is quickly

turned in, the whole swittly returns to its cavity in the

inverse order to that in which it was extended ; and

BOW that it is all engulphed^ we marvel that so vast a
sac can be packed away in so slender a case.

In this intsance the armature of the proboscis is

feeble ; but wc have species ^s hich arc very elaborately

armed. There is a minute species of Lornh'Jnereidj

which commonly appears in our aquaria after they have

been some time established, and breeds in vast numberB

on the floccose matter that doge the bottom and ddes.

In this tiny Worm there is a formidable array of jaws,

resembling black liooks, which we may discern tlirough

their pellucid tissues, snapping and cutting viciously

like so many pairs of hooked scissors. Though I have

often had this little Bpedes in my tanks in copious

abundance, I regret to say I cannot find any at this

moment for onr examination, and shall therefore content

myself with translating for you MM. Audouin and
Milne-Edwards' description of tbc jaws as they appear

in a closely-allied form, but of far greater dimensions,

Eunioe*
^ The proboscis is not very protmsile ; when it ia

withdrawn itB ^Eternal orifice is longitudinal, and the*
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jaws are fixed on eadi side, all facing the medial line.

When it is projected, however, the two margins of

the longitudinal eleft become transverse in separating,

and the jaws follow the &ame movement, and diverge

in tlie miio of their forwardness. A kind of lower lip

which is aiHxed to the under side of the proboscis, is

composed of two homj blades nnited towards their

front extremity, and prolonged behind into points.

The jaws are to the number of seven ; three on the

right and four on the left ; the two upper ones are per-

fectly alike, and mutually opposed
;

they are large,

narrow, pointed recurved hook-wiso at the tip, aod

jointed at their hinder end^^ on a double homy stem

shorter than themselves. The second pair of jaws are

large, broad and fiat, mutually alike, and jointed on the

lower side of the first pair ; . . . their internal edge is

straight and cut into deep teeth. Tlic third pair are

small, tliin. concave, and notched
;
they are aOixed by

their inferior edge outside and in front of the second

pair, which they conceal during repose. Finally, the

snpcmumerary jaw, which is found on the left side

only, is smaU, semi-circular, toothed, and placed be-

tween the second and third pairs. All these pieces are

surpassed bj the margin of the proboscis, wliicli is

often hard and black." *

From this complex and formidable mouth we will

pass to one of quite another form, not less efiective^

perhaps more formidable^ but ordained by the goodness

of Gk>d to be a most valuable agent in the relief of hu-

man suffering. I mean the Medicinal Lcccli, of wdiicli

we can readily procure a specimen from oui* friend the

apothecary.

• litl de U]!Vaiice, U. IBS.
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Here it is. There is no protnisile proboscis, but the

throat is spacious, and capa1)le of being everted to a

gliixht deirree. The front border of the mouth is -en-

larged so as to form a sort of n])per lip, and this com-

bines with the wrinkled muscular margin of the lower

and lateral portions to form the sucker. * With the dis-

secting scisson I slit down the ventral mai^n of the

snckor, exposing the wliole

throat. Tlien, the edges

being folded back, we see

implanted in the walls on

the dorsal region of the

cavity three white emi-

nences of a cartillaginoiis

texture, Avliicli rise to a

fuoAT or LBscn L&m om. sharp crescenticedgc
;
they

form a triangular, or rather a triradiate figure.

Now, if you recollect, this is the figure of the cut

made in tihe fiesh wherever a Leech has sucked, as it is

of the soar whicli reinaius after the "wound has healed.

For these three little eminences are the implements wiUi

which the animal, impelled by its blood-sucking in-

stincts, effects its purpose. But to understand the ac-

tion more perfectly, we must use higher powers.

I dissect out of the flesh, then, one of the white

points, say the middle one, and laying it in water in

the coinpreftsoriuni, flatten tlic drop, but use no more
prcssuie tlian just enough for that. Now I apply a
power of 150 diameters, and we will look at it in suc-

cession. You have under your eye a sub-pellucid mass,

of an irregular oval figure, and of fibrous texture, one
side of which is thinned away apparently to a keen

edge of a somewhat semi-circular outline. But along
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this edge, and as it were imbedded into it for about

one-third of their length, are set between.seyentj and

eiglity crystalline points, of highly refractive substance,

resembling glass. Tliese points gi-adually decrease in

size towards one end of the series, and at length cease,

leaving a portion of tho cutting edge toothless. At the

end where thej are largest,,thej are nearly close to-

gether, but at length are separated by spaces equal to

their own thickness. The manner in which they are

inserted closely resembles, in this aspect, the im-

])lantation of the teetli in the jaw of a dolphin or croco-

dile.

But this appearance is illusory. By affixing the

little jaw to the revolving needle, we bring the edge to

face our eye. It is not an edge at all ; but a narrow

parallel-sided margin of considerable breadth. And
the teeth are not conical points, as they Bccmed when
wc viewed tliem sidewise, but flat triangular plates,

with a deep notch in their lower edge. Thus they

partly embrace, and are partly inserted in, the margui

of the jaw.

Observe now how beautifnlly this apparatus sub-

serves the purj)Ose I'ur which

it is intended. By means of

its sucker, the Leech creates •

a vacuum upon a certain part

of the skin, exactly like that

produced by a cupping-glass.

The skin covered is drawn in-

to tho hollow BO far as to ren-

der it quite tense, by the of tuEcn (in part^

pressure of the surrounding air. Thus it is brought

into contact with the edges of the three jaws, to which,
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hj means of powcrfal muscles attached to them, a see-

saw motion k commnnicated, which canses the little

teeth soon to cut through the skin and superficial Tea-

sels, from which the blood begins to flow. The issue

of the vital fluid is then promoted by the pressure

arouud, and so goes on until the enormous stomach of

the Leech is distended to repletion.

It has been suggested that this whole contrivance,

with the instinct by which it is accompanied, is in-

tended for the beneiit of Man, and not of the Leech.

Blood seems to be by no iiieans the niitui ;il food of the

Leech ; it has been ascertained to remain in the stomach

for a whole twelvemonth without being digested, yet

remaining fluid and sound during the entire period

:

while, ordinarily, such a substance cannot in ^ne in*

stance QUt of a thousand be swallowed by the animal

in a state of nature. Whether this be so or nol^
whether man's relief under suficring were the sole ob-

ject designed, or not. it was certainly one object ; and

we may well be thanktiil to the mercy of God, who .

has ordained comfort through so strange an instrumen-

tality.

The progress of marine natural history, as studied

in the aquarium, has made our drawing-rooms and

halls faniiliiir with a multitude of curious and beautiful

creatures which a few years ago were known only, and

that Tery imperfectly, to the learned professors of tech- .

nical science. Among the forms which embellish our

tanks are several q>ecies of Serpukt^ and Worms allied

to it. The shelly contorted tube which this painted Sea-

worm inhabits, and which it has built up itself around

its own body, with stone and cement which that body

supplied, is well known to you ; as is also the curious
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conical stopper with wliicli it doses ap its bottle as with

cork, when safe at home, and the lovely crown of gor-

geously coloured fans which it expands when it takes

(" the I was about to say, hut rather) tlie watrr.

You are familiar, too, with the lightning-like rapidity

with which, while in health and yigour, the jSerpula^

on the slightest alann, retreats into his fortress, taking

care to clap the door to after him. But perhaps you.

have never had an opportunity of examining the

mechanism by which this rapid flight is eflected.

As there are two distinct moYements peiformed by

the Worm—the slow and cautious and gradual pro-

trusion, and the sudden and swift retreat—so there

are two. distinct sets of organs by which they are per-

fonned. Shall I sacrifice one from this fine group to

demonstrate the mecthanisni ? AVell, then, I carefully

break the eheliy tube, and extract the Worm unin-

jured.

Its form is, you perceiTe, much shortcnrand more
dumpy than yon would have supposed from looking

at the tube; and it is somewhat flattened, having

a back- and a belly-side. On the funner there is a

sort of shield, the sides of whieli bear wartdike feet,

—about seven pairs in all—which are perforated for

the working of protrusile pencils of bristles, similar in

structure and in function to those which we lately ex-

amined.

Here is one of the pencils extracted. To the naked

eve it is a yellowish body witli a satinv lustre ; and

this effect depends upon tlic light beiii*; ix'flected from

a number of nearly parallel lines—the staves of the

spear-like bristles, which the eye cannot resolve in

detaiL A drop of the caustic solution of potash

14
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cleanses the bundle from tlie fleshy matter which would

otlierwisc obscure the vision, and now I place it on the

fitage.

With this power of 400 diameters jon see a mnlti-

tnde—some twenty or thirfy, or more-—of yery long,

slender, straight rods, of a clear yellowish homy sub-

stance, set side by side, like a sheaf of spears in an

arinorv. Each one merges, at its upper end, into a

sort of blade, which is slightly- beut, and which tapers

Fiitniiio*voiiM <nr ubpula.

to an exceedingly fine point. But its chief peculiarity

is that the blade has a double edge, not like a two-

edged Bword, the edges set on opposite faces, hut on

the same face, set side hj side, with a groove between

them ; and each edge is cut with the most delicate and

cloee-set teeth, the lines of which pass back upon the

blade, as in our reaping-hooks.

These pencils of spear-like bnstles are the organs

by which the protrusion of the animal is performed.

Their action is manifestly that of pushing against the

walls of the interior, whicli on close examination are

seen to be lined with a dclicato membrane, exuded

from the animal's skin. The opposite feet of one seg-

ment protrude the pencils of bristles, one on each side,

the acute points and teeth of which penetrate and

catch in the lining membrane ; the segments behind
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dus are now drawn up close, and extend their bristles

;

these catch in like maimer ; then an elongating move-

ment takes place ; the pencils of the anterior segments

being now retracted, they yield to the movment and

are pushed forward, while the others are held firm by
the resistance of their holding bristles ; thus gradually

the fure})art3 of the animal are cx]>oscd.

fiat this gradual process would ill suit the necessity

of a creature so sensitive to alarm, when it wishes to

retreat. We have already seen how, with the fleetness

of a thought, its beautiful crown of scarlet plumes dis-

appears within its stony fastness : let us now look at

the apparatus which effects tliis movement.

li'you look again at this JSerpula recently extracted,

you will find, with a lens, a pale yellow line running

along the uppor surface of each foot, transversely to

the length of the body. This is the border of an ex-

cessively delicate membrane ; and on placing it under

a higher power (bay 600 dianitters), vou will be aston-

iiilicd at the elaborate provision here made for pre-

hension. This yellow line^ which cannot be appreciated

by the unassisted eye, is a muscular ribbon over which

stand up edgewise a multitude of what I wiU call

combs, or rather sub-triangnlar plates. These have a

wide base ; and the apex of the trianf^le is curved over

into an abrupt hook, and then this ib cut into a number

{£rom four to six) of sharp and long teeth. The plates

stand side by side parallel to each other, along the

whole length of the ribbon, and there are muscular

fibres seen aflixed to the basal side of each plate, which

doubtless <i^ivc it independent motion. I have counted

136 plates on one ribbon ; there are two ribbons on

each thoracic segment, fmd there ar^ seven such seg-
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monts :—liencc we may compute the total number of

prehensile comb-like plates on this portion of the body

to be about one thousand nine hundred, each of which

is wielded by muscles at the will of the animal
;
while,

as each plate carries on an average five teeth, there are

nearly ten thousand teeth hooked into the lining mem-
brane of the cell, when the animal chooses to descend.

Even this, however, is very far short of the total num-
ber, because long ribbons of hooks of a similar struc-

ture, but of smaller dimensions run across the abdo-

minal segments, which are much more numerous than

the thoracic. !No wonder, with so many muscles

wielding so many grappling hooks, that the retreat is

so rapidly effected

!
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CHAPTER XVL

SEA'UBCHINS AlTD SBA-CUCUMBEBfl.

Pkertno about among t lie rocks today at low-tide, I

fouod, on turning over a largo stone, an object which,

though familiar enough to those who are converaant

with the sea and its treasures, would snrpriso a cnrions

observer fresh from the fields of Warwickshire. It is

a ball, perfectly circular, and nearly globular—only

that its under part is a little flattened—bard and shelly

in its exterior, which is however densely clothed with

a forest of shelly spines, each one of which has a limit-,

ed amount of mobility on its base. On attempting to

remove it, I find that it adheres to the stone with some
firmness, and that on the exercise of sufficient force, it

comes away wiili a feeling as if sonietbing were torn,

and I find tbat a multitude of little lieshy points are

left on the stone. Having <Ii >]^ped my prize into a

glass collecting-jar of sea-water, I presently see that it

is slowly marching up the side, sprawling out on every

side a multitude of transparent hands, with which it

seems to feel its way, and which are evidently feet

also, for on these it crawls along at its own tortoise-

pace. And I now sec tbat it is tbc knobbed ends of

some of these feet which were torn away by my forci-

ble act of ejectment, and left clinging to the stone.

It was not the first time that I had seen the Sea-
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vjrchm {Eehinite miliaris); and I might have passed

it by with a feeling of satiated curiosity, had I not re-

collected our evening's amusement. Oh, ho! said I,

what a fund of microscopic entertainment is inclosed

in this stone box I So I brought it home, and now pro-

dace it as the text of our conversazione.

Every part is a wonder; but ve must examine

each in order. Take the spines first.

As we examine these organs on the animal crawl-

ing lit ease over the bottom of ii siiucer of sea-water,

using this trii)le lensc, we see that each is a taper pil-

lar, rounded at tlic summit, and swelling at the base,

where it seems to be inserted into a fleshy pedestal, on
which it freely moves, bending down in all directions,

and describing a circle with its point, of which the

base is the centre. Each spine is for the greater por-

tion of its length of a delicate pea-green hue, but the

terminal part is of a fine lilac or pale purple. The
whole surface appears to bo ^uted, like an Ionic

column, but this is an illusion, as you will see pres-

ently.

I now detach one of the spines, cutting it off with

fine-pointed scissors as near the base as I can reach. I

put it, with as little delay as possible, into the live-box,

and examine it with a high power, say 600 diame-

ters. Look at it. Tou see tlie ciliary currents very

distinctly ; and if you move the stage so as to bring

the basal portion into view, you may discern even the

cilia themselves," very numerous and short, quivering

with a rapid movement. The currents are not longi-

tudinal, but transverse, and somewhat ]>ccnliar. The

boating atoms which come within their vortex are

drawn in at right angles to the axis of the spine, and
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arc presently Hnrled away in the same plane
;
forming

a circle, whose plane is perpendicular to the direction

of the spine. The surlacc uj)on which these cilia are

set is a transparent gelatinous skin, of extreme tenuity,

stretched tightly over the solid portion, which it com-

pletely covers, and studded with minute oval orange-

coloured grains.

The substance of which the spines are composed is

best seen by crushing a few of these oi^ns into frag-

ments. "We nuw see a texture beiiutit'ullj dehcate

;

they are formed of calcareous substance as transparent

as glass, and reiieciing the light like that material;

hard but very brittle; clear and solid, with a £brou3

appearance in some parts, but in others excavated

into innumerable smooth rounded cavities which join

each other in all possible ways. It is to this structure

that the spine owes its strength, its lightness, and its

brittleness.

This arran<;ement of the calcareous deposit in a sort

of glass full of minute inter-communicating hollows, is

very peculiar, but it is invariably found in the solid

parts of this class of animals ; so that the experienced

naturalist, on being presented with the minutest frag-

ment of solid substance, would, by testing it with his

microscope, be able at once to affirm with certainty,

whether it had belonged to on EcMnoderm or not.

And this uniformity obtains in all the divors forms

which the animals assume, and in all the various

organs which are strengthened by calcareous deposits

—Orinoid, Brittle-star, Five-finger, Urchin, Sea-gher-

kin, or Synapta;—ray, plate, spine, sucker-disk, lan-

tern, pedicellarin, dumb-bell, wheel, or skin-anchor

—

whenever we iind calcareous matter, we invariably
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find it 1 1on 0} -combed, and eroded, as it were, in tliU

remai'kable fashion.

Dr. Carpenter has described this textnre bo well,

that I shall not apologise for quoting his words to you,

especially as you will have an opportunity here of

testing their correctness, hy personal observation. "It

is," he remarks, "in the structure of tl)at calcareous

skeleton, which probably exists, under some form or

other, in every member of this class, that the micro-

scopist finds most to interest him. This attains its

highest development in the JBahimdOj in which it

forms a box-like shell, or * test,' composed of numerous

polygonal plates jointed to eacli other with great ex-

actnops, and beset on its external surface with * spines,*

which may have the form of prickles of no great

length, or may be stout, club-shaped bodies, or, again,

may be yery long and slender rods. The intimate

structure of the shell is everywhere the same t for it

is composed of a network, which consists of carbonate

of lime, with a very small quantity of animal matter

as a basis, and which extends in every direction (t. e,

in thickness, as well as in length and breadth), its

areolffi or interspaces freely communicating with each

other. These * areolee,' and the solid structure which

surrounds them, may bear an extremely variable pro-

portion one to the other ; so that, in two masses of

equal size, the one or the other may greatly predom-
inate ; and the texture may have either a remarkable

lightness and porosity, if the network be a very open

one, or may possess a considerable degi ee of compact-

ness if the solid portion be strengthened. Generally

speaking, the diliercnt layers of this network, wliich

are connected together by pillars that pass from one
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to tHe other in a direction perpendicular to their plane,

are so arranged that the perforations in one shall cor-

respond to the intermediate solid structure in the next,

and tlieir transparency is such, that when we are ex-

amining a section thin enough to contain two or three

snch layers, it is easy, by properly ^focussing' the

microscope, to bring either one of them into distinct

Tiew. From this Tety simple but veiy beantifol ar-

rangement, it comes to pass that the plates of nvhich

the entire ^ test ' is made up, possess a very considera-

able degree of strengtli, notwithstanding tliat their

porousness is sach, that if a portion of a fractured edge,

or any other part from which the investing membrane
has been removed, be laid npon flnid of almost any
description, this will be rapidly sncked np into its

substance." *

To return, however, to our spine. When Ave look

at it laterally, the appearance is such that we cannot

but firmly believe, that it is grooved throughout with

straight and deep longitudinal furrows. But if we
break off the same spine transversely, and so exhibit

it that the broken end shall be presented to the eye,

we perceive that there are no grooves ; but that tlie

ponits in the circumference, wliich ecenied to bo tlio

summits of the ridges, which are very narrow, are

really lower than the intermediate spaces, which wc
supposed to be the grooves, and that the surface of

these spaces is really convex in a slight degree.

The explanation of these contradictory appearances

is easily given. Meanwhile, however, iLey read an

important lesson to the inexperienced microscopist,

not to decide too hastily on the character of a surface

* The Mieroscope, p. 5S8.
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or 8 8tnictare, from one aspect merely. So many are

tlie clianccs of illusion, tliat the student should always

seek to view his subject in different aspects, aud under

varying conditions of light, position, ifcc.

It is by making a thin transverse section of a spine

cutting off a slice of it^ to speak iu homely phrase-^

that we shall demonstrate the structure, which is

very beantifiil. This is an operation requiring much
delicacy and practice, and implements for the special

purpose ; and hence it is best perlui ined by profes-

sional persons, who prepare microscopic objects for

sale. Yon may see such a section, however, on this

slide ; but I do not know whether the spine belongs to

the species we are examining.

The whole ceniial portion is formed of the sponge-

like calcareous mntter, which, from the variously

reflected and refracted rays of light, appeare nearly

opaque, and of a bluish colour by transmitted light

Tiiis structure sends forth radiating points (making

longitudinal ridges, of course, iu the perfect spine;)

and it is the opacity of these points (or ridges) which

reach the circumference, that gives to the spine the

aj)peai*ance of being fluted. Indeed it would be liuted

if tliis were the entire structure ; but the open space

left between these projecting radii is filled with the

solid glassy matter, having, as we see, a convex sur-

face. This, however, from its peiiect transparency,

is not seen when we look at the side of the epine, tho

eye going down to the bottom of the interspace. The
spine is, in fact, a Huted column of spongy glass, with

the grooves filled with solid gla8&

Wo have not yet seen, however, the beautiful
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mechaniflm appropriated to the moyement of these

spines. You can liardly see tliis

to advantaiirc in the livinrr ani-

mal, but here is tho entire shelly

box of a dead £ehinu8^ on vrhich,

while for the most part the sur-

face is denuded of spines, a few

dozen remain snfficiently attached

to show what I wish to dcmon-

Btrate, viz., the mode of articula-

tion. You observe that the whole

globose shell is covered with tiny

knobs, differing in size, and not

set in rery regular, or at least not

very obvious order, but showing

a tendency to run in lines from pole to pole of the

globe. Giving attention to one of the larger of these

knobs, nnder a lens it is seen to be a hemispherical

eminence on the shell, the yery snmmit of which is

crowned by a tiny nipple of polished whiteness, re-

sembling ivory. Now if we carefully lift one of tho

still remaining spines from its attachment, which in its

present dried state is so fragile that the slightest touch

is snfiicient for the purpose, we shall note that its base

rests on this tiny nipple ; and on tuning it np, and

bringing the magnifying power to bear' npon its base,

we see that this is excavated with a hollow, whose di-

mensions exactly correspond with those of the nipple.

It is indeed a true '* ball and socket" joint, like that

of the human hip or shoulder, and is surrounded by a

capsular ligament to keep it in place, the muscles

which sway the spine from side to side and canse it to

rotate, being inserted outside the capsule. Professor
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Edward Forbes calcnlates that upon a large EohmuBy
Bucli as this dried specimen of K, sphoBra^ there are

more than fonr thousand spines, every one of which

has tlie structure, the mecbanisin, and tho movements

that we Lave been examining. AVell may he say, that

" truly tlie skill of tlie Great Architect of Nature is

not less displayed in the constmction of a Sea-urchin

than in the building up of a world t

"

To retnm now to our little K, mUiaris^ which has

been all tliis lime coursing round and round his saucer,

wondering, perchance, at tho narrowness and shallow-

ness of the White Sea in wliich he finds himself. Again
we peer, lens to eye, over the bristling surface, and dis-

cem, shooting up amidst the spines^ and almost as

thickly crowded as they, multitudes of the tiny organs

which haye caused so much doubt and diBcnssion

among naturalists. Miiller, the great marine zoulu^ist

of Denmark, who first discovered them, thouglit them,

parasitic animals, living piratically upon the unwilling

Urchin, and accordingly gave them generic and specific

names. The term Pe^Ucdktriay which he assigned to

his supposed genus, is that by which modem naturalists

have agreed to call them still, though the word is not

now used in a generic sense, since it is induhitably

CBtablishod that they are not independent animals, but

essential parts of the Urchin itself. Miiller described

three distinct sorts, and I Irnve added a fourth to the

number; they are named P. triplofhi^ trtdena, gloU'

fera^ and stereophylla. They all agree in these particu-

lars :—that each has a long, slender, cylindrical,

fleshy stem, through tiie centre of which runs an axis

or rod of calcareous substance ; that the base of the

stem rests on the skin of the Urchin ; that on the sum-
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mit is placed a head conBisting of three pieces, which

are capable of being widely opened and of being closed

together, at least ^t their tips; that the edges of tliese

pieces, wliich come into mntiial coTitact, are fiirnibhcd

with teeth, which lock into each other ; that the head-

pieces (like the stem) consist of calcareous centres,

clothed with flesh ; that, besides the opening and shut-

ting of the head, the stem can be swayed from side to

side ; and tliat all these movements are spontaneous,

and apparently voluntary. It appears that the head-

pieces close on any object presented to them, such as

the point of a needle, and hold with considerable force

and tenacity, so that the PedteeUaria may be drawn

ont of the water without relaxing its grasp.

Looking at one of the firat-named kind, the PcdiceJr

laria triphyll^t^ of this Echinus miliaris, we see tliat it

consists of three broad and thick sub-triangular pieces,

jointed into a head, set on a thickish stem of transpar-

ent gelatinous fibrous substance, through which a slen-

der core of calcareous matter runs that looks fibrous

and blue. The three movable pieces or blades are con-

vex externally, concave internally; thin in substance,

furnished along their opposing or concave sides with

two longitudinal ridges or keels, each of which is cut

into the most beautifully fine teeth, so that the edge of

each ridge looks like a shark's tooth ; the edges of the

pieces are also similarly toothed : these shut precisely

into each other.

In the larger jB! sphcera, the head-blades of this kind

have one stout central ridge, which is rounded and

not toothed. It forms the front of a great interiof

cavity, which opens by two orifices on each side of the.

column.
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Tho movable pieces inclose a skeleton of calcareous

substance, g^assy^ colourless, and brittle, in which, ac-

cording to the plan I have already described, arc ex-

cavated a multitude of oval cavities wliich form irregu-

lar rows ; a central line runs down each piece, that is

solid and free from cavities. This calcareons skeleton

is encased in a gelatinoiis flesh, similar to and continu-

ons with that of the stalk.

Tliis is the smallest kind, the head bemg about

j'jtli of an inch in lieiglit.

Considerable modifications are found to exist in the

details of each form, in the relative proportions which
the parts bear to each other, and so

forth ; so that two forms, which in

their extreme conditions widely dif-

fer, mutually approach, and appear

to run into each other. Tliis is the

case with the present, and with the

form which I will now show yon.

P. tridens is much larger than

any of the other forms, the movable

head being about j'^th of an inch in

length, and tlic whole organ about

-i-th of an inch. This may be con-

sidered as essentially P. triphyU€ty

modified by the blades being greatly

drawn out in length, and at the same

time rendered quite slender, so that

they may be called pins
;
they meet

only at the points, where tlioy often

cross, the interspaces of the basal

Tlie inner cdo-es of these are notched

SAD or PKDIOSLLAUA

parts being open.

with teeth as iu P. triphyUa^ of which those near tlio
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tips are larger and cut into snbordinate teeth of exqiii*

eite minntenese.

We have here an opportunity of seeing that the oval

or square markings, which are thickly placed through-

out the calcareous substance of the blades, are certainly

cavities in it ; for in those examples in which the pins,

which are yerj brittle, are broken, the edgeof tbefrac^

tare is not eveni bat jagged with holes exactlj corre"

sponding with the marks in question ; so that the stmc-

tore is the same as that of the spines and of all the

other solid parts of the Urchin.

We will now examine some specimens of P. tridens,

treated with potash, which will enable us to see the cal-

careous support better. The head^blades expand at the

base into three-sided prisms or pyramids, each of the

two interior sides of which is indented with a large

cavity, leaving a projecting dividing ridge, armed with

teeth somewhat remote from each other. The one ex-

terior angle is toothed in a corresponding manner, but

the opposite angle appears plain. The angle of one

blade-base fits into the cavity of its neighbour
;
and, so

far as I have observed, when the two edges thus over-

lap, it is the toothed one that is on the outside. Look-

ing from the circumference towards the centre of the

head, it is the left angle that is toothed and external,

the right being plain and sheathed. This ubbcrvation,

however, applies only to miliar?' ; for, in the cor-

responding organs of £i aphceroy both sides of the trig-

onal base appear untoothed, except close to the bot^

torn, where a deep notch indents each margin.

Viewed from beneath, the head assumes an outline

wliich is rondo-triangular ; but vet such thai each side

\)i the triangle has a very obtuse projecting angle in
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tlic middle, where the blade-bases meet each other.

They ht accurately, and each has a deep oblong cavil^

in itB bottom, which does not, as I conceiye, oommunt*

cate with the interior.

By selecting one of these heads, which has hecn

divested of its fleshy parts by immersion in caustie

potash.^ aTid then well cleansed by soakinir in clean

water, and placing it under a low power of the micro-

scope—100 diameters, for example—^with a dark ground,

and the light of the lamp cast strongly npon it by
means of tiie lieberkuhn, or the side-condenser, we
shall have an object of most exquisite beanty. The
material has all the transparency and sparkling bril-

liance of flint-glass, while the elegantly-shaped pins,

the perfect symmetry of the prismatic bases, the arch

which is lightly thrown across their cavity, the minute,

teeth of the tips locking accurately into each other,

and the oval cavities in the whole structure set in reg-

ular rows, and reflecting the light from thousands of

points, ( (nistitutc a spectacle which cannot fail to elicit

your admiration.

P, globifera is formed on the same model as /\
triphyUa^xA, is more globose, and each piece appears

to have a deep cleft at the pomt, which does not ex-

tend to the interior side, where a thick ridge runs

down from the point to the base. At the snnimit of

this ridge, in each of the three divisions, there is set

a strong acute spine, directly horizontally inwards, so

that the three cross each other when the blades close,

which they do energetically—^a formidable apparatus

of prehension ! The stem is much more slender than

in /*. triphylla^ and the height of the head of one of

average size is only j^d of an inch. It is peculiar aloo
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in being slender througliout^ and In having the knobbed
calcareous stalk extending np to the head, which ap-

pears to work on it. Li each of the other sorts tho

Btalk exteiuls only tlirongh a part of the distance, abovo

which the investing fleshy neck becomes wider and
empty.

But the internal straetnre is not qnite the same as

in the others. The main portion of the head is com*

posed of gelatinotiB flesh ; the calcareous support being

reduced to that ridge which runs up the interior side

of the blade. Tliis is somewhat bottle-shaped, with a

bulbous base, and a long slender neck, with two edges

on the inn^face, which are anned with horizontal

hooked spines^ some of which are double, and the whole

terminates in a sort of ring, formed by the last pair of

spines, which unite into the acute liui izontal point that

I have already mentioned. Tlie skeleton ib iiiied with

oval cavities like that of the others.

The fourth kind of Pedicellaria^ which I call

HereophyUoy is qnite distinct from either of the others.

It is very minute, the head being only ^th of an inch

in height. The head is a prolate solid spheroid, cut

into three sep^iiicnts, exactly as if an orange were di-

vided by three perpendicular incisions meeting at the

centre* Thus the blades meet accurately in every part

when closed, but expand to a horizontal condition.

These are ahnost entirely calcareous, being invested

but thinly with the gelatinous -flesh. They are fllled

with the usual oval ca\ iLie6, set in suh-paiallel arched

series.

The head is set on a hollow gelatinous neck neaiiy

as wide as itself, and thrown into numerous aimular

wrinkles ; its walls are comparatively thin, disclosing a
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wide cavity apparently quite empty, as the blue cal-

careoTiB Btem extends only half-way irom the base to the

head. At this point the neck contracts rather abruptly,

and continues to the base, but just wide enough to in-

vest the stuia.

Tills sort is confined, so far as I have seen, to tho

ovarian plates and their viduity, where they are nu*

merons.

Thus these tiny organfl^ so totally unlike anything

with which we may parallel them in other classes of

animals, do not merely alFord ns amnsement, and de-

liirlit us by their elegance of shape and sparkling

beauty, the variety and singularity of their forms, tho

elaborateness of their structure and the prefection of

their mechanism, but excite our marvel as to what can

be the object which they subserve in the economy of the

creature—what purpose can be fulfilled by so many
hundreds of organs so singular, and scattered over the

whole surface of the shelly body«

It is very difficult to answer this question. The
only organs with which they can be compared are the

singular birds' heads" in so many of the PolAfzoay

which we looked at some time ago. But, unfortu-

natt I v, a like mystery enshrouds the use of those pro-

ccaseo, and the only light that we have as yet upon
either form is that of dim conjecture. It has been sup-

posed that, in both cases, the function of the prehensile

forceps is to seize minute animalcules or floating atoms

of food, and pass them to the mouth : but the supposi-

tion is involved in great dillieulties ; as the organs,

however fitted lor prehension, seem peculiarly imsuited

for 1
J ansmitting objects; besides that the great majority

of tliem are placed very remote from the mouth. I can
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only ^peat the conjccuue wliich I have hazarded in

the eaiio of the Polyzoan " birds' licads," viz., that the

PediciUarim are intended to seize minute animals, and

to hold diem till they die and decompose, as baits to

attract donda of Infuioria^ which, mnltipljiiig in the

vicintiJ of the TJrchm, maj afford it an abundant sup-

ply of food

.

Tlicre is )'ct anotlier series of organs Avliich stretch

out from eveiy part of the periphery of this living box

;

scarcelj lees nnmerons than either the spines or Pedi-

ceUaruBf but very different from both. Thej are what

I alluded to ju^ now as the feet. Let ns x>ay a mo-

ment's attention to their appearance and action, before

we examine thei/ stnictnre.

^Vc see, then, extending from various points of the

shelly case of the Urchin, and reaching to twice or

thrice the length of the longest spines, slender pellucid

tubes, slightly tapering towards their free extremity,

which then abruptly dilates into a hemispherical Imob,

with a flat end. These very delicate organs are ex-

tended or contracted at the will of the animal, turned

in every direction, waved hither and thither and evi-

dently hare the faculty of adhering very firmly by

their dilated tips to any object to which they are ap-

plied.

So much we can discern as \vc watch the creature

disporting in this vessel of water ; but wo will now en-

deavour to learn a little more about its structure and

economy. Selecting for this purpose a sucker which is

extended to great length,' I snip it across with a pair of

sharp scissors, as near the base as I can. Mark tlie re-

Bult. Tlio terminal knob which was attached to the

. bottom of the saucer maintains its hold; but the tube
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has Buddenlj shrank tip to a uxth part of ita fonner

length, exchanging at the same time its smooth slender^

ncss and translncency for

a cori'ngated semi-opa-

tuoBu w ntcmif.

city. I posh the knob

aside with a needless

point and thus destroy

its adhesion ; which done,

I take up the severed and

shruiilvCJi sucker, and lay

it in a little 6ca>water iu

the live-box.

Under a x>ower of 180

diameters we see that the tnbe is composed of two
series of muscular fibres, the one set running length-

wise, the other transversely or annularly ; the former

by their contraction diminishing the length of the tube,

the latter diminishing its calibre. Tlie muscular walls

are covered with a transparent skin, stndded with round

orange-coloured spots, perhaps glandular, exactly simi-

lar to those we saw on the ex-

terior of tlie spines and Pedicel-

iif^:^^^!^!;^^ Now, to illustrate the action

of these tubular feet, I must

again have recourse to the de-

nnded shell of a preserved

Echhuts. Taking this globose

cnn)ty box into your hand, hold

it up against the light, looking

in at the large orifice, which

was once occupied by the mouth ;—you see that the

^hole shell is pierced with minute holes—pores, wkich

FORKS or UBCUIN.
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are ai icinged in ton longitudinal or meridional linos, as-

sociated so as to make five pairs nf lines. Now, with a

lens, Bcriitiiiize more minutely a portion of any one of

tliese lines, and you discern that it is composed of a
muldtade of pores, which have a peculiar order of ar-

rangement among themselves ; that is to say, they form

minor rows which cross, obliquely or diagonally, the

course of the meridional line. These rows are them-

selves double, the pores running in pairs, not however

with mathematical symmetry. In this species, there

are three pairs of pores in each row, and so there are in

the one which I have here alive, but in other of our

native species the rows consist of iive pairs.

These pores are intimately connected with the tubu-

lar feet, each of which springs from a portion of the

shell that is perforated with a pair of pores ; so that

the cavity of every tube communicates with the interior

of the shelly box by two orifices.

Now on the interior side of these two pores—^that

is, within the cavity of the shell—^there is placed a

little membranous, or rather muscular, bladder, tilled

with a fluid which TU)t materially diUc'rent trom sea-

water. There is a tree communication l)ctween tlio

bladder within and the tube without the shell, by means

of the pair of pores through which the fluid passes.

By means of the muscular fibres, which are under the

control of the Frchin's will, any portion of this double

vessel can be contracted to a certain extent. Suppose

it is the interior bladder ; the effect of the contraction

of its walls is to diminish its capacity, and the con-

tained fluid is forced through the pores into the tube

without The l<mgitndinal fibres of this part being at

the same moment relaxed, the tube is lengthened be-
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cause of the injected water. Suppose, iiuw, in tm-u,

the fibres of the tube contract, while those of the blad-

der relax ; llie fluid is driven back, the bhidder dilates,

and the tube shorteDB, until, if the animal so please, its

swollen tip is biongbt close np to the pores. B7 me*

chanism so beautiful and simple is the prolongation or

• abbreviation of these organs cflfected.

We noticed, however, that the extremities of the

tubes had an adhesive pow^, which faculty it is that

constitutes them feet. Thej are prehensilei and thus

they afford, as we observed in the living TJrchin, the

means* hj which it takes hold of even a smooth and

vertical surface, as the side of a glass tiuiic, and drags

up its body thereby.

Putting, now, the extremity of this cut-off tube

under graduated pressure, having first applied to it a
drop of caustic potash, we see that it cairies a beauti-

ful glassy plate of extreme thinness, which lies free in

the swollen ciivity of the tennination of the tube. This

jilute is circular in form, apparently notched at the

inai'gin, and cut with four or five (lor the number varies)

incisions^ which reach almost to the centre. The sub-

stance is formed of the common clear brittle caicareouB

matter of the skeleton, hollowed into numberless cav-

ities, according to the general plan. The centre is per-

forated with a larger round orifice. The appearance of

marginal notching is deceptive ; and indicates a struc-

ture analogous to what we see in the spine. The
notched line indicates the extent of the spongy struc-

ture ; but beyond this the plate extends into a perfectly

circular smooth edge, but is constituted of a layer of

calcareous substance so thin that there is no room for

the ordinary cavities within it.
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The round aperture in the centre i>lays an important

part in the function of the organ. The foot adheres on

the same principle as that by M'hicli children take up

large flat stones with a piece of

wetted leather, to the middle of

which a string is attached. Tlie

boy drops his sucker on the

stone, and treads firmly on it, to

bring it into close contact with

the surface ; then he pulls at the

string perpendicularly, by which

the central part of the leather is

lifted a little way from the stone,

leaving a vacuum there ; since the contact of the edges

with the stone is so perfect that no air can find entrance

between them. Now the pressure of the atmosphere

upon the leather is so great that a considerable weight,

perhaps half-a-dozen pounds, may be lifted by the string

before the union yields.

"Well, the very counterpart of this amusing opera-

tion is repeated by the clever " Urchin" whose per-

formances we are considering. Tlie tube is his string

;

the dilated end with the plate in it, his leather ; his

muscular power acts like the other urchin's tread, to

press the bottom of the sucker against the surface of

the rock. Then he pulls the string ; in other words,

he drags inwards the centre of the muscular bottom of

the sucker, which is, as it were, sucked up into the cen-

tral orifice of the plate. 'Tluis a vacuum is fonned

beneath the middle of the sucker, on which the weight

of the incumbent water and atmosphere united presses

with a force far more than sufficient to resist the

weight of his body, when he drags upon it, and, as it

were, warps himself vp to the adhering point.
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Here is in my cabinet a specimen of a Sea-urchin

of a less regular form : it is the Jleart-TJrchin

pfndolus cordatus). Essentially, its structure aii:iLe3

with that of the more globular forms, but it is heart*

shaped, and the two orifices, instead of being at oppo-

site poles, are separated only by about one third of the

ciremuferenee. It shows also singular impreased marks
on its shelly as if made by a seal on a plastic snb*

stance.

But what I chiefly wish to direct your attention to

are the spiiit s. Tliese diii'er much the Jdudred

organs in JSc/unvs, being far more numerous, very

slender, curred, thickening towards £he tip, and lying

down upon the eheiU in the manner of hair, whence the

species is sometimes called the Hairy Sea-egg. The
array of sphiea has a glittering silky appearance in this

dried state.

We will now put a few of them under a low power

of the microfioope, using reflected light and a dark

background. They thus present a very beautiful ap>

pearance
;

elei^nintly-formed curved clubs, made of a
substance wliicli seems to be between glass and ivory,

havini:;' the wliiteness of the latter and the glittering

brilliauce of the former. The entire surface appears to

be exquisitely carved with excessively minute oval pits,

arranged in cloBe-set lines, with the most charming re-

gularity. It is the light reflected from the polished

bottoms of these pits that imparts to the smface its

sparkling brilliancy. At the bottom of the spine there

is a little depression, which fits a tiny nipple on a wart-

like prominence of the shell, as we saw in jEchinm

;

but a little way above this point there is a singular

projection or shoulder of the calcareous substance,
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wliich ifi get on at a very oblique angle with' the axis

of the spine, reminding one, as we look at the Bpine

laterally, of the budding tines on the horn of a young

deer.

At first, perhaps, you are at a loss to know what
piir]^osc tliiri tolioulder can serve ; but by turning to the

shell and carefully observing the spines in their natural

connexion with it, you will observe that the obliquity

of its position accurately corresponds with the angle

which the indiyidoal spines form with the sniface of

the shell which they spring ; and that the shoulder

has iU phiiie exactly parallel with the latter, but mised

a little wav above it. Kow tlie entire shell, during'

life, was clothed witli a living vascular flesh, having a

thickness exactly corresponding to the distance of the

shoulder from the shell. This shoulder, then, was an
attachment for the muscular bands, whose office it

was to move thc spine to and fro ; the projection af-

fording the muscles a ^nueli hetter purchasej or power,

than they could have had if they had been inserted into

the bleuder stem itself.

The tubercles on the shell show a structure which

corresponds with this. They are very minute; but

each of them is regularly formed, and is crowned with

its little polished nipple, on which, as I have said, the

Bpinc works, as by a ball-and-socket joint. Tliese are

arranged with peri'ect regularity in quiTicunx, and by
close examination you will see that each is inclosed in a

little area formed by a yery low and nairow ridge of

the shell, which makes a network. On the lateral por-

tions of the under surface the meshes of this net are

particularly conspicuous, and we sec that they consti-

tute shallow hexagonal cells, iu the midst of which

15
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is seated the tubercle
;

yet not in the exact centre

either, but nearer the front than the back of the area

inclosed.

^ow this elevated ridge afibrds^ doubtless^ the iu-

sertioii of the other end of the muscles that moTO the

spine ; tiie ridge giving a better pnrchaeo than a flat

'lurface, as the keel on the breastbone of birds is deep

in proportion to the vigour of the muscles used for

flight. And, surely, the apparently trivial fact that

tlie space behind the tubercle is greater than that in

front, is not without significance, since it implies a

thicker muscle at that part, which accords with the cir-

cumstance tbat such would be the insertion of the

muscle-band whose contraction produces the outward

Btroke by which the sand is forced away from the

bed.

But what is the need of so much care being be-

stowed upon the separate motion of these thousands of

hair-like spines, that each individual one should have a
special structure with special muscles, for its individual

movement ? The haira of our head w e cannot move
individually: why should the Ileart-Urchin move his?

Truly, these hairs are the feet with which he moves.

The animal inhabits the sand at the bottom of the sea

in our shallow bays, and burrows in it. By going

carefully, with the lens at your eye, over the shell, you
perceive that the ppiru s, though all lornied on a com-

juou model, dili'er considerahlj in tlie detail of their

form. I have shown you what may be considered the

average shape ; but in some, especiallj the finer ones

that clothe ^e sides, the dub is slender and pointed

;

in others, as in those behind the mouth, which are the

largest and coarsest of all, the club is dilated iuto a long
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flat spoon ; wliile in tlie long, niucli-bowed spines which

densely crowd upon the back, tlie form is almost uni-

fomly taper throaghout and pointed.

The anunal sinks into the sand month downwards.

The broad spoons behind the month come first into

requisition, and scoop away the sand, each acting in-

dividually and throwing it outwards. Observe how
beautifollj thej are arranged for this purpose ! diverg-

ing from the median line with the enrve backwards and

outwards. Similar is the arrangement of the slender

side-f^ines; their curve is still more backwards^ the

tips arching uniformly ontwards. They take, indeed,

exactly the curve which the fore-paws of a mole pos •

Bess—only in a retrograde direction, since tlie ITrchin

sinks backwards—^which has been shown to be so effec-

tive for the excavating of the soil and the throwing of

it outwards. Finally, the long spines on the back are

suited to reach the sand on each side, when the crea*

ture has descended to its depth, and by their motions

work it inw ard again, covering and concealing the in-

dustrious and L'rtectiTe miner.

Thus we have another instance added to the ten

thousand times ten thousand, of the wondrous Wis-

dom of God displayed in the least and most obscure

things. All thy works shall praise thee, O' Lord 1
^

(Ps. cxlv. 10.)

There is an order of animals which naturalists put

in the same category as the Sea-urchins, but which an

unscientific observer would regard as possessing little

or no affinity with them. Some are like long, soft, and

fleshy worms, and others, which come the nearest to

the creatures we have been looking at, have still the

lengthened form, which, however, no closely resembles
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that of a warty angled cucumber that the animals 1

allude to are familiarly called Sea-cucunibtrs {HoLo-

thuriadm). Thu uuirine zoologist frequently finds them

beneath stones at extreme low water, and larger

forma—^as big in every direction as a marketable cu-

cumber—are occasionallj scraped firom the bottom of

the deep sea bj means of that usefdl instmmmit, the

dredge. If you drop one of tJiem into pta \\ ater you

will presently see from one extremity an extjuibite array

nnfold like a beautifully cut flower of many petals, or,

rather, a star of ramifying plumes. Soon it b^;ins to

climb the walls of your aquarium, and then you catch

the frst glimpse of its affinity to the Urchins ; for tlie

short warts whicli run in longitudinal lines down the

body, corresponding to the angles, gradually lengthen

themselves, and are soon perceived to be sucking-feet,

analogous in structure and in function to those with

which the Star-fish and 8ea*urchin creep along.

But the relationship becomes more apparent still

when we liud that the CucumLcr has a skeleton of cal-

careous substance deposited on exactly the same plan

as in the Urchin, viz., around insulated rounded cavi-

ties. It is true you may cut open the animal and find

nothing at all more solid than the somewhat tough and

leathery skin ; but a calcareous skeleton is thei*e not-

withstnndinir, tliouiili in truth onlv a rudimentary one.

Ifwe were to cut oil' a considerable fragmtiit of tlie skin,

and spread it out to dry upon a plate of glass, and

then cover it with Canada balsam, we should iind—as-

sisted by the translucency which is communicated to

the tissues by the balsam—^that the skin is filled with

scattered atoms of the calcareous structure, perfectly

^^eeing with that >viih which the solid frame-work of

I
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the Urchin is built up, but minute and isolated in the

flesh instead of being united into one or more masses

of definite organic form.

But the atoms I speak of arc still more perfectly

seen hy dissolving tlie pier-o of skin in boiling potash,

and washing the sediment twice or thrice in pure

water ; this may then be spread upon a glass slide,

and coTered with a plate of thin glass, when it forms

an interesting and permanent object for stndy. I have

here a slide whicli is the result of siicli treatment ; to

the naked eye it njijiears sprinkled with the finest dust,

hut under magniiying ])ower it is seen to consist of

numberless calcareous bodies, of great beauty, and very

free from extraneous matter*

The elegance of the forms is remarkable, and also

their uniformity ; for though there do occur here and

there among them plates of no regular shape, perforated

with large or small roundish orifices, yet the over-

whelming majority are of one form, subject to slight

modifications, in shape and size.

K^lecting, then, the irr^ular pieces, we perceire

that the normal form is an oval of open work, built up
by the repetition of a single element. That element is

a piece of clear glassy material, higlily refractive, of

the shape of a dumb-bell—two globes united by a

thick, short column. The oval is constructed thus :

—

suppose two dumb-bells to be placed in contact, aide

by side, and soldered together, there would be of course

an oYal aperture between tiieir columns. Then two

others dumb-bells are united to these in a similar man-

ner, l)ut one on each side, so tiiat the globes of cacli

shall rest in the valley between the former globes now
united. These then are soldered fast in like manner

;
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and the result is that there arc three oval apertures.

Tho next step is that on the top of the four united

globes two other dnmb-bells stand ereot, and lean over

towards each other till their upper globes come into

contact, their lower ones remaining remote ; tlicso aro

soldered to the mass and to each other, at the points of

contact, leaving a fourth ai)erture. The same is re-

peated at the opposite end hj two other dumb-bells ;

—

and tlie structure is complete as yon see it. In almost

all cases the two united globes of these terminal ele-

ments are fused into one

globe, and in not a few

instances the appearance

is as if these two dumb-
bells were but one, bent

over in a semi-circular

form; but still a good

many sjiecimens occur in

which the two dumb-bells

can bo quite distinguished from each other. The cal-

careous matter that solders the elements together seems

abundant, and has the appearance that would be pre-

sented if they had been made of solid glass, and united

by glass in a state of fusion ; the latter having appa-

rently run together, so as to smooth and round angles

and till up chiokS) even where, as is often tho case, tho

globes themselves have only mutually approzimated|

and not come into actual contact.

The average dimensions of these oval aggregations

may be '004 inch in length, and a little more than "OOS

in widtli ; but some specimens occur Avhicli are a little

larger, and others a little smaller than tliis ; while tho

irregular plates are sometimes three times the lengtli.
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Some of the moro worm-like memben of this class

have, howeirer, a skeleton compoeed of pieces imbedded

in tlieir skin, of even more re-

markable shapes than these.

One of thcbe is tlie Chirodota

violacca—a native of tlie south-

ern coasts of Europe. We have

indeed a British species of the

same genus, a specimen of

which is in my possession,bnt

I liavc vainly examined the

skin for any structure anal-

ogous to tliis.^ In the Medi-

terranean Fpccies the skin, especially of the belly-side,

is described as filled with plates exactly resembling

broad and thin idieels of glass, supported by four, five,

or six radiating spokes, and having the inner edge of

the hoop cut into teeth of excessive delicacy.

Another animal remarkable for its cuticular funii-

turo is the genus SynajHay which is very similar inform,

and closely allied to the Chirodota. It is very common
in the Adriatic and Mediterranean seas, but has not yet

been taken on the British coasts. I would counsel yon,

liowevcr, to have your eyes open if you have the op-

portunity of searching our coasts
;

for, as Miiller found

one species, the Syyiapta inhwreiis, on the shores of

Denmark, it is not at all unlikely that we may possess

either it or some other. Should it ever come into your

hands, slit open the skin of the belly, where you will

* The moit cireful and repeated aearch baa not aTailed me to find in

the akin the leaat trace of calcareous atoma ; bat tbia may potsibly be

because I had nnfortmiately preserved my specimen in acetate ofalumina

and the acetic acid has perliaps diasoWed tbe Jime.
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find, embedded in little papilla3 or warts, some liiglily

curious sjnctda or calcareous forms. Eacli consists of

an oblong plate, perforated with largo holes in a regular

manner, and liaYUig a projection on its

surface near one eztremitj, to which is

jointed a second piece, having themost

singularly true resemblance to an an-

chor. The flukes of this anchor project

BrwAiTA!"
*" from the skin, the shank standing ob-

liquely iipwai*d from the plate, to which it is articulated

by a dilatation, where the ring would be, which is cut

into teeth.

Among the multitude of transparent creatures lhat

swim in the open sea, few are more interesting than

those which constitute the infant state of the very ani-

mals that we have lately been examining—the Sea-

urchins and their allies. It is a productiye way of ob-

taining subjects for microscopic research, to go out in a
boat on a quiet summer's day, especially in the after-

noon, when the sun has been shining, or when evening

is waning into night, and witli a fine muslin net

stretched over a brass ring at tlie end of a pole, skim

the surface of the smooth sea. At intervals you take

in your net, and having a wide-mouthed glass jar

ready, nearly filled with sea-water, invert the mudin
in it, when your captives, small and great, float off

into the receiver. After a few such essays, imless you
have very bad success indeed, vou will see even with

the naked eye, but much more with a lens, that the

water in your jar is teeming with microscopic life;

and though many of your captives will not long sur-

vive the loss of their f^reedom, still meanwhile you
may secure many an interating object, and examine it,
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while yet the beanfy and freshness of life remain.

And moreover, with care and pradence^ some selected

Bubjects may be maintained in vigour, at least long

enongh to afford you valuable iiifV i inuliuii on llie

habits, economy, metamoipliuj?is, and development of

auixnak, of which even the scientiiic world knows next

to nothing.

I have just been so fortunate as to obtain in tliis

waj the larval stage of one of onr Sea-nrdiins, and

have it now in the thin glass trough whieh is on the

stage of the microscope. It is just visible to the un-

assisted sight as a slowly moving point in the clear

water, when the vessel is held up to the light ; but

with the. low power which I am now using, it is dis-

tinctlj made out in all its parts, and is an object of sin*

gnlar elegance and beauty.

It is, as you see, soniowliat of the li<?urc of a hel-

met ; the crest rising to a perpendicular |)oint, Avhieli is

rounded, the vizor or mask descending far down and

ending in two points, and a long ear hanging down
on each side, so as to reach the shoulders of the wearer.

Of course such comparisons are fanciful, but they assist

one in intelligible description.

Now, the entire helmet is composed of a gelatinous

flesh of the most perfect transparency, bo that we can

see with absolute clearness everything that is within it.

And the hrst thing that strikes us is, that a frame-work
or skeleton of extreme delicacy, composed of glasey

rods, supports the whole stmctiire. Look carefolly at

this, and mark its symmetry and ele^^ance. There is,

then, first, a rod which passes tlirougli the crest pcr-

pendi(jul;irly, and carries at its lower extremity a hori-

zontal ring. To the opposite sides of this ring ore

16*
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soldered two other yety slender rods, passing down
nearly in a perpendicnlar direetion, but a little direrg

ing ; and two other shorter rods pass down from the

front of tlic ring, parallel to these. After a while eacli

lateral pair of rods is united by a short cross-piece, and

the result is four lengthened rods, two of which go

down through the Tisor into the chin-points, and two

larger and stouter ones through the ears into the

shoulder-points. Tliis, tlien, is the solid slvL'letuii, the

interest of which is much enhanced, when we observe

that it is formed, on the common plan, out of per-

forated lime-glass, the two eaivrods and the crest-rod

being pierced with a regular series of oval holes^ and

bearing on their edges corresponding projecting points.

Xow, to turn again to the gelatinous flesh. The
inner surface of the vizor, or that which woidd be in

contact with the face of the wearer, supposing it to be

a real helmet, has a great squarish orifice with a Uiick-

ened margin, which we see bj its moveinents to be
highly sensitive and contractile. This 8C[uare orifice is

the mouth of the larva, and it leads into a cavity in the

upper part of the vizor, ^d^ich is the gullet ; and this

in its turn terminates in a narrowed extremity, which

passes into the orifice of a greater and higher cavity,

the lip of which embraces it just as the bung-hole of a

barrel receives and embraces the tube of a funnel. The
latter cavity occupies the chief part of the volume of

the 111 li II i t, the four rods diverging to inclose it It is

the bt( iiiach.

It adds to the beauty of the little helmet-shaped

creature, that while the greater portion of the substance

is of the most colourless transparency, the summit of

the crest and the tips of the shoulder-points are tinged

with a lovely rose-red. The whole exterior surface is,
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moreover, studded with those minute and glandular

specks, with which every part of the adult Urchin is

covered ; and the light is rcHected from the various

pxonunences with q>arkling brilliancy.

The little creature moves through the water with

much grace, and with a dignified deliberation ; the

crest being always uppermost, and the perpend iculiir

position invariably maintained. It does not appear

capable of resting, its movements depending on inces-

santly vibrating cilia. These organs we perceiv^

densely clothing the long ear-pieces, but more espe-

cially accumulated and more vigorous in a thickened,

fleshy band, which passes partly round the whole hel-

met, at the origin of these pieces.

Tou do not discern the slightest resemblance of

form between this little slowly-swimming dome and

the spined and boxed Urchin which

crawls over the rocks ; and you won-

der by wliat steps the tiny atom of

one-fortieth of an inch in length is led

to its adult stage. Fortunately I can

satisfy your curiosity on this point,

not indeed from my own observations,

but by those of Professor Johann
Miiller, whose discoveries of the de-

vch>pnients of these and kindred ani-

mals arc among the most intercstincf,

because the most startling, of the mar-

vels which modern zoology has re-

vealed to us. The whole process is

full of surprising details, to which the

chanii^e of the caterj)illar to a ehrysalis,

and that of the chrysalis to n buttci'flv,

present no parallel, wonderful as those changes of form
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appear and are. There we have bnt modifications of

outward form, produced by the sncceesive moults or

castings of the external skin, and the gradual growtli

of the animal, which has from the first been present,

thongh veiled. But the construction of tlie Sea-

urchin is by no means a process of skin-casting, nor

has it any recognised parallel in the whole economy of

natural history. It is a deyelopment perfectly unique.

I will endearour to make yon acquainted widi the

results arrived at from the researches of the eminent

(xennan zoologist to whom we are indebted lor almost

all we know on the matter.

Let me first premise that this beautiful helmet-

shaped creature is not the future Urchin ; and^ strange

to say, that only a very small portion of the present

Btrueture, namely, the stomach ami gtillet, will enter

into its composition. The helmet is a kind of tem-

porary nurse, within which the i'uture Urchin is to be

formed, and by which it is to be carried from place to

place by its ciliary action, while the young animal is

gradually acquiring the power of independent life,

when the whole constitution of the nurse wastes away

and vanishes

!

The first trace oi the young Urchin is a filmy cir-

cular plate, which is not symmetrical with the hdmet,

nor formed even on the same plane, but appears oh-

Uguely fixed on the exterior of the stomach,m one Hde^

close to the arch of transparent flesh which stretches

from one of the points of the vizor to one of the ear-

points. Horr Miillcr compares the larva (which is not

helmet-shaped in every species) to a clock-case, of

which the vizor, with its hanging gullet and mouth,

form the pendulum, and then the newly*formed disk
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represents the face of the clock, only it is put on the

side instead of the front. Now this tiny disk gi-adually

grows into tlie form and a.<snmes all the organs of the

Urchin, while the envelopiiig nurse, He&h, rods, and all,

waste away to nothing.

The difik, soon after its appearance, is seen to bear

pTominencee on its surface, in which is traced the figure

of a cinque-foil, the elements being five warts set sym-

metrically. Tliese lengthen and grow into suckers, es-

sentially identical with those of the adult, but most

disproportionately large. In the five triangular inter-

spaces between these, little points and needles of solid

calcareous glass begin to form, very much like the orys^

tals that shoot across a drying drop of a solnton of

some salt; these catch and unite, first into -"P, and
then into

|-J
-forms, and then into irregular networks.

Meanwhile, ^eshy cylindrical columns spring up from

the surface, one in each of these interspaces, and pres-

ently deyelop, within their substance, a similar frame-

work of porous glass ; these soon manifest themselves

to he the spines, and each is seated on a little nucleus

of network, on which it possesses the power of rotating.

At the same time pedicellarisQ begin to be formed

;

and, what is specially marvellous, they arc first seen,

not on the disk, which alone is to be the future

XTrchin, but pn the interior wall of the hehnet, which

is even now in process of being dissipated, and even

on the opposite side to that which carries the disk.

They commonly appear four in number, arranged in

two pairs ; and one can see in them—they being, like

the suckers^ large out of all proportion to the disk

—

the stem, and the three-leaved heads, which idready

exerdse their characteristic snapping morements.
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The disk is meanwhile enUiging its area; and the

spines and suckers, gradnally lengthening, at len^h
piisli themselves through tlie walls of the helmet ; the

lianging points and crest of which are favSt cUminisliing

by a kind of insensible absorption ; the ciliary move-
ments become less vigorous, and the month closes np.

Bat, correspondently, the Urchin is beginning to ac-

quire its own independent

power of locomotion ; for the

siickcrp, now ever sprawling

about, arc capable of adhering

to any foreign body witii

which they come into contact,

and of draggmg the whole

structure about, by their prop-

er contractions. Tlie cilia

that cover the thickened fiincr-

ing band still exercise tlicir

powers, and are the last to

Wlien the disk has grown to such an extent as to

spread over about half of the larval stomach, very

little remains of the helmet, exc oj^t the middle portions

of the glassy rods and the ciliary bands ; all the rest

of this exquisitely modelled framework having van-

ished by insensible degree?, no one knows how or

where. The stomach and gullet indeed are gradually

sucked into the ever-growing disk ; but all the rest,

Hesh and rods, fringes, bands, and dlia, waste away to

nothing.

Tlie month of the larva has no connexion with the

mouth of tlie Urchin. Tlie little isolated patches of

glassy network continue to spread through the flesh
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of the disk, until the whole forms one uniform stroo-

turc, and constitutes a series of plates. Tlie mouth is

that spot in tin centre, over which the calearcous

fiamc is last cxteudcd ; and it is first distinguishable

by the appearance of five glassy points^ which soon

develop themsdves into the Hve converging jaws,

which we see forming such a enrionib apparatus on the

inferior side of the Sea-Frchin.

Actual observation has not traced tlie infant animal

beyond the stage of the development ; but specimens

have been taken by Professor Miiller swimming in

the sea, in which scarcely a rudiment of the larva re-

mained. They had the form of round flattened disks,

which freely moved their spines and crawled about the

sides of the vessel in which they were kept, by means
of their suckers, exactly in the muiiucr of the adult

Urchin.

Thus " ends this strange, eventful history
; " and in

reviewing it, one can scarcely avoid being impressed

with a sense of the majesty of God in these His humble
works. By what wonderful, what unexpected roads

does He arrive at the completion of His designs ! and

if such things as these are only now bursting upon our

kno\vled<xc, after six thousand years of man's familiar

contact with the inferior creatures, how many more
wonders may yet remain to be unfolded, as science

pursues her investigations into the Divine handiwork

!

And vet, how do this and all similar manifestations of

power and wisdom, sink into insignificance before the

grand marvel, the woiuler of wonders, the great mystery

of godliness—that God was manifest in the flesu !

We are surprised and delighted when we see one crea-

ture change, as it were, into another, but too often the
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stoiy of that greater wonder, that God should have

become man, falls upon listless ears and cold hearts

;

and yet the former, which we scarcelj weary of trac-

ing, concerns only the well-being of a poor dull crea-

ture scarcely raised above the lifo of a plant, wiiereaa

tlie latter had for its object the lifting of creatures

irom a state of ruin and wrath to immortal life and
everlasting glory ; and the creatures 9ie—ourBek>e9

1
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CHAPTER XVn.

As this afternoon was delightfully calm and wann
^tbe Tery model of an autumnal day—I took my
mnBlin ling^net and walked down to the roeka at the

margin of the qniet sea. Kor was I disappointed ; for

the still ^vator, scuicelj distiirhcd by an nndulation,

and clear as crystal, was alive with those brilliant little

globes of animated jelly, the (Jiliograde and Naked-

eyed MednssBi apparently little more substantial than

the dear water itself. Mnltitades of them were float-

ing on the surface^ and othm were discerned by the

practised eye, at varions d^As, shooting hither and

thither, now af?ccnding, now descending, now haiiging

lightly on their oars, and now, as if to make up for

sloth, darting along obliquely with quickly-repeated

yigorons strokes, or rolling and revolving along, in the

veiy wantonness of humble happiness.

After gazing awhile with admiration at the nndis*

tnrbed jollity of the hosts, I made a dip with my net,

the interi( a- of which, on lifting it from the water, was
lined witli sparkling balls of translucent jelly. They

were far too numerous to allow me to transfer them all

to captivity; they would soon have choked np and

destroyed one another ; I therefore selected the fines!
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and most interesting, shaldng an example or two oi

each kind into my glass jar of sea-water, where they

immediate!V he^an to frolic and revel as if still in

the enjojmeut of unrestricted liberty. And here they

are.

Among these bright and agile beings which are

shooting their wayward traverses across each other,

and intertwining their long thread-like tentacles, we
will select one or two for examination, as samples of

their kindred. And first let me isolate this active little

Beroe {Oi/dippe pomifomiis)^ which I dip out with a
tea-spoon and transfer to this other glass jar, that we
may watch its form and moYoments nnaffeeted by the

presence of its companions.

We sec, then, a little ball, almost pcrfcctlr £rlol)u-

lar, except tliat a tiny wart marks one i)olc, oi the sLze

of a small marble, and apparently tamed out of pure

glass, or ice, or jelly—according to your fancy—per-

fect transparency and colonrlessness being its charac-

teristics, so much that it is not always easy to catch

sight of the little creature, except we allow the liglit to

fall on the jar in a partienlar direction. From two

opposite sides of the globe proceed two threads of

great length and extreme tenuity, which display the

most lively and varied movements.

These filaments shall occupy us for a few moments.

"W^e trace them to their orii^in, and find that they pro*

coed each from the interior of a lengthened chamber,

on each of two opposite sides of the animal. Sudden-

ly, on the slightest touch of some foreign object, one

of the threads is contracted to a point and concealed

within its chamber, but is presently darted forth again.

When the lovely globe cliooses to remain still, the
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threads hang downward, gradually Icngtlicning more

'

and more, till their extremities lie along the bottom of

the jar, extended to a length of six inches from the

chamber. Theu we sec that this delicate thread is not

simple, but is fnmished along one side, thronghont its

length, at regular distances, with a row of secondary

. filaments, which project at right angles from the main
thread.

Tliese secondary filaments constitute an iiiip<a'tant

element in the ciiarm which invests this brilliant little

creature. They are about fifty in number on each

thread, and some of them are half an inch long, when
fully extended, but it is seldom that we see them thus

straightened; for they are ever assuming the most

elegant spiral coils, wliicli <>j>en and close, exleud and

contract, with an ever-changing vivacity. The animal

has a very perfect control over the threads, as well as

over the secondary filaments in their individuality.

One, or both, are frequently projected from their

chambers to their full extent by one impulse ; some-

times the extension is arrested at anv staij^e, and then

proceeded with, or the tliread is partially or entirely

retracted. Sometimes the secondary lilanients are

coiled up into minute balls scarcely perceptible, or only

so as to give to the main thread the appearance of

small beads remotely strung on a fine hair ; then a few

uncoil and spread divergently; contract again, and

again unfold ; or many, or all, intcrclnmgo these actions

together, with beautiful regularity and rhythmical uni-

formity, repeating the alternation for many times in

rapid succesaion.

The beauty and diversity of the forms assumed by
those elegant organs beguile us to watch them with
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unwearied interest, nud we wonder what is their func-

tion. For, with all our watchingi tbie is bj no means
clear. They are certainly not organs of motion. At
times it seems as if they were cables intended to moor
tiic animal, wliile it floats at a given depth ; or we see

them with their extremities Bprcad upon the bottom, to

whick they appear to have a power of adhering, thns

forming fixed points^ from wliich the littlo globe rises

and falls at pleasure, shortening or lengthening ita

delicate and novel cables, maintaining all the wbfle its

erect position.

When the Cydijype swims, however, wliieli it does

with great enertrv, the tlireads seem nnemploved,

streajniug loosely behind, and evidently taking no part

in the progression, thongli still adding beauty and

grace to the UAAensmikiU. The organs by which the

sprightly motions of the whole animal are affected are

of quite another character, and shall now engage our

attention.

You have doubtless observed, while gazing on the

animal, a peculiar glittering appearance along its sides,

mingled in certain lights with brilliant rainbow-reflec-

tions. Kow let US take an opportunity, when it ap-

proaches the side of the glass, to examine this appear-

ance wit] I a lens. TTie globe, you see, is marked by
loncritudinal bands, eight in number, sot at e(jual dis-

tances, and ranging like meridians, except that they do

not quite reach to either pole. These bands arc the

seats of the motile organs, which are highly curious,

and in some sort peculiar.

Each band is of considerable width in the middle,

but becomes narrower towards the extremities. It car-

ries a number—usually from twenty to thirty—of flat
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tliln membranons fius, set at regular distances, one

above the other, which may be considered as single

horizontal rows of cilia^ agglutinated together into flat
'

plates. Each plate has a rapid movem^t up and down^

from the line of its insertion into the band, as from a

hinge, and thus striking the water downwards, like a

paddle. Tlie wliole band may bo likened to the pad-

dle-wheel of a steamer, except that the paddles are set

in a fixed line of curvature instead of a revolving circle*

cnmm.

The effect, however, is exactly the same : that of pad-

dling the beautiful little globe vigorously through the

water. The prismatic colours are produced hy the play

of light on their glittering surfaceSi which are ever pre-

sented to the eye of the beholder at changing angles.

We rarely see these rows of paddle-lins wholly ut

rest, but occasionally one or two bands will be. alone in a

state of vibration ; or one or more will suspend their ac-

tion while the rest are paddling. Sometimes in a band
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that is at rest, a minute and momentary wave will he
seen to mn rapidly along its length. All these circnm-

stances show that ilic ciiiai v iiiotion is perfectly under

the control of the animal's will, not only in the aggre-

gate, but itt every part.

In an excellent memoir on this animal by Mr. H.
Patterson of Belfast,* there are some interesting ob*

aerrations on the power of its tissues to become tinged

with extraneous colours, a fact which may he useful to

you in jour researclies, as enabling you with more ease

and precision to demonstrate the internal structure.

" From the inconsiderable quantity of solid ma-

terial," remarks this obseryer, " which enters into the

body of the Bero^ and the rapid circulation of water^

which is apparent throughonfc their frame, we would
naturally suppose that any tinge wliicli the body might

accidentally acquire would be extremely fugitive. It

was found, however, to be much less so than dj^riori

would have been expected. My attention was drawn
to this peculiarity by the circnmstance of all my glasa

vessels being one evening occupied by BerocSs and
Cmsacea, so as to compel me to place a small Medusa
in .I liu vessel, which chanced to be rusted at the seams.

Next morning the cohnirless a])})carance of tlie animal

was changed into a briglit yellow, which appeared to

pervade every part, and doubtless arose from the oxide

of iron, diffused through the sea-water. This tint re-

mained during the entire day, although the animal was
transferred to pure sea-water. Wishing to try if the

vessels of the Beroe would become distinct, if filled

with some coloured fluid from which the animal could

suddenly be withdrawn, and viewed through the usual

* Tnni. Boj. Mdi Acadeniji toL zSz. pi. 1*
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transparent medium of sea water, I placed a IVtoc in a

weak infusion of saffron. At the end of twcnt v nunutcs

it3 colour had undergone a perceptible change. I

allowed it, however, to remain immersed for about six

or seven bonrs, when it had assumed a bright yellow

hue. It was then placed in pure sea-water, but retained

its yellow colour for twenty-four houre afterwards ; and

though it gradually became fainter, it was very ])ercep-

tible even at the expiration of forty-eight hours."

I am sure you will pardon my interrupting your

microscopic gazmgs for a moment by quoting the fol-

lowing charming lines by the Bev. Br. Drummond,
which were elicited by his having watched with pleasure

the elegant form and uiuiions of this little creature.

'*Kow o*er tho ttem the ifaie«iiicabed net-bag ffing,

AaA from tfao dMptbe Hltle BeroS bring;

Beneath ibe son-fil wvn she swims eonoealed

Bj ber own btigfatnen onlj now reveeled

To sage's eyo, tbat gtses wiUi d^ght
On things biTislble to Tiilgar sight.

When first extitcfced from her native brine.

Behold a small round mass of gelatine,

Or frozen dew-drop, void of life or limb :

But round tlio crystal goblet let her swim

'Midst lier own element—and lol a sphere

Banded from jd le to pole—a diamond clear,

Shaped aa bard'.s fancy hhapus the small balloon

To bear some sylph or (aj bejond the moon.

From all ber bands see lucid fringes play,

Tbat gbmee and sparkle In tbe solar ray

Witb iridesceni boee. Now round and round

Sbe wbeels and twiris—now mounts—tben rfnks profoond.

How see ber, like tbe belted star of Joto,

Spin on her axia smooth—a8 if s!ic stroTO

To win applause—a thing of conscious sense,

QuiToring snd thrilling with delight intense.

Long sUveij cords she treasures in ber sides^
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By which, uncoiled at times, ihc moors and rides;

From these, as hook-hairs on a fisher's line,

See feathery fibrils hanjr, in rmcoful twine,

Graceful as tendrils of tlie niantlir ir vine.

These, swift as angler, by the fishy lake,

Projects hi3 fly, the keen-eyed trout to take,

She shoots with rapid jerk to seize her food,

Tb» ODaU green creatures of cnistaeeous brood

;

Soon doomed hersdfa ruthless fi>s to fnd.

When in th' Aotinia^ arms she lies entwinM.

Here priaonM by the Tsse^ etTStal bonnd, .

Impsssahle «s Skyx^s nine-fold round,

Quick 8lic projects, ss quick retracts af^in,

Iler flexile toils, and tries her arts in vain:

Till languid grown, her fine machine worn
By rapid friction, and her firinges torn,

Her full round orb wanes lank, and swift decay

Pervades her frame till all dissolyes away.

So wanes the dew, conglobed on rose's bud,

So melts the ice-drop in tho tepid flood

:

Thus too shall many a shining urb oii high

That studs the broad pavilion of the sky,

Suns snd their systems fiide^ dissolTe, and dSe.^

. While we have been admiring onr lovely little

Ct/dijipCj and comparing notes with other observere and

adniiiors, other species as Bmall, as tranRparcnt, as

spriglitly, and scarcely less elegant, have been impa-

tientlj waiting for their share of admiration
;
shooting

to and fro, tossing their little beUs of ductile glass about,

tnd alternately lengthening and snatching-in their sen-

fjitive tentacles, in astonishment at onr stoical indiffer-

ence to their charms, and saying, suo more, vrhh the

)iUlc urchin whoso feelings? wore hnrt by the neglect of

Lib papa's visitor— You don't notice how beautiful I

ber
A thousand pardons, sweet little Sarsia / We will

now give yon 'our undivided attention ; and for this
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end we mnst take the liberty of catching yon and of

transferring your translucency to isolated grandeur in

this other glass. ITa ! but you don't want to be caught,

ch i And so you pump aud shoot round and round the

jar as the spoon approaches I Truly you are a supple

little subjecti difficult to catch as a flea, and difficult to

hold (in a spoon) as an eeL But here yon are at last,

lying as motionless and as helpless in the silver as a

half-melted atom of calfs-foot jelly, to wiiich, indeed,

you poasess no small resemblance.

Look at the pretty little Medusa in liis new abode,

at once recovering all his jelly-hood as he feels the

water laving hint, and dashing about his new domain

with a vigour which makes up for lost time.

It is a tall bell of glass, a little contracted at the

month—its outline forming an ellipse, from which
about a third hn^ been cut off. The njaririii of this

bell carries four tiny knobs, set at equal distances, and
thus quartering the periphery ; and these are the more
conspicuous because each one is marked with a bright

orange*coloured speck. Physiologists are pretty well

agi'ced to consider such specks as these, on the margins

of the smaller MeduscB, as eyes,—rudimentary organs

of vision, ca])able, probably, of appreciating the

presence and the stLmulos of light, without the power

of forming any visual image of external objects. Yon
will not gain much information about their function

from microscopic examination ; for all yon can discern

is an aggregation of coloured s] )ecks (pigmcnt-grauules)

in the midst of the conuuon jolly.

The knobs, however, are connected with other

organs ; for from each of them depends a highly sensi-

tive and very contractile tentacle. Sometimes one, or

16
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more, or all, of these organs bang down in tiie water

motionless, lengthening more and more, especially

when the bell is still, nntil they reach a leDgih some
twelve or fifteen times that of the hell, or umhrella.

Then suddenly one will be contracted, and, as it were,

shrivelled, to mere fragments of a quarter of an inch

long; then lengthened again to an inch or two ; then

shortened again. Now the little bell resumes its ener*

getic pumping, and shoots ronnd and ronnd in an
oblique direction, the sumiuit always goiug foremost,

and the tentacles streaming behind in long trailing

lines, ^ow it is again arrested; the bell turns over

on one side and remains motionless, and the tentacles,

as ^^fine as silkworms' threads," float loosely in the

water, become mntnally inter>tangled, instantly free

themselves, pucker and slirivel up, slowly lengthen,

and hang motionless again, or, as the hell allows itself

to .^inlv slowly, are thrown into the most elegant curves

and arclies.

Though these tentacles look at first like simple

threads of extreme tennity, yet when viewed closely

they are seen to be composed of a succession of minute

knobs separated by intervals—like white beads strung

on a thread ; the beads beiuGr more remote from each

otlier in proportion as the tentacle is lengthened.

This structure is worthy of a more minute inves-

tigation. We will, therefore, confine our little Sa^sia

in this narrow glass trough, which is sufficiently deep

to allow its whole form to be immersed, though some-

what flattened; Avhich is an athamage, as its move-

ments are thereby impeded. iVow, with a power of

300 diameters you see that each of the knobs of the

tentacle is a thickening or swelling of the common
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gelatinous flesh, in which arc imhedded a score or two

of tinJ oval vesicles, without any very obvious ar-

rangement; but for tlie most part bo placed that the

more pointed end of each is directed toward the cir-

cnroference of the thickening. The intennediate slen-

der portions of the tentacle—the thread on which the

beads arc strung—is quite destitute of these vesicles.

These little bodies are called enidwy and, in the

whole of this class of auimals, and also in that of Zoo-

phytes, they play an important part in the economy of

the creatnre. I shall prohahly take occasion to exhibit

them to yon nnder conditions more favonrahle than arp

presented here, viz. in the Sea-Anemones, where they

attain far greater dimensions ; and therefore I will

merely say here that each one of these tiny vesicles

carries a barbed and poisoned arrow, which can be

shot forth at the pleasure of the animal with great

force, and to an amazing length—that hnndrods are

nsnally shot together—and that this is the provision

which the All-wise God has given to these apparently

helpless animals lor securing and subduintr tlu ir prey.

There is, however, another organ still inuie conspic-

nons in our little Sarsia^ of which I have not yet

spoken. As the whole animal has the most absolate

transparency, we see that the roof of the bell is much
thicker than the sides, and that it gradnally thins off to

'

the edge. The interior surface is called tlic tiul)-iim-

brella, and it carries within its substance four slemler

tubes, which, radiating from the centi'e of the roof,

proceed to the margin, where they communicate with

another similar canal which mns round the circumfer-

ence, sending off branches into the tentacles* Tliis is the

circulatpry system ; and you may see, with the magni^
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fjinf^ power which yott are at present iising, that a
clear iluid is moving rapidly witliin all tliese canals,

carrying minute gnuiules ; not with an even forward

current, but with an irregular jerldng vacillating move-

ment, as if several conflicting eddies were in the stream*

Yet we discern that, on the whole, the grannies

are moved forward; passing

from the centre of radiation

towards the mai'gin, when we
see tliem slip into the marginal

canal from the several moutha
of the radiating canals.

This is a very simple and rudi-

mentary l)lood-8ystem. Tlicrc

is here no heart with its pulsa-

tions, no proper arteries or veins,

no lungs for oxygenation; hat

the products' of digestion are

themselves thus circulated

through the system. And this

brings me back to the central

point, whence you see depend-

ing the curious organ I spoke

;ot A long cylinder of highly

moveable and evidently sensi-

tive flesh hangs down from the

middle of the roof exactly liko
iAEgiA.

^jj^ clapper of a bell; and, as

if to add to tlie resemblance, this same clapper is sus-

pended by a narrow cord, and is terminated by a knob.

Sometimes this wiiole organ is allowed to hang

about as low as the edge of the bell ; then it gradually

lengthens to twice, thiice, nay to £ve times that
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length ; the ton^^ue lolliiifif out of the mouth to a most

uncoutli distance, and even the susj)cnding cord (as I

presume to term the attenuated basal portion) reaching

far beyond the margin; then, on a sadden, like the

tentacles, the tongne is contraetedi thrown into

wrinkles, cnrled into curves, and the whole is sheltered

within the coneavitj; presently, however, to loll out

again.

This proboscis-like organ is called the peduncle,

and its office is that of a stomach, of which the knol)

at the end is the month, having a terminal orifice with

lour minute lips. The flexible substance and rapid

motions of this peduncle are suited to enable it to seize

small passin^^ animals that constitute its prey; and I

have seen the. Sarsia in conlinement seize with tlio

month, and swallow, a newly-hatched iish, notwitli-

standing the activity of the latter. For hours after*

wards, the little green-eyed fry was visible, the engulf-

ment being a very slow process ; but the Medusa never

let go Its hold ; and gradually the tiny fish was sucked

into the interior, and passed up the cavity of the pe-

duncle, becoming more and more cloudy and indistinct

as digestion in the stomach dissolved its tissues.

The greater portion of the food is by-and-bj dis-

charged from the month, the fluids which have been

extracted from it being on the other hand carried up

through the base of the peduncle, and distribnted

along the four radiating vessels, conveying nutrition,

supply of waste, and growth to all parts of the

system.

We may now liberate our little Sarsia^ with thanks

for the gratification ho has afforded us, to resume his

active play among his many companions. Meanwhile
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we will look for one of another kind among the

gi'oup.

Here is a pretty and interesting species. Active

it iS) bnt lees vigorously rapid in its movements, than

either the Btnjfiot the Sarsui. It is, as yon aee,

something less than a hemisphere, or resembling

watcli-glas8 in shape, about three-fonrths of an inch in

diameter. In general character it resembles the Sarslaj

but tlic peduncle is small, never reaching to the level

of the margin, and its mouth is terminated by four

expanding fleshy lips, which are extremely flexible

and versatile*

The four radiating vessels here carry, jnst before

they merge into the margiiial canal, a dilatation of

the connnon flesh, which, as you see, bulges out the

surface of the umbrella. We will examine one of tlieso

dilatations with the microscope.

It is, as you perceive, occupied by a number of

clear globes, each of which has another minute globose

body in its interior. They are very diverse in size,

gome being very small, others comparatively large,

and it is to the dimensions of these latter that the

swelling of the surface of the umbrella is due. These

vesicles are the eggs of the animal considerably ad-

vanced towards maturity ; and the dilatations around

the radiating vessels arc the ovaries.

The margin, however, presents us with the most

obvious, and perhaps the most interesting, points of

diversity from the little JSareia. In the little beauty

before us—^whose name, by the way, Thaumantw j>»»

loHUa^ I have not yet told you—^the outline is fringed

with about flfty short and slender tentacles, each of

which springs from a fleshy bulb, in which is set a speck
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of deep purple. These collections of coloured grannies,

which I havealr^dy explained to bo rudimentary eyes,

have a very chai-ming effect, and give a

beautiful appearance to the little crea-

ture, as if its translucent crystalline

head were encircled with a coronet

of gems.

Yon shall see them, however, nn-

der circumstances which will make
them appear more lustrously gemmeous still. Come
with me, and I w ill carry the glass containing our little

Thaufnaniiae into the next room. Yon need not bring

the candle, or what I am going to show yon will be

qnite invisible.

Take hold of tliis pencil, and having felt for the

glass, disturb the water with it. Ila ! what a circle

of tinv lam])s Hashes out ! You struck the body of the

ThauniatUiaa witli the pencil, and instantly, under

the stimnluB of alarm, every pnrple eye became a

phosphoric flame. Tonch it again; again the crown

of light flashes ont, but less brilliantly ; and each tiny

lamp after sparkling tremulously for a moment, wanes,

and tlie whole gradually, but (quickly, go out, and all

is dark aijain.

But it is tired of lighting up for nothing—or its

gas is exhausted—or it is become used to the pencil

and is not alarmed—or, at all events, yon may knock

it, and push it, bnt it refuses to shine any more. Back
with it then to the microscope, and let us see if it pos-

sesses any other points of interest for us there.

Yes: we Lave not eidiausted the organs of the

margin yet. Between the tentacles which spring

fW>m bulbs there are a good many more, fiur more
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minute, without any bulbs;—from four to seven be-

tween eveiy two of the primary ones. We won't

mind these, but bringing the margin itself into focna,

and moving it along the stage horizontally, we pres-

ently SCO one and another singular organs. They arc

eiglit in all, two being placed, but irregularly, in each

of the four quadratures of the circle formed by the xa«

diating canals.

There are auditory vesicles, or organs of hearing,

yery closely similar to those which we see imbedded

in the bosoui of the Snail and other MoUusca. Hero

they are comparatively large, and unusually well

moutmm or tmAviuMtuM,

fhrnished. Each is a semi-oval cnlari^jcmcnt of the

flesh of the margin, in close connexion with tlie walls

of the marginal canal, hollowed so as to inclose a
capacious cavity, in which 'are placed a considerable

nnmber^from thirty to fifty in this individual—of
otolithes, or spheres of solid, transparent, highly re-

fractive substance. Tliey are arranged in a double line,

forming a crescent, and those wliich are nearest the

centre are longer than those towards the extremities

of the line. I believe some observers have seen oscil-
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latoiy and rotatory moYcaients among these spherules,

as in the MoUusca / but I have invariably found them

motionless in all the species of Medusa that I have

examined, as yon see them here.

One more little beauty from our stock, and we have

done with these. There is one that moves amonp: the

rest like a bead of coral, the Binailest of all, yet the

most brilliant. Here is another, and here anotlior of

the same sort; which has been named by Professor

Edward Forbes, Turria neffleefa, because naturalists

before him had neglected to notice it, just as we have

been doinfj, engrossed by its larger confrh'cs.

Beautiful as is this little gem, it is nut so large as

a dried pea, scarcely larger than a grain of hemp-seed.

It is described as " mitre shaped ; " in other words it

is a tall bell, with the margin slightly bent inwards,

and the sides a little constricted. The umbrella is

tliick, and being very muscular is not so translucent

as those we have been examining; hence it has a

pellucid white appearance. But through this shines

its chief beauty ; the peduncle is very large, and glo-

bose at the upper or basal part, which is usually, as

here, of a pale scarlet or rich orange hue*

Imbedded in this orange-coloured flesh are seen

many points of a lovely rose-purple, which two colon tb

blending together, and softened by their transmisBion

though the sub-pellucid umbrella, have a pocuhar

brilliancy. But stay ! here I have one more advanced

in age, which will exhibit some peculiarities of in-

terest in the economy of these frail but charming crea-

tures.

In this specimen, ^vliich is somewhat larger than

the former, the margin of the umbrella is a httio
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turned back, dl^} laying more clearly the peduncle

with its brilliant ovaries. These, too, are more turgid,

and the rosy points are seen projecting from their

inteiior, and Bome of them even ready to fall. And
look 1 here on the bottom of the glasa are lying half-a-

dozen or more of similar purple points, vKose rich

hue renders them plainly discernible, after a slight

bcarching:, to the unassisted eye. I will collect one

or two with a capillary tube of glassy and submit them
to your examination under the microscopo.

You now discern that these bodies are perfectly

OYal in form. One might, indeed, call them eggs,

for they perform the part of such organisms ; but that

these have soft walls, covered on their whole external

surface with fine vibratile cilia, by the action of which

they are endowed with the power of free locomotion.

We see them, in fact, gliding about the water of the

live-box under view, with an dven and somewhat
rapid motion, which ajypecm to bo guided by a Ten-

table will. Under this power they are seen to be of a

soft rich lake-crinisuii line, all over.

These little gemmnlcs have a somewhat romantic

history of their own. I am afraid that these we sec

are too recent to afford us any help in tracing it, and
therefore I must be satisfied with telling you what I
hare observed of it on former occasions.

After the beautiful little Coral Jellv lias swum
%i

about a few days, the umbrella begins to tuni outward

and backward, and to contract more and more, until

at length, it lies in shrivelled folds around tlie top,

leaving the whole peduncle exposed. Long before

this, it has lost its power of swimming, and lies help-

less on its side upon the bottom. Meanwhile the
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orange ovaries liave swollen; the pui'i^le ^cmmiiles

have become developed^ and liavo gradually worked

their way through the ovaries, and fallen one bj one

upon the bottom. There then they glide about for a

little time, perhaps for a day or 6o, by means of their

vibrulu]<^ cilia.

At lono^th oaeli little gemiiiulc loses its power of

wandering, its motion becomes leebleri and more in-

termitted, and finally ceases altogctlier. The little

beiog now rests on some solid body—a stone or a
shell—^to which it firmly adheres. Its two extremities

grow out, adhering as they extend, and sometimes

brancliinrr, but still in close and entire contact with

the support . At length, after a day or two, from some

point of tlie upper surface of this creeping root, a
kind of wart bnds forth, and soon grows into an erect

slender stem, which presently divides into fonr straight,

slender, slightly divergent tentacles, whioli grow
straight upward to a considerable lensjtli. The wliolo

structure retains the rich porplo hue of the original

gemmule.

Beyond this point I have not pnrsned the histoiy

of the little Twris from personal observation ; nor am
I aware that any natnralist besides has studied the

development of this particular genus. But the iiistory

of other treiiera is hnown ; and as the plienomcna they

exhibit are q^uite parallel to those which I have been
describing, so far as these have been traced, we may
fairly conclude that there is the same parallelism in

the subsequent stages.

Assuming this, then, the little crimson stem ^\ ith

four rays—a veritahlc polype—liuds forth four movo

tentacles in the interspaces, making the total number
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eiglit ; these in like manner increase progreenycly to

sixteen, thirty-two, and sixty-four. It now possesses a

close resemblance to the Hydra of our ditches, onlj

having more tentacles
;
and, like it, the Medusa-larva

bnds forth from its sides young Ilydrarlike polypes,

which take the form of their inmiediate parent^ £aU

off, attach themselyes, bud forth more, and so on. All

these catch living ])rey with their tentacles, swallow

tlieni with their muutlis, and digest tliem with their

stomachs, exactly like real polypes, and thus produce

generation alter generation of similar beings.

Years may pass in this stage, during which num-

berless polypes are fonned. At length the original

stock, or any one of its descendants, takes on an im-

portant change. Its body lengthens, and becomes cut

as it were into a number of rinc^s, as if tied ticrhtly

round with thread, or like .the body of an Annelid.

TUBUS AKi) m roxnta.

These segments become increasingly distinct, until at

'length each is seen to be a shallow cup, notched at its

margin, and sitting in the concavity of the one next
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- below it. Tin's structure is developed first in those at

the free extremity of tlie polype, and progressively

downwards; and the terminal cnps are nearly free,

rocldng in their siicceeBorB with every wave, while

the lowest segmentB are scarcely visible as snch.

At length the extreme cup rocks and oscillates

until the slender thread of connexion is snapped, and

it is free. It at once turns itself over, so as to present

its concavity downwards, and contracting its margin

with the well-known pulmonic spasm, shoots away
with the movement as well as the form of a veritahle

Medusa. The little progeny has, at length, after

passin<^ through so many changes, returned to the

image of its parent.

Snch are, in brief, the phenomena of one of tiie

most remarkable series of facts that modem zoology

has discovered, and which have been proponnded

under the title of the Law of Alternation of Genenip

tions.
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CHAPTER XVni.

ZOOPHYTES.

It is pleasant to go down to the shore on a bright

autumnal morning at low water, when the tide has

receded far, exposing great areas of wet sand and

wildernesses of rugged rocks draped with black and
red weed. It is pleaaaiit to make our way on caatious

foot round some frowning point whose base Is usually

beaten by the billows; to travel among the slippery

bonldei*8, now leaping from one to another, now wind-

ing between tlicin, now creeping under their beetling

roofs: to jKiuetrato where we have never ventured

before, and to exploi-c with a feeling of undefined awe

the wild solitudes where the hollow sea growls, and
the grey gull wails. It is pleasant to get under the

shadow of the tall cliffs of limestone, to creep into low
arching caves, and there to stoop and peer into the

dark pools, wliieh lie tilled to the brim with water as

clear as crystal, and as unrufiied as a well. AVliat

microcosms are these rugged basins 1 How full of life

all unsuspected by the rude stone-cutter that daily

trndges by them to and from his work in the marble

quarry of the cliff above! What arts, and wiles, and

Btratagems arc being practised there! what struggles

for mastery, for Ibod, for life! what pursuits and

flights! what pleasant gambols! what conjugal and

parental affections I what varied enjoyments 1 what
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births ! what deaths! are every hour going on in these

unruffled "wells, bcncatli tlie Iji-own pliadow of the um-

brageous oarweed, or over, the waving slopes of the

bright green UIaxj^ or among the feathery branehes

of the crimson Oeramiuml
I have jnst been examining some of these rock-

wells, and have rifled tliem of not a few of their living

treasures, bringing home the opima spolia^* that you

may share with me in the enjoylucnt of eiuuuiuing

them.

The Zoophytes are here in their glory. Such places

as those I speak of are the very metropolis of the

zoophytio nation. Look at this great leaf of the fin*

gerod Tangle : see how its broad olive-brown cxpauto

ici covered with tiny forests of white branching threads,

which spread and spread till they run off into the iin-

gei*8 of the much split leaf; and not only on one side,

tor the under surface is as densely clad with the shaggy

burden as the upper ; the smooth leathery tissue being

coyered with a network of creeping roots, branching

and anastomosing evcrywhercj like the railways on

Bradshaw's map.

This double forest is wholly composed of a single

species, called Laomedea gcniculata^ nay, I believe it

is but one single individual. That is to say, the whole

of these multitudmous ramified threads and stems, with

their innumerable polypes, have all extended by
gradujil though rii}>id growth from a single germ, and

all arc connected even now, so that a common life i)er-

vades the whole. But we will look awhile at it in detail

till we have mastered its external features, and then

I will tell you something of its history and economy.

* lUch spoils.
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With the unafiBlBted eye we can discern plainly

enough the outline and plan of this componnd organ-

ism. Along the smoolli and lubiicous surface of the

olive '^vccd runs a fine thread of a pelhicid white ap-

pearance, 80 iirmij adherent that if you attempt to

remove it with a needle's point, you find that yon only

tear either the leaf or the thread. The course is gen-

erally in a straight line, but doea not ordinarily pursue

the same direction far, commonly turning off with an

abrupt angle at intervals of about an inch, and thus

meandering in a zig-zag fashion, very irregularly,

branchir.g frequently, and uniting with a thread already

formed, when the creeping one has to cross it

Thus the basal network is formed ; but meanwhile,

from every angle, and often from intermediate points,

a free erect tlircad has shot up—like the stem of a tiny

plant—to tlie height of an inch, rareljinorc
;
not, how-

ever, straight, but with frequent zig-zag angles, whence
the name geniciilata^ or " kneed.'' At every angle a
slender branch is sent forth, pursuing the same direc-

tion as that of the joint from the summit of which it

issued, and terminating in a tiny knob. In the angles

of some of these branchlcts are seated oblong vesicles,

twice or thrice as large as the terminal knohs. And
this is pretty well all that we can make out with tlie

naked eye.

Cutting carefully off with scissors a narrow strip of

the leaf, I drop it into the parallel-sided cell of glass

half-filled with sea-water, and examining it first with a

low power, and afterwards with a higher. We uow see

that the creeping thread is a tube of horny substance,

flattened on its under side, and that tlie erect stems and

their branches are similar tubes, whose cavities are in
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free commnnication with tliat of the creeping root. Tlie

Wall Ja lliin, and perfectly transparent and colourless;

the whiteness of the whole hcing dependent on a soft

medullary core of living jelly, which, permeates the

whole Bti'uctnre, on which tlie homy sheath is as it were
moulded.

This medtilla is pierced wilih a canal, through which
a fluid circulates, carrying

along numerous minute gran-

ules with a quivering, jerking

motion ; this is doubtless the

nutrient fluid conyeying the

products of digestion to everj

part of the cotninon Btmctnre.

Where tlic branches issue

from tlic angles of the stem,

the medulla, and consequent-

ly the homy sheath, is dilated

into a knob ; immediately

above this there is a joint-

like constriction in the tnbe,

and the biaiich itself is in

sected by four or five such

constrictions, so as to form as

many rings. Its extremity

then expands into an elegant cup, or vase, of extreme

tenuityand transparency, shaped like a wine-glass, with

the rim undivided, but so thin and subtle as to be seen

with the greatest diflSculty.

These cups, or cells, are each the proper habitation

of a polype, which is nothing else but the termination

(in this direction) of the living, growing, vascular pith«

Tlie latter becomes exceedingly attenuated to pass
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through a veiy narrow orifice in the centre of a homy
diaphragm, or sort of false bottom, which passes across

Iho bottom of each cell. It then dilates into ii soft

contractile anunal, whose body—but look fur yourself;

for lierc, full in the Held of the uiieroecopo, is ouo ex-

panding in the highest vigour and beauty.

It is a long trumpet-shaped body of granular fiesh,

the month of which jnst reaches the brim of the cap,

over which it spreads on all sides. From its margin

epring some eighteen or twenty tentacles—the exact

number varyimr in (lifiVrcnt indi\ itiuals—arranG:ed in

one or two close^set circles, like a crown. These or-

gans, which, as you see, fall into elegant double curves,

like the branches of a chandeUer, are roughened with

knobbed ringS| something like the horns of a goat ; this

structure we will presently submit to more close ex-

amination.

Tn the midst of the space enrroundcd by the ten-

taculai* cix>wa tjiere is protruded, at the pleasure of the

animal, a large, fleshy, funnel-shaped mouth, the lips

of which are highly sensitive and versatile, continually

changing their form—^protruding, contracting, bending

in upon themselves, now closing, now opening the

mouth, and, as it were, testing the immediate vicinity

like a very delicate organ of some unknown sense.

The whole polype is much too minute for us to at>

tempt, with any probability of success, the amputation

of one of the tentacles with scissors. But by cutting

off a polype, cell and all, and putting it into the com-

prctotourium, we may be able, by means of tlie graduated

pressure, to ilatteu the wliolo, and thus discern the

gnarled structure of tlie tentacles. A very high laag-

nifying power is needed for this.
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Here, then, we have one of the tentacles flattened

between the glass plates, but Btill retaining its integrity.

We find that the thickenings are similar in character to

ihoBO of the tentacles of SarnOj which we lately ob-

served. Thej are, in fact, accumu-

lations of cnidw—those peculiar

weapons of power, which I shall

presently describe in full—but here

they are symmetrically arranged in

single rows, each pointing upward
and outward.

To return to the living specimen

on the leaf: you see seated in the

angles of the branches here and

there elegant urn-shaped cellt^,

larger than the polype-cells, each

with a sort of shoulder and a nar-

row neck. The common pith passes

from the joint into the bottom of

these, and then extends througli tlie centre till it reaches

tlie mouth. In some of the urns this forms merely a

slender column, expanding at the mouth, but in others

it enlarges at irregular intervals into large knobs or

masses of granular flesh, which are confusedly grouped

together, eight or ten in one capsule. This latter is the

most interesting condition ; let us watch it.

While doing so, let me inform you that these urns

are the reproductive organs, and the fleshy masses are

embryos of peculiar character, which are developed

out of the nutrient medulla! Hie largest of those now
under observation is, as you see, moving, and slowly

working its way out of its glassy ])ris<)n. Two or

three flexible finger-like bodies oi^o protruding from the

MSMM
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orifice of the nrn, and more are joining them ; we Bce

they are tentacles, protruded in a loose bundle, just as

the polype eiiierfxcs from tlic cell.

It is a somewhat bluw process ; but at length the

fleshy mass squeezes itself forth, as if pushed out by
some contractile force boliind ; while we see the fluids,

carrying granules, run into the parts of the tentacles

which are already free. The embiyo is liberated.

For a few seconds it appears helpless, and falls

through tlu ^^ater in a collapsed state, so that we
cannot dibceia its proper form. It gives a spasmodic

contraction or two, feeble at tii-st, then more vigorous
;

the tentacles lengthen, the body expands, and—^lo I it

is not a polype, but a Medusa 1

And now take your eye for a moment from the

microscope, and glance at this glass jar, in wbidi the

oarwecd w ith its colony of Zoophytes has been standing

fnr a few hours. Hold it between your eye and the

light ; do you not see that the water is alive with tiny

dancing atoms? Hundreds are there, playing and

pumping througb the fluid with a sort of flapping

motion, which, when you get on sidewise in clear view,

will not fail to remind you of the flair^iii:,^ iliglit of some

heavy-bodleJ, long-winged bird. 'These are the Mo-
dusa-shaped progeny of the Laomedca.

But let us return to the one of which we have just

witnessed the birth, and which is still flapping to and

fro in the narrow glass trough* You see a pellucid

colourless disk or umbrella of considerable thickness,

about one-sixtieth of an inch in diameter in its average

state of expansion. Its substance has a reticular ap-

pearance, probably indicating its cellular texture. In-

temallj, the disk rises to a blunt point in the centre.
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whence four vessels diverge to opposite points of tlio

Tn«nr£]^in. These form elevated ribs, tlie surface being

gradually depressed from each to the centre of the in-

terspace. Externally, the centre of the disk is produced

into a fleshy peduncle, having a narrow neck, and then

expanding into a sort of secondary disk, of a sqnare

form, with the angles rounded. This organ, which is

capable of varied, precise, and enern^etic motions, cor-

responds to the peduncle of a true Medusa, tlie angles

being the lips. These lips, which correspond in their

diirection to the four internal ridges, are very protmsile,

and when the little animal is active are continnally be*

ing thrust out in various directions, sometimes everted,

but more comitioiily made to approach each otlicr in

different degrees ; sometimes one being bent-in towards

the centre, sometimes all closing^np around a hollow

interior. These four lobes, thns perpetnally in motion,

and changing within certain limits their form and their

relation to each other, remind one of the lips or the

tongues of more highly organized animals. The snb-

Btancc of this peduncle appears to bo delicately crranu-

iar ; but there is a very manifest tendency to a librous

character in its texture, the fibres being directed from

the exterior towards ihe interior, supposing the lobes to

have their points in contact.

Let us now look at the margin of the disk. Hero

are attached twenty-four slender tentacles, six in each

quadrant formed by the divergent ribs, or radiating

canals. Each tentacle springs from a thickened bulb,

which is imbedded in the margin of the disk ; it is

evidently tubolar, hnt ihe tnbe is not wider in the bnlb

than in the filament. The general surface is rough with

projecting points, which in some assume a very regular
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mnricate appoaraBce, and the tentacle terminates in a
blunt point The discal part of the bnlb is fringed

with a row of uiinatc bcud-iikc spherules. Around the

edge of the circumference of the disk, ou the exterior,

arc arranged eight beautiful and conspicuous auditory

vesicles. They are placed in pairs, each pair being ap>

proximate, and appropriated to each of the qnadratnreB

of ihc circle. Each of these organs consists of a trans-

parent globe, not enveloped in the substance of the

disk, but so free as to appear barely in contact with

it: it contains a single otolithe, of high refractive

power, placed not in the centre, bnt towards the outer

eide. The inexperienced naturalist, on first seeing

these organ?, would unhesitatingly pronuunce them

eyes, and the otolithe the crystalline lens. They are,

Iiowereri pretty certainly, rudimentary organs of hear-

ing ; the crystalline globule or otolithe being capable

of vibration within its vesicle. Their exact counter-

parts are found in many of the smaller Medusas, as we
lately saw in the T/iaumantias.

The disk is endowed with an energetic power of

contraction, by which the margin is diminished, ex-

actly like that of a Medusa swimming ; and the ten-

tacles have also the power of individual ni tioTi, though

in general this is languid, their rapid liapping being

the effect of the contraction and expansion of the disk,

producing a quick inyolation and evoladon of the mar>
gin, and carrying the tentacles with it Occasionally,

nowever, all the tentacles are stronirlv hroui'ht tofrether

at thuir U\>^, with a twitching grasping action, like

that of lingers, which is certainly independent of the

disk, andmay be connected with the capture ofthe prey.

Kow every detail of the structure here, as well aa
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the general form, appearance, and habits, agrees with

the small iiaked-eyed Medusae, so closely, that if we
had not witnessed the birth of the little creature from

the reprodactive cell of a Laomcdea^ ve should have

pronounced it with nnhesitating confidence a true

Acaleph. The peduncle, it is true, seems out of place

being on tlic outside of the doine, instead of hanging

suspended from its interior ; but this dijSerence is only

apparent, and arises from the circumstance that the

didc is reverted. If you suppose the edge of the disk

to be turned in the opposite direction, you will have

the peduncle in its iiormal place : the umbrella in these

specimens is cairied within, and the sub-umbrella with-

out ; an inversion which is probably accidental.

Comparing now this strange production of a Medusa
by a Polype, with what I lately told you of the pro-

duction of Polypes by a Medusa (as in the ease of the

lovely little Turris), you will have some acquaintance

with the wondrous phenomena which have of late

years been surprising and interesting naturalists—viz.,

those of the Alternation of Ctenerations ; in which as

Chamisso, the first discoverer of the strange facts, ob-

served—" a mother is not like its daughter, or its own
mother, but resembles its sister, its grand-daughter| and

its grandmother," The Polype gives birth to a gene-

ration of Medusfld which lay eggs, which develop into

Polypes. The Medusa on the other hand lays eggs

(gemmulcs), whicli develop into Polypes, which at

length divide themselves into colonies of Medusae.

At first yon will perhaps see nothing remarkable in

anoUier object which I collected in my rock'-ramble to-

day. A Hermit-crab in an old Natioa shell; both

common things enough. Yet look more narrowly.
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The greater portion of the slicU is not smo jHi, has no
such porcelain-like polish as the liatica usually has,

but is clothed with a sort of downy nap, a coarse

sponginess of a greyish hue, splashed with yellowish

and pink tints. The shell is invested with Hydi^ac-

tinia.

We restore the strange partnership—shell, feece,
and crab—to the glass of sea-water ; where we soon see

the whole tumbling about the bottom in uncouth

agility. Assist your eye with this pocket-lens, and
look aga in. The shaggy nap upon the shell now bristles

with tall slender polypes, crowded aud erect, like ears

of com in a field,

No high power of magnification is necessary to

fumiBh us with considerable entertainment from this

populous colony. The polypes stand individually

nearly half an inch in height; each consists of a

Straight slender column, surmounted by eight straight

rod-like tentacles, four of which stand erect, slightly

diverging, and the other four, alternating with these

at their on'gin, extend horizontaliy like the aims of a

turnstile.

The rough jolting of tlie crab over the stones the

expanded polypes bear with equanimity ;
they are used

to it; and though their tentacles wave and stream

hither and thither, they are not retracted on this

account. But just touch with the point of the pencil

in your hand any part of the shaggy fleece, and in-

stantly the whole colony retire together, as if by a

common impulse, apparently shrinking into the sub-

stance of the shell. Yet they soon re*appear, one after

another quickly protruding its closed tentacles, which

are presently expanded as beibre. •
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The cxpl»anation of this phenomenon 13, that the

whole colony of poljpes arc but the IVeo points, or

feeding mouths of a common living Him, which invests

the shell
;
jost as in Laomedea^ the polypes that in-

habit the yase-like cells are the oSshoots or free points

of the common modnlla.

The inventing iihn will bumetimee in captivity spread

upon the glass side of a tank, and then develop idl the

polypes and organs proper to the complete organism.

When this is the case, an admirable opportnnity is

presented for studying with ease and precision the

econuuiy of the creature ; and it is to the skill with

wliicli Dt* T. Strethill Wright has availed himself of

sach an opportunity^ that I am indebted for the chief

part of the facts that I am going to tell yon, connected

witb the form and appearance, of which you can here

judge for yourself.

The spreading film or polypary is a tliiu coat of

transparent jelly, slightly coloured with various tints,

which secretes and deposits within its substance a
still thinner homy layer of chitine. Tliis rises here

and there into numerous spines and points, which are

curiously ridged with toothed keels ; and these ridges

run in various directions over the horny layer also,

making a fine network orer it llie investing

flesh, however, fills np all the cavities and areas so

inclosed.

The mode in whieli the polypary increases is by

thi'owing out from its edge a creeping band, exactly

analogous to the root-thread of the Laomedea, This

propagative stolon, after leaving the point of its

origin, increases rapidly in diameter, and sends out

* See Edin. New Flulosophical Journal, for April, 1857.
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irregular branches. Tiie tips of these branches are

covered with a glatinoas cementi by which they

attach themselves tenaciously to glass, or other surface

near them. Having attached themselves, they expand

laterally, at the same time throwing ont linjnrer-like

prolongations, which, as they come in contact with

each other, coalesce, until a fleshy plate is found

adherent to the glass* Polypes are developed both

from the loose branches and the attached polypary

;

iuul tlie latter is clearly seen to be permeated by a

beautiful system of anastomosing canals, connected

with the hollow bodies of the polypes. Within these

canals may be detected an intermittent flow of fluid,

containing partides^ the dancing motion of which

indicates the presence of ciliary action, and which,

having passed in one direction for a short time, are

arrested, and after a sb'ght period of oscillation, com-

mence to flow in an opposite direction."

The polypes whic^ are developed from this living

carpet are not all of the same form. Ko fewer than

five distinct sorts exist, at one and the same time, and

I doubt not we shall be able to And and to identify

them all, on this well-grown specimen.

First, there are the alimentary polypes, which we
have already cursorily glanced at. Within the space

inclosed by the two circles of teiitaelcs, there is a

mouth Willi soft prutrusilo lips, which can be pubhed

out and folded back so as to hide tentacles, column,

and all.

Scattered amongst these we see numerous polypes,

w^hich agree in general form with these, but with some
remarkable abstractions and additions. They have no

mouth nor stomach, and the tentacles are reduced to
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tlie smallest possible warts or protuberances dcnticula-

ting the dilated tip. But the additions are btlll more

peculiar. From the middle part of the column a

namber, from four to ninei of great oval Bacs pro-

ject, each attached by one end, while Ihe other

stretches ont horizontally, thus surrounding the slender

column. Each of these sacs is an ovarian capsule, and

contains several ova of a brilliant yellow or crimson

hue. Thus we have the second fonn,-*that of the

reprodnctiTe polypes*

In some plaees single ovarian ca])snle8 stand up
alone from the fleshy carput, agreeing in every respect

with those which we have just examined, except that

they are sessile, instead of being cairied by a polype. .

The fourth form is that of the tentacular polype.

Here and there, from amidst the forest of shorter

polypes,—alimentary and reproductive,—white threads

are seen protruding, which extend to a length four

or five times as great as tlieirs, and hang down or

loosely float in the water. They are found on the

outskirts of the whole com]H)nnd stracture, and at

each extremity of the long diameter of the mouth of

the supporting shell, so that they must, in their

natural condition, reach to the ground, along which

the crab-tenanted shell is carried, enabling the Zoo-

phyte to seise aud appropriate the atoms scattered by

the erab whenever he tidces his meals. The tips of

these organs are covered with a dense pavement ot

large thread-cells ; and they must doubtless perform

the oJ^co of general purveyors to the composite

animal.

But still moie remarkable, more extraordinary than

all w^ haye been considering, are the objects which
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are now in Tiew in tbe field of the mieroscope.

Foil SCO n number of bodies, which Dr. Wriglit calls

ophidiau or spiral polypes, and which, as he truly

observes, are like small white snakes, closely coiled

in one, two, or three spirals, and grouped immediately

ronnd the month of tiie shell.'' The habits of these

pol}po8 are still stranger than their forms. "When
touched, they only draw their folds more closely

together. But if any part of the polypary, however

distant from them, be irritated, Uie spind polypes

uncoil, extend, and lash ^emselves violently back-

^\ aids and forwards, and then quickly roll themselves

up again ; and that not irregularly or independently of
' each other, but all together, and in the same direction,

as if moved by a single spring. A violent laceration

of the polypary causes these polypes to remain extend*

ed and stretched like a waving and tremulous fringe

across the mouth of the shell, for several minutes. The
ophidian polypes (evidently a barren modi£cation of

the reproductive polype) are never fbund in any
other situation on the polypary than in that before de-

scribed, or round the margins of accidental holes in

the eliell. They have no mouthj and the tentacles are

rudimentary. Tiie walls of tbe body arc ^ ory trans-

parent, from the extreme vacuoktiou of the inner

tissue. The muscular coat, as might be expected from
the active movements of the polypes, is highly de-

veloped, and forms a beautiful object on the dark
polarized field of the microscope, each spiral coil h^hin-

ing out as a bright double ring, divided by four dark
sectors. The outer tissue of the whole body and ten-

tacles is crowded with the larger thread-cells. The
ophidian polypes are, doubtless, organs of defence or
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o£fence, like the motile spines and bird's bead pro-

cesses of the Polyzoa^ or the pedicellariro of the

Echinodermata J but it is difficult to assign a reason

for their peculiar Bitaation. They vary much in num-
ber and size in different ^ecimens of HydoiK^ia^ but

are rarely altogether absent'' *

The reflections of the able zoologist wlio tirst

called attention to these varied develupments, and his

comparisons of them with those of another polype-form

Tirhich we have lately been observing) are so interesting

and instmctive that yon will not deem it needful that I

should apologize for citing them. " In our considera-

tion of Hydractinia^^ he observes, " our attention

is arrested by the multitude of objects grouped together

to constitute a single animal, their variety in forni, and

the sympathy which subsists between the different

parts. The singular spinous skeleton; the expanded

membrane of the polypary, with its beautiful internal

network of tubes and delicate peripheric prolungatiuns
;

the alimentary polypSi some white and iiliibrm, otliers

thick, ffeshy^ crimson, or yellow sacs, obligingly

everted, to expose their interior to our microscopic

eye ; the reproductive polyps, with their richly-

coloured generative sacs ; the sessile generative organs

of the polypary; the ophidian polyps, coiled in neat

spirals when at rest, but starting into furious action,

like a row of well-drilled soldiers^ when injury is in-

flicted on the body to which they are attached
;
and,

lastly, the tentacle polyps, floating iii the water like

long and slender threads of gossamer, or dragging

up heavy loads of food for the common good ;—these,

together with the intimate relation and sympathy sub-

• Dr, Wright, op. cit.
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sistiDg between the polypary and its associated organs,

all conibiuo to form an object of the highest in-

terest, and indicate tliat, in this fixed yet travelling

soopbyte, we have a type of stracture transitional

between the dendritic Hydr<nd(B and the more highly

organized Acal^h. In the stnipleet acalephoid form,

snch as the medusoid of Oompamtlaria [or Zaomedea,]

(which is nothing more than an extension of the poly-

pary specially organized for independent and motile

life,) we have (as in HydracUnia) an expanded poly-

pary, represented by the mnbrelia, and permeated

by yaacnlar tnbes from the confluence of which last

spring, at the centre, the tentacular polyps, varions in

number; and between them the reproductive polyps,

represented by the sessile generative sacs."*

You see here a jar, on the glass side of which

are traced a number of very fine white lines, barely

discernible by the unassisted eye. But by the aid of

the lens yon see that each line is a kn^^ and slender

thread, which creeps along the glass, and at length

starts out from it free for a bhort distance, and is then

terminated by a lonc^ elnb-sliaped body, which carries

at its extremity four horizontally divergent organs, like

the arms of a turnstile. Tracing down the threads to

their lower extremitiesi you see that they are branches

of one tiiread, which creeps irregularly over a filamen-

tous sea-weed gvo^vhy^ from a stone in the jar. The
sea-weed had been in the vessel for several weeks, and

the water having been undisturbed, the knobbed

thread, which was originally confined to the plant,

continued to grow, and coming into contact with the

glass spread upon it Many other threads hare ex-

* Ibid., op. dt.
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tended from the creeping root, some of which stand np
freely in the water, with their knobbed extremities

floating ill the wave.

Tliis is one of tlie Polype tribe, named Stauridia

producta, and as its ibnu and stracture are interesting,

we will devote a few moments to its examination.

We can easily sever one or two of the freely floating

til roads, and ti'ansfer the amputated portions to one of

the live- boxes of tlie microscope. The motiuns and ap-

pearance of the club witli its organs will be, for a

while, little affected by the violence.

The long cylindrical thread is enveloped in a trans*

parent homy tube, which, however, so doeely invests

it, that it is with difficulty distinguished. The club-

shaped head, or individual poIy]>e, is an enlargement

of the thread, which protrudes from the investing tube.

It is swollen in the middle and ronnded at the end, and

many of the heads, which are more ventricose than the

rest, contain a bnbble of mr in the centrCb This air is

doubtless taken in at the month, which is situated at

the extremity
; for, though you can discern no perfora-

tion, yet there is an aperture capable of being opened

widely at the pleasure of the animal, and snrronnded

by protrnsile, contractile, and expansile fleshy lips.

I have several limes seen this mouth opened, and

partly everted, in kindred species; and once I had

an opportunity of witnessing a quite unexpected use to

whidi it was applied, viz. that of a great sncking disk.

I had pat the animal in such a live-box as this—the

two glass snrfaces being just sufficiently wide apart to

allow it fi'ee liberty to turn al t iit in all directions as far

as it wished. On my looking at it after a monicutary

intcrvali I saw that the extremity had suddenly be-
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corae a large circular disk of thrice the diaineter of the

body : its aubstance was gelatinouB, full of oblong

granules) arranged concentrically. I neither saw this

disk evolved nor retracted ; bnt after eome time, on
looking at it, the same phenomenon was repeated. In

order to obtain a better sight of it, but \viLhout sus-

picion of what i was about to effect, I slightly turned

the tabe of the box^ carrying with it the alga to which

the polype was attached^ my eye upon it attentively

observing all the time. The base of the polype moved
away from its position, but the broad disk was im-

movable. I continued to turn the upper glass, until

at Icnc^th the body was dragged out so as to be con-

siderably attenuated ; still the disk maintained its hold

on the lower glass, with no other change than that

of being elongated in the direction in which it was
dragged. At lengtli it ly l^hvo way, and resumed

its original shape by gra hnil and almost imperceptible

diminution of the circumference.

Around this expansile, bnt now fast-closed mouth,

you observe four tentacles, radiating in a plane at

right angles to the axis of the thread, towards tlic four

cardinal points; they are long, slender, straight, and

each is terminated by a globose head of considerable

size, resembling the arms of certain screw-presses,

which are loaded with terminal globes of metal to in-

crease llieir impetus ^vhen turned.

The structure of these tentacles is very interesting.

The stem contains a core or central chain of large cells,

which take a somewhat square outline from mutual

pressure. The surface is roughened with small swell-

ings, from each of which projects a long and excessively

attenuated haii* (j^alpocil), wiiich is probably a very del-
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icate organ of touch. The terminal globe is filled with

iproportionallj large OTal vesicles^ each with a central

cayitj, which are arranged in a divergent manner
aronnd the centre, bo that their tips shall reach the snr-

face of the globe ; these are those potent weapoiiri of

offence called thread-cells {cnidm), Tlie surface of the

globe is covered with short thick palpocils, which Dr.

T. S. Wright considers as prehensile organs. These

palpocils arise, each as a

somewhat rigid process,

from the side of one of the

large thread-cells, hnried

in the head of the tentacle

;

and they probably convoy

an impression from bodies

coining into contact witli

them, to the thread-cell,

causing the eztmsion of

its dnct'* .

Besides these globe-

headed tentacles, there

are, on the lower pait of

the dab-foot) four other

organs similar iu every

respect, except tiiat they

are not furnished witli

heads, nor any terminal dilatation whatever. They
project horizontally as the knobbed ones, bat their ori-

gin, and the respective lines of their radiation, are in«»

termediate or alternate ; in other words, if we consider

the globe-heads as pointing N.-E. S. and W., the sim

pie ones point N.-K, S.-E
,
S.-W., and N.-W.

From the carefally made observations of several

17*
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excellent naturalists—asDnjardin, Stocnstrnp, Dalvell,

LovoD, and others—it appears that this beautiful and

elegant llttlo Polype gives birth to mednsarehaped

young. Contrary, however, to the rule in LaamedeOy

the Medosa is in this case pushed forth as a bad
from the side of the club, without any protecting cap

Bulc. Tlic process is exceedingly like a plant develop-

ing a ilower; for the bud grows nntil it at length

expands blossom-like, and a beautiful little umbrella-

form Medusa is seen adhering to the Polype. At
length tlie brilliant little living flower becomes detach-

ed ; and, after swimming freely for a time, discharges

ova or gemmnles from its ovaries, which develop into

a creeping-root-tlircad, and UnaUy into the club-headed

thread s o t* the Sta u ridia.

Some objects which I have to exhibit to you are

altogether unique as to their appearance
;
and, if you

are not as imperturbable as a philosopher of the ^to^
or a Mohawk Indian, will certainly excite both your

risibility and your wonder. For some little time I have

been keeping in this tanii a specimen of that rather rare

and ver^' interesting SabeUa^ the Amfpldtrite vesiculoaa

of Montagu.* You see it is a worm, inhabiting a sort

of skinny tube, much begrimjsd with mud, about two
inches of its length being exposed ; the remainder, or

about as much more, being concealed among the sand
and sediment of the bottom.

A beautiful object is presented by tlie gill-fans of

this worm. These organs are always elegant, whatever
species of the genus is before us ; but here^ in addition

to the charm of the slender filaments, so delicately

Cringed wiUi their double comb*like rows of ciiri, the

* Linn. Trans, xi, 19.
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tip of each bears a dark pnrple spherule. Xhat of the

anterior filament on each side is mnch larger than the

rest, and forms a stout, globose, nearly black ball ; the

others dimiiiisli to about the twelfth on each side, where

they dibap[>ear. These balls are placed on the inner or

upper face of the iilament-fitem, at the point where the

pectination ceases, the stem itself being continiied to a

slender point beyond it, and constituting the short

hyaline appendage " of Montagu. From their great

resemblance to the tentacle-eyes of the Gnsteropod

Moiiusca, I have little doubt that these are organs of

vision. If so, the profusion with which the SabeUa is

furnished in this respect may account for its excessiye

vigilance ; which is so great, that not only will the in-

lervention of any Bubstance between it and the light

cause it to retire, but very frequently it will dart back

into its tube almost as sooa as I enter the room, even

while I am ten feet distant
*

It is not, however, to the tube, nor to the worm,
that I wish specially to direct your attention : yet it is

necessary that I say a preliminary w^ord about the for-

mer. Ordinarily tlio tubes of these worms are formed

of the fine impalpable earthy matters (clay, mud, &c.)

held in suspension in the sea, incorporated with a chiti-

nous secretion from the body of the animal ; and there-

fore tlie surface of the tube is always rough and opaque.

But in this individual case, probably owing to the habit-

ual stillness of the water in the yessel not holding in

suspension the particles of mud. that ordinarily enter

Into the composition of the tube, &e latest-formed por-

tion is composed of pure transparent chitiney without

any perceptible earthy element. This clear terminal

portion of the tube you may perceive to be occupied
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by a curious parasite. About twenty bodies, liaving a
most ludicrously close rcseiiiblaiice to the liumau figure,

and as closely imitating certaia liuioan motions, are

seen standing erect around the mouth of the tube, now
that the SabeHa has retired into the interior, and are

incessantly bowing and tossing about their arms in the

most energetic manner.

As soon as you have recovered from your surprise at

this strange display, we will begin to examine the per-

formers more in detail. A slender creeping thread,

irregularly crossing and anastomosing, so as to form a
loose network of about three meshes in width, surrounds

the margin of the Sdbella^s tube, adhering firmly to its

exterior surface, in the cliitinous substance of which it

seems imbedded. Here and tlieie free buds are given

off, especially from the lower edge; while from the

upper threads spring the strange fonns that have at-

tracted our notice. These are spindle-shaped bodies,

about iVth of an inch in height, whose lower eztremi-

titles are of no greater thickness than the thread from
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which they spring ; with a head-like lobe at the summit,

sepaiated from the body by a constriction, immedi-

ately below which two lecgthencd arms project in a

direction towardg the axis of the tube.

Such IB the external form of thefie animaki and

their morcmenta are still more extraordinary. The
head-lobe of each one moYes to and fro freely on the

neck, the body avs from side to side, but still more

vigorously backward and forward, frequently bending

into an arch in either direction ; while the long arms

are widely expanded, toesed wildly upward, and then

waved downward, as if to mioiic the actions of the

most tnmnltnons human passion.

Whenever the SabeUa protrudes from its tnbe, these

guardian i'onns are pushed out, and remain nearly in

contact with the Annelid's body, moving but slightly
;

but DO sooner does it retire than they begin instantly

to bow forward and gesticulate as before. These move-

ments are continued, so far as I have observed, all the

time that the 8ab^ is retracted, and are not in any

degree dependent on cun ents in the surrounding water,

whether thope currents be produced by the action of

the Annelid or by other causes. They are not rhyth-

mical ; each individual appears to be animated by a

distinct volition.

Applying a higher magnifying power than we have

yet used to the animals, we find that the head-lobe en-

closes a central cavity ; that the arms arc alao hollow,

with thick walls, uiarkcd with transverse lines, indicat-

ing liattened cells, and muricated on the exterior ; and

that the body contains an undeiined, sub*opaqnenucleuS|

doubtless a stomachal cavity.

. I cut out, with fine scIbsotb, a segment of the tube.
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including two of the parasites, with the portion of the

network of tlircads that carried them. They have be-

come immediately paralysed by the dinaion of the

threads, bat those that r^oain on the tube are nnaffeet-

ed by the violence. Bubjecting one of the animals so

cut out to tlie action of the compressorium, with a

power of oGO diameters, the arms are seen to be formed

of globose cells, made slightly polyhedral by mutual

pressniei set in single series. The interior of these

organs is divided by partitions, placed at intervals of

about the diameter. Some at least of the cells contain

a small bright excentric nucleus.

When the tissues were quite crushed down by tlie

pressure of the compressorium, a quivering motion was

visible among the disjointed granules, bnt it was very

slight No trace of OUia, nor any appearance of ciliary

motion, was perceptible during life.

When I first discovered these Btrauc^c beings, I was

as much astonished by what I saw as you are; nor

conld I imagine to what class of animals they were to

be referred. Keither did I know wbedier their presence

on the tube of the worm was- a mere accident, or

whether it iiuiicalcd a predominal instinct. On both

these points, however, light has been shed.

This larger JSabeUa tube was not the only one in*

fested with the parasites* I observed them on at least

two smaller specimens of the same species, in the same
Mtaation, and with precisely the same movements.

Tlic extremity of one ot tliese smaller tubes I cut wholly

off, and placed in the live-box of the microscope. Two
of the parasites only were on it, which were active at

first, bnt in about an hour—^probably from the exhaus-

tion of the oxygen in the small quantity of water in-
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closed—the decomposed, or rather disintccrrJitcd, the

outline dissolving, and the external cells becomiiii^ loose

and ragged, and the whole aniinal losing its dei^nite

form.

One of these specimens, however, while yet alive

and active, afforded me an observation of valae. I had

already associated the form coujecturally with the

Hydroid Polypes, and was inclined to place it in tlie

family Corynidce^ considering the arms to be tentacles,

and the head4obe to be homologons with them in

character, hut abnormal in form. It appeared to be a

ihree-tentacled Coryne^ with the tentacles dimple instead

of capitate. But while I was observing the individual

in question, I saw it suddenly open the head-lobe, and

unfold it into the tbrm of a broad shovel-shaped expand-

ed disk, not however flat, but with the two halves in-

clining towards each other, like two loaves of a half-

<^ened book. This immediately reminded me of the

great sncking-disk '^ich, as I lately told you, I had

seen evolved from the obtuse summit of Staurldlapro-

dticta^ and confirmed my suggestion of the natural

affinities of the form.

Altogether unlike, in their shape, and in the un-

wonted vivacity and pecnliarly human character of

their movements, all the other members of their natu-

ral family that I had ever seen or heard of, these cu-

rious creatures have afforded much entertainment, not

only to myself, but to those scientific friends to whom
I have had opportunities of exhibiting them. When I

see them surrounding the mansion ofthe jSabeUa^ ga^gi
as it were, alter him as he retreats into his castle, fling-

ing their wild arms over its entrance, and keeping

Watch with untiring vigilance until he leappeais^ it
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ecoms to require no very vivid fancy to imagine them
so iiianj guardian demons ; and the Lares of the old

Roman mythology occurring to memory, I described

the form under the scientific appellatioa oiZar SaJbeUor

rum* Yoa maj, however, if it pleases you better^ call

them witches dancing round the charmed pot."

The Polypes that we have as jet been looking at

ore all of simple structure individually, though some

of them we have seen united into a very populous com-

munity of compound life. AVc will now look at some

whose organization is of a higher, that is, more complex

character.

On this old worm*eaten oyster shell which has been

dredged up from the bottom of the sea, you observe

several rounded lum])s. They are of a cream-wliite hue,

of somewhat solid texture, tough and liard to the touch,

and studded all over with shallow depressions or pit-

tings. The largest of these is not more than an inch

and a half in height, by two-thirds of an inch in thick-

ness; bat specimens often occnr of twice or thrice

tliese dimensions, aud much more divided than this

;

pometimes forming a rude resemblance to a hand of

btumpy round fingers of sodden flesh—whence tlie

fishermen call the object, "Dead men's fingers," or,

sometimes, by a comparison equally apt, Cows' paps."

To zoologists it is known as Alcymivm difftiatum.

Certainly there is nothing very attractive in these

white lumps, as they now appear; but then they are

now in undress
;
they do not expect to see company

oat of water. Their drawing-room is beneath the

waves, in some submerged cave of ocean, where the

sun's ray never penetrated, and where the only light

is that dim green haze reflected from the sand and
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shingle of tlie sea-lloor, save when, on gala occasion?

percliance, the Zaovudem that fringe the walls lip^lit up

tlieir myriads of fairy lamps, and the tiny Medusa
crowd in to Uie watery festiyities with their elfish

circlets and spangles of living flame. It is then thai

the Cows' paps " take their liair out of paper," aud dis*

play their loveliness to advantage.

Unfortunately, we have no card of invitation to these

snbmarine routs, but perhaps we may induce one of the

more juvenile of these beauties to indulge us, as a
special favour, with a sample of the effect

;
particularly

if we can improvise a ball-room suited to the occasiou.

Let us try.

Selecting the very smallest specimen—a tiny thing

no larger than a pea—I tiy to detach it without injoiy,

by inserting the tip of my pocket-knife under the

frilled lamina of oyster-shell on which it rests, and

working off the fragment. I have succeeded : here it

is ; its attachment unbroken ; it is still firmly adherent

to the severed slice of shell, which is so small that I

can drop it with its burden into this narrow trongh of

glass. The whole concern—trough, shell, and polyj^o

—is now to be droi)ped into this capacious jar of frosldy

dipped sea-water, and put away for an hour into a dark

closet

Kow let us see the result. Yes, it is as I expected.

The united stimulus of the darkness and the sea-water

has acted on the Ck)w's pap, just as would the rising

and covering tide in its native cavern, after it had

been left exposed for some hours by tlie recess of the
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sea. It is fully expanded, and is now as lovely as just

now it was nnpleasing.

In the place it is swollen to twice its former

dlmonsioiiS) and has acquired at the same time a semi-

pcUucidity, and a more delicate hue. But in place of

the pits on the surface (there were not more than half

a dozen iii this little specimen, which makes it moro
suitable for examination), it is covered ^\ itli tall polypes,

standing out on all sides, of crystalline clearness and

stany forms, each eminently beautifol in itself, and

sniTounding the whole mass with a sort of atmosphere

of almost invisible and impalpable lustre peculiarly

channing.

Coy as these deep-water strangers are of displaying

their beauties in our glaring aquariums, they will bear,

when once they are expanded, a good deal of shaking

with equanimity. Hence I maybe able to transfer the

trough witli its contents from the jar to the stage of the

microscope, and thus enable you to gaze on its details

iur a little wlulc, before the dull sensorium of the

creature is sutiiciently warned of its ungenial position

to cause it to shut itself up and resume its ugliness.

As the protinukd polypes are exacfly alike, it will

be enough to confine our attention to one. It is an

elevated tubular column of translucent substance, ter-

minating in an expanded flower of eight slender pointed

petals, which spring outward with a graceful swell,

60 as to give tlic form of a sliallow bell to the general

outline. The base springs, like the foot of a tree, from

the margin of a cell, which penetrates the substance

of the mass, into which we can see far down, and into

which the whole of the now extended aud expanded
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blossom was withdrawn when we firet saw it, leaving

only the shallow depression to mark iU situation.

The form of the column is in general that of the

trunk of a tree, or that of a long cone ; bnt there is a
sndden constriction just above the base, and another

below the point, where what may be called the flower

expands. It is the petals of this latter which consti-

tute the principal charm of tliis creature. They are,

properly speaking, the tentacles of the Polype, answer-

ing in fonction and position to those on the Loomed^
bnt differing considerably from them in form. Each of

the eight is thick and broad at its origin, and quickly

tapci's to a point : on each of two opposite sides—viz.

those which look towards the two adjoining tentacles,

runs a row of delicately slender filamentsi which at the

NLTfM Of €OWll

middle part of the tentacle are moderately long, bnt

diminish regularly as they approach either end. Start-

ing from the side of the tentacle, in the plane of its
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transTerse diameter, these elegant pinnoB presently arch

downwards, hut with perfect nniformitj and syimuetiy.

By means of the high magiiifjing power whicli I have

now a})j)lied, each of these pinnae is seen to be rough-

ened with whorls of knobs, which are accumnlationB

of cnidfle, analogous to those which we lately demon-

strated in the tentacle of Zaomedea.
In the midst of the area surrounded by tlie petal-

like tentacluH, a narrow slit opens into the stomach.

Tliis organ is a flat sac, resembling an empty pillow-

case hanging down in the centre of the column, and

open at the lower end. From this end, which does

not extend to more than one«sixth of the depth of the

cavity, three threads, mnch conTolnted and irregularly

thickened, spring off at each side and arch downwards,

for a short distance. Tliesc are the reproductive or-

gans, which fringe the free edges of as many delicate

membranes which run up as peipendicular partitions

between the stomach and outer wall, uniting with

both, and thus dividing the space surrounding the

stomach into chambers open at the bottom. There

are eight of these septa, but one on each side is desti-

tute of the fringing convoluted thread.

The whole surtace of the interior—the walls, the

stomach, and the septa—^is clothed with fine vibratile

cilia, by the action of which constant currents are

maintained in the water, which bathes every part of

the cavity, freely entering at the mouth. We can

distinctly trace these ciliary currents hurling alon:^'

with irregular energy the products of digestion, in the

form of translucent granules, especially along the

edges of the septa.

Though the substance of the polype be soft and
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flexible, it contains solid elements. Just below the

cxpansioa of the tentacular bloesom, we see imbedded
in the skin a vast aggregation of calcareous spicnla.

IndWidualljy these are very minute^ and their form is

swollen in the middle, and taper at each extremity,

the whole roughened wiili projecting knots. Collec-

tively, they are gruupcd iu regular forms, crowded

into dense masses at the foot of each tentacle ; the

mass having a three-pointed outline, of which the

central and largest point runs np into the tentacle.

Towards the lower region of the column, spicula

again occur, scattered throughout the skin, and crowd-

ed into groups, one on each iuterseptal space. These

spicula are of a Tery different shape from the npper
ones ; for thej form short thick cylinders, with each

end dilated into a star of five or six short branches,

which are aij^aln starred at their tnmcate ends.

If we now sacrifice our little Cow's pap to our

scientific curiosity, we shall see something of its in-

ternal structure. When removed from the water, the

blower-like polypes soon retract. I now cut open

tlic mass Icncftliwisc with a keen knife, and you see

that it is ijunneated by canals running from the base

towards every part of the circumference, dilating here

and there to form the cells which protrude and retract

the polypes. This is a complete system of waters

supply : the surrounding sea-water entering at the

mouths of the several polypes, bathes the wliulo

interior, and conveys oxygen and the products of

digestion together to every part of the compound

organism.

The fleshy substance which surrounds these canals

is of a loose spongy character, and grate:> beneath the
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knife ; a cireumstance which iB owing to the predom-

inance of the calcareons element here, as yon will see

when I extract a small portion of it, and, laying it on

a slip of glass, treat it with caustic potiiss. The niicro-

6C0})e now reveals a largo number of Bpicula, far

larger tlian those we have hitherto observed, and dif-

ferent from either sort in form. These resemble very

gnarled branches of oak, with the branchlets broken

off close to their origin, leaTing ragged and starred

ends.

monk or eoiv^ rir.
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CHAFTEE XIX.

- BBA.-AraiOHE8 : THEIB WEAPONS.

A TBBT vast amount of the energy of animal life ia

apent either in maldng war,' or in resisting or evading

it. Offence and defence arc sciences wliicli tlie infe-

rior creatures can in nowise neglect, since all are

interested in one or other, and many in both; and

arions are the arts and devicesi the trieks and strata-

gems, the instinctB and fSeusnltieB, employed in that

earnest strife wLicL never knows a suspension of hos-

tilities. All classes of animals, invertebrate as well as

vertebrate, are warriors by profession; the Spider is

as eaniivorons as the Lion, and more strategic; and

the invisible Brachion is as mthlesa and insatiable as

either.

An enumeration and description of the diverse

weapon^) by means of which this truceiefis warfare is

carried on, would make a volume: nor would the

subject be then exhausted; for since it enteiB so

largely into the very existence of animal life, die

discovei ies of advanciiig science arc ever bringing to

light new forms and modifications, strange and unex-

pected contrivances, all calculated to enhance our

view of the inexhaustible resources of the Lord Grod

Omnipotent, who is wonderfal in counsel, and excel-

leat in working.'*
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I am goin^ to bring under your notice this evening'

some liiglily curious examples of animal weapons, of

which the very existence was until latelj^ altogether

miBiispected
i
yet so profusely distributed tliat thej arc

eminently characteriBtic of the two great classes of

animals we have been recently considering—^viz., the

AledussB and the Zoopliytes. They have rcpcatoJly

fallen under our observation in examining the speci-

mens of these creatures which wo had selected, but I

had reserved the foller elucidation of them for an occa-

sion in which they shonld come before iis under cir-

cumstances of such unusual development as greatly to

facilitate our researches. The weapons I speak of are

the criidm or ncttling-cells.

Look at this beaatifal Scarlet-fringed Anemone
(JSagarta miniata), expanding to the utmost its disk

and tentacles in the clear water of the tank. I touch

its body
;
instantly the blossom -like display is with-

drawn ; the column closing over it in the form of

a hemispherical button, which goes on contracting

spasmodically. At the same time see these white

threads which shoot out from various points of the

suriacc; new ones a]>pearing at every iVesh contrac-

tion, and btreaining out to a length uf several inclu'-

—

resembling in appearance tine sewing cotton, twisted

and tangled irregularly.

N'ow the animal has attained its utmost contraction,

and the threads lengthen no more. But already they

arc di6a[)| caring ; each is returning into the body by
the oritice at which it issued. It is, as you may see

by examining it carefully with a lens, gradually con*

tracting into small irregular coils, at that end which is

attached to the animal ; and these little coils are, one
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after anotlicr, sucked iu, as it were, through an imper-

ceptible orifice.

Before the whole have disappeared, we will secure

a portion for cxaminiitiou. For this end I cut off with

a shai'p Bcissore about one-sixth of an inch of the

extremity of one of the threads, which now I transfer

to a drop of sea-water in the conipressoriam. These

threads are called €U!onHa.

Examining this fragment under a \o\v power of tho

microscope, we readily see that, though at first it

seems a solid cjlinder^ it is reallj a flat narrow ribbon

with the edges carved in, which can at pleasure be
brought into contact, and thus constitute a tube. Like

all other internal organs in these animals, its surface is

richly ciliated, and the ciliary currents not only hurl

along whatever floating atoms chance to approach tho

18
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surface, but cause the detached fragments themselves

to wheel round and round, aud to swim awaj throngli

the water. Thoagh there is not the elighteet trace of

fibre in the stracture of the ocanHumj when scmtiuized

even with a power of eight hundred diameters, tlie

clear jelly, or sarcodc, of which its bubis is composed,

is endowed with a very cvidtiit contractility; the

jdlanient can contract or elongate ; can extend itself in

a straight line, or throw its length into spiral carves

and contorted coils ; can bring its margins together^ or

separate them in various degrees ; can perform the one

operation in one part, and the other at another, and

thus can cnlarc^o or attenuate the general diameter

of the cord, apparently at will; and some of these

changes can be effected even in the fragment detached

from the animal, thns proving that the motile power,

whatever it is, is localized in the constituent tissue

itself.

L iuler ])res8ure the edges of the flattened acontlum

appear to be thronged with clear viscous globules,

overlapping one another, and protruding; indicating

one or more layers of superficial cells, doubtless form-

ing the epithelium* As the pressure is increased,

these ooze out as long pear-shaped drops, and imme-
diately assume a perfectly globular form, witli a high

refractive power. Below these are packed a dense

crowd of midw^ arranged transversely.

Before we proceed to the examination of these

curious organs in detail, it may be well to devote a
moment's attention to the mechanism by which the

acmtia themselves arc projected from tlu' I nxly. As
this was first described (so far as 1 am aware) by
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myself,* I will take the liberty of cLtiDg some of my
observations on the matter.

The emission of the aeontia

is provided for by the existence

of special orifices, which I term

Chiclides. The integument of

the body, in the SagarticBy is

perforated by minnte foramina,

having a resemblance in ap-

pearance to the ffvfocula of In-

sects. They occur in the inter-

septal spaces; openin^^ a com-

munication between tlicso (and

tlierefore the general visceral

cavity) and the external water.

It follows that they are placed

in perpendicular rows, but I

have not been able to trace any

other regularity in their arrangement. So fiir as I liavo

seen, they are so scattered, that one, two, or even more

contiguous intersepts may be quite destitute of a cinclis,

I would not, however, attadi too much weight to this

negative evidence, since the animal has the power of

closing them individoally at will, and that so com-

pletely tliat the most careful scrutiny docs not detect

their presence.

Perhaps the best mode of examiuing thcin is to

put a small specimen of 8. dianthus or S. heUis into

a narrow parallel-sided glass-cell, filled with sea-water.

After a while the animal will be much distended;

the exhaustion of the oxygen iinpelling the Anemone

* In a memoir entitled, *' BeMuchee en tlie Poison Appantns Uie

AetiDiad«^^ lead before tiie Boyal Bodety, Feb. 4th, 1S6S.
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to bathe its organe with as large a qnantitj of the fluid

aa it can inhale. The pellnciditj of all the integu*

mentB will bo thns greatly increased. A stroi lamp*

light being now letiectcd, by means of the mirror

throngh the animal on the stage of the microscope, an.

inch or a halt-iucb object-glass will probably reveal

the orifices in question with much distinctness*

The appearance of the cindidee may be compared

to that which would be presented by the lids of the

human eye, supposing these to be reversed ; the con-

vexity being inwards. Each is an oval depression,

with a transverse slit across the middle. When closed,

tliis slit may sometimes be discerned merely as a dark

line—the optical expression of the contact of the two
edges ;

but, when slightly opened, a brilliant luie of

light allows the passage of the rays from the lamp to

the beholder. From this condition tlie lids may sepa-

rate in various degrees, until they are retracted to the

margin of the oval pit, and the whole oniice is open.

The dimensions of the dnclides vary not only with

the species, and probably also with the size of the

individual, but with the state of the muscular con*

traction of tlie integument, as, also, I think, with tho

pleasure of the animal. Tn a small specimen of S,

dianihm^ I found tho width of a dnclis. measured

transverselj, ilith of an inch ; but that of another, in

the same animal, was more than twice as great, viz.,

-f
^^th of an inch. This was on the thickened marginal

ring, or parapet, which in this species surrounds the

tentacles, where the cinclidis are larger tlian else-

where* Watching a specimen of ^6'. nwea under the

microscope, I saw a cincUs be^n to open, and grad-

ually expand till it was almost circular in outline, and
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fifth of an inch in diumetcr. I slightly touched the

animal, aud it in an instant enlarged the aperture

to ji^iti of an inch. In a specimen of 8, heUia^ less

than half-grown, I found the cincUdea nnmerons, and

BuflScicntly easy of detection, but rather less defined

than in dianthis or nivea. They occurred at about

every fourth iutorsept, three intereepts being blind

for each perforate one, and about three or four in

. .linear series, bat not qnite regularly in either of these

respects. In Uiis case tliej were about

inch in transverse diameter—^a largo size; and I

measured one which was even ^'^th ol" au inch. By
bringing the animal before the window, I could dis-

cern the light through the tiny oritlces with my naked

eye.

From several good observations, and especially

from one on a emdis^ widely opened, that happened to

be close to the edge of the parajH r of a dUmthus^ I

perceived tliat the passage is not absolutely open, at

least in ordinary, but that an excessively thin film lies

across if. By delicate focussing, I have detected re-

peatedly, in different degrees of expansion, and even

at the widest, the granulations of a membrane of exces-

sive tenuity, and one or two scattered cnidm^ across

the bright interval. On another occaHion, in the case

of a cinclis at the edge of the parapet, a position sin-

gularly favourable for obsers^ation, I saw that this

subtle film waa gradually pushed out until it assumed

the form of a hemispherical bladder, in which state it

remained as long as I looked at it. At the same time

the outline of the cinclis itself was sharp and clear,

when brought into focus further in. The lilm, what-

ever it be, is superficial, and does not appear to be a
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portion of the IntegumeBt proper. I take it to be a
film of mucus (composed of deorganused epithelial

cells), which is constantly in process of being sloughed

from alt the superficial tissues in this tribe of animals,

and which continues tenaciously to invest their bodies,

until, corrug<atc(l by the encccssivc contractions of the

animal, it is washed away by the motions of the waves.

As, however, one film is no sooner removed than

another commences to form, one would always expect

external pores so minute as these to be veiled by a
mucus-lihu in seasons of rest.

The pressure of this film is sufficient evidence that

tlie cindidea are not excretory orifices for the outflow

of the respired water, in the manner of the discharging

siphon in the Bivalve Mollvsca:—at least that no
current constantly, or even ordinarily, passes through

them. I have watched them continuously for periods

sufficient to detect such discharge if it were periodic.

On one occasion (viz., that in which the Him was

protruded like a blown bladder) a minute Infusorial

animalcule chanced to pass across, close to the surface

of the film ; this would have been a decisive test of

the existence of a ciliary current ; but not the slight-

est deviatiuu ia the little atom's course could be de-

tected.

That the cinclicUa are the special orifices tlirough

which those missile weapons—^the acordia—are shot

and recovered, rests not merely on the probability that

arises from the co-existence of the two series of facts

I have above recorded, but n])on actual observation.

In a ratlicr large S. dianthvs, somowliat distended,

placed in a glass ^ essel between my eye and the snn,

I saw, with great distinctness, by the aid of a pocket
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lens, many acontia protruded from the cimlides^ and

many more of the latter widely open. The acontic^

in some cases, did not so accurately fill tiie orifice but

that a line of bright light (or of darkness, according as

the sun wns exactly opposite or not) was seen partially

bordering the idsuc oi the thread, while the thickened

rim of the eindia surrounded all.

The appearance of the orifices whence the acontia

issned was that of a tnbercle or wart, and the same

appearance I liavo repeatedly marked in examples

nl)>ervcd on the stage of the microscope
;
namely, that

of a perforate pimple, or short columnar tube. This

was clearly manifest when the animal, slowly swaying

to and fi*o, brought the sides of the eituHs into partial

perspective.

On HTiotlier occasion I witnessed the actual issue

of the acotitia from the cinclide^. I was watching,

nnder a low power of the microscope, a specimen of a

S, niveay while, by touching its body rudt ly, I pro-

voked it to emit its missile filaments. Presently they

burst out with force, not all at once, but some here

and there, then more, and yet more, on the repeated

contractions of the corrugating walls of the body.

Occasionally, the free extremity of a filament would

appear, but more frequently the light of a "bent one^

and very often I saw two, and even three, issue from

the same cineUs, The successive contractions of the

animal under irritation, caused the acontia already

protruded to lengthen with each fresh impetus, the

bights still streaming out in long loops, till perhaps

tlie free end would be liberated, and it would be a

loop no longer; and bunietimes a new thread would

shoot from a cindisy whence one or two long ones were
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Btretching already; wliile, as often, the new^comen
would force open new etnelidea for themselves. Hie
suddenness and explosive force with wliicli thty burst

out, appeared to indicate a resistance which was at

length overcome:—perhaps (in part at least) due to

the epithelial film above mentioned, or to an actual

epiderm, which, thongh often mptnTed, has ever, with
the aptitude to Ik al common to thcbc lowlj^ structures,

the power of quickly uniting again.

It appeai'ed to me mauil'est from this and other

similar observations, that no snch arrangement exists

as that which I had fancied :—^that a definite emdia
is assigned to a definite acontmm, or pair of aconfia;

and tliat the extremity of the latter is guided to tJio

former, with unerring accuracy, by some internal

mechanism, whenever the exercise of the defensive

faculty is desired. What I judge to be the true state

of the case is as follows : The acontta, fastened by one
end to the septa or tlicir mesenteries, lie, wliile at rest,

irregularly coiled up along the narrow interseptal

fossie. The outer walls of these fossse are pierced with

the evndidea. When the animal is irritated, it imme-
diately contracts : the water contained in the visceral

cavity linds vent at these natural orifices, and the

forcible currents carry with them the acaniioy each

through that cindU which happens to* lie nearest to it.

The frequency with which a loc^ is forced out shows
that the issue is the result of a merely mechanical

action ; which is, however, not tlie less w orthy of ad-

miration because of the simplicity of the contrivance,

nor the less manifestly the result of Divine wisdom
working to a given end by perfectly adequate means.

The ejected aeontiOj loaded with their deadly enidm in
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every part of their length, carry ahroad their fatal

powers not the less surely than if each had been pro-

vided with a proper tube leading from ita free extrem-

ity to the neai'est cindis.^^

Curious as these contrivances arci

there is yet mndi more to be told:

tliese are preparatory and ancillary, as

it were, to t]ie elahorate mechanism hy
which the ultimate object of the wliule

provision is to be attained. The acoT}^

iinm is but a reservior for the weapons

—a kind of quiver for the arrows; and
the cindts is a provision for getting

them ready for action : we have not yet

looked at the arrows themselves.

They occur under three principal

forms \ and for the investigation of these

we shall find it convenient to have re*

coarse to different species.

The first and most generally distribu-

ted form is tlio Chambered Cnida, as it

is also the most elaborately organized.

I know of no species in which it can be

examined under so favourable circum-

stances as the pretty Madrepore {Cya-

thina Smiihii) of our south-western c»ida ofmadi*-

coasts ; and as I have several specimens

of that species in my aquarium, subjects are at hand for

our investigation. The clear tentacles are, as you per-

ceive, crowned with opaque globular heads ; if I should

nip olF one of these heads and llatten it by means of the

compressorium, you would see it literally composed of

18«
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C7i{dWj the ends of ^vllicll project side l>y side, as close

as they can be packed one against another.

Bat still larger examples may be obtained from the

craspeda. With a smart sudden blow I break the ston

skeleton of the Madrepore in sunder—^the flesh tearing

apart also ; and thus I expose the interior of the living

aniinaL A great number of pellucid ribbons ai*e now
seen, very much couTolutedi which are named eras-

peda. These are almost composed of laige enid(B*

I remove with fine pliers a small fragment of one

of these ribbons, and placing it between the plates of

the comprcssorium, flatten it gradually till the plates

are brought into as close contact as they can be. A
high power now being put on, examine the oigan in

question.

You see a multitude of perfectly transparent,

colourless vesicles, of a lengthened ovate figure, con-

siderably larger at one end than at the other ; one of

average dimensions measures in length jj^^
inch, and in greatest diameter ^ ^

th. In the liarger

(tlie anterior) moiety, passing longitudinally through

its centre, seen a slender chamber, fusiform or

lozenge-form, about ^iVo^h of an inch in its greatest

transverse diameter, and tapering to a j>oint at each

extremity. The anterior point merges into the walls

of the cnidw at its extremity, while the posterior end,

after having hcrnmo attenuated like the anterior,

dilates with a funnel-shaped mouth, in which the eye

can clearly see a double infolding of the chamber-

wall. After this double fold the stroctnre proceede as

a very slender cord, which passing back towards the

anterior end of the capsule, winds lousely round and

round the chamber, with some regularity at first, but
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becoming involved in contortions more and more intri-

cate, as it fills np the posterior moiety of the cavity.

The fusiform chamber appears to be marked on its

inner surface with regolarlj recnrriDg serrations,

which are the optical expression of that peculiar arma
ture to be described presently.

" Under the stiinnlus of pressure when enhjected to

microscopical examination, and doubtless under ner-

Tons stimnlnsi subject to the control of the will, during

the natural exercise of the animal's functions—^the

midas suddenly emit their contents with great force,

in a regular and prescribed manner. It must not bo

supposed, howoTer, that the pressure spoken of is the

immediate mechanical cause of the emission ; the con-

tact of the glass-plates of the compressorium is never

so absolute as to exert the least direct force upon the

walls of the capsule itself; but the disturbance pro-

duced by the compression of the surrounding tissues

excites an irritability, which evidently resides in a

very high degree in the interior of the cnidm; and

tlie projection of the contents is the result of a vital

force.

"In general, the eye can Bcarcely, or not at all,

follow the lightning-like rapidity with which the

chamber and its twining thread are shot forth from

the larger end of the cnidas. But sometimes impedi-

ments delay the emission, or allow it to proceed only

in a fitful manner—a minute portion at a time; and

sometimes, from tlie resistance of friction (as against

tlie glass-plate of the compressorium), the elongation

of the thread proceeds evenly, but so slowly as to be

watched with the utmost ease ; and sometimes the

j»roces8 which lias reached a certain point normally.
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becomes from some cause arrested, and the contentB

of the cell remain permanentlj fixed in a transition

state. Thus, a long continued course of }>aticnt ob-

servation is pretty sure to present some fortuitous

coni1)ination8, and abnormal conditions, which greatly

elucidate phenomena, that normallj seemed to

investigation.

In watching any particular cntda^

tlie nioinent of its emission maj be pre-

dicted with tolerable accuracy, by the
protrusion ofa nipple-shaped wart froai

the anterior extremity. This is the
base of the thread. The process of
its protrusion is often slow and gradual,

until it has attained a length about
ci^ual to twice its own diameter, when
it suddenly yields, and the contents of
the cnida dart forth. At tins instant

I have, in many instances, licard a dis-

tinct crack or crepitation, both in the
examination of this species and of JSc^-

ffartiaparasitica.

" When fully expelled, the thread
or wire, which is distinguished l)y the
term ecthorcpum^ is often twenty, thirty,

or even forty times the length of the
cnida; though in some species, as in
most of the SagarUc^ it frequently will
not exceed one-and-a-half, or two times

ciriDx ©f It c»AMi-thc leni^tli of the cnlda.

llie ecthorwa whicli are discharged
by chamhercd cnidwy are invariably furnished with a
peculiar armature. The basal portion, for a length
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equal to that of the omday or a little more, is distinotly

Bwollen, but at tbc point indicated it becomes (often

abruptly) attenuated, and runs on for the remainder of

its leugtb as an excessively slender wire of equal diam-

eter throughout In the short ^korm of SagaHio^

the attenuated portion is obsolete.

"It is chiefly upon this Tentrieose basal portion

tbat the ehiborate aniiaturc is seen, wLicli is so cbar-

acteristic of tbese reraaikabie organs. For around its

exterior wind one or more spiral, thickened bands,

yarying in different species as to their number, the

number of volutions made by each, and the angle

which the spiral forms with the axis of the ecthormum>.

The whole g]>iral formed of these thickened bands, is

termed the screw, or strMa.
" In the ecthorcea emitted by chambered cnidw from

the craspeda of Tealir erasatcamis, the screw is formed

of a single band, havin:; an inclination of 45° to the

axis, and becoming invisible when it has made seven

volutions. In those from the same organ in S. para*

silica, we find a screw of two equidistant bands, each

of which makes about six turns—^twelve in all—having

an inclination of 70^ from the common axis. In those

similarly placed in Cyatkina Smith?'?', [now under your

observation,] the strehla is composed, as you may per-

ceive, of three equidistant bands, each of which makes

about ten volutions—^thirty in all—^with an inclination

of about 40^ from the axis. In every cose the spiral

runs from the caot towards the nortli, supposing the

axis lu point perpendicularly upwarJs.

Sometimes, especially after having been expelled

for some time, the wall of the eethormim becomes so

attenuated as to«be evanescent, while the streUa is still
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distinctly visible. An inexperienced observer would
be liable, under snch clrcnmstances, to snppose that

the screw, wlien formed of a single band, as in T, eras-

sicornisy is itself the wire; an error into wliich I had
myself formerly fallen. An error of another kind I fell

into, in supposing that the triple screw of the wire in

(7. 8mithii was a series of overlapping plates: the

Btructuro of the armature is the same in all cases (with

the variations iu detail that I have just indicated) ; and
the structure is, I am now well assured, a spiral thick-

ened band running round the wall of the ecthoreeum

on its exterior snrface. I have been able when exam-
ining such larp^e forms as those of Corynactid liridis

and CyatJitna Smit/rn^ with a power of 750 diameters,

to follow the course of the screw, as it alteniately ap-

proached and receded from the eye, by altering the

focus of the object-glass, so as to bring each part suc-

cessively into the sphere of vision.

"Thejio thickened spiral bands alFord an insertion

for a series of Urm bristles, which appear to have a

broad base and to taper to a point. Their length I

cannot determinately indicate, but I have traced it to

an extent which considerably exceeds the diameter of

the ecthof'wum. These barbed bristles are denominated

j^terygta,

" The number of pterygiu appears to vary within

slight limits. A$ well as I have been able to make
out, there are but eight in a single volution of the one-

bandud ittnhla in T. crassirormis i while in the more
complex scre\\s of S. 7>(f/ (6veVu'a, Cor, viridisj and Cy,

Smithii^ there appeared to bo twelve in each volution.

" The barbs, when they first appear, invBiiMjj^ro-

jeet in a diagonal direction from the edhormmy; and
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eometimes thej maiutam this posture. But more com-

monly, either in an instant, or slowly and gradually,

they assume a reverted direction.

From some delicate obserrations made with a very

good light, I have reason to conclnde that the strebla^

and even the pterygia^ are continHed on the attenuated

portion of the ecthorwumj perhaps tliroughout its length.

In Co}\ viridia and Gyaihina Smithii^ I liave suc-

ceeded in tracing tliem up a considerable distance. In

the latter I saw the continuation of all these bands,

with their bristles, bnt what was strange, the angle of

inclination had become nearly twice as acute as before,

being only 22"^ from the axis. The appearance of the

attenuate portion, as also of the base of the ventricose

part, is exactly that of a three«ided wire, twisted on

itself ; the barbs projecting from the angles.

" The next form of these organs the Tangled

Cnida. Tlii^ form is very generally distributed, and

is mingled with the former in the various tissues. In

the genus Sagartia^ however, it is by far tbe rarer form,

while in Actinia and Anthea it seems to be the only

one.

"The pretty little Corynactis viy^idls is the best

species that I am acquainted witli for studying this

kind of mida* [A fragment of its oraspeda I liaTO

here ready for your observation, prepared exactly like

that of O, SmithiiJ] Their fignre is near that of a per-

fect oval, but a little flattened in one aspect, about

j| ^tli of au iucii in the longer, and yiyth in the shorter

diameter. Their size, therefore, makes them peculiarly

suitable for observations on the structure and functions

of these curious organs. Within the cavity lies a

thread {cctJu)raium) of great length and tenuity, coiled
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up in some instanoee with nn approach to rcgularitj,

but much more commonly in loose contortions, like an

end of thread rudely rolled into a bundle with tlie

fingers.

"The armature of this kind does not differ essen-

tially from that ah*eady described. It is true, I have
detected it only in OarynacUsj where the short ect^

of the Tangled Guida is surronnded thronghont

its length by a barbed strella of three bands. The bai-ba

are visible, under very favourable conditions for obser-

vation, even while the tangled wire remains enclosed

in the enddoj but their optical expression is that of ser*

ratures of the walls, without the least appearance of a
screw. This, I say, is the only species in which I Iiiive

actually seen the armature of the ecthorwum in this kind
of cntdwy but I infer its existence

froin analogy in other species, where

the conditions that can be recognis-

ed agree witli those in this, though

the excessive attenuation of tlie

parts precludes actual observation

of the structure in question.

Spiral Onidffi constitute the

third form. In a few species, as

Sagart'ui j)a?'asitica^ Tealia crassi-

comis^ and Ci r'writhua membranO'
ceu9y I have found very elongated

fusiform cnidm^ which seem com-
posed ofa slender cylindrical thread,

coiled into a very close and regular

8pii*al. In some cases the extrem-

ities are obtuse, but in others, as in T. eramcat^nia [an
example of which I now show you] the posterior ex-
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ti*emity i*uns off to a finely attenuated point, the whole

of the spii e yieible even to the last, the whole bearing

no small resemblance to a mnltispiral shell ; as one of

the Cerithiadw or 2\irrUelladiV. The cdliormnn is dis-

charged rehictantly from this form, and I liave never

seen an ei^ample in which the whole had been run oif.

So exeessirelj subtile are the walla of the midm^ that

it was not nntll alter many obserrationa that I detected

them ; in an example from T. er<u9ia>mis, which had

discharged about half of the wire, I have not seen the

el i 1^1 it est Bi^n of armature on the cvi/iormcm. So far as

my investigations go, these Spiral CnidcC are confined

to the walls of the tentaclesi in which, lK)weTer, they

are the dominant form."

Such, then, is the form and armatare of these

organs. But I have not jet done with tlicm. The
emission of the wire, strani^c to say, is a process of

distinct eversion Irom bcgiuuing to end. Tlie ecthorceum

is not a solid, but a tubular, prolongation of the walls

of the indcUty tomed-in, daring its primal condition, like

the finger of a glove drawn into the cavity. Of this

fact you may convince yourself by a careful watching

of the phenomena betbre yon. Many of the ecthorma

from the tangled cnidie now under your eye run out,

not in a direct line^ but in a spiral direction. Select

one of these, and you will perceive thst each bend of

the spire is made, and stereotyped, so to q»eak, in sac?

cession, while the tips go on lengthening ; the tip only

progresses, the whole of the portion actually discharged

reuuiining pei Icctly hxed ; which co\ihl not bo on any

other supposition than that of evolution.

In the discharge of the ehambered kind—to revert

to those which we were jnst now examining^we saw
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the yentricose basal part first appear; the lower barbs
flew ont before the upper ones, and all were fully ex-

panded betbre the attenuated portion began to lengthen.
" This, again, is consistent only with the fact of tlic

evolation of the whole. Oa several occasions of obeer-

yation on the chambered emiiB of Cyaihina Smithiiy I
have actually seen the tmeyolyed portion of the eetho-

rmcm runninp^ out through tlie centre of the evolved

ventricose portion. Bat perhaps tlie most instructive

and eonyincing example of all was the ibllowing. One
of the large tangled cnidm of CBorynactis mrdis had
shot about half of its wire with raindity, when a kind

of twist, or ' Idnk,' occurred against the nipple of the

cnida^ wherel>y the process was suddenly arrested.

The projectile force, however, continuing, caused the

impediment to yield, and minute portions of the thread

flew ont piecemeal, by fits and starts. By tnming tlie

stacfc-screw I brought the extremity of the discharfired

portion into view, and saw it slowly evolving, a little

at a time. Turning back to the mida^ I saw the kink

gradually giye way, and the whole of the tangled wire

quickly flew out through the nipple. I once more
moved the stage, Ibllowing up the ccthormim^ and

presently found the true extremity, and a large portion

of tlie wire still inverteil
;
bIowIj evolving, indeed, bnt

yery distinct throughout its whole course, within the

walls of the eyolved portion.

"From all these observations tliere cannot remain

a doubt of the successive evei"8ion of the entire ectkcn^

Yon ask, What is the nature of the force by which

the contained thread is expelled f " That it is a potent

force is obvious to any one who makes the sudden
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explosive violonce with which the nipple-liko end of

the enida gives way, and the contents bunt forth ; as

also the extreme rapidity with which| ordinarily, the

whole length is eyolyed. A cnrions example of this

force once excited my admiration. The ecthormum

from a mida of Corynactis virdis was in course of

rapid evolution, when the tip came full against the

side of another enida already emptied. The evolntion

was momentarily arrested, bnt the wall of the empty
capsnle presently was seen to bend inward, and sud*

denly to give way, the ecthormum forcing itself in, and

ahoothig round and round tJie interior of tlie cnidu,

*' The most careful observations liave failed to reveal

a lining membrane to the enida, I have repeatedly

discerned a donble outline to the walb themselires, the

optical expression of their diameter ; but have never

detected any, even the least, appearance of any tissue

starting from the wiills, as tlie ecthormum barsts out.

My first supposition, reluctantly re&igned, was, that

some such lining membrane, of high contractile

power, lessened, on irritation, the volameof the cavity,

and forced out the wire.

The enida is filled, however, with a fluid. This

is very distinctly seen occupying the cavity when, from

any impediment, sucli as above described, the wire

files out fitfully
;
waves, and similar motions, passing

from wall to wall* Sometimes, even before any portion

of the wire has escaped, the whole mass of tangled

coils is seen to move irregularly from side to side,

within the ca})sulc, fruin the operation of some intestine

cause. The eiais^^'On itself is a procem of injection *y

for I have many times seen floating atoms driven for-

cibly along the interior of the ecihorusumy sometimes
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swittlv, and sometimes more deliberatolv. Kotliins:

tliat I have seen would lead mo to coiiciude that the

wall of the cnida is ciliated.

" X considery then, that this flnid, holding oiganic

corpoBcles in suBpension, is endowed with a high

degree of expansibility
;

that, in the state of repose,

it is in a condition of corapresai >i!, by the inversion of

the ccthorcEum / and that, on the excitement of a suit-

able stimulus} it forcibly exerts its expansile power,

distending and, eanaequmUyy projecting, the tnhnlar

ecthormum—the only part of the wall that will yield

witliont actual rupture.'*

It lias been proved that tlie execiaiun of these

weapons is as effectual as tlieir mechaniFm is elaborate.

The wire shot with such force penetrates to its base

the tissues of the living animals which the Anemone
attacks, when its barbs pl^clado the withdrawal of the

dart. But the entrance of bodies so excessively slen-

der ^YuuId of itself inflict little injury ; there is evi-

dently the inl'usion at the same time of a highly subtile

poison into the wound ; some veuomoua fluid escaping

with the discharge of the ecthormum^ whicli has the

power, at least when augmented by the simultaneons

intromission of scores, or hundreds, of the wea])ons, of

Biuhlenly arresting animal vigour and speedily de-

bduying life, even in creatures—fishes for example—far

liigher than the zoophyte iu the scale of organization.

I have seen a little fish in perfect health come in

accidental contact with one of the aoantia of an irritat-

ed SagaHia^ when all the evidences of distress and

agony were instantly manifested; the little creature

darted wildly to and fro, turned over, sank upon the

bottom, struggled, fluiried, and was dead.
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Admitting tbo extsteuce of a Tenomons fluid,

it is difficult to imagine wliere it is lodged, and how it

is injected. The first thought that occurs to one's

mind is, that it is the organic fluid wliich we have

seen to fill the interior of the enidaf.md to be forced

through the everting tubnlar edkarmum. But if so, it

cannot be ejected through the extremity of the

ect/iorcenm, because if this were an open tube, I do not

6ce how the contraction of the fluid in the cnida could

force it to evolve; the fluid would escape through the

still inverted ttibe. It is just possible that the barbs

may be tubes open at the tip, and that the poison-flnid

may be ejected through these. But I rather incline to

the liypothesis, that the cavity of the ecthormm^ in its

primal inverted cmidition, while it yet remains coiled

in the miduj is occnpied with the potent fluid in

question, and that it is poored out gradnally within the

tissues of the victim, as the evolving tip of the wire

penetrates iartlier and fartlier into the wound."

I do not think that the whole range of organic ex-

istence aflbrds a more wondertul example than this of

the minnte workmanship and elaboration of the parts

;

the extraordinary modes in which certain prescribed

ends arc attiiined, and the jterfect adaptation of the

contrivance to the work which it has to do. We must

remember that all this complexity is found in an

animal which , it is customary to consider as of

excessively simple structure. But the ways of God
are past iinding out. These are but parts of Ilia

ways.
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OHAPTEK XX.

FROTOZOA AND gPONGES.

Wb are so accustomed to see certain of the vital

functions of animals performed by special oi^gsns or

tissneSy that we wonder when we find creatures which
move without limbs, contract without muscles, respire

without lungs or gills, aud digest without a stomach or

intestines. But thus we are taught that the function is

independent oY the organ, aud, as it were, prior to it

;

Ihough in nine hundred and ninety-nine cases out of a
thousand it be associated with it. In truth, the simplest

forms of uiiimitl life display very little of that division

of labour, the minuteness of which increases as we as-

cend the organic scale; the common tissue is not

yet differentiated (to use the awkward term which
is becoming fashionable among physiologists) into

organs, but is endowed witli the power of fulfilling

various ofiicee, and performing many functions. In all

probabilitj^, the function is but imperfectly performed ;

the specialization of certain tissues, and their union into

organs, and the complexity of such combinationS|

no doubt, perform the given 1 unction in a tar more
complete degree; audit is tlie liumber and elaborate-

ness of these that constitute one animal higher in the

scale than another. The human lung is no doubt a
more complete breathing apparatus than the entire
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ciliated surface of an Infosorj) and tlie hnman eye sees

more perfectly than the loose aggregation of pigment

granules on the edge of a Mednsa. Bat this diversitj

is essential to creation, as the great and wondrons plan

wliicli we see it to be
;

aini, meunwliile, we may rest

satisfied that the humble reqniremonts of the lowest

organism are met adequately by its hnmble en-

dowments.

This eYcning I propose to show you some of these

hnmble conditions of animal life—the lowest of the

lowly. I have here two or three phiiils of very rich

water clipped from the fresh water pon ls in tlic neigh-

bourhood. All collectiouB of water are not equally

productive ; and yeiy far indeed is the popular notion

from correctness, that every drop of water which we
.drink contains millions of animalcules* You may find

many collections of clear water, springs, streams, and

])oold, from which yon may examine drop after drop in

succession, witli the highest powers of the microscope,

and scarcely discover a solitary MTiimalcnle. Again, it

is not stagnant and fetid pools that are the richest

in vitality ; though no doubt you will always obtain

some forms abundantly enough in such conditions.

According to my own experience—an experience of

many years—the paucity ur profusion of animal life in

any given collection of water can never be determined

beforehand ; the season, the situation, the aspect, the

character of the country, and many other unsuspected

conditions, may influence the resnlt; which yet one

may often give a shrewd guess at. Generally speak-

ing, small ponds, in which a good deal of sub-aquatic

vegetation grows—and particularly if this be of a
minutely-divided character, such as Myriaphyllum;
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Chora, <S:c., and whose surface is well covered with

duckweed {Lemna\ yields ^VL•U
;
and, in collecting', it

is desirable so to dip as that some of the line loose sedi-

ment of the bottom may flow into your phial, and then

to pluck np one or more of the filamentous water-plants,

and introduce these into your veaseL

"Now, to examine such a collection, proceed as I am
ahont to show you. I hastily glance with the pocket-

leus over the foliage, and selecting snch filauieiita as

seem the most loaded with dirty Hoccose matter, I

pluck off with pliers one or two, together with one or

two of the cleaner ones that are higher np on the

plant, nearer the growing point. Having laid theee on

the lower glass of the live-box, I take np with the tip

of a fine capillary tnbo, or a pipette, a minute qnantity

of tlie water at the bottom, which flows in as you see,

carr3ring a few granules of the sediment. This drop I

dtschai^ upon the glass of tlie live-box, put on the

cover, and place the whole on the stage of the micro-

scope.

First let us use a low power—one hundred diamo-

teis or so—in order to take a general glance at what

we have got. Here is an array of life, indeed I Motion

an*estB the eye everywhere* ^ The glittering swift and
the flabby slow'^ are alike here ; clear crystal globules

revolve giddily on their axes
;
tiny points leap hither

and thither like niiiil lo iK iis; long forms are twisting

to and fro
;
]jusy little creatures are regulai'ly quarter-

ing the hunting-ground, gi'ubbing with an earnest de-

Totedness among the sediment, as they march up the

stems ; here are vases with translucent bodies protrud-

ing from the mouths ; here are beauteous bells, set at

tlio end of tall threads, ever lengthening and short-
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ening; hero are niaelstroms in mliiiaturo, and tempests

in fai- less than a teapot ; rival and interfering currents

are whirling round and ronndi and making series of

concentric circles among the grannies. Snrelj here is

material for onr stady.

I see an object slowly creeping ahw^ the glass,

which will be just tliu lliing for our purpose. It is the

Protens {A/juvha diffln^ns). Let me put on a higher

power, and submit it to your observation.

You see a flat area of clear jelly, of very irregular

form, with sinnosities and jotting points, like the out-

line of some island in a map. A great number of

minute blackish gi anules and vesicles occupy the cen-

tral part, but tlio edges are clear and coluurlcss. A
large bladder is seeu near one side, which appears filled

with a subtile fluid.

But while you gaze on it, you perceive that its

form is changing; that it is not at two successive

moments of exactly the same shape. This individual,

which, when you first looked at it, was not unlike

Englaiid in outline, is now, thoncrh only a few minutes

have passed, something totaiiy diliei ent ; the projecting

angle that represented Cornwall is become rounded

and more perpendicular; the broken comer that

wo might have caUed Kent has formed two little

points, up in the position of Lincolnshire ; the large

bladder which was in the place of the Eastern counties

is moved up to the Durham coast, and is, moreover,

greatly diminished ; and other like changes have taken

place in other parts. -
•

Lo ! even while speaking of these alterations, they

have been proceeding, so tiiat another and a totally

diverse outline is now presented. A great excava"

19
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tion takes the place of Dorset; Kent is immensely

prolonged ; tho bladder has quite disappeared, 6zc. ;

but it itt impoBsible to follow tlieso changes, which

are ever going on without a moment's intennissioh,

and without the slightest recognisable rule or order*

rOBMI or AKOBA.
AMOiMfMly drawnft<0m indMduak

The projections are obliterated or exaggerated; the

sinuosities are smoothed, or deepened into gulfs, or

protruded into promontories ; firths form here, caj)cs

there ; not by starts, but evenly, and with sufficient

rapidity to bo appreciable to the eye while under

actual observation; though the alterations are more
striking if jou take your eye off the object for a fsw

seconds, and then look again; and still more so, if yoa
try to sketch the outline. Individuals vary greatly in

dimensions ; this specimen is about one hundred and
twentieth of an inch in long diameter, but othei-s I have

seen not more than one*tenth as large as thisi and some
twice as huge.

Disregarding now this peculiarity of change of

form, which has procured for it the name of the old

versatile sea-god that was so difficult to bind, we will

concentrate our attention on some other points not less
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interesting. That prcat bladder undergoes changes

besides those gradual alterations of place which are

dependent on the general form. It slowly but mani-

festly increases in size np to a certain extent, vhen
it rather snddenly diminishes to a point, and im-

iiiediately begins to £11 again, as slowly as before.

These alterations go on with some regularity, and

we caimot observe them without becoming convinced

that it is a process of filling and emptying; that the

bladder gradoally fills with a fluid which is either

secreted by its walls or percolates into it iVom the sur-

ronnding tissue ; which fluid, when full, the bladder

discharges by a sudden contraction of its outline.

Bnt whither the fluid goes it is difficult to determine
;

I have never been able, in this or in any other instance

of its occurrence—^though this contractile bladder is

characteristic of the extensive classes lirfumia and
ScUfera—to see any issne of fluid from the body
at the moment of contraction, and therefore conclude

. that it is discharged into the body, perhaps back again

into the tissues whence it was taken np, and whence it

is about to be collected again. Hence, it is probably

the first obscure rudiment of a circulation ; tiie fiuids

impregnated with the products of digestion being thus

collected and then diffused throughout the soft and

yielding tissues.

The smaller bUiddcr-like spaces that you see in

considerable numbers in tlie substance of the animal,

are collections of iluid contained in excavations of

that substance, which are called vacttoleSf differing

from yesicles, inasmuch as they seem to have no

proper waU or inclosing membrane, but to be' merely

casual separations of the common substance, suok as
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would be made by diops vi' ^\ ;lt( r in oil. These

vacuoles appear to be connected with the digestive

function ; for yery many of them are not clear, bat are

occupied with granules more or less opaque, and of

exceedingly various dimensions. That these colleo-

tious of granules are food, you will see by this ex-

periment.

I mingle a little carmine with the water, just

enough to impart a visible tinge to it, and close the

live-box again. Already you perceive that some of

the tiny globules are become turbid and red, and that

their opacity and "Colour are deepening perceptibly.

We sec by this that the particles of carmine have bi Ln

taken into the jelly-like barcode, and are accumulating

in little pellets surrounded by fluid, in these casual

hollows of its substance. The process is rendered still

more obvious when, as is often the case, some DiaUh
maeeany with a hard siliceous shell, becomes the food

of the ArruBba. The apparently helpless jelly spreads

itself over the organism, so as soon to envelope it ; the

flesh, which having no skin can unite with itself

wherever the parts come into contact, closes over the

X>iatom, which is thus brought into the midst of the

sareode, a vacuole being new*made for its reception.

This, then, performs the part of a temporary stomach,

tlic digestible portions of the prey are extracted, and

then the insoluble shell of flint ns it were. p:rndiially

squeezed to some part of the exterior, and gradually

forced out, the vacuole disappearing with it, or per-

haps retaining a minute portion of the floid, and
thus perpetuating itself for a while. This is the earliest

condition in which the process of digobtiou can be

recognised.
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Another genus somewhat similar is Arodla^ but it

(iiiicis ill being furnished witli a more or less roiinded

sliell {lorica), like a little box. In examining the mat-

ters that adhere to the stems of Duckweed, and other

water plants^ we frequently observe little circular

bodies of a yellowish or reddish brown colour, some
much darker than others, but all haying a central

round spot paler than the rest On first examination

they seem inert and dead, but if we closely watch one,

we perceive that it is endowed with the power of mo-

tion ; and we directly discern thrust out from its edge,

variable processes, in the form of arms, of clear, per*

. fectly colourless, and most delicate jelly, sometimes

pointed, sometimes blunt, which slowly change their

form and position. I3y the aid of these, a feeble and

irregular motion is given to the box, which is somc-

tinicb turned partly over; when we perceive that its

under-side is flat or probably concave, and that its out-

line is cut into facets. The Unica is somewhat fiexible,

for the edges at two opposite points are sometimes bent

down towards each other, so as to give the creature the

ibrm of a crescent. Tlie internal viscera are dimly

discernible through the coiom iMl Ivrlca^ and resemble

those oi Amoeba, A dark oval ring is commonly seen

at one side, which is probably the outline of the

contractile bladder. It may, in £sct, be considered as

an AmoAc^ whose eztenial surfiice has the power of

secreting a symmetrical shell of horny, or chitinons

enbstance. Tlie lorica is about j^oth of an inch in

diameter. This species is named Arcella vxilgaris.

Xiaying aside our live-hox with its contents for

the present, we will have recourse to the tank of

sea-water for one or two other objects of interme>
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diate interest On the green and brown mofisy sea

weed which coverB the rocks on the bottom, yon
see many white specks clinging to the filaments ; and
there are several adhering to the sides of the tuuk.

These are little living shelled animals of the cla«s

^oraminiferay and tliese which you see include eeveriil

species. By briDging yonr eye assisted by the lens to

bear upon one of these latter, yon perceive that it is a
little discoid spiral shell, of very elegant form, marked
with curved diverging grooves. This is the pretty

little PolyatorncUa crispa, a fair sample of its class,

aud though not more than ^'^tli of an inch in diameter^

it is a giant compared with the AroeUa,

There is more however than the shell to be seen

;

though so filmy and shadowy that I wonder not at yonr
overlooking it Extending from two opposite sides of

the shell to a distance each way considerably exceed-

ing its diameter, you discern fine threads of clear jelly,

running out in long points. The power you employ is

not sufficient to enable you to resolve their detail : and
for thisj I will try to secure a specimen for the micro-

scope.

In this other live-box, then, I inclose one of the

white specks Irom the moss-liki' clothing of the stones.

It is, I see, of another species, namely, PolynwrphinA
Mangy but it will answer our purpose equally well.

At present we see only the shell, the removal of

the animal having induced it in alarm to withdraw the

whole of its softer parts within the protection of its

castle. We must have a few minutes' patience,

T^ow look again. From tlie sides of the opaque

shell we see protruding tiny points of the clear sarcode
;

these gradually and slowly—so gradually and slowly
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tliat the eye cannot recognise the process of extension

—stretch and extend their lines and flhns of delicate

jelly, till at ieugtii they have sti-etched right across the

field of view. The extension is principallj in two

opposite directions corresponding to the long axis of

the shell; thongh the hranched and Tarionsly con-

nected films often diverge considerably to either

side of tliese lines, giving to the whole a more or less

fan-shaped figure*

These films are as irregnUr in tiieir forms and sizes

as the expansion of the sarcode ofAmc^, with which
they have the closest affinity. Their unly ])oculiarity

is their tendency to run out into long l iblxiiis or at-

tenuated threads, which however coalesce and unite

whenever they come into mutual contact^ and thus we
see the threads branching and anastomosing with the

utmost irregularity, usually with broad triangular films

at the puiiits of divergence and uuiun.

There can be no donbt that the object of these

lengthened films, which are termed ^sexidopodia^ is

the capture of prey or food of some kind ; perhaps

the more sluggish forms of minute animalcules, or

the simpler plants. These the films of sarcode probably

entangle, surround, and drag into the chambei*8

of the shell, digesting their softer parts in temporary

vacuoles, and then casting out the more solid remains,

just 88 the AmoAa does.

Though this beautiful array was so very delibe>

rately j>ut forth, it is, as you perceive, very rapidly

withdrawn on any disturbance to the animal, as when
we agitate the water, by slightly moving or turning the

cover of the live-box. Another fact, of which you may
convince yourself, by watching manifest though small
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changes of poBition in the shell while under obser-
vation, is, that it 18 by means of the adhesion and con-

traction of the ^seudopodia that the animal drags itself

aloog a fixed surface. This it can eiiect so assiduouslj-,

that I freqaentlj find them in the moming adhering to

the tank-sides three or four inches from the bottom,
though on the previous evening none were visible

on the glass. Thus they must crawl, on occasion, from
a hundred to a hundred and fiftj times their own
diameter in a nights

The structure of a Sponge is much the same as that

of these animals, with the exception that its solid part

or skeleton is not a continuous covering by which the

sarcole is invested, but consists of fibres or points

or rods of varying form^ which are clothed with

the sarcode* This loose sort of skeleton may be of

homy or chitinons matter, like that of Aredla, or

calcareous, like that of the Foramin iferay or it iuay

be siliceous—that is, composed of flint (fitil^x).

In some cases, as in the common Turkey Sponge,

the homy skeleton consists of a network of solid but

slender fibres, very tough and elastic, which branch

and anastomose in every direction, at very short inter-

vals, as you may see by looking at this atom, which I

cut off from a dressing sponge.

In the lime and fiint Sponges, however, the con^

tinuity and cohesion of the skeleton does not depend

npon the organic nnion of the constituent parts, as it

does in the loose and open network of the Turkey

sponge. For it is nuido up of an immense multitude

of glassy needles, all separate and independent, between

themselves, yet so contrived that they do hold together

very firmlyf and in a greatnumber of cases are arranged
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on a preBcribed plan, so as to give a certain form and

outline to the aggregate.

If you have ever shaken up a box of droc>iiig-pins

and have then endeavoured to take one out^ yon know
how hj their mere interlacement they adhere together

in a masa, so that by taking hold of one yon may lift a
bristling gronp of scores. Somewhat on the same prin-

ciple are the calcareons and siliceonB pins {spieula) of a

Sponge held together by nuituiilJnterlaccment. Yet
their cohesion is aided by the tenacity of the living

sarcode which invests them; for I have found that speci-

mens of 6hranUa (calcareons Sponges with needles of

three rays), when long macerated in water, so that the

sarcode is dissolved, have yery slight powerof cohesion

among tlieir spieula.

To understand the structure of a Sponi^e we will

shave a thin sectional slice from this Halichondria iu-

herea. This when alive is of an orange colour ; and is

always fonnd closely inyesting turbinate shells which

are inhabited by Hermit-crabs. "We will macerate the

slice in tepid water for a quarter of an honr, and then

examine it in tlie live-box.

Tlie surface is a tliin layer of greater density tiian

any other part, and is composed of coloured fleshy grau-

nles^-omitting for the present, the skeleton. Of the

same substance is the whole slice composed, but looser

and more open as it recedes from the surface. It is

separated by blank spaces which are larger towards the

centre, smaller and more numerous as they approach

the exterior.

These openings are sections of so many canals, by

which the whole substance of a sponge is permeated.

The surface is perforated with minute pores^ at which
19*
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the surrounding water enters on all sides. Tliese pres-
ently unite into slender pipes, which, irregularly mean-
dering, are continually uuitiDg into larger and yet larger
canals ; of which the greater open spaeee that you see

are the oblique diyisions. Those have certain ontletB,

called oeofda^ on the surface, from whicli the stream is

poured oat that has thus made the grand tour of the

whole interior. Such oscitla, as you perceive on the

remainder of the JIalichondria, are usually raised on
slight eminences; and resemble, especially when in

living action, miniature volcanoes, Tomitiog torrents of
water and granules of effete matter, instead of fire and
ashes.

During life these granules were much more diffused,

and formed a considerable portion of the living flesh,

the remainder being composed of a glairy sarcode, al-

most fluid. The whole was maintained in position by
tlie solid spicula of flint, which you see abundantly in
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this slice. Tlicsc take a curious form, exactly that of

the pins which we use on our dressing tables ; each

consisting of a cjlindrical slender rod, pointed at one

end, and at the other Burmonnted hj a globnlar head,

the whole formed of ghaB—JUnt gla9» literally. Yen
see them bristling all round the edge of the section,

beine^ Bluck into the surface of the sponge, exactly as

pins are loosely stuck into a pin-cushion. The heads

and points, too, project into the cayities
;
more, how-

ever, than they did dnring life, for yon must make al-

lowance for the sbrinldng of the soft parts ; and thus

you perceive how the whoie structure is permeated by
these glassy pins, which seem to be entangled together

quite at random without rule or arrangement. And yet

there is an arrangement discernible here ; for the canals

are formed by the manner in which these are grouped

;

and this is seen much more clearly, in the case of the

three-rayed needles of lime in the Grantim. Mr. Bow-
erbauk has shown that in G, compresaa the substance is

diTided into rery regular <^hambe» in a double series,

separated by a diaphragm, wKose axis is at right an-

gles to the axis of the sponge ; and that these chambers

are defined by walls made up of the three-rayed needles

in their mutual interlacement.
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OHAPTEB X£L

IHFUBOBIA.

REVEiroirs d no9 mmions. We will resume our ex

aiiiiiiationof the drop of pond-water, and the fran^menta

of Jfj/riophyllum, whicli have been waiting lor us in the

live-box.

Our attention then shall first be given to eome ele-

gant creatures of a brilliant translucent green hne.

which are gracefully gliding about They are of the

genus Euglena^ so called because each is furnished

witli a very conspicuous spot of a clear red hue, situated

near the head, which Ehrenbcrg, on account of its re-

semblance to the lowest forms of ejes in the Mat\fera^

that are somewhat similar in colour and appearance,

pronounced to be an organ of Tision. More recent

physiologistSi however, doubt the correctness of the con

elusion.

The animals are of several kinds. The most nu-

merous is an active little tiling of about ^i^th of an inch

in length when extonded| tliough from its extreme ver-

satility it is as difficult to assign to it a definite sue, as

a definite shape. It seems to be the E, sangumeoy so

called because it is said to occur sometimes of a deep

red hue, and in such vast profusion, as to give the

watere the appearance of blood. I have never seen it,

however, other than as it now appears, rich emerald

green in the body, with the two extremities perfectly
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clear and colonrless. I might perhaps describe its

ordinary form as spindle-shaped, with a pointed tail,

and a Llunt, ronnded hea l ; but it is remarkable for the

variableness of its shape. It is capable of assuming an
- appearance verj diverse.from what it had half a minute

beforei so that joa wonld hardly identify it^ if you
were not watching its evolntions. Whether this ability

to prove analiii^ be at all dependent on the leuiarkabio

clear-headedness of the subject, I leave for yon who are

skilled iu metaphysics to determine. Away they go

tumbling over and oyer) revolving on the long axis as

they proceed^ which they do not very rapidly, with the

blnnt extremity forW&rd.

Here is another form, a little larger than the former,

but much more slender; yet from the slowness and
steadiness of itsmovement more easy o f observation . It

is named aeua, or the Keedla Euglena." This is

'an animalcule of great elegance and brilliance; its

sparkling green hue, with colourless extremities, and its

rich pale crimson eye, are very beautiful. It commonly

swims extended, with a slow gliding motion, turning

round on its long axis as it proceeds, as may be distinctly

seen by the rotation of certain clear oblong substances

in its body. These then are seen not in the interior,

but near the surface, as they would appear if imbedded

in the flesh around a hollow centre. The interior is

probably not hollow, but occupied with pellucid sarcode.

These were assumed by £hrenberg, bttt on no adequate

grounds, to be organs connected with reprodnction.

They vary in number in different individuals, and

those which contain the greatest number arc thereby

more swollen. They appear to be separated into two

series, one anterior, the other posterior. The animal is
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capable of bending ita head and body io yariona direo*

tionB, but 18 most beantifal when atraight 13ie front

is famished with a elender thread-like proboscis. This

epecies affords us a good opportunity of observing tlie

red spot wliicb, lor convenience pake, we may still

term an eye. It seems to be an irregular oblong

yacnole, or excavation in the Barcode, tilled with a

dear mby-red flnid. The red spot in the Motifera ia

connected with a well-defined crystalline lens, whose

definite form, and high refractive power, may in many
cases be distinctly marked ; but liere notliinp^ of the

kind is seen ; the spot itself lias no certain shape, and

does not appear to be bounded by a proper wall Some
forms,' which are by general consent admitted to bo

plants, baye similar spots; and hence it has been,

rather too hastily, I yentnre to think, concladed, that

tboy can liave no conncxiuii with vision. I tbink it

still ])Ovisil)le, that a sensibility to the difference between

light and darkness may be the function of the organ.

« I have found that this animal, when allowed to dry

on a plate of glass, retains its form and colour perfectly

;

bnt in abont two days the eye-spot, which at first bo-

comes much larger in the drying, gradually loses all

traces of its bnllimt colour, probably by the evapora-

tion of the contained Huid.

Another pretty species yon see gliding along amongst

the rest, called E, triqueird^ or the Three-sided. It

bears a resemblance to a broad ronnded leaf, with the

footstalk forming a short transparent point, and the

mid-rib elevated into a sharp ridge. The under side

seems slightly concave. This is equally attractive with

the others. It is ]>cr8istcnt in form, and appears not to

be eyen flexible. Its motion is slow, and as it goes,
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it rolls irregolarlj over and oyer in all directions, not

revolving on its long axis, and thus giving yea very

satisfactorjr views—tliongh only

momentary—of tho keel with

which the back is furnished. It

is in the tomings of sach minnte

creatures that the microscopist

often gets a glimpse of pecnliari-

Tiisn-Bu>KD scouarA. tics of form, which a view of the

animal when in repose, however
long continued, fails to reveal. Longitudinal inteiTupted

lines are seen running down the body of this pretty leaf,

which do not appear to mark irregnlarities of the snr-

face, and therefore are probably internal. Ehrenbcr<^

calls these and similar collections of granules " ova,"

or eggs.; but this is to cut the knot, instead of untying

it. There is no sufficient reason to believe that these

animals increase by ova.

Abont the front of all these £uglen<By yon may
discern now and then a slight flickering or quivering

in the water. The power we are using, though best

for the general display of the form, is insufficient to

resolve this appearance : I will put on a higher objec-

tive. You now see that there proceeds from the frontal

part of the body, a long and very slender filament, which

is whisked abont in the manner of a whip-lash. This

is considered to be the organ of locomotion ; but I

rather doubt that such is tho function ; tho smooth and

even gliding, often rotating, of the creature, seems more

like that produced by minute and generally distributed

ciliae, than that caused by tho lashings of a single long

thread.

Yet two more species of this extensive genus we
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discern in ibis weU-stocked drop of water. They 1uit«

received the appellations of the Pear {E, pyrum)^ anJ

the Sloth {E, deses). The former is the most minat^
wc have yet seen, and seems to be scarce ; but it is

highly carious and interesting in appearance. It much
i-esembles, in outline, a fish of the genns BaHittes ; the *

muzzle beinjr somewhat protruded and tnincate, and the

form rhombuidal; it terminates in a bleiider 2:>ointe«J

tail. The body ia obliquely fluted, which gives a veiy

singular effect; for from the transparency of the tiasues

the lines of the opposite side can be discerned crossing

those next the eye, and dividing the animal into lozenge-

shaped areas. The colour is sparkling green, but the

tail and the edges of the body are clear and colourless:

and there is a bright red eye. At, other times this

Euglena takes the form of a clai3et*bottle, or an oil-fiask

;

the muzzle being broadly truncate, or even indented.

Its motion is rapid ; a swift gliding in the direction

of its long axis ; it turns continually ou the same axis,

which gives a waving irregularity to its coniee ; and

has a pretty effect from the continual crossing of the

fiotings in the revolving. Tlifs specimen is about yi^^b

of an inch in length, including thu tail.

Eugletia (kses is much larger, being about yiyth of

an inch in length, though the tail is very short. It has a

thickbody ; with around blunt head ; ittaperssuddenly

to the tail. Its colour is bright green with a red eye

;

but the presence of an infinite number of irregular

oblong granules and lines, with several globular vesi-

cles, gives an opacity and a blackness to its appearance.

In its manners it is sluggish ; it never.swims or glides

gracefully and swiMy among its playful congeners, but

contents itself with twining slowly among the flocuse
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stemd and filaments of tlie water-plants, or crawls upon

the surface of the live-box. It does not appear to

change its form, otherwise than its soft and flexible

body necessitates, as it twines about.

Bat enough of the Exigletuu. For 1have just caught

sight of a still more curious creature, the Swan Ani-

malcule {Traehdoeeroa olor)* It is reposing on one

of tlic leaves of the Myruyphyllum^ its long and flexible

neck lengtheuinET and contracting at jileasure, the tip

thrown about in quick jerks, iu every direction, some-

what like a caterpillar when it touches several points

impatiently with its head.

If we admire die graeeful sailing of a swan upon a

lake, the swelling of its rounded bosom, the elegant

curves of ita long neck, we shall bo struck with the

form and motion of this animal. Tlie form has much
resemblance to that of a swan, or still more to that of a
snake-bird (Plokta) ; the body, swelling in the middle,

tapers gradually into a slender pointed tail, at one ex-

tremity, and at the other, into a very long and equally

slender neck, which is terminated by a slight dilitation.

Tlie whole is perfectly transparent, but the body is

£lled with numerous minute globular vessels, or tempo-

rary stomachs. The grace of its motion as it glides

along with a free and moderately swift progression

through the clear water, or winds through the intricate

passages of the green conferva, throwing its long neck

into elegant curves, is very remarkable. There are, I

see, two of them, which however take no notice of each

other, even when passing close to each other ; the neck

of one is much longer than that of the other. Now
find tlian, i^hen gliding along, the neck is suddenly

contracted, but not wholly, as if something bad alarmed
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or diepleased the animal : the body also can be ewollen

or lengthened at pleasure ; it can move in either di-

rection, but the neck usually goes foremost, extended

in the direction of the motion, and seems to be used to

explore the way.

I had once an opportnnily of seeing the prooees of

increase by spontaneous self-division in this creatnre.

It was an unusually large specimen, found in an old in-

fusion of sage leaves. When I discovered it, it was

darting about its long neck in the most beautiful con-

tortions. As it was partly hidden by the vegetable

fibres present, I partly tnmed the glass cover to alter

the position of the contents. On again looking, the

Swan was in a clear part of the field, but in the form

of a dark globose mass, the neck being entirely con-

tracted. It was quite still, except a continual alight

alteration of the form by the pro^sion or contraction

of parts of the outline. The body seemed fall of minute

globules, set in a granular mass of a blackish, hue, and

WAV'Hxcz Airo m simioira.

the outline was not a continuous line, but formed a multi-

tude of rounded elevations. Presently it protruded the

clear neck, but oply for a short distiuiee, and jthen re-

tracted it as before ; when the only indication of the
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presence of this organ was a depression in one part of

the sui'face, somewhat like the mouth of a closed Acti-

nia, where there was a slight but incessant working,

very much like the irregular motion on the surface of

boiling water, in miniature ; there was also an indistinct

ciliary action at this part, not of rotation, nor of vibra-

tion, bnt a sort of waving. At this point I had occasion

to get up from the table, aud though I was not away
more than a minute, on my return I observed a strong

constriction around the middle of the body. It was

transverse, for the depressed and ciliated mouth was at

a point exactlj at right angles to the constriction.

From the depth to which this latter extended in so few
minutes, I supposed the process of separation would be

very rapid ; for 1 could very soon see a line of light all

across at iuturvals, and the two halves seemed to slide

freely on each other. Yet they remained long without

much apparent progress, or even change, except that

the anterior half at one time threw forth its neck a
short distance ; at this time it looked extremely like a
bird, bridlhig up its lithe neck and swelling bosom

;

while to make the resemblance perfect, it began to

imitate the action of a fowl picking up grain, bobbing

its head hither and thither ; curious are tlie analogies

of nature ! Along the dividing line, there had appeared

very early in the posterior half, a distinct ciliary action

;

after a while (how, I do not exactly know) without the

general relation of position being changed, the mouth
of tiie anterior (which musi iww bo called the old)

animal appeared on the side, and at the point corres*

pendent in the other, a similar ciliary wreath appeared,

while the action along the dividing line was do longer

seen. So that the division which was at first transverse
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now appeared loDgitadinaL I belioTei however, the

ammalfl were really separated before this, though thej

remained in contact, for as they slid over each other, it

was manifest that each had an independent action.

At length, about an hour and a half after the £iBt

appearance of the constrictioDi the new animal threw

out its clear neck to a great length, writhing it about

with rapid agility, and forming the moet elegant

curvee, like those of a serpent, often completely encir-

cling its own body with it. It still remained, however,

in contact wuth its parent, which, atlter a time, also

protrnded its neck in the same manner. Both then

retracted and remained still for a while; and agsin,

almost simultaneously, threw out their long necks, and

again retired to shitrirish repose.

Among the sediment, the grains of which are

driven hither and thither by their spasmodic jerking

movements, yon see seyeral individuals of another sort

of creatures—the Ohiysalis Animalcnle {ParanuBefum
aurelm.) Iliis is a "whale among minnows ; " for it

is greatly larger tlian any of those we have yet ob-

served ; and is juat visible to the naked eye, when we
hold np the live-box obliquely against the light; for

then the animals appear as the smallest possible white

specks.

Bringing them asjain under the micri»scope, each

presents a pellucid appearance, and an oblong hgure,

of which the fore part is somewhat narrowed. The
back rises in a rounded elevation ; and the mouUi is

situated as far back as the middle of the body upon

the nndcr surface, where its position is marked hy a

sort of long fold, the sides of which are Mnged with

long cilia, whose vibrations are veiy marked. The
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wliole surface, on both bidt s, is covered with minnte •

cilia, arranged in longitudinal rows, of which, accord-

ing to the great Prussian professor, there are from

thirty to sixty on each snrlace, each row bearing sixty

or seventy cilia. This must be considered as an ap-

proximation ; for we may well donbt the accuracy of

the counting, when the objects are so very evanescent

as these vibrating cilia.

The vacuoles, and the temporary stomachs, more
or less completely filled with the brown and green

food, which the animals are collecting from the de-

cayed vegetable matters, are sufficiently nnmerons and

conspicuous; but they may be rendered still more so

by the device of mixing a little carmine with the

water. The ciliary currents are thus instautaueously

rendered strikingly visible. The crimson atoms are

attracted from all quarters towards the tail of the ani-

mal, whence they are urged in a rapid stream along

one side towards the head, around which they are

luu lnl, and then down the other side to the tail, pour-

ing oil' in a dense cloud in a direction contrary to that

in which they originally approached.

But now the gathered currents have produced their

expected result ; for many of the globular vacuoles are

already become of a beautiful rosy hue, from the mi-

nute particles of the pigment which have been whirled

to the mouth, and swallowed.

The feature nf greatest interest, however, in tliis

animal is the contractile bladder. Two of these organs

are usually seen co-existent in each individual
;
placed^

the one on the firont, the other in the rear of the mouthy

but near the opposite

—

i. the dorsal, snrfiice of the

body ; for as the creature slowly revolves on its longi*
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tudinal axis, tho line of the vesicles alternately ap-

proaches and recedes from that of the mouth. Tliev

are remarkable for their structure. Far from tlie sim-

plicity in which the organ is usually presented to us in

the animals of this class, tho contractile bladders are

here very complex. Each when distended is globular;

and it is surrounded by a number of others of much
smaller dimensions, and of a drop-like form, so set as

to radiate round the principal vesicle as a centre, the

rounded portion of each in apparent contact with tlie

vesicle; and the slender extremity running off as an

attenuated point till lost to sight in the sarcode. Tlie

main vesicles alternately become distended, and sud-

denly contract to a point ; while the radiating cells are

continually varying in size, though in a less degree.

It is customary to describe the secondary vesicles as

coming into view at the instant of the contraction of

the primary one, and to suppose that the emptying of

the one is the filling of the other ; but I have not been

able to observe this mutual relation satisfactorily made
out. The smaller as well as the larger vesicles are

conspicuous from their colourless transparency ; for

the general sarcode of the body, though pellucid, is

only so in the same degree as glass, slightly smoked

;

besides tliat its clearness is often impaired by crowds

of granules and minute globules.
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You ask wliat is that comparatively large oval body

attached by its side to one of the leaves of the plant

It ia the egg of some considerable Eotifer, probably

MteUaniSy which is always glned to some filament or

stem of a water-plant It may interest yon to watch

the progress of the contained embryo, Avliich you can

readily do, since the egg-shell is as transparent as glass,

and the infant animal already displays tlie movements

<^ independent life. Meanwhile I will tell yon the

tragical and lamentable history ofjnst snch an embryo
as this, that was eaten np before it was bom, nnder my
own eye. One of the depredators was a very amusing

animalcule, "which is sufficiently scarce to make its oc-

currence a thing of interest, especially to a young mi-

croscopist, as I was at tho time.

A large egg of (as I beUeve) JSueMania dUaUUa had
been laid during the night on a leaf of NUeUa^ in the

live-box. When I ob- ^ '
'

•

served it, the transpa-

rency of the shell allow-

ed the enclosed animal

to be seen with its vis-

cera ; which occasionally

f contracted and expand-

ed ; the place of the maa-

tax I could distinctly

make out The cilia

were vibrating, not very

rapidly, but constantly, on the front, where there was
a vacant space between the animal and the shell.

From 7 A. M., when I first saw it, I watched it for about

eight hours, without perceiving any change ; bnt at

that hour, having withdrawn for a short time, I per-
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ccivcd on my return that a portion of tlic animal was

outside the shell. The appearance was tliat of a small

colourless bladder oozing out, at au imperceptiblo

aperture ; and this oval vesicle quickly bat gradoallj

increased) until it was half as large as the egg itself.

A little earlier than this point, the cilia were seen on
the front or lower side of the excluded portion, and

these began to wave languidly iu a hooked form. TLcy
thus seemed much longer and more substantial than

when rotating in the perfect animal. When excluded

to the extent just named, some little creatures that

were flitting about found it, and began to assemble

round iL These were far too rapid in their movements
to allow me to identify them before, or to perceive any
thing else than their swift motion and oval form ; but

this attraction causing them to become still, allowed

me to perceive their singular and beautiful structure.

Kach consists of an oval vase open at the .top, the

margin of which is cut into a number of little points

;

the sides are marked by a series of ribs, which run

down longitudinally, and are crossed by other trans-

verse ones ; the rounded bottom is furnished with

three short points ; so that the whole reminded me of

a barrel with its staves and hoops, set on a three- •

legged stool. Within the body, *which is colourless,

are seen small dark spots, which are probably the

stomach-vacnoles. Thus I identified these little bar*

rels with Colepa Jiirtus of Ehrenberg, but I found no

record of their carnivuruus propensities. One after

another whirled into the Held, and after a few gyra-

tions became stationary at the head of the half-bom

EuehUmis^ just as I have seen vultures gather one by
one to a carcase. Yeiy soon there were a dozen or
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fifteen of them, some of which were ever shifting their

places, and some were playing around, or revolving

on tlich* longitudinal axis. I found tliat their object

really was to prey on tlio soft parts of the creature

jnst excluded from the egg; for by carefully watching

one, I distinctly perceived particles of the flesh fly off,

as it were, and disappear in the body of the CdUpa*

The appearance was that of steel-ii lings drawn to a

magnet, for the mouth of the Coleps was not in actual

contact with tho flesh ; and thereforei X suppo&e, the

surface having been in some way ruptured (which I

could see it was)) the loose gelatinous atoms were

sucked off by a strong ciliary cnrrent. They did not

utlack any other part, and after having continued their

murderous occupation about ten jninutes, they one b}''

one departed. The ciliary motion of the Eacldanis

ceased immediately after it was first attacked, and I

suppose it was soon killed, for it did not increase in

size in the least afterwards. When the C6lepe9 left it,

a great portion, perhaps a third, of the excluded pai-ts,

was devoured.

As soon as the depredators were gone, or even

before, others more diminutive, but more numerous,

were ready to take their place. The drop of water

under review had been found amazingly full of a small

Monas^ perfectly transparent, of an oval form, with

some granules vi&iblc in the interior. They were about

7oV<r*h of an incli in length. They filled the whole

field, gliding about very nimbly, but so close as but

just to allow space for motion, and that in several

strata. By the morning these were collected in masses,

which, to the naked eye, looked like little undefined

white clouds, but which under the microscope showed
20
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the Monads in incalculable mnltltudes, but for the

most part in still repose. Some were still iiioviDg to

and fro, however, and, in the coarse of the day, most
of ihem became again active. As soon as the ColepeM

had forsaken their prey, the Monads hegan to gather

aronnd it, cleaving to tlic same parts, and apparently

imbibing the juices; for the extruded parts still slowly

decreased, until at length these were reduced to about
one-third of their original dimensions^

A close examination of these latter, when they had
settled to rest, showed me that they were of the species

ChUomonas parammium, Tliere is au mdcutatiou on
one side of the front, where the mouth is situated

;

here there is a ciliary action; the projecting part,

called the Uj)^ is said to be fnmished with two slender

flexible proboscides ; but my power was not sufficient

to discern any trace of these. A sort of a ridge, or

keel, runs down the length of the body, perceptible by
a slight line ; numbers of stomach cells also are per-

ceptible. The motion of these lip-monads was not

very rapid when unexcitcd ; it is performed by a sort

of lateral half-roll, the two sides alternaleiy beini^

turned up, like a boat broadside to a swell, and the

line of progression is nndnlating.

And now having pretty well exhausted the con-

tents of this live-box, let us try a dip from tliis other

phial from another locality, equally productive, if I am
not mistaken. Yes

;
for, to begin, the stalks of MUeUa

here are fringed with populous colonies of the most

attractive of all the Infusoria, the beautiful YorUodUB.

The species is not the common bell-shaped one, but

the smaller with pursed mouth, the little V. micm*
toina.
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- Look at tliis active group, consisting of a dozen or

60 of glassy vases, shaped sometliina; like pears, or ele-

gant antique urns, elevated on the extremities of long

and very slender stalksi as aleuder as threads, and
about bU timea as long as tho vases. The stalks grow
from the midst of the floecose mbbish attached to the

plant, and diverge as they ascend, thus carrying tlieir

lovely bells clear of one another.

Each vase is elegantly ventricose in tho middle,

terminating below in a kind of nipple to which the

stalk is attached, and above in a short wide neck with

a thickened rim. This last is highly sensitive and con-

tractile ; its inner edge is set round with a circle of

vibratile cilia, which, when in full play, produce a

pair of small circular yortices over two opposite points
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of the brim. The cilia themselves cannot be distiii-

giiishcd, but their optical expression is curious. At
the two opposite points of the circular margin, as seen

in perspective when sh'ghtly inclined towards the ob-

server, viz., at those points where tlie cilia, from their

position with regard to the eye, wonld be crowded to-

gether, there are seen two dark dashes, representingi

donbtless, two ciliary waves, bnt which have all the

appearance of tangible objects, sometimes witlidrawn,

sometimes protruded, and often vibrating with a rapid

Buatcliiug movement.

These vases are of tlie usual appearance in Infuso-

ria. Their substance is the dear transparent colourless

sarcode, but it contains within it more or less of the

cloudy nebulous matter which we have been lately

familiar with. There are several globular vesicles or

vacuoles, some ready to imbibe colour from pigment,

and others already occupied with brown food, while in

each case we see, near the centre of the vase, a longish

body of clear granular texture, which is called the

nucleus, and which seems to play an essential part in

the vital economy of the animal.

The movements of a group such as tliat wc are

looking at arc very sprightly and pleasing. The vases

turned in all directions, some presenting their mouths,

some their sides, some their bases to the eye ; inclined

at various angles from the perpendicular, and bending

in diverse degrees upon the extremity of their stalks

;

swayiug slowly and gracefully to and fro, as driven

hither and thither by the ciliary currents, and, above

all, ever flying up and down within the length of their

radius, as a bird when confined by a string ;—^all these

circumstances impart a charm to this elegant animal^
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cule^ which enables us to look long at it without wea-

riness.

This last movement is peculiar, and worthy of a

moment^B closer examination. The stalk, when ex-

tended to the utmost, is an elastic glassy tliread, nearly

etraiglit, like a wire, bnt never so absolutely straight

as not to show slight undulations* The stalk when
thus rendered tense by extension) is highly sensitive

to vibrations in the snrronnding medium; and as in

the circumstances in which we observe the animals,

such vibrations iimst be every instant cuniuiunicated

to the vessel in which they are confined, the stalks are

no sooner tense than they contract with alarm. This

depends on a contractile cord which passes throughout

the entire length of the stalk, and which is distinctly

visible in the larger species as a narrow band, "We

can scarcely err in considering this ribbon as a rudi-

mentary condition of muscle, though we do not recog-

nise in it some of the characteristic conditions in which

we are accustomed to see it in higher animals.

Ihc contraction of the muscle is vciy sudden, ener-

getic, and complete. "Witli a rapidity wliich the eye

cannot follow, the vase is brought down almost to the

very base of the stalk. Then it slowly rises again, and

now we see, what we could not discern in the act of

contraction itself, that in that act tlie stalk was thrown

into an elegant spiral of many turns, which at the ut-

most point of coutractiou were packed close on each

other, but which iu the extending act gradually sepa-

rate« and at length straighten their curves.

In any sta^ of the extension, the sudden contact

of the va with any floating or fixed object apparently

causes alarm, aud induces the vigorous contraction;
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but vibrations, even when so violent as those produced

bj tapping the stage of tlie microscope with the finger-

nail, have no efiect nnless the Btalk bo tenae^ its own
-pow&e of yibration being then only developed, just as

a cord become mnsical in the ratio of its tension.

It is not until wo view these creatures with a irood

microscope that we acquire an adequate idea of their

beauty : tor myself, at least, it was so. I had seen en-

gravings ofmany of the invisible animalcoles, and had

read technical descriptions ; bnt of their brilliant trans*

parency, their sadden and sprightly motions, their gen>

eral elegance and delicacy, and the apparent intelli-

gence with wliicli they are endowed, neither books nor

engravings had given me any conception.

Some of the individuals under our present exam-
ination are exhibiting phenomena of no less interest

than their form and motions. Some of the stalks are

terminated hy two vases instead of one, which appear

to fcpiing from a common point. Those, however, are

the result of the spontaneous splitting of one ; and in

other examples yon may see the process in different

stages, or, if yonr patience endure a couple of houre'

watching, you may trace the whole phenomena, as I
have done, from the moment when it first becomes re-

cognisable, to its completion in the freedom of one of

tiie newly formed animalcules.

For instance, you perceive that one of the bells

instead of being vase-shaped, has assumed a globular

form. By keeping your eye on this for only a few
moments, you detect a depression forming in the midst

of its front outline, wdiieli momentarily deepens, until

it is manifestly a cleft. Tlic division proceeds down-

wards, the two halves healing simultaneously, so that
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thcj are at all times porfectly smooth and rounded ; at

leiigtli two vases appear, side by side, where a tew

minntes before there had been but one.

One af these is destined to be nltimatelj thrown

off, while the other retains sole possession of the stalk.

You soon see which it is that is going to emigrate : for

though the two are alike in size, the roving one early

Icloses the mouth of the vase, becoming smooth and

globnlar there, never to open again. The cilia, now
therefore become nseless, disappear by absorption ; but

meanwhile a new circle of these organs are developed

aronnd the basal extremity of the vase, and these,

every instant becoming more vigoron- in their motions,

sway the little globe about on its point of attachment.

At length the connexion yields, breaks, and the ani-

malcnle shoots away, rowed by its hnndred oars, to

find a new abode, and to found a new colony.

Here and there yon see shooting through the gi'ou]),

with a rapid gliding movement, an oblong clear body.

Tliis is unc of the vases, formed ]»y selt-di vision, and

exercising its newly found power of locomotion. It is

giddily roving hither and thither, until tlie instinct of

wandering ceases, when it will soberly settle down,

affix itself by the point which was formerly its month,

whence a new stalk will gradnally gi'ow, and opening

a new mouth in the midst of the new crown of cilia.

I believe that the division is sometimes transverse

instead of longitudinal, the cleft occurring by constric-

tion across the middle of the vase ; but this I have not

seen. In whatever direction it takes place, it is essen*

tial that the oblong grannlar body, called the nnclens,

which von gee in each vase, be divided, the cleft pass-

ing through the middle of this substance, a portion
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of wliicli is Uiereioro appropriated to each new made
animal.

That the essential vitality of tlie creatare resides

in this nucleus is shown hj another and highly cnrions

mode of increase, namely, that which is effected by
encystion. Let ns searcli tlio live-box carefully, for

amidst so great a profubiou of Vorticdlm as we have

on this Nitella^ it will go hard if wo do not find some
individuals in the encysted stage.

Look at this elegant object. It resembles a trum-
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pet of the clearest glass, with a rounded extremity, and

with the bese affixed to the weed, from wliicli it stands

up erect, Withiu the expanded part of the trumpet

there is a turbid mass, with a perfectly defined outline,

from several points of which proceed radiating pencils

or tul^s of long, straight, stiff, elastic filaments, like

tlircads of spun glass, varying greatly in length, and

each terminated by a little knob of the same material.

The tout ensenible of this object is very attractive and

beautiful, and its history is a tale of nuurvels.

No wonder that Eiirenberg, supposing this form to

be an independent animal, gave it a generic and spe-

cific name. He called it Acineta myatdcina. For who
would have suspected that this stiff and motionless ob-

ject, with its tufts of flexible but inanimate threads,

had any connexion with the sprightly vases which we
have been examining I Yet it is the same animalcule,

in what we may, with a certain liberty of phrase, call

its chrysalis condition I

Tiic lilstory of the Vo/iicella, as it has been elabo-

rately worked out by Dr. Stein, exhibits phenomena

analogous to those mai'veilous changes which we lately

considered under the appellation of the Alternation of

Generations. Large individuals withdraw their circle

of cilia, close up the mouth, and become globular,

and then secrete from their whole surface a gummy
substance, which hardens into a spherical transparent

shell, inclosing the Vorticella in its cavity, in the form

of a simple vesicle. Within this Tesicle is seen the

band-shaped nucleus, unchanged, and what was the

contractile bladder, which, however, no longer con-

tracts.

By and by this torpid Vorticdla enlarges itself ir-

20*
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regularly, pushiog oat its snbstance in tQfts of tbreads,

and frequently protiniding from one side a larger inaes,

wliicli becomes an adhering stalk. Thiw it lias become

HQ Acineta^ such as we now behold.

From this condition two widelj diJQfercnt results

' maj proceed. In the one case, the encysted VorU"

ceUa separates itself from the walls of the Acineta^ con-

tracts into an oval body, famished at one end with a

circle of vibratory rilia, by whose movements it rotates

vigorously in its prison, while the more obtuse end is

perforated by a mouth leading into an internal cavity.

In the interior of this active oval body there are seen

the band-like nnclens, and *a cavity which has again

begun to contract and to expand at regular intervals.

It is, in fact, in every respect like a YorticeUa vase,

which has just freed itself from it^ stalk. Presently,

the j)erpetual ciliary action so far thins away the walls

of the Acineta that they bnrst at some point or other,

and the little Variicella breaks ont of piison, and com-

mences life afresh. The AeinetOj meanwhile, soon

heals its wonnd, and after a while develops a new
nucleus, which passes through the same stages as I

have described, and bursts out a second Vnrilcella.

But the cycle of changes may be quite diiierenl

from this. For sometimes the nadens Avithin the

Acineta^ instead of forming a VorticeUa^ breaks itself

np into a great nnmber of tiny clear bodies, resem

bling Monads, whick soon acquire independent mo-

tion, and glide rai)idly about the cell formed by the

inclosed Vorticellorhody as in a little sea. Uut bv

and by, this body, together with the Acimta wall,

suddenly bntsts, and the whole group of Monad-like

embryos are shot out, to the nnmber of thirty or up-
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wards. The Acineta now collapses and disappearsi

haying done, its office, while the embryos shoot hither

and thither in newly acquired freedom. It is assnmed,

on pretfy crood cri'onndB, that thcRc embryos soon be-

come fixed, develop stalks, which are at first not con-

tractile, and gradually grow into perfect VorUoeUm
small at the beginning, but capable of self-division, and

of passing into the Acineta Btage, and gradually attain-

ing the lull size of the race.

Some forms of the same family, Vortiedladcp^ are

interesting as dwelling in beautiful crystalline houses,

of varions shapes, always elegant All these have

been ascertained to pass through the same or similar

Acineta stages. Cothurnia imherhla is one of the

prettiest of these. The cell is of an elegant ampnlla-

like form, perfectly trans])arent and colourless, set on

a stiff foot, or short pedicle, which shows many trans-

verse folds, like those of leather. From the mouth of

the vase projects the animal, whose form may be dis-

tinctly traced tlirongli the clear walls of the cell, at-

tached to its bottom, whence it stretches upward when
seeking prey, or to which it shrinks when alarmed.

In the former condition the body resembles a much
elongated VortieeUa^ with a similar circular orifice, set

round with cilia. Often the animal performs its ciliary

vibrations within the shelter of its house, not venturing

to protiiidc beyond its rim. If carmine be mixed witli

the water, the atoms are seen in the customary vortex,

and some are occasionally drawn into the cell nearly

half-way down its cavity, and then swiftly driven out

again. On a slight tap upon ihy table the animal

withdraws, and in the same moment the urn bends

down upon its leathery pedicle, at a point where there
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is always an angle, until the rim of tlic cell i^; in con-

tact with the plant to which it is attached. Thia action

is instantaneous. Presently, however, it rises, and re-

sumes its former poeitioo, and then the montli of the

cell slowly opens, and the animal again protrudes, the

cilia apiK'iiring first, and finally the head or front part

of the animal, which is then opened and begins to

rotate.

Yeiy similar to this are the Vaginicolc^ but the

cells which they inhabit are not stalked, but are im-

movably affixed to plants. In V. crysiaUma^ the cell

is a tall gohlet, standing erect, perfectly colourless;

while in F. (Iecinnh(7i8^ it is slipper-shaped, attached

along its side, and of a golden-brown hue, but still

quite transparent. Here is, fortunately, a group of

tiie latter species, scattered about the leaves of the

NiteUa.

Though, in general, both in form and habits,

closely Uko the Coihurnia^ yet the Va^inicola has

TAQCnCOLA.

some peculiarities of interest. Tlie cilia are more de-

veloped, and can be more distinctly seen than in either

CMurma or VaHiedla^ fbrmiog, when in swift action,
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a filmy ring above the margin, along which, as if upon

a wlieely one or more dai'k points are trequently seeu

to ran swiftlj round ; tho optical expression, as I pre-

sume, of a momentary slackening in the speed of tho

wave. The act of self-division takes place in this

aiiiunil, as ill tliu Vortlcdlce / and it is cnrious to see

two Vay'tnlcola^ exactly alike, lovingly inhabiting tho

same cell. One of the cells which we are now exam*

ining is in this doubly tenanted condition.

I will now exhibit to yon some examples of the

most highly organized forms of this class of animals,

in which we ([ibceni a inaikcd snpcriority over any

that wc have yet looked at, and a distinct approach to

those animals whose more precise movements are per*

formed by means of special limbs. These creatures

are excessiyely common, both in fresli and sea water,

wherever vegetable matter is in process of decomposi-

tion ; and hence their presence can at all tirae^ be com-

manded by kcc])ing infusions. In this old infusion of

sage leaves for instance, they occur in vast multitudes,

past all imagination ; as yon may see with a lens in

this drop.

This group belongs to tho genus StyJ njchia^ and

I believe to the species S. puatulata. It presents the

form of an oval disk, which, when seen sidewfiys, is

found to be flat beneath and convex above. It com-

monly swims with the belly upwards, and when ex-

hibited on the stage of the microscope, in almost every

case, this surface is presented to the eye. It darts

about very irregularly, with a bobbing motion, rarely

going far in one direction, but shooting a little dis-

tance, and then instantly receding, turning short round,

and starting hither and thither, so htfuliy that it is very
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difficult to obtain a fair siirlit of its structure. Its mar-

gin, however, ig surrounded by short cilia; the mouth,

which 18 a long opening on the front part, and at the

left Bide (as to the animal) of the ventral snrface, ia

fiinged with long cih'a, which are continually yibrating.

TliL'&e are the or<5:ans of the darting motion ; bnt the

creature cniwls like n monse, along the stems of con.'

ferva^ tfec, which it performs by means of curved spines,

called linoinii near the front part, the points of which

are applied to the stem, and aUo by long stiff styles, or

bristles, which project backward and downward from

tlic hinder part. Sometimes tlic aiiimalcules crawl for

a moment back-duwnward, oti the inner burface of the

glass cover, when the bases of the anterior curved

spines appear dilated like large spots. The spines are

not capable of much action, but they are rapidly used.

The general appearance of the creature reminds us of

the little "Wood-louse or Armadillo of our gardens. The

interior of the body is occupied with a grannhir sub-

stance, in which are scattered many globular, vesicles

of different sizes. The animal is very transparent, and

almost colourless. They increase very fast by trans-

yerse division, which is performed under the micro*

scope, so as greatly to increase the number under ex-

amination, even in an liour or two. A constriction

forms in the middle of one, which quickly deepens,

dividing the oblong creature into two of circular figure.

The mouth of the new one, with its vibratile cilia, is

formed long before separation is complete, and at the

same end and side as in the parent. The styles and

biistles tlien form, and the creatures are held together

for a lew seconds by these organs, eveu when the
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bodies are distinctly severed. When eepai'ated) they

retain the ronnd form for some time*

When a drop of water is examined between two

plates of glass, it is amnsing to observe the nnmbers
that congregate in the Binuositics left by the gradual

drying of the fluid. Tliis probably bocoiiies unfit for

respiration, for the motion of the cilia becomes more

and more languid, and the creatures die before the

water is diy* They not only die but vamahy so that

where there were scores, so close that in moving they

indented each other^s sides and crawled over one

aiiuihcr—if we look away for a few minutes, and again

look, we see nothini^ but a few loose granules. This

pnzzled me, till I watched some dying, and I found

that each one borst and as it were dissolved. The
cilia moved np to the very last moment, especially the

strong ones in front, until, from some point in the out-

line, the edge became invisible, and immediately the

animal became shapeless, and from the part wbich had

dissolved the interior parts seemed to escape, or rather

the skin, so to speak, seemed to dissolve, leaving only

the loose viscera. From the midst of these then pressed,

as if by the force of an elastic flnid within, several

vcfeieles of a pearly appearance, varying in number and

size, and then the whole became evanescent.

You will have observed that tlie admixture of car-

mine to the water, while the aniualculos were active,

shows the direction of the ciliary motion with great

distinctness. The particles form two vortices, one on

each side of the front, which meet in the centre in a

strong current, and ])ass off behind the m( nth on each

side. Wo do not perceive that any of them swallow
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tlie parUCiCs of carmine^ for the internal vessels reniaiu

coloarless.

I have found that if a drop of water containiDg

these animals, be placed on a slip of glass exposed to

the open air, they do not bui'st as the water dries

away ; but dry llat on the glass, their bodies broader,

but shorter than when alive, and quite entire. Thdr
cilia are then very manifest On being again wetted,

though after only a few minutes' desiccation, I have

never been able to revive them, nor any other Inju-

soria in like circumstances, iiotv?ithstundiog what is

stated in books.

Here is another species in equally amazing pro*

fusion, 8. mytikis. Its form is oblong, with rounded
extremities, tlie antoriL»r obliqnely dilated. This spe-

cies afiurds a good example of the various organs of

locomotion. A transparent oblong shield, which is

quite soft and iiexible, is spread over the back, which

does not prevent the eye discerning all the organs

tlirouirli it, tlioiiirU niucli more commonly the animal,

when under tiie microscope, crawls l.)clly-ii2)ward,

beneath the glass cover of the live-box. Aronnd
the anterior part, which is broadened, are placed cilia,

which are vibratile; these are continued round the

mouth, a sort of fold on the side. Towards the posterior

extremity on each side are other rows of cilia, which

being large are well displayed. On the ventral surtace,

chiefly towards the front part, are seen several thick

pointed ])roce8Be8, shaped like the pricklea of a rose,

but flexible, and capable of being turned every way.

These are the itncim^ and are evidently used as feet,

the tips being apj>licd to the glass. The optical effect

of the throwing about of these nneiniy when the place
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which they touch is in focus, is very curious. Tliey

are rapidly moved, but without regularity; tlie tips

beud as they touch the surface of the glass; some

of them seem to have accessary hairs, equally long,

but slender, proceeding from the same base. On the

hinder quai*ter of the ventral suiface are several thick

pointed spines ; these are inflexible, nearly straight,

placed side by side, but not in regular order, some

reaching beyond others. I have not seen these used,

hut they commonly reuuiiu sticking out in a horizontal

direction. These organs are termed styles, Besiiiet!

these, there arc three slender bristles, called setcBy

placed at the hinder extremity, the central one in the

line of the body, the others radiating at an angle.

These are distinguished from the cilia, not only by their

length, but by not being vibratilc. The motions of

these animals are powerful, but irregulai' and litful,

very much like those of the former species. They dart

hither and thither, backward as well as forward, oc*

casionally shooting ronnd and round in a circle,

with many gyrations, much like the pretty little

polished beetles {Gy^rinus) that play in mazy dances on

the surface of a pool. The two extremities seem

covered with minute pits or stipplings, but colourless

;

the central part is occupied witii yellowish granules of

different sizes.

T once witnessed the dissolution of one of these

animals under peculiar circumstances. Two or three

stems of an aquatic plant had become crossed in the

live-box so as to form an area, into which the Stf/Iony^

chia had somehow introduced himself. There was just

room for him to move backward and forward without

turning, and the space was about three times his own
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Icnjxth. Within this nnrrow limit he impationtlv con-

tinued crawling to and fro, moving his uuciui with

great rapidity and showing their extreme flexibility,

for as he applied them now to the steiOi now to the

surface of the glass, these whip-like nncini weie aome-
times bent double. The so-called styles at the posterior

extremity, though less frequently tised so, were yet

occasionally bent and applied to the surtace as teet, so

tliat they are certainly not inflexible as supposed, nor

do I see any essential diflerence between them and the

ttncini. The whole body was flexible, taking the form

of any passage or nook into which it was thrust, ^ et

recovering its elasticity immediately the pressure was

removed. Its pro})er form appeared to be convex

above and concave bcucath, rather than flat. After

having been thus employed about half an hour

under uiy observation, it became still, moving only

its cilia, when I left it a litde while, and on my return

found diat it was dissolved ; the outline having en-

tirely disappeared, and nothing being left but the

granules, and globular vesicles, that had cou&tituted

its viscera, some of which still contained the carmine

which had been very perce|>tible in the living animal.

This was the more remarkable as there was plenty

of water. It looked like suicide, a spontaneous

choosing of death rather than hopeless captivity.

Common as these Stylonychim are, and abundant

beyond all calculation, where they do occur, fix)m

their tendency to self-division, they are not so univer-

sally met with as their cousins, of the genus Eujplotes.

These are still more highly organized, and will please

you by their activity and sprightly intelligence, I am
sure. Here aie several individuals in the live-bos

at this moment.
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• They differ from the SiyUmycJiice, in having the
Boft body covered with a pLate of crystal mail,\ard
and inflexible, much like the shield of a Tortoise.
Several species have this glassy shield marked with
delicate lines nwDiDg leDgthwise; sometimes in the
form of parallel ridges, as in a little species found in
infusions (perliaps K charon ;) at others forming rows
of minute round knobs, as K truncatm^ the species
now belbre ns. The shield is ample, considerably

overlapping the soft body
;

it rises into an arched

form in the centi'e ; and
is more or less round or

oval. The month is ob-

lique, and extends a long

way down the under sur-

face ; it is set with strong
and fine cilia, which also spread over the front. The
organs of motion are, as before, long styles, pointed and
rather stiff processes, which project from beneath the

shell backwards and downwards, and soft hook-like

nncini which are set chiefly near the fore part of the

inferior surface. In the species before us, these are

about six or seven in number, but in E. char<m they

are more numerous. The twinkling rapidity with
which these little feet are applied to the snrfaeein

crawling affords a ])lcasing sight
;
particularly when

the animal is running back-downwards on the upper

glass plate of the live-box. Some species have bristles

(or affixed to the hinder part of the shell, from

which they diverge. In JE trunc<Uu9 these are four,

but they are wanting in E, charon. The body displays a

mass of granules, vacuoles, and vesicles of different sizes.
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Theso are yeiy beantifal objectB ; and theu

Bprightly motions, and apparent iutcUigcnce, give them

an additiuiuil interest. They crawl more than thev

BwiiUy running with great swiftness hither and thither,

frequently taking abort startSi and suddenly atopping.

The apecimena wbicb we are examining are taken fh)m

water wbicb bad been kept in a jar for several weeks.

The vegetable matters arc decaying, and among the

stems and filaments this pretty species crawls and

dodges about. It seems reluctant to leave the shelter

of the decaying solution ; sometimes one will creep out

a little way into the open water ; but in an instant it

darts back, and settles in among tbe stems and floccn

lent matter. Any attempt by turning the gliiss cover

to bring it out into view only makes it dive deeper into

the mass, as if seeking conccaimeuL This is about

fljth of an inch in length of lorica ; and the K charon

is not more than one-fonrth of this size. These crea-

tures remind one of an Onuoua^ especially when in

profile.

There is an animal very closely allied to these, but

much more bcautii'ul, being of a clear greenish trans-

Incency, with several vesicles filled with a ro^o-

coloured or purple fluid of much brilliancy. This

creature, which bears the name of Chkmidodany has

the peculiarity of a set of waud-like teeth arranged in

a hollow cylinder.

And with these we dismiss the Infusoria^ a class of

animals, which, from their minuteness, the number and

Tariety of their species, their exceeding abundance, the

readiness with which they may be procuiHsd, and, as it

were, made to our hand (by simply stec'])ing vegetable

matter in water, and the uncertainty which still pro
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vails as to many parts of their structure and economy

;

and therefore, as to their true affinities in the great

Plan of creation—offer one of the most proinisini^

fields of research which a young microscopist could

cultivate.

These are thy glorious works, Parent of good

Almighty ; thiue this universal frame

;

Thus wondrous fiiir
;
Thyself how wondrous then 1

Uospoakable, who sitt'st above these beaVos,

To lis inviiiibic, or dimly seen

Jn these ihtf ?©jr* n/ 'rr,rl;i ; yet t?iese declare

Thy gooducssi beyond thought, and power diviao.
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Butterfly, scales of, 90, 01.

sucker of, UL
Chameleon-fly, 115.

Cheoue-mite, 2ij3.

Chllomonan, 457.

Chlrodota, 343.

Cicada, drum of^ 102.

ovipositor of, 157.

Clliaof Cydlppe, 3&L
Infucorla, 4W, 45ft.

liotifora, 257^m

ClnclidcR, 411.

Cnldw, 379.

Cockchafer, antenmo of, 187.
Bplraclo of, 114,

Colei»«, ibSL
Contractile Bladder, 435, iti.
Corkscrew Coralline,~7ir
Corynactis, weapons of, i2L
Cothumla, ML
Cows' paps, 400.
Crabs, 19L

ears of, 197.

eyes of, 2QL
staees of, 21Q.

Craneflv, spiracle of, 113.
CraBpeua. 418.
Cricket, arum of, 97.

Cuckoo-flv, ovipositor of, 14&-
Cuttleshell, 44.
Cyathina, weapons of, 411.
Cvclops, 2JKL
Cydlppe, 366.

Cyprls, 205.

Daphnla, 2QL
Dead men's fingers, 400.

Diamond beetle, scales of, 92.
Dragon-flv, 80.

eye of. 183.
Dumb-bells of Holothurla, 34^
Dytlcus, foot of, 124.

Earthworm, 298.
Kcthonoum, 421.

EgRcr-rooth, 188,

Euglcna, 444.
Eunice, aL»i
Euploti'B, 415.
Eyes of Crabs, 2QL

Dragon-fly, IS^
Ilarvestman, 241.

Infusoria, iM,
Insects, W.]. •

Rollfcra, 272, 410.
Scallop, eo;

Snail, SL
Spider,m

Feathers, rtrtictaro of, 16.
Fission of Infasoria, 450j 4fi2.
Flea, mouth of, 170.

Fly, antenna of, 132.
flight of, Tg.
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Fly, foot of, 12L
spiracle of, 112.
tongue of, lliL
"Wing of, 80.

Foot of ActlnuruB,^
Bcc,m
Bet'tlc. laL
Brachlon, '^22.

Dlnoclmrlfl, 280.
Fly, I.Tig.

Bilkworm, HQ.
Spider, LTiT

Whintall, 275.
Forainliilfora, 438.
Frog, blood of, 33.
Froghoppor, ovij>o«ltor of, Ifift,

GaJathea, 216.
Gall-fly, cgg-tubo of, lifi.
Qnat, antenniB of, 192.

grub of, 118.
Gnat, month of, IJL
^ -wing of,

Grantla, 441^ 443.
Grasehopper, Bounds of, M.

Hair of Bat, U.
B«e,lL
Bet'tlo, 15.
Cat, 9,
Hog, ft.

Horse, J.
Man, a.
Molo,8.
Moth, Ifi.

Mouue, IL
Sable, IQ.
Sheep, 8.

ITallchomlrla, 44L
Harvcfltman, iLiL
Iloart-urchin, ^ifL
IIor««e-fly, mouth of, IM^
lIou»o-tfy, 78.
Humble bee, 79.
llydractlnJa, S84,

InfuBoria, 444.
InsectH, 7L

air-tubes of, 108^
antenna) of, IM.
eyes of, 193.
feet of, 124.
mouths of, ICQ.
Bounds of,

tings, fcc, of, 112.

Jelly-fish, 365,

Katedid,^
Laomedca, 37o.

medusoida of, 380.
Lares, 39fl.

I^ a of tlrchin, 347.
Leech, 3Qfl.

Limpet, tongue of, 62.
Locomotion, variety in, 29a
Lombrinercis, 308.

Luminosity of Medusa, 3fi2.
Lynceus,

Mndrepore, weapons of, 41L
Medusae,^

transformatlouB of, 212.
Mcdusoids of Laomcdea, 380.

Stauridia,^
Mcgalonn, 2KL
Mile, ciiecse, 253.

•water, 255.
MolluBca, ears of, fii

tycB of, 68.
hells of, 43.
tentacles of, 62.
tongues of, 62.

Moths, antennas of, IfiS.
scales of, 89^ fiQ.

Month of bee, lii3.

. Beetle, IfJQ.

Brachion, 266.
Bug,lQS.
Flea, im.
Gnat, IIL
House-fly, 1G7.
Sea-worm, 307.
Sword-bearer, 2M.
Tube-wheel, 221.
Wlilptall, 2I1L

Murder, discovery of, 27.

Nacre, 48.
Nals, SQL
Nucleus of Infusoria, 4fii
Nymphou, 2fiL

Otollthes of Medusae, ggg.
Sing, 62.

Ovipositor of cuckoo-fly. US.
Gall-fly, 146.

Saw-fly, 148.

Param<BcIum, 462.
Pearls, 50^
PediccllarisB, 324.

Btmcturo of, 325.
«»e of, 330.

Periwinkle, eating of, 6^
tongue of, 62.

Peronhora,
circulation In, 30.
respiration in, ifl.

Phyllodoce, 306.
Pleasures of Sea-shore, SIL
Pudora, scales of,
Polymorph ina, 438.
Polynoe, 3ii2

Poli-pes of Alcyonlum, 403.
Hydractlnia, 389.
J^medca, 385.
Lar, 22Q.

Polystomella, 438.
Polyzoa, CL
Proteus, 433.
Protozoa, 430.
PsepdopodIa7489.

Robber, story of, L
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Rotlfera,^
Sabella,
Bairartia, 42L

Baw-fly, ovipositor of, 1S1.
Scales of Bultcrflica, fiL

Bristle-tall, BSL

Diamond-beetle, £L
Floundor, 23.
Gnat, 84x
Goldfish, 20.
Perch, 19,
Pike, 2L
Podura, §2.
BuRar-louBe, Sfi.

Wrasse, 23.
Bcallop, eyes of,

Hea-anemonet", iK-eapons of, 407.
Sea-cucamber, IMQ.

dumb-lwlls of, ML
Bea-mat, 70.

Bea-moaBe, bristles of, 303.
Bea-Bliore, pleasures of, SiL
Sea-urchin, teplnes of, aiS.

Iar\ a9 of, 347.
pediccllarin of, 324.
pores of, 333.
skeleton of, 31$.
sucker* of, ^2.

Berpula, aia.
Shell of Cuttle, 44

Hallotis, 4ft,

Pearl-oyster, 42
Pinna, 47,

Bhore-crab, 21iL
Silkworm, foot of, 140.

spinner of, HL
Skeleton >VTieeI.bearer, 218.
Slug, cars of, 04.

tontnio of, 62i
Bnall, eye of, 6L
Spicula of Alcyonlum,

Chirodota, 343.
Fish-wjales, 24.
TTolotburia, 340^
Sponges, 44L
Bynapta, 343..

Spiders, eyes of, 238.

fangs of, a^i
foot of,

habits of, 234.
Bilk of, 242.
spinner of, 24L

Spines of Heart-urchin, 23S,
Sea-urchin, 31S.

Spinner of Silkworm, ISQ.
Spider, 244,

Spiracles of Insects, 112^ TJi.
Sponges, spicula of, fiTT
Blanridin, 32L
Btlugof lice, 143,

Stylonychla, 423.
Suckers of Sea-cucumber, ZML

Sea-urchin, Xi'2

Sugar-loupe, 8Q,
Swan-neck, 449-

Bword-bearer, 282.
Bynapta, 24^

Tentacle of Cydlppe,
llydractiiiia, SS8.
Laomede^,
Scallop, 6L
Thaumantlas, 368.

Thaumanlias. sr.7.

Thread-cells, ill.
Tongue of Butterfly, 122.

Fly, 125.
Limpet, S2.

Tongue of Periwinkle, 62.
Slug.^
Trochus, 53.

Trachelocerca, 449,

Transfonnations of
Barnacle, 229.

Crab, 215.
Galathea, 215.
Medusa, 322.
I'olype, 38L
Sea-urchin, 345.
Tube-wheel, 290.
Vortlcella, 422.

Tripod Wheel-bearer, 2Sfi.
Trochus, tongue of, 66.
Tube-wheel, ^ffiL

Turri«,32fl.

Urchin, Sea, ^8.

Vacuoles, 438.
Vaginlcola, 4M
VorticeUa, 456.

Water-fleas. 207, 208.

Weapons of Anemones, 407.
Corvnactis, 423.
Madrepore, 41S.
fiea-worms, 302.

Wee\il. IM.
scales of, 22.

Wheel-bearers, 252.
Wheels of Brachiontu, 2C0.

Chirodota, 343.
Wliipt:ul.247.
Wiugof l{ee,S2.

Fly, SO.

Gnat, &3.
"Wool, 14.
Worms, 2aL

Zoea of Crab, 209.

Zoophytes, 876.

THE END.
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